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mathematics, admittedly, such as cost calculations-contrasts strongly
with the machine’s very moderate impact so far on pure mathematics.
Obvious economic considerations account for much of this difference:
no one can be surprised that the need to optimize the design of a nuclear
power reactor or to develop a stores holding and purchasing strategy for a
large factory provides more economic drive than, say, the properties of the
partition function. But this can hardly apply in a university environment,
where the pure mathematicians have as much right to the central comput-
ing service as anyone else. The explanation must be the great difficulty of
the problems; the machine offers great powers of logical processing, of
which arithmetic is only a small and not very interesting part, but it is far
from clear how these can be used in the service of anything that can be
called genuine mathematics.

However, work has in fact been going on in various fields of pure
mathematics ever since computers became available. Professor Douglas
Munn, surveying the scene from the point of view of an algebraist, decided
in 1966 that enough had been done on the application of computers to
abstract algebra to warrant the holding of an international conference,
to assess what had been achieved and to identify promising lines of future
research. A frequent visitor to the Atlas Laboratory, he talked about this
with me and my colleague Dr. Robert Churchhouse, and after very little
discussion we found ourselves agreeing that the time was indeed right for
such a conference, that Oxford would be an admirable location and that
the Atlas Laboratory should organize it. We approached Professor Graham
Higman who immediately and enthusiastically agreed to give his support;
and with equal immediacy and enthusiasm had Professor Coulson’s
permission to hold the conference in Oxford’s beautiful new Mathematics
Institute.

The success of the meeting must be judged from the quality of the papers,
reproduced in this volume. I want to record my gratitude to the Science
Research Council, who allowed me to meet some of the expenses from
Atlas Laboratory funds, and to I.C.T. Limited for generous financial
support: jointly, they made it possible to hold the conference. The staff
of the Mathematics Institute were as helpful and welcoming as anyone
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could ever be, Mr. C. L. Roberts and the staff of the Atlas Laboratory
Administration Group ensured that the mechanics went without a hitch
and the whole of the general organization  was carried out with great
efficiency by Miss Synolda Butler. I am most grateful to them all, and to
Pergamon Press for undertaking the publication of the Proceedings: and
finally, to Mr. John Leech for so willingly agreeing to be Editor.

J. HOWLETT

Preface

DR.  HOWLETT has described the genesis of the Conference; here I need
only describe the compilation of this volume of Proceedings. Speakers at
the Conference were invited to deliver manuscripts at or soon after the
Conference, and this volume is based on these manuscripts, substantially
as received. Most authors prepared their papers without reference to the
papers of other authors. This has the result that their notation is not uni-
form and there are overlaps; no attempt has been made to coordinate
papers in this respect. So each paper is a substantially independent account
of its topics, and is capable of being read without reference to other
papers. Readers may find it an advantage to have different authors’
accounts where these overlap. A disadvantage, however, is that cross-
references between papers in this volume are far from complete; the
reader of a paper may check which other papers in the volume are also
relevant.

The sequence of papers in this volume is based on that of the lectures
at the Conference, with minor changes; the large body of papers on group
theory are placed first, beginning with Dr. Neubtiser’s  comprehensive
survey, and subsequent papers are placed in roughly the order of distance
of the subject from group theory. To complete the record of the Conference,
I add that Mr. M. J. T. Guy and Professors D. G. Higman, W. 0. J.
Moser, T. S. Motzkin and J. L. Selfridge also delivered lectures at the
Conference, but did not submit manuscripts for publication; this accounts
for a few allusions to topics absent from this volume. The correspondence
between the subject matter of the other lectures and the present papers is
not always close. Professor Mendelsohn’s first paper is based on points
made in discussion and not on a lecture of his own, while the paper by
Professors Krause and Weston was not presented at the Conference.
A bibliography on applications of computers to problems on algebra was
prepared by Dr. D&es  and distributed at the Conference; this is not
reproduced here as all relevant items have been included by Dr. Neubtiser
in the bibliography to his survey paper.

The editorial policy has been that the subject matter and style of papers
are wholly the responsibility of the authors. Editing has been confined to
points of typography, uniformity of style of references, divisions ofpapers,
etc., and, at the request of certain authors whose native language is not
English, some minor changes of wording. (This is a refined way of saying
that I have done as little as I could get away with.)

ix



X Preface

I am indebted to the authors for their co-operation in producing this
volume, to Dr. Howlett for contributing the Foreword, to the S.R.C.
Atlas Computer Laboratory for a Research Fellowship during the tenure
of which much of the work of editing was done, and to the University of
Glasgow for leave of absence both to attend the Conference and to accept
the Research Fellowship. It is also a pleasure to acknowledge the co-opera-
tion of the publishers, Pergamon Press, and it is through no fault of theirs
that events such as the devaluation of British currency (which necessitated
a change of printers) have conspired to delay the appearance of this volume.

JO H N LEECH

Investigations of groups on computers

J . NEUB~~SER

1. Introduction. In this paper a survey is given of methods used in and
results obtained by programmes for the investigation of groups. Although
the bibliographies [De l] and [Sa 1,2,3]  have been used, among other
sources, no claim for completeness can be made for two reasons, that
some publications may have been overlooked, and that the conference
itself has shown once more that there are many activities in this field which
are not (yet) covered by regular publications.
1.1. Papers and programmes have not been included if their main objec-

tive is something different from the study of groups, even if groups play
some role in them. Four particular cases of this kind may be mentioned.
1.1.1. Combinatorial problems dealing with things like generation of

permutations, graphs, orthogonal latin  squares, projective planes, block
designs, difference sets, and Hadamard matrices. For most of these topics
surveys are available, e.g. [Ha 1,4;  SW 11.
13.2. Theorem-proving programmes. Most of these have been used to

construct proofs for very elementary group-theoretical theorems. There
seems to be only one mo  l] specifically made to handle group-theoretical
statements.

1.1.3.  Programmes for the determination and study of homology and
homotopy groups, where the main interest is in the topological relevance
of the results. Such papers are [Li 4; Ma 1, 2; Pi l] and part of [Ca 23.
1.1.4. Applications of groups in fields like coding theory [Pe l] or the

use of a computation in residue class groups for the improvement of a
programme described in pa 11.
1.2. Although the distinction is not always quite clear cut, it is practical

for this survey to distinguish between special purpose and general purpose
programmes. In spite of the fact that the first category is more likely to
produce significant contributions to group theory, more space will be
given in this report to the second kind, simply because this is the author’s
own field of work.

2. Special purpose programmes. By the first kind I mean programmes
specially made for the investigation of a particular problem; when this

1



2 J. Neubiiser

is solved, the programme may be put out of use. There are a number of
problems tackled in this way, which we discuss in turn.

2.1. The construction of all groups of a particular kind,

2.1.1. A programme of this kind was first suggested as early as 1951
by M. H. A. Newman [Ne 4]  for the investigation of the groups of order
256. P. Hall [Ha 7]  had introduced the concept of isoclinism for the classi-
fication and construction of p-groups. Newman pointed out that the num-
ber of cases to be investigated for the determination of all groups of order
256 in a simple-minded use of Hall’s ideas would be far too big for com-
puters then (and would be even now). He gave an estimate to show that
by a probabilistic approach it would be feasible to obtain the great major-
ity of these groups in a reasonable time. It seems, however, that this
suggestion has never been followed.

2.1.2. In this conference C. C. Sims [Si 3]  gave an outline of a different
procedure by which in principle each group of prime-power order would
be obtained just once. In this a group G of order p”  is constructed as an
extension of the last term Qk(G)  # ( 1 ) of its lower @-series, defined by
@r(G)  = G, @i+r(G)  = [G, @i(G)]  ( gp 1 g E @i(G)  ).  The non-isomor-
phic groups G with fixed OS,(G)  2 K and G/@,(G) Y H are in l-l corre-
spondence with those orbits of H2(H, K) under the joint action of both
automorphism groups A(H) and A(K), for which the extensions are groups
with @Q(G)  = K. Sims has written a programme along these lines which
determined the two-generator groups of order 32 in a very short time.
According to him extrapolation from this experience would indicate quite
bearable computation times (‘v 10  hours) for the determination of most
of the groups of order 128. Special methods are probably necessary for
the case that His elementary abelian  of order 32 and K elementary abelian
of order 4.

2.1.3. Also in this conference J. Cannon [Ca 31 reported that R. James
(Sydney) is determining the groups of order p6  for arbitrary primes p using
isoclinism. The calculations necessary in this set-up to find all non-iso-
morphic groups in a given isoclinism class were done by a computer for the
first few primes and then generalized.

2.1.4. A listing of all primitive groups of low degrees is presently under-
taken by C. C. Sims [Si 2,4].  Earlier hand calculations went up to degree
20. These groups have been redetermined and the previous results found
correct. The calculations will be extended to higher degrees.

2.2. The Burnside  problem. A recent survey of the problem is found in
[Ha 3] ,  to which the reader is referred for definitions used and theoretical
results mentioned here. The finiteness of the Burnside groups B(n, r) of
exponent n on r generators is known for n = 2, 3, 4, 6 and all r, but the
order of B(n, r) is known only for n = 2, 3, 6, all r, and n = 4, r = 1, 2. In
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1962 M. Hall jr. [Ha l] outlined a programme by which in particular the
 order of B(4,3)  could be investigated. The idea was to use a Schreier
  technique to find generators and relations for a suitable subgroup of B(4,3)

 which could be handled. In 1964 M. Hall jr. and D. E. Knuth [Ha 2] an-

 nounced that with a programme applicable to arbitrary nilpotent Burnside
 groups some results on B(4, 3) had been obtained, e.g. that the identity
  (X,Y, z, w,  w,  w)  = 1 holds modulo the seventh term of the lower central

 
series of this group. J. Leech [Le 2]  has used Todd-Coxeterprogrammes (see
0 3.1) to obtain and to improve systems of defining relations for B(3, 3) and
B(4,2)  and of groups of exponent 4 on three generators all or two of which
are of order 2. An investigation along different lines of the groups B(4, k) is

   presently carried out by A. Tritter [Tr 11. He tries to prove that there is a

 
bound for the classes of the derived groups of the groups B(4, k), which

  would be a consequence of a conjecture of G. Higman [Hi 11. For exponent
5 only the restricted Burnside problem has been solved. The biggest finite
group B*(5,2)  of exponent 5 on two generators was found to be of class at
most 13 and order at most 534 Recently, E. F. Krause and K. Weston.
[Kr 3] ,  starting from Kostrikin’s calculations, used a computer to establish
that these bounds are in fact attained.

Some of the programmes described in Q 3.1 may also give some informa-
tion on the restricted Burnside problem.

2.3. The search for simple groups. So far systematic searches with com-
puters have established only the non-existence of simple groups of certain
kinds.

2.3.1. In 1957 E. T. Parker and P. J. Nikolai [Pa 21 tried to find analogues
of the Mathieu groups Ml1 and Msa.  Their computations showed that for
23<p=~~4079  the cyclic and the alternating group are the only transitive
permutation groups of degree p = 2q  + 1, p and q primes.

2.3.2. In 1961, when the theorem that a group G of odd order is soluble
had been proved by W. Feit and J. G. Thompson only under the additional
assumption that all Sylow  subgroups of G are abelian,  a large-scale search
for non-abelian simple groups of odd order was carried out by K. I. Appel,
M. Hall jr. and J. G. Thompson [Ap 11. A number of restrictions for the or-
ders of such groups were incorporated in a programme, which sorted about
400 “possible” orders out of all orders up to lo*. These were eliminated by
individual hand calculation, so that the non-existence of insoluble groups
of odd order == IO8 was established.

2.3.3. More recently K. I. Appel and E. T. Parker [Ap 21 have made a
computer search for insoluble groups of degrees p = 4q  + 1, p and q primes,
and have shown that there are no such groups of degrees 29, 53, 149, 173,
269,293 or 317 other than the alternating groups.

2.3.4. A systematic search is being currently made by M. Hall jr. [Ha 5]
for simple groups of orders e 10’3.
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2.3.5. Added in proof, July 1968. G. Higman and J. K. S. McKay [Hi 2]
have used Todd-Coxeter and character-table programmes (see $0 3.1,3.4.5
and 3.4.9) to prove the existence of a certain simple group described by
Z. Janko [Ja 2] .

2.4. Characters and representations of symmetric groups. A detailed de-
scription of the representation theory of the symmetric groups is given in
[Ro 1] . As the methods for the computation of characters of symmetric
groups are essentially combinatorial, they have been programmed rather
early. The character tables of the symmetric groups of degree 15 and 16
were determined by R. L. Bivins et al. [Bi 1] . S. Comet wrote a series of
papers on programmes for the determination of characters of the symme-
tric groups, in which in particular he developed techniques specially adapted
to binary computers [Co 1,2,3,4].  He obtained lists of all absolutely
irreducible characters for the symmetric groups of degree 4 20 [Co 5] .
Other programmes have been developed by J. K. S. McKay [MC l] and
R. E. Ingram, Dublin (unpublished).

Tables of irreducible unitary representations of symmetric groups (for
applications in physics) have been computed by S. Katsura [Ka 1,2].

2.5. The HP-problem.  Let the prime p divide the order of a group G and
let Hp(G’) be the subgroup of G generated by all elements of G not of order
p. D. R. Hughes [Hu l] has raised the question if HP(G)  is always equal to
( 1 ),  equal to G, or of index p in G. The question has been answered in the
afBrmative  for p = 2 and p = 3, and for arbitrary p if G is finite and not a
p-group [Hu 21 or a finite p-group of class up [Za 11. G. E. Wall [Wa 21
showed that for a p-group the question can be investigated by a computa-
tion in a Lie-algebra over GF(p).  By a laborious hand calculation he showed
that the answer is negative forp-groups withp = 5. At present a programme
is being developed by J. Cannon [Ca 3] for checking these calculations  and
extending them to greater p. Added in proof, July 1968 : The programme is
now working and has confirmed the result for p = 5 and extended it to
p = 7 (private communication).

2.6. Miscellaneous problems.

2.6.1. H. Brown (unpublished) has written a programme, following a
method of H. Zassenhaus [Za  2] ,  for the derivation of all space groups (in
I$) from given arithmetical (integral) crystal classes. The space groups are
classified up to isomorphism by this programme. By a similar programme
of G. Fast and T. W. Janssen [Fa l] the space groups of R, are classified
only up to equivalence as extensions of their translation subgroup by their
arithmetical crystal class.

2.6.2. Let r&z)  be the group of all 2 x 2 integral matrices A =
a b

( )c d
with

det A = 1 and c z 0 (mod n) and p*(n) the group generated by To(n)  and
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0 -1
( 1n 0’

H. Fell, M. Newman and E. Ordman [Fe l] have tabulated the

genera of the Riemann surfaces belonging to these groups for n < 1000
using classical formulae in the programme.

2.6.3. S. L. Altmann and C. J. Bradley [Al 1,2] have tabulated data for
the irreducible representations of the rotation group of integral weight
(see Gel’fand and Sapiro [Ge 11)  up to weight 20.

2.6.4. Left normed commutators [a, nb]  are defined recursively by
[a, Ob] = a, [a, (i+ l)b] = [[a, ib], b]. For a finite group G let m(G)  f 0
be the smallest integer such that for all pairs a, b E G there is an integer n
for which [a, nb] = [a, (n+m(G’))b].  J. M. Campbell and W. J. Lamberth
[Ca 21 describe a programme for the determination of m(G) for finite
groups G given as permutation groups. For the alternating group Aa of
degree 6, for example, they obtained m(Ae)  = 120.

2.6.5. Let Z, be the ring of integers mod n and let z and zz’  be permuta-
tions of the elements of Z, with n(O)  = n’(0) = 0. Let ?c and z’ be called
translation equivalent if there exists an element d E Z, such that n(i+ 1)
-n(i) = n’(i+ 1 + d)  -n’(i+  d> for all i E Z,,. A group of permutations of the
elements of 2, is called translation invariant by E. S. Selmer [Se 2] if it
consists of full equivalence classes under the defined translation equivalence.
He has proved some permutation groups to be translation invariant and is
presently also investigating others for this property with a computer.

2.6.6. M. E. White [Wh l] announced a study of the possibility of present-
ing finite groups as groups of pairs of integers for which a suitable multipli-
cation of a certain restricted kind is defined.

2.6.7. Programmes for the application of crystallographic groups to
computations in quantum mechanics have been developed by S. Flodmark
[Fl  1,2].

3. General purpose programmes. The’programmes to be mentioned here
are not primarily made to answer a particular question but rather as a tool
that can be used again and again. Some are based on algorithms previously
designed for hand calculation, some are built up by using combinations of
well-known theorems.

3.1. Todd-Coxeter and Schreier methods. The Todd-Coxeter algorithm
[To 1; Co 6] enumerates the cosets  of a subgroup U of finite index in a
group G, when G is given by finitely many abstract generators and defining
relations and U by finitely many generators expressed as words in the gen-
erators of G. This algorithm seems to have been first programmed in 1953
by C. B. Haselgrove (unpublished). Since then many other programmes for
this algorithm have been developed which sometimes differ in their stra-
tegy for choosing the next coset  to be dealt with. J. Leech [Le 2]  gave a very
clear discussion of the different approaches, which is revised for these
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obvious if the elements (and hence in particular the generators given as
input to the programme) are permutations, matrices over some ring, affine
transformations, etc. If, however, generators and defining relations are
given, the insolubility of the word problem does not allow general hand-
ling of words in the generators unless the relations are of a restricted type.
If this is not the case, the only way out is to try to get a faithful permutation
representation of the group by the Todd-Coxeter procedure. If the genera-
tors are taken from the factors of a subnormal series of a soluble group, the
relations can be brought into a simple form [Ju 1] . Then by a kind of com-
piler the computer itself constructs optimal programmes for the handling
of normal forms from these relations. Programmes of this kind are de-
scribed in [Li 1, 2; Jii 1; Ne 2] .

3.2.2. Next, algorithms for the generation of all elements of a finite
group G from its generators gr, . . .,  g,,  are needed. If the store of the

I machine is big enough to hold all elements of G, the following simple

I

method [Ne 1; We l] can be used. Beginning with UO  = (I), form
Iri+l = (U;,  gi+i)  by the following procedure, given in slightly simpli-

!

fied form here. Form U; = Vi  lJ Uigi+l; beginning with 1 E Vi,  multiply all
elements in Vi’  from the left by gi+l until an element g*a U! is obtained.
Then replace Uf  by Uf = Uf  l.j Uig*  and repeat the procedure. When left-
multiplication of an U{ withgi+i yields only elements in U{,  we have found

 

( Ui,  gi+l).  The condition, to keep all elements in a (fast-access) store, is a
serious restriction. J. K. S. McKay [MC 21 mentions a variation of the
method in which only the elements u of a subgroup U and coset represen-
tatives c of U in G are stored and all elements are expressed (uniquely) as

 

products UC. This procedure saves store, but at the cost of computing time
for the regeneration of elements by multiplication. In general no essentially
better method seems to be known.

For permutation groups, however, a more effective and store-saving
method exists [Si 31. Let G be a group of permutations of the integers
1 n and let Gi  be the stabilizer of 1,2, . . . , i, GO  = G. Then coset
rbpre’skntatives  are determined for all steps Gi, Gi+i. From the cycle-decom-

 position of the generators of G all images of 1 under G and hence coset

I
representatives of Gr  in G are found. By the Schreier technique generators
of Gr  can now be computed and the same process repeated for Gi. The prob-

I
I lem is, to keep the number of generators small for all steps. This is done

 

by working at all steps simultaneously and reducing the number of genera-
tors, obtained by the Schreier process for a subgroup U, by using the coset

 

representatives of the subgroups of U which are already known at the time.
This method has been programmed by C. C. Sims [Si 31,  and in similar

 

form by P. Swinnerton-Dyer (unpublished) in helping with M. Hall’s
computation [Ha 51 of generating permutations for a simple group of Z
Janko [Ja 21; another such programme is presently being worked out at
Keel.  Sims’ programme determined a permutation group of order about
CPA 2

proceedings [Le 41.  So it is sufficient here to give references (partially copied
from [Le 21).  A number of papers give details of programmes [Ba 1; El 1;
Fe 2,3,4;  Gu 1; Ma 3; Tr 2,3].  Applications are found in [Ca  1; Le 1,3;
Me 3] and some of the papers mentioned before and hereafter.

The Todd-Coxeter procedure yields not only the number of cosets of
Win G but also a permutation representation for the generators of G on the
cosets of U. The kernel of this representation of G is K = n g-l  Ug. Hence

one can obtain G/K  by a programme which generates a permutation group
from given permutations or at least finds its order.

An interesting instance, where an observed periodicity of the output of a
Todd-Coxeter programme led to a proof of the infiniteness of the group in
question, is noted by C. C. Sims [Si 11.

More recently the Todd-Coxeter technique has been combined with the
Schreier technique, see e.g. [Ma 41, to obtain generators for a subgroup U
from generators of the whole group G and coset representatives of the cosets
of U in G. The algorithms obtained solve the following problem: Let a
group G be given by generators gl,  . . .,  gk and relations rl(gl,  . . . , gk) =
= . . . = r&l, . . ., gk) = 1 and let a subgroup U of finite index in G be
generated by words ul, . . ., u,  in the gi. The Todd-Coxeter procedure
yields coset representatives cl, . . ., c,  of the cosets of U in G. For an ele-
ment w,  given as a word in the gi, one has to find the expression w = W*Cj,

where ci  is one of the coset representatives and w*  is a word in the Ui. Some
different methods for doing this have been discussed [Be 1; appendices to
Le 1,3;  Le 4; Me 1,2,3;  MO 1,2].

It would be most useful if these techniques could be extended further.
Given generators and relations for a group G and coset representatives for
the cosets of a subgroup U in G, the Schreier procedure gives generators
and defining relations for U (see [Ma 4; Me 4]).  However, their numbers
increase with the index of U in G. If one had a method to reduce these num-
bers effectively in cases where this is theoretically possible, the Todd-
Coxeter procedure could be applied again to the subgroup U and so on.
No programme of this kind seems to exist yet.

Another application of the Todd-Coxeter technique was outlined by
C. C. Sims [Si 3] .  By systematically enumerating the words that could gen-
erate a subgroup and performing Todd-Coxeter computations for them, he
finds all subgroups of index less than a prescribed bound in a finitely pres-
ented group.

3.2. Generation of groups, lattice of subgroups. A number of programmes
have been developed to compute structural details for a finite group given
by a set of generators. In all these programmes problems arise at three
levels.

3.2.1. First, algorithms for the handling, i.e. comparison, multiplication,
inversion, etc., of the group elements must be defined. These are rather
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5 x 10s in a very small time; he estimates that it can find the order of any
permutation group of degree s 200 with a “small” number of generators.

3.2.3. When all elements of a finite group have been found, the next
problem is to investigate its subgroups and their properties. A number of
programmes have been developed for the determination of the lattice of
subgroups together with conjugacy relations between the subgroups. W. D.
Maurer [He 1; Ma 5,6,7,&g],  and apparently similarly G. P. Spielman
[Sp 1] , have put their main interest in defining a simple language in which
the user can give orders or ask questions to be checked against a file of
examples. The programmes are mainly for demonstration, so the methods
used are rather straightforward and hardly powerful enough to handle
more complicated examples efficiently.

A more sophisticated combinatorial approach has been used by L. Ger-
hards and W. Lindenberg [Ge 3; Li 31. Basically their programme works as
follows : A subgroup U of a finite group G is uniquely determined by the set
of cyclic subgroups of prime power order contained in U. Hence U can be
described by the characteristic function co, defined on the set S of all cyclic
subgroups of prime power order in G, which is equal to 1 for the cyclic sub-
groups contained in U and equal to 0 for all others. Any characteristic
function on S defines a generating system for some subgroup, hence all char-
acteristic functions are considered in lexicographical order. Once a sub-
group has been generated from a characteristic function, by a number of
combinatorial tricks based on simple group theoretic arguments many other
characteristic functions can be eliminated from being examined, as they
define generating systems of subgroups already known.

Another mainly combinatorial method has been outlined by C. C. Sims
[Si 31.  The elements of G are ordered in a list L: 1 = gl,  gz,  . . . , g/o1 . Then
for each subgroup U a canonical system of generators x1, . . . , x,  is defined
by the requirement that x1 is the first element of U-(l) with respect to
the order in L, xi+1 is the first element of U-(x1,  x2, . . . , Xi)  with
respect to this order. The task of finding all subgroups is thus equivalent to
that of finding all canonical systems. If {xl, . . . , xk} is such a system, then
so is {xl, . . . , xk-r}.  Hence, if all ordered systems of elements are ordered
first by their length then, lexicographically, a system {xl, . . . , xk}  can be
discarded in the search for canonical systems if either {xi, . . . , xkml} is
not canonical or if in calculating the subgroup it generates an element not
in (xl,  . . . . xk-i)  is obtained that is earlier in L than xk. This method
has not been programmed yet, but it seems likely that it is rather efficient,
in particular if there is some natural order of the elements which can be
decided upon without searching in lists.

Added in proof, July 1968. Yet another combinatorial programme is at
present being developed by W. Niegel at the Technische Hochschule,
Miinchen.

A method involving more group theory has been used by J. Neubtiser
and V. Felsch [Fe 5,6;  Ne 1,2] and in similar form by J. Cannon [Ca 3]  and
by D. R. Hayes and L. C. Biedenharn (unpublished). Subgroups are again
represented by their characteristic functions on the set of all cyclic sub-
groups of prime power order (see above). Let the kth layer& of the lattice of
subgroups consist of all subgroups whose order is the product of k primes.
A subgroup U E Zi different from its derived group U’  is obtained as a
product of a group VEZ;-r  by a cyclic subgroup C C No(  v>  of prime power
order. If the subgroups are constructed layerwise, starting from& one can
ensure by simple calculation with characteristic functions (which can be
handled nicely in a binary computer) that each subgroup is constructed
only once. Perfect subgroups are taken care of by special subroutines for
each of the very few isomorphism types of simple groups of composite
order that can occur in the range of orders allowed by storage and speed
restrictions of the computer presently used. These subroutines can be
extended for bigger machines, as the list of all simple groups is known at
least up to order 20,000. This means that the programme would work at
least up to groups of order 40,000, which at present is definitely out of reach
for any programme of the kinds discussed here that determines the full
lattice of subgroups.
Although more combinatorial programmes have the advantage that

there is no theoretical restriction for their applicability, comparison has
shown  the programmes described last to be more efficient than the existing
combinatorial ones. With the present implementation groups up to order
1092 and with up to 2400 subgroups have been handled. Its range will be
increased in a new implementation (in the final debugging state Oct. 1967)
which on a bigger computer uses a 512 K backing store.

Added in proof, JuIy  1968. This programme now works, and has pro-
duced the lattices of subgroups of groups including the alternating group
&(order  2520, with 3779 subgroups) and the largest of Dade’s groups
[Da  1] (order 1152, with 519 1 subgroups).

A special programme [Fe 9] for drawing a diagram of the lattice has
been connected with the system of programmes in Kiel [Fe 5,6].

3.2.4. For many problems, such as the determination of crystal classes
[Bii 1, 21, it is sufficient to determine only one representative from each
class of conjugate subgroups in G. A certain variation of the method de-
scribed in [Fe 5,6;  Ne l] is presently being programmed in Kiel. It will
save a large amount of store at a (hopefully slight) cost of time. It seems
that the more combinatorial algorithms cannot very easily be adapted to
this purpose.

3.2.5. Together with the lattice of subgroups, some of these programmes
[Fe 5,6;  Ge 3; Li 3] compute properties of subgroups, etc. It is listed, e.g.
by the Kiel programme [Fe 5,6], whether a subgroup U is cyclic, abelian,
2.
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nilpotent, supersoluble, soluble or perfect and whether it is normal, sub-
normal or self-normalizing in G. The order, normalizer, centralizer  and
classes of conjugate elements of U are found. Also certain characteristic
subgroups such as the upper and lower central series, commutator series
Frattini and Fitting subgroups are determined.

3.2.6. Two sets of programmes developed by R. Yates [Ya l] and R.
Segovia and H. V. McIntosh [Se l] determine the lattice of subgroups
and some of these structural details for groups of special types.

3.2.7. Some more extensive applications of such programmes have been
made. R. Biilow and J. Neubtiser [Bii 1,2] determined all integral classes of
4X4  integral matrix groups by analysing the 9 classes of maximal 4 X 4
integral groups, found by E. C. Dade [Da 11. A catalogue of the lattices of
subgroups, etc., of the groups of order 4 100, omitting orders 64 and 96,
has been compiled by J. Neubtiser [Ne 31 using the Kiel programmes.

3.3. Automorphism groups. W. D. Maurer’s system of programmes
[Ma 8] also contains a programme which checks for the existence of an
isomorphism between two given groups by constructing partial isomor-
phisms in a tree-of-trial-and-error procedure. Programmes for detecting
isomorphisms of graphs [Be 2; Su l] may also be used in such a way.

The only programme known to me [Fe 5,7,  8]  for the determination of
the automorphism group A(G)  of a finite group G uses the structural data
obtained by the subgroup lattice programme [Fe 5,6].  The basic idea is that
an automorphism induces a lattice automorphism on the lattice of sub-
groups which preserves order, conjugacy, centralizers, etc. If a subgroup U
is chosen it is usually rather easy by visual inspection of a diagram repre-
senting the lattice of subgroups to find all candidates for images of U under
automorphisms of G. This vague idea has been made precise by introducing
and studying certain equivalence relations on the set of all subgroups which
are then used in the construction of A(G).

For a soluble group which is not of prime power order L. Gerhards
[Ge  2]  gives an outline of a programme based on P. Hall’s results [Ha 8]
about Sylow systems. In this programme (which is not yet implemented)
the automorphism group of G will be constructed from “extensible” auto-
morphisms of the Sylow subgroups in a Sylow system and inner automor-
phisms.

3.4. Characters and representations.
3.4.1. There are a number of programmes for the determination of the

absolutely irreducible characters of a finite group G. Most of these start
from the class multiplication coefficients and lead to some kind of numer-
ical computation. For the theoretical background to this procedure see e.g.
[Cu  1].

Let Cl, . . . . C, be the classes of conjugate elements in G, Cr = {l}, hi
the number of elements in Cj, ~1,  . . . , x’  the absolutely irreducible charac-
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ters, 4 the dimension of $,  and xj the value of $for  an element of Ci. The
class multiplication coefficients are defined by

CiCj = i CijkCke
k=l

Defining ti = 2 fi one has n+$  = i c&kw,$.  Henceforeachs, l&s&r,
k=l

the r values n$, l’=~  24  r, belonging to the sth character satisfy the r2 equa-
tions

$pjk-  dikxj)xk  = 0 for 1 < i, j s r. (7

Considering for each jO, l==  j,, s r, in turn the r equations obtained by fix-
ing j = je, one sees that the vector ws  = (tir,  . . . , 4) is an eigenvector of
the matrix (Cam)  belonging to the eigenvalue $0,  and further that these
vectors Ws,  1 d s 4 r, are (up to factors) the only common eigenvectors of all
these matrices (c&,  l==  jo < r.

3.4.2. [Cu 11:  If for a certain jO the matrix (cii&)  has r different eigen-
values, the eigenvector spaces are one-dimensional and hence yield uniquely
(up to scalar multiples) the vectors w’,  14  s 4 r. These factors are deter-

hlmined from tir = -d xi = 1. From the orthogonality relations of the charac-
ters one has s

df  i$l  d$ = [Cl.

From this dl, . . . , d,  are found and then the characters. As there are simple
examples in which none of the matrices (Cij~) has r distinct eigenvalues,
this method is not always applicable.

Essentially this method is applied for all matrices (cliok)  in a programme
by S. Flodmark and E. Blokker  [F13]  to obtain irreducible characters. These
are then used to reduce the regular representation into representations
El, . ..,Erofdegreedf,  . . . . d,”  respectively. Ej contains the 4 copies of the
jth absolutely irreducible representation that are contained in the regular
representation. For further reduction of the Ej into irreducible representa-
tions, according to a private communication of S. Flodmark, a “numerical
iteration procedure” is used. The author regrets that he cannot supply
details about this, as he heard about the programme only when this article
had already gone to press.

3.4.3. For hand computation W. Burnside [Bu l] gives the following
method: Multiplying the equations (*) with a tied j by an indeterminate uj
and summing over all j yields
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For 1 es 4 r, ws  is an eigenvector of
”

belonging to the eigen-

value ii.” = c 6~~  These eigenvalues 1” are r different solutions, and
j=l

hence are all the solutions, of the characteristic equation

If one can factor this as a polynomial in I with coefficients from the ring of
polynomials in the indeterminates yl,  .
hence the characters.

. .,  yr,  one has found the n$  and

3.4.4. J. K. S. McKay [MC 2,3]  in his programme replaces the indeter-
minates yi by random numbers aj  of uniform distribution in [0, 1] and pro-

\
ceeds for the matrix (~2)  =

( )
i caaj  as described in 0 3.4.2 for a single
j=l

(c&.  The set of r-tuples (al,  . . . , a,) for which (cg)  has multiple eigen-
values is of measure zero in the hypercube of all r-tuples, but numerical
difficulties can occur if two eigenvalues are close together. Restrictions on
the programme are given by the number of classes in G rather than by the
order of G, as long as the ci& can be calculated. McKay has been able
[MC 3] to recalculate the character-table of Z. Janko’s first simple group
[Ja l] from a matrix representation of it.

3.4.5. One can also use the property that the w’s are the only common
eigenvectors of the matrices (c&,  1 --i,, < k, in the following way. First the
eigenvector spaces of (ci$k)  are determined. After n- 1 steps let Vr, . . . , V,
be the subspaces of common eigenvectors of the matrices (Cis), . . . , (cink).
Then each Vi of dimension 3 2 is mapped by (Ci rt+rk- &$+‘),  where
;1;+l  runs through all eigenvalues of (c.rn+lk),  and thus split into a direct
sum of subspaces of common eigenvectors of (ci$k),  . . . , (cjn+rk).

In the programme of J. D. Dixon [Di 1] this procedure is further simpli-
fied and the calculation of eigenvalues is avoided in the following way. Let e
be the exponent of G, E a fixed primitive eth root of unity, and p a prime such
that e/p-  1. Then there is an integer z such that z has order e modulo p.
The mapping 8 : f(s) -+f(  )z , w ereh f *is any polynomial with integral coef-
ficients, is a ring homomorphism of Z(E)  onto the prime field Z,, which
can be used to translate the whole problem of finding common eigenvectors
into the corresponding one over ip.  This can be solved much more easily.
By choosingp  appropriately one can ensure that the characters in the com-
plex field can be determined from the solutions found in 2,.

3.4.6. D. R. Hayes [Ha 91 has proposed to solve (*) by constructing
successively partial solutions in a kind of tree-of-trial-and-error procedure.
The method described by him has not yet been programmed.
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3.4.7. A rather different approach has been used by C. Brott and J.
Neubiiser [Br 1,2]. In their programme all monomial absolutely irreducible
representations are found as induced representations of one-dimensional
representations of certain subgroups and the corresponding characters as
induced characters. For a big class of finite groups, including all p-groups,
all absolutely irreducible representations are monomial; if this is not the
case for a group G the remaining characters are found by one of the methods
described above, taking advantage however of the characters already
known.

For groups of order 2”, another programme to find the absolutely
irreducible representations by the process of induction has been written by
P. G. Ruud and E. R. Keown [Ke 1; Ru 1,2].

Added in proof, July 1968, According to the summary printed in Mathe-
matical Reviews, N. N. A’izenberg  and A. A. LetiCevskii [Ai 1] “have
developed algorithms for computing matrix representations and characters

. of an interesting class of finite groups”.

3.4.8. All these programmes require that the group is completely known
in some detail. However in many hand computations, e.g. [Fr 1; Ja 1, 2] ,
character tables are found from rather poor information about the group,
in fact the character table is used as a step in establishing the existence of
a group with certain properties. It seems to be very worth while to build up
a programme, possibly for on-line use and man-machine interaction from a
remote console, which would incorporate the routine computations used in
such work.

3.4.9. Added in proof,  July 1968. In their proof of the existence of Janko’s
group of order 50 232 960, G. Higman  and J. K. S. McKay [Hi 2 ]  use  some
programmes which find rational and permutation characters from a given
character table.

3.5. Miscellaneous programmes.

3.5.1. In [Ha 6] P. Hall introduced the so-called “commutator collect-
ing process” for the study of an expansion

(gh)”  = fh”b,  h]pl(“).  . .

of the nth power of a product of two group elements into a product of cer-
tain commutators. He showed in particular that the functions 9+(n)  are
polynomials in n of degree not exceeding the weight of the commutator
whose exponent they are. Hall’s formula has been the object of a few pro-
grammes. A very straightforward simulation of the collection process was
used by H. Felsch [Fe 2] to obtain the vi(n)  for the first few i. J. M. Camp-
bell and W. J. Lamberth  [Ca 2] have more recently written a more elabo-
rate programme for the same purpose as a tool for the investigation of free
nilpotent groups of finite exponent. E. F. Krause [Kr 1,2] has used some
theoretical improvement of the collecting process to study groups of expo-
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nent 8. Together with K. Weston [Kr. 3,4]  he studied a similar process in
Lie rings and applied a programme for it in the study of Burnside groups of
exponent 5. D. W. Walkup  [Wa 1] announces that he has used a computer
(in a way not further described) to show that a certain commutator iden-
tity is best possible.

3.5.2. H. J. Bernstein, 0. Moller and E. Strasser Rapaport [Be 3]
describe a programme for finding factorizations of finite groups.

3.5.3. D. A. Smith [Sm 1] gives an algorithm for the determination of a
basis of a finitely generated abelian  group.

4. Acknowledgements. The author wishes to express his indebtedness to
Mr. C. Brott, Mr. V. Billow, Mr. V. Felsch and Mr. J. K. S. McKay for
help in compiling and preparing the material for this article and to the
editor of these proceedings who patiently waited for its completion.
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Some examples using coset enumeration

C.M. CAMPBELL

Introduction.  A modification of the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration
process [l] has been described by Campbell [2],  Moser [3],  and Benson and
Mendelsohn [4].  In this note we give some examples that illustrate the way
in which this modification is used.

Let G be an abstract group with a finite number of generators and rela-
tions, and let H be a subgroup of G. Assume further that the index [G  : HJ
of H in G is finite. Let E denote the identity and let (-)  denote the inverse
of an element.

THIF&EM.  Iffrom  the relation R = E, where E is the identity and

R=al...a,...a,...a,,  IGrGsep,

we win the new information
a.ap,+l  . . . as  = A

where each ai  is a generator gj  or its inverse and a, B are integers denoting
cosets,  then

a.a, . . . a, = W./l,
where w = w,-, w,-, . . . WlW, . . . ws+l

is a word in the subgroup and a, /? are now thought of as coset representatives.
Proof. Express the relation R = E in the form

- - - -a, . . . a, = ar-lar-2 . . . ala, . . . aS+l.
Then - - c-a.a, . . . a, = a.a,-la,-2  . . . ala,  . . . aS,l.

From previous information in the tables we find a-ii,-, expressed in the
form W,-,. y (a and y are now thought of as coset representatives and W,-,
is a word in the subgroup H):

a.a,  . . . a, = W,-,y.4-2  . . . &Tip  . . . iiS+l.

Now,  again from the tables, y.&,_,  = W,-,.  6.
Therefore

a.a, . . . a, = W,-lW,-26.(i,-3  . . . &ii, . . . &+l.
37
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Repeating the process,

C. M. Campbell

a.a,  . . . a, = Wr-lWr--2 . . . WlW,  . . . W.+.&+~.

Finally, from the tables,
/a+1 = Ws+l.B.

Therefore
a.a,  . . . a, = W,-IWr--2  . . . WIWP  . . . Wsfl,

and hence
a.a,  . . . us  = W./T

The Todd-Coxeter process leads to an enumeration table and from the
modification and our theorem (withp = 1) we obtain a table carrying addi-
tional information (see Example 1).

Examples. In [2]  an algorithmic proof is given to show that the two
relations

RS=  =  S3R,  SR2  =  R3S

imply that R = S = E,  where Eis the identity. This has been generalized by
Benson and Mendelsohn [4]  who show that the two relations

RS”-1  = S”R,  sR”-1 = R”s

again imply that R = S = E.
We consider two examples that arise from the previous two.
EXAMPLE 1. Let G = {R, S, T, U} be subject to the relations RS = SST,

ST = TSU,  TU = U2R,  UR = R%. Then G is cyclic of order 5.

Proof . RS = S2T (1)
ST=T2U (2)
T U  =  U2R (3)

UR = R=S (4)

ST2U = RS (5)  from (11,  (2)

STU=R (6) from  (3),  (4),  (5)

where, as before, (-)  denotes the inverse
SU  = RST (7) from  (3),  (6)
S3T  = E (81 from Cl), (2), (6)

SRS = E (9) from  (0,  (8)
U2 =  R (10) from  (4),  (9)
ST = EzU (11) from (6),  (10)
s =@ (12) from (7),  (11)
IJ = p (13) from (4),  (12)

T=i? (14) from (1 I),  (12),  (13)
R3 =  E (15) from (10)

Some examples using coset enumeration 39

This algebraic proof follows algorithmically from the modified Todd-
Coxeter process with the following enumeration and information tables.
New information is found from the underlined positions in the tables in the
order numbered.

R Slss S TUFT TUi?DU

1 1 2(2)3 2 1 1 2 5 1 1 4 1
2 (7) 1 3 2 2 3 2 (3) 5 2 2 5 1 1 5(5)2

3 3 3 (6) 1 5. 2 3 3 2 3

4 2 3 4 4 4 4 4

5 5 5 5 5 2 4 1(4)5

-

coset Representative R S T u

1 4(1)2  1 1 1

2  5 2

3 3

4(8)1 1 2 4

5 1 1 5

1 = lRj l=E l.R = R.l 1.5’  = E.2 l.U = E.4
2 = i.s- 2=s 2.S = E.3 2.T = ES 2.u = R.5
3 = 2.s 3 = s2 3.T = R.2
4 = l.u 4=u 4.R = Rz.2 4.U = R.l
5 = 2.T 5 = ST 5.u = a.1

From the positions numbered 3, 6, 7 we have, using our theorem, the
additional information

5.TU  = R.2,

3.ST  = E.1,

2.RS = E.1.

In the above tables 4. U = R.l and 5. U = i?. 1, which implies that 4 and 5
are the same coset, and in terms of coset representatives 5 = R2.4. Replac-
ing 5 by 7(i2.4 in the information tables gives

R S T U

l.R = R.l l.S = E.2 l.u = E.4
2.S = E.3 2.T = i?.4 2.u = IF.4

3.T = R.2
4.R = R=.2 4.U = R.l

From these tables 1. U = E.4 and 2. U = W3.4,  and it now follows that
1 and 2 are the same coset. Repeating the process as before leads finally to
complete collapse.
CPA 4
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generators a, b, c, d, e subject only to the relations ab = c,  bc = d, cd = e,
de  = a, ea = b, is cyclic of order 11. This problem was discussed in the
American Mathematical Monthly [S].

The new information 4.R = 2 and 3.T = 2 reduce to equations (1) and
(4) but from the new information 5.TU  = 2 equation (5) is obtained. In the
first of the two calculations below we work with the coset representative as
an integer and in the second we think of the coset representatives as a word
in the group.

5.TU  = 5.TST ST.TU  = ST.TST from (2)
= E2.ST = ES.ST

= EE3.T = EES=.T

= EER.2 = EER.S

5.TU  = R.2 = R.S from (1)

This is equation (5). In a similar manner we obtain equations (6)-(10).
Equation (11) comes from the first coincidence when cosets  4 and 5 are
identified.

5 = a1.o from 5.u = R.1
= RR4.ui7 from 4.U = R.l

= f72.4,

or, in terms of coset representatives,
ST = iZE.D

= muuu
= i?=u,

from (6)
from (10)

and this is equation (11). From the other coincidences we obtain equations
(12)-(14).

EXAMPLE 2. The relations SR2  = RSRS and RS2 = SRSR imply that
R = S = E .

Proof. The proof is again obtained algorithmically as in Example 1.
SR=  = RSRS (1)
RS=  = SRSR (2)

SR3  = R=S= (3) from  Cl), (2)
S=RSR = RSR=S (4) from  (11,  (2)

S3  = j&‘9R= (5) from (11,  (3)
SR=SRS = RS2R (6) from  Cl), (3)

S=R=S  = S=R= (7) from (2), (3), (5), (6)

whence S = E and R = E.

The following question now arises. Given SR”  = RnmlSRS  and RS” =
= Sn-IRSR,  do these relations imply R = S = E? (True for n = 1, 2.)
One further example is the following: show that the group generated by five
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Defining relations for subgroups of  finite  index
of groups with a finite presentation

N. S. MENDELSOHN

THIS note solves the following problem. Let G be a group with a finite pres-
entation. Let H be a subgroup of G which is generated by a finite set of
words in the generators of G and which is known to be of finite index. Find
a set of defining relations for H.

To solve this problem we need the following lemma.
LEMMA. Let G be a group with presentation

G = {x1,  x2,  . . . x,  : Rl(xl,  . . . XT)  = . . . = Ru(x1,  . . . xr)  = 1).

Suppose also  that G is generated by tl,  t2,  . . . , t,,,  and that each t is expressed
as a word in the x’s and that each x is expressed as a word in the t’s. Then a set
of defining relations expressed entirely in terms of the t’s can be found.

Proof. Let xi  = Wi(tl,  tz,  . . ,,  t,,,) i = 1, 2, . . .,  r and let tj = wj(x1,
x2, . . ., xr)j=  1,2, . ..) m. We abbreviate these as Xi  = Wi(t)  and tj =
= wj(x).  We now carry out Tietze transformations as follows. To the pres-
entation G = {xi  : R,, = l} adjoin the generators tj and the relations
G{  w (x)}-~  = 1, obtaining

G = {Xi,  tj  : R,(x~,  . . . ) XT) = tj{Wj(XI,  . e e 3  Xr)}-l  = 1 }+

Now replace each xi  by WJt) and delete the generators Xi. We then obtain
the required presentation with generating relations

R,( WI(~),  Wz(t), * - ., Wr(t)) = tj{wi( WI(t), * * .y  Wr(t))}-’  = 1.

We note, in passing, that it is not generally true that the “inherited” rela-
tions R,( WI(t), Wz(t), . . . , Wr(t))  = 1 are an adequate set of defining rela-
tions. We give later an example where the “extra” relations tj{Wj(  WI(t), . . . ,
WJt)))-l  = 1 cannot be deleted.

We now return to the solution of ihe main problem. Since the subgroup
His defined by a finite set of words and is of finite index, the Todd-Coxeter
coset enumeration process must close (see Mendelsohn [3]).  Also by Men-
delsohn [3],  a set of Schreier-Reidemeister generators for Hcan  be obtained
and a rule for determining in which coset of Ha word in G lies. With this
information we can write down a set of defining relations for H (as given,
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for example, in [2]  pp. 86-95). Also by Benson and Mendelsohn [l] the
Schreier-Reidemeister generators can be expressed as words in the originally
given generators of H. We now start a second coset enumeration using the
Schreier-Reidemeister generators as the defining generators for H. This
enables us to write the originally given generators of H as words in the
Schreier-Reidemeister generators. Now, by the use of the lemma, we are
in a position to write defining relations for H in terms of its originally given
generators.

Remark. It appears that we have given an extremely roundabout proce-
dure for obtaining defining relations for H in terms of its given generators.
Why introduce the Schreier-Reidemeister generators at all?

The following appears to be a plausible direct procedure. Every relation
in G can be written as a product of conjugates of the given relations Ri = 1.
Hence, the group H inherits as relators the conjugates of Ri when expressed
as words in the generators of H.

It would appear that it is sufficient to take as conjugating elements one
from each coset of H. Hence H inherits the relators 0~7~  RioI  where Ri
ranges over the defining relators of G, oj  ranges over a set of coset repre-
sentatives and o,:~R+s~  is expressed as a word in H.

The following counter example shows that these inherited relators are
not necessarily a set of defining relators for H. The group was studied by
Baumslag and Solitar.

Let G = {A, X : Xe1A2X = A3}.  Let H be the subgroup generated by X
and As.  By Benson-Mendelsohn [l], H = G and in fact

Calling the right side of this equation Wit is seen that in terms of Xand As,
the group G inherits the relation XM2VX  = W3.  Also, since G has only
one coset and one defining relation no more than one relation can be obtained
from coset enumeration. However, G. Higman has shown that in terms
of X and As the group G requires two defining relations. Hence the extra
relation (in this case A8 W --8  = 1) cannot be deleted.
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Nielsen transformations

M. J. DUNWOODY

LET G be a group with n generators. Let Z be the set of ordered sets of n
generators of G.

If x is a permutation of the set { 1, 2, . . . , n}  then a, will denote the per-
mutation of Z such that

kl, . . . , gJan = (gl,, g2=,  . . . , h-J.

If i&(1,2,  . . .) n}, i 9 j, then a-i,  ai:. will denote the permutations of ,Z
such that

kl, - - .Y g&-i  = (gl,  g2,  . * ~3  gi-19  gi19  gi+l,  . . -9 gJ,

(g1,  . . .  ,  &)ai:j  = (gi,* * *v gj-13  gigj,  gj+l, . . *,  cl).

Let A be the group of permutations of Z generated by all the above.
It is sometimes useful in group theory to know the transitivity classes of

C under A. Let F be the free group on generators xl,  x2, . . ., x,,.  If
kl,  82, . . . , g,), (hl, h2,  . . ., h,) belong to Z and R, S are the kernels of the
respective homomorphisms 8,  4 of ,F onto G such that Xi0 = gi, Xi4 = hi,
i= 1, . . . . n,  then there is an automorphism y of F such that Ry = S if
(a,  g2, . . ., gn>, @l, ha, . . . , h,) belong to the same transitivity class of Z
under A. When such an automorphism of F exists there is for instance an
isomorphism induced between F/[R, R] and F/[S, S]; these groups need not
be isomorphic if (gi, g2, . . . , g,),  (hl,  h2, . . ., h,) belong to different tran-
sitivity classes under A.

The problem I consider is the following:
If G has n- 1 generators, then in every transitivity class of Z under A is

there a set of generators one of which is the unit element?
The answer to this question is yes if G is finite and soluble; in fact one has

the following :
THEOREM. If G is a finite soluble group with n- 1 generators, then A is

transitive on Z.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length c of a chief series of G. If

c = 0, the theorem is trivial. Assume then that cs-0,  and that the result is
true for c- 1.

Suppose now that

E=M,,-=Ml-=Mz-=  . ..-=M.=G

4 5
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is a chief series for G. Let hl, . . . , h,-  1 be a set of n- 1 generators for G.
Let(gl,  . . . . g,J  E Z, by the induction hypothesis on G/M1 there exists
a E A such that

kl, . . . , g&x  = (m, m&l,  m&t, . . . , m,-A-1)

where m, ml, m2,  . . . , rnael  c Ml. If m = e, then rnlhl, rnzhz,  . . . , mn-lh,-l
generate G and by using a product of the ai:l ‘ s and their inverses we obtain
a set of generators in which the first element belongs to MI and is not e.
Therefore it can be assumed that m =j=  e.

Now, since MI is abelian,  if

then
g = w(hl,  hz, . . . . hn-l)EG

g-lmg  = w(hl, . . . , h,- l)-lmw(hl,  . . . , h,- 1)
= w(mlhl,  , . . , m,-  A- l)-lmw(mlhl,  . . . , m,-  Ih,-  I).

It follows that there is an element a’ in A such that

(g1,  . . . , g&'  = W', mlh,  . . . , mile A- 1).

Now using  al:j+I  or its inverse the (i+  1)th term can be changed to timihi
or m-gmihi.  However, since MI is minimal normal, each mi  is a product of
conjugates of m or its inverse. Hence by repeating the above process enough
times it can be seen that there exists a” in A such that

(g19 . . .,  g&d  = Cm,  hl,  h2, . . .,  h-1).

However hl, . . . , hnel  generate G and so by using a product of the aizI’s
and their inverses we see that (gl, . . . , g,) belongs to the same transitivity
class under A as (e, hl, hz, . . . , h,), which proves the theorem.

To find a counter-example for the non-soluble case a computer might be
employed. If G is the alternating group on five symbols and Z is the set of
sets of three elements which generate G, then 2 has 120X  1668 elements
[l]. These are partitioned into 1668 transitivity classes under the action of
automorphisms of G, and A can be regarded as acting on these classes
rather than on the elements of 2.  If A is not 19-ply  transitive on these
classes, then the direct product of 19 copies of G, which can be generated
by two elements, would have a set of three elements which generate it but
which could not be reduced to two elements by Nielsen transformations.
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Calculation with the elements of a finite group
given by generators and defining relations

H .J~~RGENSEN

1. Preliminary remarks. The system of group theoretical programmes
working at Kiel[4]  consists of programmes which are independent of, and
others which depend on, the special way in which the elements of the group
to be calculated are represented. The latter are, roughly speaking, concerned
with reading the input data and printing, multiplication of, and inverting
elements.

I shall give an outline of some difficulties which arise with multiplication
and inverting programmes, when the elements are represented by words of
abstract generators, and of some ways to overcome or avoid them.

In 1961 Neubiiser  [3]  described a programme by which these problems
were, to a certain extent, solve8 for finite p-groups. In 1962 and 1963
Lindenberg published ideas [l] and a detailed description of a programme
[2]  for solving them for finite soluble groups.

Thus in a certain sense no theoretical difficulties were left; but, as experi-
ence proved, the practical problem of “minimizing” the time needed for
computing the product of two elements, when just the necessary input data
would be given, was not yet solved sufficiently. Hence some further refine-
ments had to be introduced.

2. Input data. Let G be a finite group and e the identity element of
G. An AG-system of G is a system of n generators a,, a,-,, . . . , al of G
and of n(n+ I)/2 words gij (i = l(l)i;  j = I(l)n), for which the following
conditions hold :

gij  E  uj- 1 = de, al, a2,  . . . , aj-1)  G G; 1 =sisj=sn (RI)
a?  = gjj; 1 ej<n UW

h aj]  = gij; Iei<j=sn (R3)
vj 5 1 integer; a; eUj_1;  I =SZ  < ?#j; 1 ej=sn (R4)

For a group G there exists an AG-system defining G, if and only if G is a
finite soluble group.

Proof. Let an AG-system defining G be given. According to (R3) and (Rl)
aj  (1 sj=sn) is an element of the normalizer Nu,,  of Uj-1, i.e. Ujml u V,.

47
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The proposition holds.

(2) Let the proposition be proved for l< t -C  k =s  n.
(3) t = k : b, c E U, = U, have the forms
b = a? a%--1  . . . a%

k-l
1 (seminormed)

c = a$  a&;  . . . a? (normed).

49

Because of (Rl),  (R2),  and (R4) Uj/Uj_l  is a finite cyclic group of order
greater than 1; hence G is a finite soluble group.

Now let G be a finite soluble group. If G is cyclic, it will be defined by the
generator aI with glr  = e and w1  = IGI.  If G is not cyclic, there exists a
finite chain of subgroups UO, UI,  . . . , U,  of G with: UO  = gp(e); U,,  = G;
Uj_1  a Uj;  Uj/  Ujel  is cyclic and finite of order Uj : Uj-,  =-  1 (1 =z j < n). For

j = l(l)n  aj is selected in such a way that gp( Uj-l,  aj) = Uj;  yj will be
defined as Uj  : Uj-1  ((R4) holds). Then the words gij can be found such
that (Rl),  (R2),  and (R3) hold. For the proof that G is defined by an AG-
system chosen like this we define:

Aword  a”ma”~-1..  . aEvlc  G(1  == vlen; eyi  integer; i = l(l)n), for

which the f%ov%g  condi?ions hold, is called a normed word:

Vi -c Vi+1; l=siim WI
0 =s  EYi; l=si<m (W

&Vi  -==  yri ; 16ism (N3)

If only (Nl)  and (N2) hold, the word is called seminormed.
AS aje Uj_1  and aj  E NUi-, (1 <j  < n), Uj  can be decomposed into cosets  :

Uj = Uj-~+ajUj_lfa/2Uj_lf  . . . +aJQelUj-l

Hence for every word in G there exists a normed word, which is equivalent

to it. Since IGI = fivj,  the set of words of G can be represented uniquely
j=l

by the set G*  of normed words in G, and G is defined by the AG-system.
As a secondary result of this proof we have : Let an AG-system defining G

be given; the words gij can be written as normed ones.
3. Multiplication algorithm. In the following text the symbol UT will

denote the set of normed words in Uj.  According to the proof from above,
(Rl)  may and for practical purposes will now be replaced by the stronger
condition:

gij = a?!:? a J-2di'n . . . aa?J'  E ujcl E G;
j-2 1

1 =si=sj=sn W’)

As far as finite groups defined by AG-systems are concerned, the word
problem is no obstacle.

There exists a well-defined finite algorithm by which the product bc E  G* is
obtained for any two words b, c E G, where b is seminormed, c is normed,
and G is a finite group defined by an AG-system.

Proof. Use induction on t with b, c E U,. The algorithm itself will be de-
fined by the proof.

(1) t = 1 : b, c c Ul have the forms b = e (seminormed), c = al (nor-
med). The normed product bee  U,*  is defined by

bc = &+8l--Pa  entier  ((Q+~I)/wI)
1

bc E Uz  is obtained by norming the words wi,  ws,  . . . , wk  of the sequence

a:c = a;lwo  = +1’1,  azwl  = w2,  . . ., apwk-l  = wk = bc.

To obtain a:‘wiel E U,*  (1 G i == k) ei times products of the form

aia$Q&l . . . a;’

with
aFaF--; . . . aQ  E U*

1 k
have to be normed.

(3.1) i = k : We define

a a’lra’lk-1  . . . a%  =
a~fla;jk_l~  . . . a: E Uk*;  q,+l  -= yk

k k k--l 1 g,,a~-_il  . . . a?;  q,+l  = yk.

For qk  + 1 = vk the proposition follows from assumption (2).

(3.2) ixk : Proof by induction on vk.

(3.2.1) qk  = 0 : The proposition follows from assumption (2).

(3.2.2) Suppose the proposition has been proved for 0 < qk<&=vk.

(3.2.3) qk  = 1,  : The word to be normed has the form

a,atap--;  . . . a”1
1'

which is equivalent to
2 lrlakaigikak-  ak”_i’  . . . 1 .aQ

According to assumption (3.2.2) the proposition holds for

s = gikai--lap--;  . . . a$

which will be normed to a word

akap71  . . . &I
1'

where Sk = A- 1, since s E U$*_laf;-‘U,fW,  = ai-’  U,*_,.
According to assumption (3.2.2) it holds for

and hence the proposition is proved.
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4. Multiplication programme. A machine programme which strictly
follows this algorithm will be rather slow; the reasons are that it is recur-
sive, and that the input data, i.e. the words g,  and the integers vj and n,
which are constants throughout all calculations with the elements of a given
group, have to be looked up for every multiplication again and again.

We could naturally save some computing machine time if a special mul-
tiplication programme was written for every AG-system. For a trained pro-
grammer this might take less time than doing all the group calculation by
hand.

As had been realized for groups whose orders are powers of 2 by Neubii-
ser, and with a different sort of defining systems for finite soluble groups by
Lindenberg, a compromise would be to write a programming programme
C, which will generate the multiplication programme M needed according
to the special AG-system given.

I shall give a rough sketch of C in terms of M. C has been running at Kiel
since 1965.

Mis  generated in two steps. First a multiplication programme M* and an
inverting programme ZNV  are generated, for which just the input data, i.e.
the AG-system given, are used. Then M itself is generated as an improved
version of M* in such a way that parts of M* are replaced by new ones
according to further relations which will be computed by M*.

M and M* both consist of a main programme H, the structure of which
is the same in M and M*, and a set of subroutines P(i, j, k).

4.1. The programme H (see flow chart). The normed elements d;a>$
. . . a: E G* are uniquely represented by the integers

El + i

i-2 (

ci. ‘d  2lfentier (log&-l))

j=l 1

With 27 binary digits per machine word of the electronic computer used by
us (Electrologica Xl) the group elements can normally be stored in one
word each, when this representation is used.+

In the beginning of H the exponents Ei of b and ai  of c (i = I(l)n)  are
isolated and stored to separate machine words.

tThe number of binary digits needed for the elements of a group G is

n + 2 entier (log,(y,-  1)) c n+,zI  entier (log, v,) =5  n + entier (log, fi  ~8‘)
i = li = l l-.1

= n+entier  (log, ICI).

The representation which will need the fewest binary digits is

%+~2(%*;~Y+

for a binary machine; however, isolating the Ei will generally take more time, because
divisions instead of shifting operations will be needed for the elements stored like this.

Then for i = l(l)n  the element wiwi   = aja+a$:;.  . . a? is normed ei  times in
such a way that the machine words, where the exponents 6i are stored, will
afterwards contain the exponents of the result.

For i L- l(l)k  and k = l( 1)n we define the natural number O(i,  k) by:

gi,  e<i,  k)+t  = e i f  0(&k)-=  t+O(i,k)<k (1)

gi, O(i,k)  * e Or i = e(i,  k). (2)

Since from gii = e (i<j) follows aia> = a3ai,  norming Wi  is equivalent to
norming w;  = aia~~R;)a~~;;~;’  . . . a,81  and leaving 6,,,  6,-i,  . . . , SRi  n)+l
unchanged.

What H actually does for norming Wi  is to call the subroutine
% W, 4,  Y~(~,~J.

Since gil  = e in any AG-system, the generator al is treated in a special
way throughout M* and M: It is not necessary to reduce 6r modulo  yi
whenever 6 i 2 yl;  but this is done once at the end of H only. Furthermore
if al is an element of the centre of G, i.e. O(l, n) = 1, calling
W w,  4, Y eo,  ,$ cl times is replaced by adding ~1 to 6i.

Before His returned from, the exponents 6i will be “compressed” and
stored to one machine word again as representation of the normed product
b c .
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4.2. The subroutines P(i, j, vi>  (1 =~i-=j=~n).  These subroutines just con-
sist of a “go-to-instruction”, which will lead to the subroutine P(i, j, Sj)
for +O and to P(i, e(i,  j-l),~8Ci,i-1,)  for 6j = 0, according to the
actual value of Sj (see flow chart).

4.3. The subroutines P(i,  j, k) (I=~i<j=~n;  l~k-=y+).  The element
a.&&lI J j-1 *a* a? will be normed. P(i, j, k) will (in most cases) call further
subroutines according to g,,  (see flow charts).

4.4. The subroutines P (j, j, vi> (1 6 j =S n). The element a&@.-~  . . .
CZ?  will be normed. P(j, j, vj) will call further subroutines according to
ga,  if Sj+ 1 = yj (see flow  chart).?

4.5. The inverting programme (see flow chart). When M* is finished an
inverting programme INV will be generated.

The word w = a,““af,y--;  . . . q c G* is inverted by successively norming the
following words :

apl-%e  = w1
aO,a~~-;h-%-l~,  = wz
.
.
.

azaiml  . . . a,a,0 I%bIW
II-1 = w, = w-1

(a)
t All those subroutines P(i, j, k)  will be generated for M*, for which
l-=i=jen  and k=yJ,  or (b) 1 =si-=j=sn  and lekecy,  and gtj+e,  or

(C) i = j = 1 and O(l,  n)  + 1 and k = vl.
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It is important here that the multiplication algorithm is defined for
seminormed words as left factors. For computing jail (i = l(l)n)  M* is used.

4.6. M developedfrom M*. What proved to be most time-consuming%
that with an AG-system given the number of steps to be taken for norming
the word aia%&sj-lI 3 1” .a> will in general increase rather fast, when Sj is
increased.

As a remedy further normed words h,  = [ai,  a:] (1 e i -=  j 5 n;
2 == k-= vi> are introduced, if there exist i and j (1 e i-=j=sn)  such that
vj + 2 and gii + e. For computing these normed words M* is used.

In M* norming a,u,dra$:;.  . .a? for i-=j and 6j>l is based on the equa-
tion

aiais,& a1‘I = ajaigija,
8,-l  6,-I

. . . C7j-l  . . . a$.

The subroutines P(i,  j, k) of M* for i<j and 1 <k<vj,  which norm the
words a&&;.  . .a?  can be replaced by others, which use the equation

8j 8,-l 81 -aiaj  ajel . . . al - a,“aihij  ,+a%;  . . . a?,

when the words h, have been computed; in this way M is generated.+
c.

When Neubtiser and Lindenberg wrote their programming programmes,
the problem of introducing further relations, which are not part of the input
data, did not occur. The programme of Neubiiser  worked only for groups
whose order is a power of 2, and vj = 2 for j = l(l)n;  hence no words h,
existed. Lindenberg, on the other hand, uses defining systems as input data,
which contain not only those words which correspond to the words gij in
an AG-system, but also those which correspond to the words h, and hence
can for soluble groups be deduced from the rest.

5.  Some extensions planned.
(a) For C it has been assumed that in an AG-system the words gij are

normed ones. It is easy to prove that there exists a well-defined finite
algorithm, by which the normed equivalents of the words gij in any AG-
system will be obtained, if they are of finite “length”. Programming this
will make the preparation of input data less troublesome.

(b) In defining systems conjugates of the generators instead of commu-
tators may be used (K-system).

(c) Although there does not exist an AG-system defining the alternating
group of order 60, for example, there exists a system with products instead

+A11  those subroutines P(i,  j, k) will be generated for M, for which

(a) l-=i=j~n  and k=yt,  or (b) l~i<j=zn  and k=l,y,  and gtj+e  or

(c) l<i-=j<n  and l-=kcyj  and hiia+e  or (d)i=j=l  and O(l,n)+l  and

k = yl.

C P A  5
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of commutators by which it may be defined.? Such systems (P-systems)
exist as defining ones for every finite soluble group and even for some finite
groups which are not soluble. If opj)  = 1 (i = l(l)j- 1; j = 2(l)n), i.e. the
group is soluble, there exists a well-defined finite multiplication algorithm.

(d) Some non-soluble finite groups may be calculated, when an “extended
P-system” is given. As far as P-systems are concerned, the extended ones
seem to be the “weakest” with a well-defined finite multiplication algo-
rithm existing.

A new version of the programming programme, which is just being writ-
ten, will allow the input data, i.e. the defining system, to be a mixture of
AG-, K-, P-, and extended P-systems, and the words to be not necessarily
normed ones.
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On a programme for the determination of the
automorphism group of a finite group

V. FELSCH and J. NEUB~SER

THE programme A for the determination of the automorphism group A(G)
of a finite group G is part of a system of programmes for the investigation
of finite groups implemented on an Electrologica Xl at the “Rechenzen-
trum der Universitat  Kiel”. A detailed description [3]  of A has been published
in Numerische Mathematik. Therefore here we give only a short summary.
Notations are as in [l].

The programme A makes use of information about the lattice of sub-
groups of the group G, provided by a programme Cl) described in [2].  The
programme A works as follows.

1. A system of generators and defining relations of G is determined. It is
used later to decide whether a mapping from G onto G is a homomorphism.
There are three cases:
1.1. If G is soluble, a system of generators a0 = 1, al, . . ., a, is chosen

such that the subgroups Ui = ( ao,  . . . , ai) form a subnormal series.
For i = l( l)r, let ai be the least positive integer with a? E Vi-l.  Then

a? = 1, a;’ = ay,l  . . . ayL%l, i = 2(l)r,
and

a,@i  = @‘i’1 . . . &?ikml  ak, l=si-=k=sr,

are defining relations of G.
1.2. If G is nonsoluble, A searches for generators a0 = 1, al,.  . . , a, of

G with the property: For i = l(l)r  there exist integers ai>l  such that each
gEUi=(al,  . . . . ai  ) is obtained exactly once as g = &rl.  . . a;*  with
0 =S &j<aj  forj = l(l)i. Defining relations of the form

and

al*l = 1, aqi  = a;291 . . . a?Lk’, i = 2(l)r,

&ai  = @d~i~l  . . . @:‘B2ijk, l=si-=k<r,  14,8<ak,

are then determined.
1.3. If G does not possess such generators, then generators and defining

relations must be provided as input by the user of the programme.
59
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2. The coarsest equivalence relation, - say, on the set of all subgroups
of G, with the following properties is constructed:

(1) Each group of the lower and upper central series and of the commu-
tator series of G forms a complete --class.

(2) U-Vimplies:  jU/ = IV/;  No(u)-No(V);  Co(U)-Cc(V);  Uand V
are both or are both not cyclic, abelian,  nilpotent, supersoluble, soluble,
perfect, normal in G, subnormal in G, or selfnormalizing ; for each - -class
9, U and V contain, are contained by, and normalize the same number of
subgroups belonging to R! respectively.

3. For each element g E G the set H(g) of all h E G with (h)-(g) is deter-
mined. H(g) contains the set J(g) of all images of g under A(G) and can be
shown to be a “good approximation” of J(g).

4. Generators bl, . . . , b,  of G with minimal d = fI  IH(  are selected.

Then a list L of d bits is set up in 1 - 1 correspond&Ae  to the d different
systems b;,  . . . , bj with b(i  E H(bj).  Systems b;,  . . .,  bi  not generating G are
marked in L.

5. Generators yl,  . . ., p)m  of the subgroup I(G)  <A(G)  of inner auto-
morphisms are determined from G/Z(G). For each v E I(G) the system
blcp,  . . . . b,p,  is marked in L.

b’
6. Let A, = I(G), Ai Z= A,,, the subgroup of A(G) already calculated, and

1, *. *, bl  the first system not marked in L. Using the relations determined
in 5 1, it is checked if bj+b,;  defines an endomorphism of G. If so this is an
automorphism qi+l $ Ai.  Hence Ai+l  = (Ai,  yi+i+l) is constructed, and all
systems bpp, . . . , bSrp  with q E Ai+l- Ai are marked in L. Otherwise no
automorphism of G maps, for any y E Ai,  all bj  onto b& and hence all sys-
tems biq,  . . ., bJv with ‘p  E Ai are marked in L. All elements of A(G) are
obtained as soon as the number of unmarked bits in L is less than the order
of the greatest known subgroup Ai  =S A(G).

7. The order of and generators for A(G) are printed. A typical running
time for the combined programmes CD  and A is 8.5 minutes for a group of
order 72 with automorphism group of order 3456.
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A computational method for determining

the automorphism group of a finite solvable group

L. G E R H A R D S and E. ALTMANN

M ANY problems in the theory of finite groups (especially of the extension
theory) depend on the knowledge of the structure of the automorphism
group A(G) of a finite group G. In [2]  a computer program for determining
A(G) of a finite group G has been given. With a view to the computational
construction of A(G) it seems to be profitable to develop systematically
methods for determining A(G) by “composition” of “allowable automor-
phisms” of special subgroups of G.

The main result of the present paper is a method for constructing the
group A(G) of a finite solvable group G of order IGI = gl.  . .L$+ by compo-
sition of special inner automorphisms of G and allowable automorphisms
Of Pi(i = 1, . . *) r), where the Pi are the Sylow subgroups of a complete
Syiow basis of G.

The paper consists of three parts. In the first part (A, 0 I), using the
investigations of [l], ch. II:  0 1, based on results of the theory of Sylow sys-
tems ([4], [5])  and general products ([l], [S],  [9]),  we explain a theoretical
algorithm for constructing A(G) by composition of A(Pi)  (i = 1, . . . , r)
(4  0 2).

In the second part (B, $5),  using results obtained by the determination of
the lattice V(G) of all subgroups of G ([3], [a]),  a computational method for
constructing A(G) will be developed by realization of the theoretical inves-
tigations of part A. In B, 0 4, questions about computational representation
of automorphisms are also discussed.

Finally in the third part (C, $$ 6, 7) possibilities for rationalization and
extension of the program system to not necessarily solvable groups will be
explained.

A. BASIC RESULTS FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF A(G)  FROM THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS A@‘,)

OF A SYLOW BASIS P,, . . ..P.  OF G

1. Some results of the theory of Sylow systems and general products.
(a) Sylow systems and Sylow system normalizers  ([4],  [5]).  Let G be a

solvable group of order IGI  = @. . . . -4:’ (qi  primes). Then G contains for
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every qi a qi-Sylow-complement  Ki (i = 1, . . . , r) of order 1 Kil = fi  q?, and
j=lj=l
j#ij#i

every complete system R = KI, . . . , K, of qi-Sylowcomplements  gener-
ates a complete Sylow system 6 consisting of 2’ subgroups K, = n Ki,

iC e
K$  = G, defined by all subsets q of the set of integers (1,  . . . , r }. If q’
denotes the complemented set of ,q  relative (1, . . . , r}, then lKel  = n

jC e’
@ and

for Q,  d C (1, . . ., r} we obtain the relations

(a) &“a  = KenKo (1.1)
(PI  Keno  = K,K, = K,K,.

Every two Sylow systems %,  e* of G defined by 9, R* are conjugate in G,
and every Sylow system 6 of G contains a complete Sylow basis, i.e. a sys-
tem PI,  . . . , P,  of Sylow subgroups of G such that G = PI  . . . . . P,,
PiPk=PkPi(i,k=  1,  . . . . r; i =/=  k). Additionally we obtain K, = n Pi
te E (1,  . . ., r}) for all K, E G. iEeiEe

The system normalizer ‘%(G)  defined by Z(G) = {x E G/x-lK&  = Kp,
for all K, E e} can be represented as the intersection of the normalizers
N(Ki  C G) or N(Pi  E G):

‘S(G) = h N(KiS  G)  = h N(Pi  E G). (l-2)
i=li=l i=l

m(@is  the direct product of its Sylow subgroups Pin  N(KiC_  G)  (i= 1, . . . , r):

%(G)  = PI~N(KIEG) x . . . xP,nN(K,GG). (1.3)

An automorphism a E A(G) of G maps the Sylow basis PI,  . . . , P,  of G on a
conjugate one P1*, . . . , Pf,  that means there exists an element g E G such that

aPi  = Pjl: = t(g)Pi (i = 1, . . .,  r; z(g)EZ(G)).t (1.4)

The automorphism /I = r(g-l)  o a E A(G) maps Pi  onto Pi  (i = 1, . . . , r),
and the restriction of /3  on Pi  yields an automorphism rCi  E A(Pi)  of Pi.

(b) General products ([S],  [9],  [l], ch. I). A group G is called a general
product of the given abstract groups Hi  (i = 1,2) (or factored by Hi) if and
only if Gcontains  two subgroups Hi* such that Hi* z Hi  and G = H,*H,*  =
= H,*H,*,  Hfn Hz = {eo}.

Let G be factored by Hi  (i = 1,2),  then to each hi  E Hi  there corresponds
a mapping IZi k from Hi  into Hi  defined by:

h12  hz = H,hzhlnH, for all hz E Hz, (1.5)
ha  1  hl = hzhlHzn HI for all hl E HI. (1.6)

t We denote by z(g) the automorphism of the inner automorphism group Z(G) of G
induced by transformation by g E G.

The mappings hi’  (i, k = 1, 2; i + k) together with the defining relations
of Hi  (i = 1,2)  determine the structure of G; for multiplying the relation
(h;lh2H1  n Hz)  * hl 2 hz = ec with hzhl  from the left we obtain the following
law for changing the components of an element of the general product G:

hzhl  = ha  1  hl-hlz  hz. (1.7)

By (1.7) multiplication in G is completely determined.
Conversely, if HI, HZ  are given groups and if according to (1.5),  (1.6)

each hi  E Hi  (i = 1, 2) is associated with a mapping hi  k (i, k = 1, 2; i =f=  k)
from Hk into Hk, then the set G = {(hl,  hz)/hi  E Hi,  (i = 1, 2)) of all
pairs (hl, h2)  of elements hi  E Hf  with the multiplication law

(1.8)

forms a group if and only if the following relations are valid :

(a) elzhz  = hz e2  1  hl = hl
(B)  hl2e2  = e2 hz 1  el  = el
(y) (hl-h;)2hz  = h;2@12hz) (h2.h;)  I hl = hz I (h; 1  hl) (1.9)

(6) hlz(h2.h;)  = (h$h$hz-hlzh; hzl(h,-h;)  = h21hl.(h12h2)  1  h;.

The correspondence hl- (hl, e2),  ha  *-* (el,  h2)  determines the isomor-
phism HI=  H;” = {(hl, ez)/hl E H,}, H2r Hz*  = {(el,  h2)/h2  E HZ}  re-
spectively. Because of G = H,*H,*,  H: n H,* = {(el,  e2)}  = {eo}, hj’c  k hz =
= (hikhk)*,G’  gIS  a eneral product and conversely every general product can
be represented in this way.

From (1.9 a, 7) it follows that the mappings hik  form a permutation sub-
group ni,kc  SbH1.j  of the symmetric group SIHkl of degree (Hkl.  The maximal
invariant subgroup Ni = {hit  Hi/hikhk  = hk,  for all hkc Hk} of G con-
tained in Hi  determines the homomorphism Zi, k : Hi  +IIi, k from Hi  onto
II,, k. Hence :

Hi/N, S ni, k, (1.10)

and the mappings (hini)  k with Izi E Ni define the same permutation on Hk.
Another important subgroup of the general product G is the “fix group”
Pi of UI,,  i defined by Fi = {hi E Hi/hki  hi  = hi, for all hk  E Hk}, containing
all elements hi  of the component Hi,  which are invariant against all map-
pings pings hk  i related to all elements hk  E Hk. For Fi we obtain:

Fi = N(Hk  C G)n  Hi; N(Hk  C G) = FiHk  = HkFi. (1.11)

If G is a solvable group with Sylow basis PI,  . . ., P,, the theory of gen-
eral products is applicable to the subgroups Gk,i = PkPi = PiPk of G.
Important for the construction of the automorphism group A(G) are the
maximal invariant subgroups Nf) of Gk, i contained in Pk and the fix groups
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Fp of III,& From (1.11) we obtain:

Fk = fj Fkl= N(P1.  . . . ‘P/+-lPk+I’  . . . -P,SG)nP,
is,
i*k

and according to (1.3) F = FIX  . . . XFk  is the Sylow system normalizer
related to the Sylow basis PI,  . . . , Pr of G.

2. Determination of A(G) by composition of allowable automorphisms.
Let the composed mapping a = ~1. . . . l Z, with Zi E A(Pr)  (i = 1, . . .,  r) be
defined by

a(pl-... *Pr)  = %Pl.  . * * ‘%Pr Cpi E Pi>*

Then (cf. [l],  ch. II, 0 1):

THEOREM 2.1. a 6 A(G) ifand  onZy  if

TCkOpikOTZ~‘=(Zipi)k  A .

i, k=l, . . . . I
i+k

(2.1)

Proof Since PiPk = PkPi we obtain a E A(G) if and only if for i< k:
(1.7)

&kpi) = a(pkipi’pi  kpk) = &k  ipi)‘a(pi kpk) = (apk>*(api)

a.71
= (apk) l (api)  * (api) k (apk),

hence : a(Pk iPi) = (apk) i(api) and 4Pi  kPk)  = (aPi) k (&Pk).

Because of the definition of a, these relations however are equivalent to (2.1).
From the point of view of computation it seems to be profitable to reduce

the number of the relations (2.1),  for which we have to decide the equality.
The following theorem is fundamental for this reduction, and therefore for
the construction of A(G):

THEOREM 2.2. The sign of equality is validfor all relations (2.1) if and only
iffor  all generators p?  of a generating system {pr)} Of Pi  the images of the
mappings nk 0 pi k 0 z;l  applied on the elements pg’ and nkpp’  Of a generating
system {p$‘)}  of Pk  are the same as for the mappings (nipi)  k (i, k = 1, . . . , r,
i + k).

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the relations :

nk 0 (p$“*p12)) k 0 7CF’  = (Zi (p$“.pj2’))  k (Pi%  P12’ E {PI”‘}), (2.2)
nk  0 pi k 0 32:’  (P$‘*Pp’)  = (7CiPi) k (Pp’*Pp’) (Pf’,  Pf’ E {Pk’}). (2.3)

Then it is easy to give a complete proof of Theorem (2.2) by induction on
the powers of the generators pj’)  and p$$  of {p?}  and {pk)} respectively, and
by induction on the length of the words in those generators representing the
elements of Pi  and Pk respectively. By the realization of this proof the same

calculation as below will show that (2.1) is valid on z&~)‘p~2’).  We obtain
for k -K  i:t

Zk  0 (pp)‘p$) k Onk1  (lzyf  nk  Opil) k oPy)k  07Z;l

= StkOpy)k  OZk-107CkOpf2)k  OZ,l

since pjl), pj2)  E {pi*,)}
= (jzip~‘))  k 0 (??Iip$2’)  k

@/y)  ((nip$‘)) (nip$2)))  k

proving (2.2),  and because of
= (Zi(pj”  ‘p’“‘))  k ,

Let~={aEA(G)/a=nl...:~~,niEA(Pi),(i=l,  . . ..r))bethesetof
all automorphisms of G composed by automorphisms of the Sylow sub-
groups Pi.  Then according to the relation (cf. A, 9 1) g E F-z(g)Pi  = Pi
(i = 1, . . ., r, -c(g) E I(G))  there corresponds to every coset decomposition
G=glF+... +g,F of G by Fa coset decomposition A(G) = z(gl)F+  . . . +
-t-z(g,)r  of A(G) by  r.

DEFINITION 2.1. An automorphism ni E A(Pr)  (i = 1, . . . , r) is called
allowable if and only if there exists for every k + i an automorphism
ZkcA(Pk) such that a = Zl*  . . . .Zi* . . . *Z,E  A(G).

If ni  E A(Pi)  is allowable, then
@i(k)  = F/k’ (2.4)

niNi’k’  = Ni’k’ (2.5)
% E N(&, k C SI ~6 1) (2.6)

n,(N*nP,)  = N*nPt,  N* char G. (2.7)
By every allowable automorphism 7ti an automorphism of the factor group
Pi/N!‘)  E IIk,  i will be induced, and fixing the index i and assuming Zi =
= eAVij we obtain by (2.1) for an allowable automorphism nk E A(Pk)  (k 9  i)
the relations :

zk  Opi  k 07Cz’  = pi k ; (nkpk)  ipi = pk ‘pi, (2.8)

t In consequence of (1.9),  similar results are valid for k =- i.
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equivalent to :

If we denote by ZZk)  the set of all nk E A(Pk)  inducing the identical auto-
morphism on Pk/Nk3,  then

I=1
i+k

(2.9)

defines a system of groups of allowable automorphisms. This system is fun-
damental for the method of constructing A(G) from A(P,) described in B,
6 5, because from a = ~1. .  . . -n,.E  A(G) and niEZ~k)nnp’ (k + i) we
obtain ?$czt’flH$‘,  and from 7~1.  . . . .n,E  A(G), EiC Jy’  (i = 1, . . .,  r)
we obtain cc’ = (nlo~r).  . . ..(~,oE~)EA(G).

B.  COMPUTATIONAL METHOD FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION OF A(G)

3. Preliminaries for the construction of A(G).

(a) Basic programs. The construction of A(G) is based on :
(a) the program for determination of the complete lattice V(G) of all

subgroups of G described in [3],  $9 2, 3, and extended by the “compo-
sition method” of [6],

(fl) the program for the determination of A(Pi)  (i = 1, . . ., r) executed
by the program system [Z].

The program system (,!?) as well as (a) uses the method of representing the
subgroups UG G of G by a one-to-one correspondence to “characteristic
numbers” K[ U] - U described briefly in the following section.

(b) Special generating systems and characteristic numbers. In G a one-to-
one correspondence exists between the subgroups US G of G and the systems
S(U) of all cyclic subgroups of G contained in U. A system of generators of
all elements of S(U) forms a “special generating system” E(U) of U. The
elements of E(G) shall be listed. Assuming {hi13  . . . , hi3 is a complete
generating system E(U) of U with {il, . . . , i,}E{l, . . . , IE(G)j},  the charac-
teristic number K[ U] of UE  G is represented by

K[U] = f 2k-1.
j=l

(3.1)

(c) Boolean operations for characteristic numbers. The Boolean opera-
tions of intersection “A ” and disjunction “ V ” are useful for a time-saving

calculation with characteristic numbers :

m7i~~~~  = mm  VI (3.2)
UC V--K[U]AK[V]  = K[U] w K WGG) (3.3)
{U, V} L W-(K[vlVw-l)A~(W) = KWlV~[Vl. (3.4)+

(d) Lists. For the determination of A(G) the following lists obtained by
the construction of V(G) are used:

(a) CL-list, containing the characteristic numbers K[ U] of all subgroups
KG of G.

(fi) OL-list, containing the orders 1 UI  of UE G corresponding to K[ U].
(The OL-list is a parallel list to the CL-list.)

(7)  NL-list, containing information, which enables us to find out
K[N(RG G)] for a representative R of a conjugate class of G.
Since N(-c(g)RC  G) = z(g)N(RE G) (r(g) E Z(G)) it is easy to
calculate N(UC  G) for all UE G.

(6) RL-list, containing 1 or0 at special bits, if U-K[U] has one of  the
following properties or not:

(Pl)  U is cyclic.
(P2) U is abelian.
(P3) U is selfnormalizing in G.
(P4) U is normal in G.
(P5) U is a characteristic subgroup of G computed by the program

for determination of V(G).
4. Representation of automorphisms in a computer. Let x1,  . . ., x,,  be a

system of generators of the group G and Rj(xi)  = ec (j = 1, . . . , m) a sys-
tem of defining relations for G. A mapping a of G into itself is an auto-
morphism of G if and only if

G = {axl, . . ..a~.,}
Rj(uxj) = eG (.j = 1,  . . .) m).

(4.1)
(4.2)

The mappings a E A(G) will be stored in the computer by the images of a
suitable system of generators. For the multiplication of al, CQ E A(G) we
obtain the rule :

(4.3)

where xi* = $(xk)  is the representation of XT  as a word of the generators
xk of G. The knowledge of the word function w:  is therefore important for
the multiplication of automorphisms. The time for testing a to be an auto-
morphism and also for the multiplication of automorphisms depends on the
structure of the system (4.2). Therefore it is profitable for computation to
use a “special generating system” for G (cf. [3],  [7]):

t {U, V} means the subgroup generated by U,  VE:  G.t Z(UC G) is the centralizer  of UC G in G.
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classes of conjugate subgroups OfPiwe  mention : If U a G, UC Pi(Cf.  B,$3  (d),
(6)),  then U a Pi.  If Pi  contains a complete class S of subgroups of G, which
are conjugate in G, and if ISI  = [Pi:N(REPi)]  for some representative R of
the class S,  then all U E S are also conjugate in Pia If IS/  + [Pi  :N(Rc Pi)] = 1,
then R 4 Pi.  If ISI  =# [Pi : N(RE  Pi)]  + 1 we decompose Pi  in cosets  by
N(R E Pi) and transform R by the elements of a system of representatives of
this coset decomposition, using the relation

K[N( R C Pi)] = K[N(R C G) n Pi] = K[N(R E G)] A K[Pi]  .

A system xl,  . . . , x,,  is called a special generating system of G if and only
if for every g E G we obtain a representation g = w(Xi)  = ~1.  . . . *XT:  with
o=s&k=syk  (k = 1, . . .) n), where yk  iS the least power of + such that

qt  = qb”.  . . . xpp.

If G is solvable, we can obtain a special generating system x1, . . . , x, of G
using a subinvariant series

G = G,  D Gnel D . . . D GI  D Go  = {ec} (4.4)

such that {XI, . . . , xi} = Gi  and xi  E N({x~,  . . . , Xi-r}  s G). The defining
relations of this system of generators are:

xri = XY.“...I . “yq’ (i= 1, . . ..n)
(L.0

.YkXi  = x;
0.00.0

- . . . *.&l  Xk
(4.5)

(1 d i == k == n).

Sometimes it is necessary to compute the automorphism 0: E A(G)--stored
by the images axl, . . . , ax, of the generators x1, . . . , x,,  of G-as images
of another system yr, . , .,  yr of generators of G. Assuming the relations
Yj = W,,(Xi)  we obtain ayj  = w,,(axi).

5. The computational method for the composition of A(G).
(a)+  Determination of a complete Sylow  basis P1,  . . . , P,  of G. For all

KjEsQ(i=  1,. . . , r) (cf. A, 6 1, (a)) we obtain jKil = h @.  In the OL-list we
j=l
j+i

search for the order iK,/ (cf. B, 0 3, (d), (,9)),  and we find in the corresponding
place in the CL-list (cf. B, Q 3 (d), (a))  the characteristic number K[Ki]++Ki

,

(i= 1, . . . . r).Since Pi  = 6 Kj (i = 1, . . . . r)wegetby(3.2):
j=l
i+i

Pi  c* K[Pi]  = i\ K[Kj] (i = 1, . . .,  r). (5.1)
j=l
i*i

(b) Determination of the system normalizer P. Using (1.2) and (3.2) we

obtain K[FJ = A K[N(Ki E G)]. K[N(Ki !Z  G)] (i = 1, . . . , r) is known
i=l

from the NL-list (cf. B, 0 3 (d), (y)).
(c) The coset decomposition of G by UC G and the determination of a sys-

ten2 of representatives % = {rl, . . ., rt} of the decomposition are basic
programs of the program system mentioned in B, 6 3 (a), (E).

(d) Some remarks about determination of V(Pi)  and A(PJ  (i = 1, . . . , r).
There is GI UC V(P,)-K[U]  A K[Pi]  = K[U].  For the determination of the

t The notations (a), (b), . . . , of Q 5 correspond to the marks on the flow chart (cf.
p. 71).

The determination of A(Pi)  can be executed by the method developed in
the program system [2].

(e) Determination of the permutation groups fli, k (i, k = 1, . . . , r; i + k).
TheelementsOfPi(i=  1, . . . . r) are numbered in the same sequence as
they are generated by the generating program of Pi.  Generating the sub-
groups Gi,k = PiPk = PkPi Of G (i, k = 1, . . . , r; i< k) on the one hand
as a product of Pi,  Pk and on the other hand as a product of Pk, Pi  we
obtain by comparing the products:

p!“)pt)  = p~)p~)  = p~‘k&)*pf)ip~)  (S = 1, . . ., IPkl; 1 <eGIPil).  (5.2)I

From these relations we obtain the permutationpy)  k of Pk related to the ele-
ment #‘E  Pi  : p(p’+pi @)k = (&).  If e runS from 1 to /PiI,  we get fli,k.  Fixing s
(14  s 4 jPk  I) we can similarly determine for variable e (e = 1, . . . , [piI)
the permutation pk0) i = (Q related to the element psi”  E Pk, and if s runs
from 1 to lPk[  we get &,  i. In view of Theorem 2.2 we have only to store the
permutations ppjk, pt’ i Of  JJi k, HI,,  i, which are related to the generators of
Pi, Pk respectively. The order of I&,  kl  and I&,  il are also stored in the com-
puter.

( f) Determination of fl”)  and Njkt (i, k = 1, . . . , r; i =j= k).

(a) Since N(Pk 2 Gi, k)  = N(Pk E G) n Gi, k: it fOllows from  (1.11) and
(3.2):

K[@)] = K[N(Pk  5  Gi,k) n Pi]  = K[N(Pk  s G) nPi)]
= K[N(Pk  C G)AK[Pi] (i,k=  1, . . . . r; i+ k).

(/l)N,$k)  is uniquely determined by Njk% Pi,  Nik) 0 PiPk, IN$k)l  = lPiJ/JIIi,  kf
(i,k = 1, . . ., r;i*k).IfP,*5Pi,lPi*/=IPil/lni,kl,PfaG,thenNi(k)=Pi*.
If we cannot find such a subgroup P:,  which is invariant in G, we look for
asubgroup PiGPi  such that /PiI=IPil/Ini,kI and IN(P,Lj  Gi,k)l = IN(PiCG)
fl  Gi, kJ = lGi,kl = qp  a@. Since Nik) is uniquely determined, we have

N~k) = ~j.
(g) Determination o fo f   A*(Pi) (i = 1, . . . , r) (cf. flow chart). There are two

possibilities for the determination of A*(Pi)  (1 =z  is r) :
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(a) Let F/(1  = 1, . ..) Ai) be the different fix groups of I&,  k (i, k =
1 . .,r,i + k)andletN@)nP,(Y  = 1 vi) be the different characteristic
s;bgroups  of Pi  induced by the N@)ciai*i’and  also different from all char-
acteristic subgroups of Pi  used by the determination of A(PJ.  Each group
Fj’),  NO n Pi  determines a partitiont 8.;a)  = [Fp, pi-@)],  @ = [NWnpi,

Pi-(iV(“‘n  Pi)] of Pi  respectively. TO the partition

there corresponds a well-defined partition of the set { 1, . . . , 1 Pi  I} :

(il, . . .,“ieJ,  &fl, . . -,“iq+eJ,  *.  .Y  t.ie,+  *..+.$-1+1,-. .,.iq+...+e*)

( ilez= lpi/) (5.3)

Now we calculate the permutation Q~< of the set { 1, . . . ,I  Pi  I} related to the
automorphism zi C A(Pi)  given by the images nip?)  of a generating system
{pJ’)}  of Pi  (cf. B, 0 4). T hen 3ti E A*(PJ  if and only if en,  maps the classes of
the partition (5.3) complexwise into themselves.

(4  If fyi  = wy{(pp),fy&  = w$~gJp),  . . . , fyi. = wyjJpp>
fy”$ = qy(p!P)),),~~  = qQp,!P)), t , t f;ui. = +~~i(pp9;9..*,  ,t

is a generating system of GA),  N(“)n  Pi  respectively - represented as words
of the elements ~$9’  of a generating system {#} of Pi  - then ni  E A*(Pi)  if
and only if both

?Zjf$f)  = Wj$  (nipi”)  E F?  f o r A = 1 3..,***, ‘I, j= 1,  . ..yhi

and niJ’I,“J = Wj,‘:  (PZ&‘))  EN(“) n Pi for v = 1, . a ey Vi; j = 1, . . .,  hi.
(h) Determination of I!” (i = 1I , ..*, r; j = 2, . . .) r; i=i=k)(cf.  flow

chart) .

be
(a) Determination of I/j)  (1 6 i =S  r ; 2 =~j  =S  r). Let 8j“) (k = 1, . . . , j; i + k)
the coset decomposition of Pi  by Ni@),  then, similarly to (g) (5.3),  the

greatest common refinement /( 8;“) = pj”h  N!k)+  . . . +p$“)b  N{‘)  corre-
k=l k=l
k+i

sponds to a well-defined partition of the set:;:  .
;;i’

. . , jPij},  which can easily be
determined. Those Xi  E A*(Pi), the corresponding permutations eni  of which

map the class of the partition of {I,  . . . , 1 PiI  } related to h N’k) into itself
k=l
k*i

t A non-empty system 8 of non-empty subsets Ns  M of a set M+ 0 is called a parti-
tion of M if and only if each element of M is contained in only one set N E  8. The subsets
NE M are called the classes of the partition 8, The greatest common refinement of the
partitions a1, 82  of M formed by all non-empty intersections of the classes of B1, se
is denoted by & x &.
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and a representative z of every other class into an element Z of the same
class, belong to the group 1:” if and only if for all pp’ E {pp’} of Pk (cf.
Theorem 2.2) :

njOpkiOnlT1=  pkt A .
k=l,..  ..j

k+i

(5.4)

The test of e quality for the relations (5.4) however is equivalent to compar-
ing multiplication of permutations in an abbreviated form (cf. Theorem
2.2):

C?n$k ’ en. -l=pki  A , (5.5)
k=l,...,j

k+i

for the test of (5.4) is restricted on the generating systems {p/“)}  and {nip{‘)}
of Pj.

(/l) Determination of Ii(j+‘) using&@.  By use of the coset decomposition $+”

of Pi  by Nyfl), the partition of { 1, . . . , IPil}  related to the partition i 8$k),
k=l
k+i

which has been needed by the construction of Z?,  can be easily refined.
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ni  E  I? belongs to Ii(j+‘) if and only if en, ++  7c,  maps the class of the above par-
j+l

tition of { 1, . . . , IPi]}  related to n Nik)into itself and an element z of every
kc1
k+i

other class into an element Z of the same class, and in addition for all
Pj$l E {Pio;)l} Of  pj+l the appropriate relations (5.5) are satisfied.

(i) Determination of the group r.  It is sufficient to describe the iterative
process for determining r in the first two steps:

The groups A’l’(Pi)  (i = 1,2) (cf. flow chart) are decomposed by fi”’ :

A(l)(PJ  = SZ~)I$~)+  . . . +nf’)Ii2)
A’l’(P2)  = z~i”I(,~)+ + n’2”“p. (5.6). . .

Then zz$+).z~)  E A(P1P2)  (1 < ele sl; 1 ee2 es2)  if and only if for all
ppj E (pp)}  of Pk the mappings *) opp) o (n$@)-1  and (zp)p$@)  i applied
to {p$“‘)}  and {lips”} of Pi  produce the same image:

&)  opplI i o(ni”(‘)-1 = (?$dpk)i (ik=l 2., , 3 i+k). (5.7)

The test of (5.7) will be executed similarly as in (h). For the further investi-
gation there remain the following groups:

A@(JJ3  = 7@)1,(2)+  . . . +n$ks)@) (i = 1, 2).

Decomposing Ij2) by Ii”’ (i = 1, 2) we obtain a decomposition of A(‘)(Pi)
by Ii”‘. Now we decompose AC2)(P4  = A*(Ps)  by Ii”‘.  The test of the repre-
sentatives of these decompositions to be allowable automorphisms is now
the same for the pairs of groups AC2)(Pl),  At2)(P3)  and AC2’(P2),  AC2)(P3)  as
described for the groups All)(P1),  AC1)(P2)  in the first step. Continuing this
method for r steps we construct the group r.

SinceG=Pr... . *P,,  each element of G can be represented as a word in
the special generators needed for the determination of A(Pi)  (i = 1, . . . , r).
With respect to these generators it is easy to construct the inner automor-
phisms z(g,)  E I(G) generated by the representatives of the coset  decomposi-
tion of G by the system normalizer of G; and therefore the composition of
A(G) by J’  according to A(G) = z(gSr+  . . . +z(gr)r  is obvious.

C. OPTIMIZATION AND EXTENSION OF THE
PROGRAM SYSTEM

6. Some aspects of optimization  of the program system. Let G be a
solvable group and PI, . . . . P,aSylowbasisofG.IfG=QrX...XQ,is
a direct product of direct indecomposable factors Qi = Pi,l.  . . . ‘Pi,,,

’(i= 1, . . . . S; &ri = r>, wh ere the Pi,k  belong to the Sylow basis of G, it

can easily be proved that the direct product is uniquely determined.
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The relations K[Pi~  * . . . *Pi,] = K[Pi,]  V  . . . V  KIPiI]  ({il, . . . , i,} S
c (1, . . ., r}) and the knowledge that both & = Pi,- . . . . P,,  with

IKeI  = jq and the complemented group K@n  = Pi,* . . . *Pi,  with

are invariant in G and characterized  in B,

0 3 (d), (6),  enable us to develop a time-saving method for the determina-
tion of the direct product G = QrX . . . XQ, of G. Since the automorphism
group A(G) is the composition of all automorphisms of Qi (i = 1, . . .,  s),
we have only to apply the method described in 0 5 to the components
Qi (i = 1, . . .,  s).

From A, 0 2 it seems to be profitable to alter the sequence of the groups Pi,l
(I=  1, . . . . ri) of the Sylow  basis of Qi (i = 1, . . . , s), such that the index
[HP>:  %(goJ] of the system normalizer of Qi in HyJ = Pi,j~.  . . . *Pijl  E Qi
(1=2,..., ri) is maximal, where the Pi,j~  (Y  = 1, . . . ,1)  are groups of the
Sylow basis of Qi. Then the order IJ’+)l  of the group rH,&  A(Qi)  generated
by composition of allowable automorphisms Of Pi,j&  (k = 1, . . . , r)  will be
minimal, and therefore in general the iterative process for the determination
of I’,, will be optimized.

7. Some aspects for the extension of the program system to groups with
a normal chain of Hall groups. For the determination of A(G) of a finite
solvable group G we used only the following assumptions for the Sylow
basis of G: (a) G=P1-... *P,,  PiPk  = PkPj,  (IPil,  IPkI)  = 1 (i, k = 1, . . . r;
i + k), (b) each Sylow system of G is conjugate in G. Therefore the
methods of B, § 5 for constructing A(G) can be extended to all groups G con-
taining a system of subgroups Hk (k = 1, . . . , s) such that G = HI- . . . -H,,
HiHk  = HkHi, (IHi/,  IHk/) = 1 (i, k = 1, . . .,  s; i =I=  k) and such that all
systems of that kind are conjugate in G.

In the case that G contains a normal chain of Hall groups :

there exists a system of subgroups Hi  (i = 1, . . . , s) in G such that Hi  4  HiHk
for i-=k,  Ni = H1-  . . . *Hi, HiHk  = HkHi  and such that all systems of
that kind are conjugate in G (cf. [l], ch. II, § 2). The program developed in B,
8 5 therefore can be extended to all not necessarily solvable groups containing
a normal chain of Hall groups. If s = 2 we obtain the case that G is a group
extension of N by T with (INI,  ITI)  = 1:

G = NT, Na G, T z  G/N, Nn T = {eo},  (IN\,  ITI)  = 1.

The automorphism group A(G) can be constructed in this case by composi-
tion of allowable automorphisms of N and T.
6*
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Combinatorial construction by computer of
the set of all subgroups of a finite group by

composition of partial sets of its subgroups

W. LINDENBERG and L. GERHARDS

THE following paper contains a description of the main parts of a program
for computational determination of the lattice of all subgroups of a finite
group a. The program has been developed by the authors and has been
realized for the computer IBM 7090, It is of combinatorial type and does not
require further assumptions for @.

1. Preliminaries. Let @  = {X1,  . . ., xn} be a finite group generated by an
ordered system (Xl, . . ., x,) of independent? elements (e.g. permutations,
matrices or abstract elements together with the connecting relations of
multiplication [l],  [3]).  Generating @  successively by x1, x2, . . . , x,, we ob-
tain achain(e)c@lc.. . C @), = @  Of subgroups Of @(pi  = {Xl,  . . . , Xi},
i= 1, . ..) n). The order of @i will be denoted by I@il. If !J,Ri is the set
of all cyclic subgroups of pi  of prime-power order, Zi  shall be some set of
generators of all elements of pi  such that Zin  Zk = Zi  for all k == i
(i,  k = l,, . . . , n). Let lZil  be the number of elements of Zi. We shall list
all the elements of Zi  (i = 1, . . . , n) in such a way that the sequence of the
elements in the list of Zi  is the same as in the list of all elements of 2,
(kz= i), i.e. the part of the first ]Zil  elements of the list of all elements of Zk
is identical with the list of Zi.

For characterizing  any subgroups % of @i  [4]  we note that Z&f  = ‘%n Zi
is uniquely determined by a. Now, if the @h element of Zi  (14 9 ==  IZiI) is
associated with the binary number 2Qm1,  and any subset G of Zi with the
sum B(G)  of those binary numbers associated with all the elements of G,
we have that $!l corresponds uniquely with B(Z@).  For standardization,
however, we complete this number by apposition of lZ,l- IZil  zeros to the
higher digits of a number B(a) of IZ, 1 digits. B(a) shall be used for represent-

IZSl IZRl
ing  the  subgroup  $!l c  8.x I f  B(a) = 1 aj.2’-’  and  B(B)  = ,g1bj*2’-’

j=l

t This is no loss of generality.
$ For the following discussions it will be useful to remember that, for any subgroup

xc&$ (NQ@$+  ,),  B(3)  may contain ones only in its /Z,(  lower digits.

7 5
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3. The method of constructing the set of all subgroups of a. First we give
some definitions and notations :

DEFINITION 1. The determination of the characteristic numbers of the
group Q = {‘$.I,  !-B}  by the characteristic numbers B(‘9.l) and B(8)  is called
composition; the characteristic number of 6 is denoted by c(B(%),  B(8)),
the order of 6 by lc(B(%),  B(B))].+

DEFINITION 2. Let Sbe a set of characteristic numbers; Sis said to be closed
(relative to composition) if c(Br,  Bs)  E S for arbitrary elements Bl,  BzE  S.

DEFINITION 3. Let S be a (not necessarily closed) set of characteristic num-
bers. The closed set C(S) 2 S is called the closure of S.

We shall denote by
Ej  the set of characteristic numbers of all subgroups of Gi  (i = 1, . . . , S+  1)

(see  Q 3,
\,?&I  the number of elements of Ej,

&,a,...,i  = C(ElU  . . . U&J-(EIU  .  .  - UG)

El 2 ’ = C(EllJ  .  .  .  IJEi)1 ,...,I,

IJL2,. . . . i] is the number of elements of El,2,.  . .,  i

K = {c(B,B’)  4 Et  U El  z, ,...I i-11 BE&  B’CEl,2,.  ..,i-1 arbitrary

(i = 2, . . .,  s+l)}.

Clearly we have:

c(c(B1,  Bz),  c(B;,  B;))  = c(c(BlVB;), c(BzV@), (3.1)

Ei  = C(Er’)  (i= 1, . . . . s + l), but in a way we may also assume Ei = C(Ei)*
(3.2)

Now we prove

3.1. If BA E Ki  (A = 1,2; 2 s i 4 sf l), then there always exist BTE  Ei and
B,*EEl,2,...,i-l such that c(B1, Bz)  = c(B,*,  B$).

Proof. BnE  Kt implies by definition Bn  = c(BA,  B;‘),  B;E  Er,  B;’ E El,  2, . . . , t-1
(A= 1,2).  Hence using (3.1): c(Bl,  Bz)=c(c(B;, Bi’),  c(Bi,  B;‘))=  c(c(B;V  B;),
c(Bi’V  B;‘)).  According to (3.2) we obtain: c(BiV  B.$  = Bf  E Ei,  according
to the definition of E,,2,.  . . , f-1: c(B;’  V Bi’)  = B.f  E El.2,.  . . , i-1. Thus
c(B1, B2)  = c(Bf,  B,*),  as required.

Using 3.1 we immediately obtain:

3.2. KiiJEi!JEl 2, ,..., i-1  is the closure of El IJ . . . U  Ei (i = 2, . . . , s + 1).
Now we are able to describe the method of constructing the set of all sub-

groups of 8. From (3.2) we have C(El)  = El.  Suppose C(ElU . . . UEr)  =
K1, 2,.  . . , i U E1  U . . . U Et = E1,  2,. . . , i has already been determined.

f For abbreviation we shall often write B1, B,, . . . , B’, B”, , . ., etc., instead of
W%),  B(b), . . . .

(‘% !8 C @),  we define

B(%)VB(~) = ‘E’(ajVbj)*2j-‘,
j=l

B(%)AB(%J)  =‘f’(aj,bj)*2J-l,
i=l

(1.1)

where aV b resp. ai\ b are the usual boolean operators. In particular we
have [4]:

B(%n%)B(%n%) = = B(B)B(B)  A  A B(B)B(B) (1-2)

B(W  u ‘B}) == NW  v N’B)+ (1.3)
9lE5.3 * W20  A B(B) = N90. (1.4)

2. The  generation of the partial set of subgroups. In 0 1, the set of the wanted
subgroups of @ was represented by a set of certain numbers of l&i digits.
Let S be the normal sequence of the first 2!=nl  binary numbers. To each
element of S belongs-as discussed above-a well-defined partial set G
of 2,.  By (5 there is also defined a subgroup 9X = (6,)  of @i, which is gener-
ated by all elements of e,; it is GC  9X n 2,.  Thus theoretically we can obtain
the wanted set of all subgroups of 8 by taking all elements of S, construct-
ing the corresponding subsets of Z,,,  generating the groups defined by these
subsets and finally storing their characteristic numbers, if they have not yet
been determined. But a method of this kind cannot be used because of the
large number 21znl of operations to be done.

Therefore in [2]  a method has been described for systematically reducing
the above set S of binary numbers used for the determination of the desired
set of all subgroups of @5.  Beyond this, however, it is practicable to divide
the listed elements of 2, into s sections Ci (i = 1, . . . , s) of length 2 + lZ,l
and one further section C,,, of length r (with lZ,J = s*Z+r(r-=  r);
c s+l = 0, if r = 0) ‘thwr ou permuting the sequence of elements of Z,, i.e.t

z, = [Zl,  * . -3  ZlZ,ll
= fz19 * * * 3 212  . - * 9 zif+12  * * * 3  Z(i+l)f,  - - * 7  Z(s-1)1+1,  * * + 3

Zsl, Zsl+l,  * * -, Zsr+#
If now the method of [2]  is used for each of these sections Ci (i = 1, . . . , sf  1)
we obtain for each Ci a set Gi  of subgroups of 8. Generally any two of these
sets will not necessarily be disjoint, i.e. the characteristic number may occur
more than once, but by eliminating those multiple elements, we obtain the
disjoint sets Gj. Naturally in general Ui Gi  is not yet the wanted set of all
subgroups of (8.  In 0 3 we give a detailed description of the method of com-
bining the characteristic numbers.

t The equality does not hold, because generally 2X  U bc{%  U S}.
$ Empirically it seems useful to choose 6 G I =S 9.
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By successive composition of all elements BEEi+ (Be  &, . . .,i)t  with
all elements B’E  El,  . . . ,i we obtain from 3.2 the closure C(E1 IJ . . . U  Ei+J  =
Ki+i UEi+,  U El,z,  . . ..i  of El U . . . IJEi+l.  This method is repeated until
finally we obtain C(EIU  . . . UE,,,).  This, however, is the complete set of
the characteristic numbers of all subgroups of @.

The composition is mainly a method of generating a group by a set of
generators (defined by the characteristic numbers of the two components).
A large number of the executed compositions, however, will yield charac-
teristic numbers which have already been computed. As the computation of
a group by a set of generating elements is a time-consuming process, all
efforts have to be made for reducing the number of such computations. We
now explain how this can be realized, discussing the most important points.

Obviously it is sufficient to discuss the method cf composition of only
two characteristic numbers. We assume the set E1 , ,...,I2 to have been com-
puted already and listed (list LI).  Another corresponding list LZ  contains
the orders of those groups which are associated with the elements of L1.f
Furthermore let LF  be the list of all characteristic numbers B*(%) of all the
other subgroups of @&,  already determined by the methods of $2. L,*  is the
corresponding list of orders.
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Let BEE,+1  (B$Kl,  . . . . i>, B’EEI,~,  . .,,i, BVB’ =‘2’ai.2i-1
tax  = 1;

i=l

aA  = 0 forall  A=-%);  &%‘(%jQ!Jj’,$j’Q%) are the corresponding groups to
B, B’.

3.3. As explained ins  1 there exists an integer o < PZ  such that IZ,-,I  cx  4

]Z,l.  If p. is the least prime number dividing 1 C&I, WI-may be regarded

as a boundary for {BV  B’}, i.e. as soon as more than I&~ + 1 elements have
Pa,

been computed, the process of generating the group {BV  B’} may be stopped
at once, since the result would be @$,,  which has the characteristic number
1-w
igT-l.  The b d I %A

oun ary L&,  = -yo  is valid for all binary numbers 21zm-11  G

BVB’-=21z01  (U = 1, . . .,  n). We note++

t This condition is necessary, if, before storing a new composed number B, we have
verified only  B~~~+IUE~.~~UE,,~~...
U-%+dKi,*

,S  but not B~K~+IUE~+IUE~  ,..., sUG+ZU..  .
subset of K,,,  already computed).

H 1 (B} 1 resp. 1 {B’} 1 may be presumed to be known; for they appear as a by-product of
the determination of B resp. B’ (by the process of generating the associated groups). The
number JL,)  of elements of L, is equal to the number IL,  1 of elements L, and the order of
thejth element of L, is identical with that of the jth element of L,.

tt Note l.Z,l  = af  0; b, ‘WC&,.  In the following we assume the characteristic num-
ber & has been determined already.

3.3.0. Every process of generating {B@)VB’(%‘))  (%, @‘c@J  may be

bounded by F (1 =GU,=STZ).

3.4. Suppose all elements of {BY  B’} have been listed. The characteristic
number c(B,  B’) of {BV  B’} is generally defined by Z,,  n {BV  B’}; by the
assumption, however, we have Z,n  {BV  B’} = 2,  n {B\lB’}.  Thus we
have

3.4.0. Z, (1 ==w  s n) (instead of Z,,)  may be usedfor  computing c(B,  B’).
3.5. Furthermore the computation of BV  B’, BA  B’  or the test of equality

B = B’ of the above mentioned /Z&digital numbers may be bounded by the
lowest lZ,l  digits of B and B’ (for the other digits are equal to zero). Hence

3.5.0. Operations amongst the (lZ,,I-digital)  numbers B, B’ may be
bounded to operations amongst B, B’ by considering only 1 Z,l  digits (JZ,[  =S
lzll).

3.6.
ments

The validity of B(!@E  LI can be tested first by looking for those ele-
biEL2  (1 <is ILlI) with the property bi  = I!??/  and afterwards by

testing B = Bi (BiEL1  corresponding to bi).  This method will save time
and may be combined with the method of 3.5.0. Analogous statements
are valid for Lf respectively L,*:

3.6.0. For testing B E L1  resp. LT  the elements of L2  resp. Lz may be used.
3.7. If Bc %’  resp. %’  c %-this  can be decided directly by (1.4)-we

obtain c(B,  B’) = B resp. B’, i.e.
3.7.0. The composition c(B,  B) may be omitted if BA  B’  = B or B’.

3.8.If~~~resp.)$~ are prime numbers (i.e. B resp. 93’ are maximal

subgroups of C$,,),  a composition would be unnecessary, since the result
would be GL:

3.8.0. The composition may be omitted, if %3(c&) resp. %‘(  c @,,)  are
maximal subgroups of 8,.

3.9. As soon as for any two binary numbers i, B”’ we have found (by
computing or by using 3.8.0. for instance) that {iV$‘}  is equal to 8,  or to
any maximal subgroup of a,, BVB”’ is called a jilter and is listed. If there
exists a filter F having the property (BV  B’) A F = F,  the result of the com-
position c(B,  B’) is already known and therefore the composition may be
omitted.

3.9.0. The composition c(B,  B’) may be omitted if (B\iB’)l\F  = F for
any element F of the list of  filters.

3.10. Remembering the well-known formula 1 {c(B(Y%),  B’(%))}  / 3

l%l~lB’l
lWV?3’~

we can estimate the order of the group being obtained by com-
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position. The order I$!3  n B 1 is equal to or less than the greatest common
divisor of the orders of B and ‘B’. Thus assuming BA  B’ =I=  B resp. B’  the
order 1 {c(B,  B’)}I  of the compound {BV B’} will be bounded in the follow-
ing way by a number called MINORD:

[ l!l?l-123’j, if BAB’ =  0

I {‘B u B’} I + MINORD = I

2.max(19311,  /%I),  if 1%  1% Omod 1%‘1
resp. I WI = 0 mod / !Z  1

I

least common multiple of j % 1,  I W I
for all other cases (3.10.0)

If MINORD, computed by (3.10.0),  is not yet a divisor of I&l,  MINORD
is repeatedly increased by the least common multiple until /@&,I  is divisible

byMINORD.IfthereexistsacharacteristicnumberB”(~“)EL1UL:(I~”j=
MINORD)-this may be tested by using 3.6.0-satisfying  (B v B’) A B” =
BV B’ the composition may be omitted, for c(B,  B’) would be equal to
B”; otherwise we are looking for an element B”(fI3”)  E L1  IJ  LT satisfying
(BVB’)AB”  = BVB’ and I%“I=-MINORD.  Similarly to 3.3.0, IW’I may
be used for bounding the generation {BV B’}. Summarizing, we note

3.10.0. By computing tee  boundary MINORD of {!I3  U B’},  the process
of generating may be either omitted or bounded.

The method by which the remarks 3.3.0. to 3.10.0. are used for composi-
tion is given in the flow-chart for computing c(B(@,  B’(%?‘))  by B(8)  and
B’(23’).

4. Conclusion. By means of the computed set L1 we are able to compute
the full lattice V(@)  of all subgroups of 8. The method of computing V(G)
is above all a method of iterative reduction of the set of all characteristic
numbers by selecting-mainly by using (1.4)-those  characteristic numbers
corresponding to maximal subgroups. Since this method has been described
in [2],  it need not be further discussed here.

Finally the following table contains some examples of computed groups
together with some further information. The computing time includes not
only the time for computation of the lattice but also for computation of
conjugate subgroups, the normalizers and centralizers of the representa-
tives of these classes, and special characteristic subgroups, such as ascending
and descending central-chains, Fitting and Frattini groups and others.
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3 1
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of all
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57
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177

349

467

180

382
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Computing time

7 - 14.4 set

17 1 min 12.6 set

1 3 3 min 15.3 set

56 4 min 40’0 set

76 20 min @2 set

1 8 5 min 28.5 set

110 18 min 27.0 set
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A programme for the drawing of lattices

K. FERBER and H. JORGENSEN

THE programme A described here was developed by the second author in
1965/66.  It was established when a number of lattices of subgroups had to
be drawn for [2],  but it was organized in such a way that it is equally effi-
cient for drawing a diagram representing any finite semi-order for which the
relations of reflexiveness, transitivity, and antisymmetry hold. However,
for this report we shall use the terms occurring with a lattice of subgroups,
such as “subgroup”, “order”, “conjugate”, “class of conjugate subgroups”,
etc.

For the programme A all subgroups of a group G are numbered in a list
Lo: (1) = Uo,  vi,  . . ., U,, = G in a fixed way. We shall refer to i as the
list-number of Ui. In the diagram to be drawn, the subgroups are represent-
ed by circles or squares containing the list-number of the subgroup in the
numbering mentioned above. If circles (squares) are connected horizontally,
the corresponding subgroups are conjugate, if they are connected vertically,
the lower one is a maximal subgroup of the higher one (see Fig. 1).

FI G . 1

83
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The input for the programme rl is a paper tape with the following infor-
mation about the lattice L(G) of subgroups of G:

(1) the number k of classes of subgroups conjugate in G,
(2) the number n of subgroups of G,
(3) for each class Ki  of conjugate subgroups Ui,, . . . , Ui?,, of G:

(a) the order of these subgroups,
(b) the list-numbers ii, . . .,  i,,,
(c) for each Via E Ki the list-numbers of its maximal subgroups in the

numbering mentioned above.

A paper tape with this information is provided, for example [l], by a pro-
gramme CD  implemented on an Electrologica Xl, which determines the lattice
of subgroups of a group G from generators of G. The programme rl which
has been implemented on a Zuse 222 reads this tape and punches a data
tape for the plotter Zuse 264. For this the programme rl needs some addi-
tional information about the size and shape of the diagram wanted.

The following data for the drawing may be prescribed :

(1) the radius r of the circles representing subgroups (or half the side of
the squares),

(2) a (common) ordinate for the centres of circles representing a class Ki
of conjugate subgroups,

(3) an abscissa of these centres for each subgroup.

If these data are not prescribed, the programme A puts r = 3 mm and
tries to find suitable ordinates and abscissas. This is done in the following
way.

An ordinate is calculated as a function which depends linearly on the
radius r and logarithmically on the order of the subgroups in Ki.  The abscis-
sas are calculated by the programme only under special conditions : G must
be a p-group or a group of order pmq,  where p and q are primes and p-= q;
moreover, when U, V are subgroups of G, U maximal in V, 1 UI  = p’q,  1 VI  =
p’q,  it is not allowed that there exists a subgroup W of G with 1 W 1 = ptq
and r-= t-=  s.  Geometrically this means that the diagram of the lattice of G
must consist of at most two “branches”.

For groups satisfying these requirements the set of all subgroups of order
pj,  0 ~js m, is called the first branch B1, the set of all subgroups of order
pjq  is called the second branch B2 of L(G); the set of all subgroups whose
order is the product of i primes is called the ith layer L, of L(G).  Li  n Bj  is
called the row R{.

In order to calculate the abscissas for B1,  the row R&  containing the
greatest number of subgroups is determined, and the abscissas for these
subgroups are defined from left to right according to the sequence in which
they occur on the data tape. All other rows are arranged in such a way that
their geometrical centre has the same abscissa as the one of Rf;.

,
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FIG. 2

The abscissas for the subgroups in B2 are determined in two main steps.
First, consecutive rows of the first branch are considered. Let U be the

first subgroup in the row Rt-_,,  V be the last subgroup in Rt,  W be the first
subgroup in Rf  . Then the abscissa x,  for W is determined in such a way
that Y is left of the line connecting U and W and has a certain distance
from it (see Fig. 2). From x,  the abscissa xCi  of the centre of RF  is found.
This calculation is done for all i, 1 e is  m, and the maximum x of the X,i
found. Then all rows Ry  are moved to the right until the abscissas of their
centres coincide with x.

Second, a similar procedure is performed for consecutive rows of the
second branch. Let U be the last subgroup of Ri-_,,  V be the first subgroup
of Rf-, and W be the last subgroup of RF  (see Fig. 3). It is tested if Vis to
the right of the line connecting U and Wand has a proper distance from it.
If not, the second branch is again moved to the right until this is the case.
This procedure is performed for all i, 1 -= i < m + 1.

From the maximal abscissas and ordinates the size of the diagram to be
drawn is obtained. If this is too large, the radius r chosen for the circles is

U e R;-,

FIG. 3
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reduced by 1 mm and the coordinates are calculated again, until either the
size is small enough for the plotter or the radius is reduced to 1 mm. The
size of the diagram is then printed or the calculation is interrupted with a
note on the printer.

The programme rl next forms a list LI  which contains for every class Ki
and every subgroup Uij E Ki:

(1) the list-number ij of U4,
(2) the number m(U$ of maximal subgroups of Vi,,
(3) the list-numbers of these maximal subgroups in the list LO.

As we shall describe later, in the course of the programme all these numbers
are inverted when the information they carry has been used for the con-
struction of the data tape for the plotter. Hence in the following descrip-
tion some of these numbers may be negative. In this description we
shall say that d draws the lattice instead of saying more correctly that II
punches the tape for the plotter which draws the diagram representing
the lattice.

The programme II contains the following two main subroutines working
on the list Ll.  Given a class K the subroutine “maxclass” searches for the
subgroup U E K whose list-number has greatest absolute value among those
subgroups which have positive list-number or have a maximal subgroup
with positive list-number.

Given a subgroup UC K the subroutine “classconj” has the following
effect :

(1) if the list-number of U is still positive, “classconj” draws U and all
its conjugates with greater abscissas and positive list-numbers and
then inverts all these list-numbers; the conjugate subgroups just
drawn are connected by horizontal lines;

(2) let the subgroup drawn last be V. Then a subgroup WC K is deter-
mined: If V is the last subgroup of K then W = V, otherwise W
is the next subgroup of Kjright  to V. If $0  subgroup, is drawn by
“classconj” W = U.

Using these two subroutines the programme d works through the list of
all classes beginning with the last one, i.e. the group G itself. For a class K
first the subroutine “maxclass” is called and searches for a subgroup U E K
with the properties described above. If there is none, “maxclass” is called
again for the next class until the list of all classes is finished.

(*) Otherwise for this subgroup U “classconj” is called which finally deter-
mines a subgroup WC  K. Then li searches for a maximal subgroup U’  of
W with maximal positive list-number. If no such subgroup exists, d
starts “maxclass” again for the same class K. Otherwise a line is drawn
from W to u’ and the list-number of U’  is inverted among the entries for
the maximal subgroups of W. If none of the entries for the maximal sub-

groups of Wis positive, also m(W) is inverted and “classconj” is started with
the class K’ to which u’ belongs, and determines a subgroup w’  E K’. Then
rl searches for the subgroup U”  with maximal list-number among those
containing w’  and having a positive entry for w’.  If there is none, “max-
class” is started again with still the same class K. Otherwise w’  and U” are
connected by a line and the entry for w’  as a maximal subgroup of U”  is
inverted. If U” has no further positive entry in the list of its maximal sub-
groups, m(U”)  is inverted. In any case II then starts again at (*) with U”
instead of U. The programme stops when the class Keis  reached and all lines
are drawn.

It may be mentioned that there is also a subroutine which inverts all list-
numbers of non-normal subgroups in L1,  so  that, if required, only the lattice
of normal subgroups is drawn.

The following improvement is planned for the programme. Whenever
there is no subgroup U” which contains w’  as a maximal one, the pro-
gramme starts “maxclass” again with the previous class K. For the drawing
of the lattice it would save time to continue instead with a “neighbouring”
subgroup W*  of W’, which is still denoted as being maximal in some sub-
group.
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The construction of the character table of a finite
group from generators and relations

JOHN MCKAY

Introduction. There are six problems in determining the character table
from the generators and defining relations for a finite group. They are

(a) derivation of a faithful representation,
(b) generation of the group elements,
(c) determination of the mapping of an element into its conjugacy class,
(d) derivation of the structure constants of the class algebra,
(e) determination of the numerical values of the characters from the

structure constants, and
(f) derivation of the algebraic from the numerical values.

Use of the methods is illustrated by the construction of the character
table of the simple group JI,  of order 175,560, which is given in the
Appendix in the form output by the computer.

G denotes a finite group of order g having r conjugacy classes Ci of
orderh,i  = 1, . . . . r.  C, is the class inverse to C’i. A(G,  C) denotes the
group algebra of G over the complex field C.

Derivation of a faithful representation. Enumeration of the cosets  of a
subgroup H of G gives rise to a permutation representation on the genera-
tors and their inverses. The representation so formed is a faithful represen-
tation of the factor group G/N,  where N = II x-IHx,  known as the “core” of

%EG
H in G. The representation will be a faithful representation of G whenever
H contains no non-trivial normal subgroup of G. There are three require-
ments in particular for representations to be useful for computing pur-
poses. Firstly, the representation of an element should be unique; secondly,
it should be representable within the computer sufficiently economically to
cause no storage problem; and thirdly, it should be such that the product
of two elements can be derived quickly. For the smaller groups these require-
ments may be relaxed, but for large groups they are essential.

Both permutation representations and faithful irreducible representa-
tions of minimal degree are suitable for computer work. Multiplication of
permutations is fast but it is often easier to find a matrix representation
1s 89
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The mapping of an element into its conjugacy class. A function f on G is a
class function if

f(x) = fW1v>, x, Y E G.
f induces an equivalence relation on the elements of G. We seek a function f
such that the equivalence classes induced by f are the conjugacy classes of G.
In order to avoid searching, we seek a local property of x such as the trace,
determinant, or period. There are several groups with representations for
which this local property is easily obtained. By taking the natural permuta-
tion representation of degree n of the symmetric group of n symbols we see
that two elements are conjugate if and only if the partitions of their disjoint
cycle lengths coincide. The general linear group of all invertible nXn  ma-
trices with entries over a field Kpresents no difficulties since two elements are
conjugate if and only if their representing matrices are similar. We know
that ths transforming matrix belongs to the group since it is the group of all
invertible n X n matrices.

From a practical view point, a good set of local invariants that may be
computed easily is the set of coefficients of the characteristic (or minimal)
polynomial. The computation time is O(n3) for a matrix of order n.

If the number of conjugacy classes of G is known, it may be adequate to
examine the characteristic polynomials of a random sample of the group to
attempt to find a representative element of each class and to see which
classes can be separated by their traces alone. The likelihood of success
of the search is dependent on the size of the smallest non-trivial conjugacy
classes. The characteristic polynomial of an element x also gives (by
reversing the coefficients) the characteristic polynomial of x-l.

It is a necessary condition that a representative element of period p shall
have been found for each prime factor p of g. For sufficiency, let Z(x) be the
centralizer  of x in G, then a representative of every class has been found if

more economical in space. Frame’s work [l] on extracting the common
irreducible constituents of two permutation representations appears to be
promising as a basis of a method for doing this.

Generation of the group elements. One method for generating all elements
of a group G is to compute the Cayley table. This method is quite satisfac-
tory for groups of very small order but it is clearly of little use when work-
ing with large groups because the computation increases, at best, with gz.
A method with computation time linear in g is called for.

Let
G ( =  H,,)xHl~Hzx... 1 Ht  be a chain of subgroups,

and let
Hi = Hi+lXluHi+lX2u  - - * uHi+lXn

be a coset decomposition of Hi.
Hi  can be generated systematically from Hi+1  provided a faithful repre-

sentation on the coset representatives and the generators of Hi  is known
and Hi+1 itself can be generated systematically using this representation.
Repeated coset enumeration will give G from the subgroup HI.  A solution
to the following problem is required, see [2]:

given Hi: rk(gl,g2  ,..., g&=1, k=l,2 ,..., mi,
and Hi+11  {wj(gl,  g2, . . ..g&}.  j= 1,Z  -..,ni,

derive a presentation of H,+l:  ri(g,,  g,, . . . , g,) = 1, k = 1,2, . . . , mi+l,.
There are two special cases of this technique which prove very useful. By
taking just the identity subgroup of G, we may enumerate the cosets of the
identity which are just the elements of G. This is a satisfactory method for
generating all the elements of a group of moderate order. The other special
case is when G 1 H and the elements of H can be generated directly as matri-
ces compatible with the representing matrices of G. This last case is illus-
trated by the generation of J1 by taking H s PSL (2, 11) (see Appendix).

To find the coset representatives, we use

LEMMA. There exists for each index i ( + 1) a coset Hxk  with k-=  i such that
either (i) Hxi  = Hx,gJT1  or (ii) HXi  = HXkgj  for some generator gj  of G.

All new cosets, except the first, are introduced in the middle of a relation.
There is therefore a coset of lower index adjacent to the new one. Coset col-
lapse will affect these adjacent cosets by possibly reducing their index.
A coset of lower index to the right gives rise to situation (i) and to the left
yields (ii).

We can generate the representing matrices on the coset representatives
from those on the generators of G by seeking the coset Hxk  for increasing
i = 2, 3,..., n and forming pi = &g,F’ or pi = 4kgj  where & is a coset
representative of Hxk.

g = ~dpxx)I,  xc Cl,
x

where the summation is over the representatives of all putative conjugacy
classes C:  of G.

If so, we shall have obtained a representative for each conjugacy class.
For groups of small order, when it is feasible to store all the elements, one
may alternatively compute the conjugacy class of x directly, forming all
elements y-lxy,  y E G. Proceeding in this fashion, the elements may be
arranged so that conjugacy classes are stored as sets of adjacent elements.
The function f then consists of a subroutine which searches for the element
whose class is determined by its position.

Derivation of the centre of the group algebra. Throughout the rest of
this paper, c denotes summation from 1 to r unless stated to the contrary.
The relations

CiCj  = c aijkck, 1 < i, j S r, (1)
k
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defining multiplication of the class sums, ci  = E x, summed over all x E Ci,
are sufficient to determine the centre of the group algebra since the class
sums form a basis for the centre.

The structure constants Qijk may be interpreted in two ways: first, in the
manner in which they occur in (1), and second, aijk  may be regarded as the
number of ways z may be formed as a product such that

xy = z, xECi5 J’CCj
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Now P(Ci)  commutes with every I?(x), x E A(G,  C), and since R”  is irre-
ducible we may use Schur’s lemma, hence

Rs(ci)  = mfId, (3)
where d (= d,)  is the dimension of R”,  and 4 is a scalar.

Substituting (3) in (2) and comparing the coefficients of both sides, we
obtain

rng* = C Uij.&, 1 < i, j =s r, (4)
k

which may be written

Aim”  = m@f,  [A’],k  = aijk, l=si,j,k=sr. (5)
This collection of r sets of matrix equations is fundamental to the computa-
tion of the characters. We shall show that the matrices A’, l< i =s  r, have a
unique common set of r eigenvectors.

First we find the eigenvalues of A’. Recall that Rs is a homomorphism of
G into a group of dXd matrices. The identity of G maps into the identity
matrix Ia. From (3) we deduce rn;  = 1. But rn;  is the first component of the
vector ms  and so (5) has a non-trivial solution. Therefore

det (A’-#I) = 0, 1 < i 6 r. (6)

This is true for all s = 1,2, . . . , r, hence the eigenvalues of A’ are m$
les==r.

We use the row orthogonality properties of the characters to prove the
AIS,  1 =z  s =z  r, to be a linearly independent set of vectors. First, we need the
relation between the components of these vectors and the characters.

Take traces of both sides of (3) to derive

hi# = eds,
hence

with z a fixed element Of ck.
The latter interpretation is the one used for the computation of the a$.
For each element y representative of Cj, and for all x E Ci, the number k

such that xy E Ck  is found. Let the number of products xy in Ck  be &k;

then aijk = cl_“( t%jk*

The r3 atiirrsatisfy  symmetry relations most succinctly expressed by the
relations satisfied by yijk = (hihj)-‘a+,  . The yijk are invariant under any per-
mutation of the suffixes  and also under the simultaneous inversion of all
three suffixes.

Construction of the normal subgroup lattice. We define, for each conjugacy
class, a basic normal subgroup Bi of G to be the normal closure of an ele-
ment belonging to Ci. Such a basic normal subgroup is obtainable from the
class algebra by forming the union of successive powers of Ci until no new
class is introduced.

The minimal normal subgroups of G are included among the basic nor-
mal subgroups. We use the fact that the lattice of normal subgroups is mod-
ular and therefore satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition which
enables us to build the lattice level by level. The first (and bottom) level is
the identity subgroup and the last is the whole group. The number of levels
is the length of a principal series for G. We shall denote the ith level of nor-
mal subgroups by Li.  The identity subgroup is taken as LO.

Let ni  denote a normal subgroup. The computation follows the inductive
scheme :

Mj = {nil,  . . . , nit};

nij  E Ei+  I* nil  2 nil,  for some k, otherwise nij E Li ;

Mi+l  = {nijnikl  Qj, nik  E  Li}  U Ei+  1;

and proceeds until M, = {G}. To start we take MI = {Bz,  . . . , B,}.

The numerical characters from the structure constants. Let Rs be an irre-
ducible matrix representation of the group algebra A(G,  C). From (1) we
find

R’(CiCj)  = R’(ci)R”(Cl)  = 7 UijkR"(Ck), 1 < i, j =S  r. (2)

The row orthogonality relations are :

(8)

Defining the r Xr  matrices M and X by

M,,  = n$, X,,  = x:, then MX* = diag $,  +, . . .,  --$-
1 2 r

where * denotes complex conjugate transpose. The diagonal entries g/diare
all non-zero, hence the rank of M is r.

Let x be a vector such that A’r  = rn+ for all i = 1,2, . . .,  r, then
X= c arm’.  Suppose a, f 0. Then.

~atm~mf=~atmfmt, i=l,2 ,...,  r,
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hence
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.use  the relation,  derivable from the row orthogonality relations
C a@ = C atma,* t

and so x = a,m,.

We have the following situation.
The entries in the ith column of M are the eigenvalues of A’ and the

rows of M correspond to the common eigenvectors normalized so that
rn; = 1. If the entries in the column of M corresponding to the eigenvalues
of A’ are all distinct then the whole matrix M can be determined from the
matrix A’ alone. This, however, is not usually the case. An extreme case
occurs when G = Z2XZ2X..  . X22, the direct product of n copies. of the
cyclic group Zz. Here each column of M (except the first) has entries f 1
each sign occurring 2”-l times.

A method is described to overcome the difficulty inherent in multiple
eigenvalues.

The idea of the method is that if a matrix has distinct eigenvalues, then
the eigenvectors are determinate (each to within a scalar multiple).

Let Ui, i=l,2 ,..., r, be indeterminates and consider the matrix

CD  = c UiA’  which has eigenvalues c Uimb 1 e s =S r.
I I

By choosing suitable values for the indeterminates we can arrange that the
eigenvalues are distinct; if so, the eigenvectors of @ are just ms,  1 < s =S  r.

For computational purposes we replace the indeterminates by random
numbers. We may then associate a probability to the numerical separabil-
ity of the eigenvalues.

We require that for each p =l=  CJ  (= 1, 2, . . . , r) the eigenvalues corre-
sponding to rnp  and rnq should be separable, i.e.

1 C Bimf-C  8imf 1 =- E(t) for all p * fJ  = 1, 2, . . . , r,
i

where the 6, are chosen from some suitable normalized distribution and
e(t)  is a small number dependent on the accuracy of the computer.

The largest eigenvalue of A’ is 1. We introduce a normalizing factor of
r-l  and choose 8i to be the coordinates of a point on an n-dimensional
hyperellipsoid of semi-axes hz:1/2  so that 6i hii are points distributed on
the hypersurface of an n-dimensional sphere.

A detailed error analysis is hindered because of lack of adequate prior
knowledge of the mp.

The numerical method for solving the eigenvalue problem is the acceler-
ated QR method [3].  The eigenvectors are found by inverse iteration.

Derivation of the algebraic form from the numerical. By normalizing
the solution vectors of di  so that the first component is unity, we have the
numerical values of mf.  To find the dimension of the representation we

By multiplying rnf by d,  and dividing by hi we find the numerical charac-
ters. As decimal numbers, these are of little interest; we would prefer them
in an algebraic form.

For a representation of degree d over the complex field and an element
of period p,

x(x)  = i 095, OGtiGp-1,
i=l

where w is a primitive pth root of unity. Let xN(x) be a numerical approxi-
mation t0 x(X).  We may rearrange the terms so that tl =S tz < . . . =S  td.

There are ( d+z- ‘) such sequences. We could generate the sequence sys-

tematically  starting at 0, 0, . . . , 0 and ending atp - 1, p- 1, . . . , p - 1, and
examine the value of the cyclic sum each yields. We can improve on this.
The problem may be visualized geometrically in the complex plane as
follows :

Each root of unity may be represented by a unit vector which lies
at an angle which is a multiple of b/p  to the horizontal. We form a sum of
these vectors by joining them up, end to end. We seek such a sum starting
from the origin and reaching to x(x).  We generate the sequences described
above but check to see whether, after fixing the first s vectors, the dis-
tance from the sum of first s terms to X&Y) is less than d-s; if not, we
alter ts.

Even with the above improvement, the algebraic form of the character
of an element of period p in a representation of degree d such that p, d > 10
would be very time-consuming to determine, and in cases such as presented
by the representations of JI, this is out of the question. The following
fact may be used: among the terms of the sequences computed may be
some whose sum contribution to the total is nil. Each such subsequence
may be decomposed into disjoint subsequences each containing a prime
number of terms. These correspond to regular pi-gons for prime p,.  From a
computational viewpoint this implies that, provided u > 0, we can attempt

to fit X&X)  with only u = d- i$lcipi (ci  2 0) terms where pi  are prime

divisors of p. We now compute the values that c cipi  can take.

If p has only one prime factor, the values assumed  are multiples of
that factor.

Let pl,  p2  be the smallest two distinct prime factors of p. All integers not
less than (pr-  1)  (p2-  1) are representable as clpl+c~p~  (cl, cg  z=  0). In
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By choosing matrices of simple form for A and C E PSL (2,1 l), we find
correspondingly simple forms for B (= C4AC3AC4A)  and D.

cases when (pi-  1) (pZ--  1) Z- d,  values not greater than u are computed
directly.

All integer valued characters are extracted before attempting to match
terms because certain values, e.g. - 1, are time-consuming to fit.

The above discussion has not taken into account that only an approxi-
mation to the numerical value of x(x)  is the starting point. If two distinct
values of sums of roots of unity differ by less than E in modulus, where e
is the accuracy of computation of the value of x&x),  then the results of the
above algorithm will not necessarily be correct. A lower bound is required
for the non-zero values of

P(m)= ~~W~~-~cO~q O<ki,miep--l.
i=l i=l

By forming the product of the conjugates of P(o) we obtain a lower bound :

/P(w) 1 z= (2d)2-p.

ResuRs.  Character tables have been computed for all non-abelian groups
of order less than 32 from definitions in Coxeter and Moser [4]  and for
the non-abelian groups of order 2” (n 4 6) from definitions in Hall and
Senior [5].  The character table of J1 has been computed as described in
the Appendix.

APPENDIX

A brief description of the determination of the character table of
Janko’s first new simple group JI, of order 1 l(1 13- l)(ll  + 1) = 175,560,
is given, see [6].  The work has been carried out on a KDF 9 computer
with 16K words of fast store, of which 4K were used to contain the pro-
gram.

We now need the representing matrix for d.  d commutes with b, hence
dij = 0 except when i = j or bi = bjj  (i =l=  j). This simplifies the possible
form of D to that of a diagonal matrix augmented by non-zero entries in
the (1, 6),  (6, l), (2, 7),  (7, 2) positions. We compare CD and DC-l.  C-l
has entries (- l)jVicij.  From the first row and entries (2,2) and (3, 7) we
derive the form

- 0 0 0 0-6~0
z-x  0 0 0 0 w1
0 0 x 0 0 0 0

D= 0 0 o-x 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 x 0 0
0 0 0 0 o-x 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 x]

butd2=  1,hencex = +l.

Throughout, the capital letters A, B, C, D denote matrices representing
a, b, c, d respectively.

We take as a definition, due to G. Higman, of J1:

a2  = (ab)2  = b5  = 1, b-l&2  = (ac)3  = $1 = 1,

d2  = dbdb-1 = (cd)2  = (ad)6  = (a&)5  = 1.

We note that {a, b, c} generate a subgroup H isomorphic to PSL (2, ll),
which is the group of 2 X2 matrices of unit determinant over GF(11)
with the centre factored out, i.e. each matrix is identified with its negative.
The 660 matrices of PSL(2, 11) are generated systematically.

Comparing (AD)3 and (DA)3 = (AD)-3,  we obtain from the (2, 1)  entry
- wx2  = 2w3,  hence w = 0 or 2w2  = - 1 giving w = 0,4,  or 7.

Finally checking (AC2D)s = 1 gives the unique solution w = 7, x = - 1.
These matrices were manipulated using a matrix multiplication program
for use with an on-line console to a PDP 8 computer.

.The  cosets  of H in J1 are enumerated and the 266 coset representatives
found. By examining the characteristic polynomials of a random sample
of the group representation (elements of the form hixj  where hi E Hand Xj
is a coset representative) we can distinguish I5 conjugacy classes. Of these,
7 may be distinguished by their traces and 6 by the first two coefficients.
The two remaining classes include the identity and so may be separated
by examination. The trace of the square of the matrix is computed instead
of the second coefficient.

This representation is extended to a tensor representation of dimension The rest of the computation follows the method described in the paper.
7 by treating the transformations x - axf  by and y + cx  + dy as acting Approximately 1,800,OOO  matrix multiplications are required, each matrix
in the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree 6 in x and y. In this * being of degree 7 over GF (11). The computation of the class algebra took
space x6+yr +- (ax + by)6-‘(cx  + dv)‘. This representation extends to a eight hours and the construction of the final character table from the class
faithful representation of J1. algebra took less than two minutes.

We-take A = [l: A], C = [i  i],  deriving B = [i  9.  In the tensor

representation these extend to

4000000-
0300000
0 0 5 0 0 0 0

,B=  0 0 0 1 0 0 0

I

0 0 0 0 9 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 4 0
0000003~

F 1 6 4 9 4 6 1
0 1 5 10 10 5 1
0 0 1 4 6 4 1

,c=ooo1331

I

0 0 0 0 1 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 010 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

A =

i

0 0 010 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
010 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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In the table, c indicates the cosine of a multiple of 2nlperiod.  For example,
2+4c2, occurring in the second row of the table as the character of an
element of period 5 in the fourth conjugacy class, is an abbreviation for
2+4  cos (2X&/5).
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A programme for the calculation of characters
and representations of’nite  groups

C. BROTTAND J.NEUB&ER

1. Introdnction.  The programme described in this paper is part of a system
of programmes for the investigation of finite groups. Other parts of this
system are described in [3],  [4].

. _,‘I The programme avoids numerical calculations as far as possible.
Instead properties of the given group which are available from other
programmes have been used to construct characters and representations
by the process of induction. Only when this process does not yield all the
required information does the programme use numerical methods.

The programme has been started as a “Diplomarbeit” [l].  We are grateful
to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for financial support and to
Prof. K. H. Weise for opportunities given to us at the “Rechenzentrum
der Universitgt  Kiel”. We would like to thank Mr. V. Felsch for valuable
-help in connecting this programme with the one described in [3].

1.1. Notations. All groups considered are finite, they are denoted by
CH, . . ..(gl.  . . . . gJ is the subgroup generated by the elements gr,
. . ., ge E G; G’ = (x-’ y-lxyl  X,  y E G) is the commutator subgroup of
G; Cl, . . . . C, are the classes of elements conjugate in G; Cr = {I}, hi
is the number of elements in Ci. The structure constants cijk are defined by

(1.1.1)

Z is the ring of integers, Z, the field of integers module  a prime p, C the
complex field, Mr, . . . , M, the set of all absolutely irreducible CG-modules
with dimensions dl, . . . , d,. $J>  is the character belonging to Mj, djJ
its value on Ci. All representations considered are C-representations, so
irreducible always means absolutely irreducible.

2. Available programmes for the  investigation of finite groups. Our
programme X for the calculation of characters and representations of a
given finite group G makes use of the data determined by a programme @
for the investigation of the lattice of subgroups and of certain other prop-
erties of G. The input for the system of programmes consisting of @ and X
is a set of generators of G given in one of the following ways:

1 0 1
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(2.1) (a) as permutations,
(b) as matrices over the rational field R,
(c) as matrices over Z,,
(d) as matrices over R(5) where c is a fixed root of unity,
(e) as three-dimensional affine transformations considered modulo

certain translations,
(f) for soluble groups as abstract generators with a special kind of

defining relations [S].

From these generators the programme @ determines G. For all sub-
groups of G their characteristic numbers (as described in [3])  are stored:
all cyclic subgroups of prime-power order are numbered Z1, . . .,  Z,.
Then each subgroup U < G is uniquely represented by the n-bit binary
number k(U) whose ith bit is 1 if and only if Zi < U.

Some of the lists obtained by @ are preserved for further calculations.
The programme Xmakes use of a list L1 of all elements in the same form
as the given generators, a list L, of all subgroups, and a list L3  of all
classes of subgroups conjugate in G.

LB  contains :
(2.2) for each subgroup U < G:

(a) the characteristic number k(U),
(b) the number of an element in LI which transformes U into a

fixed representative D of the class of subgroups conjugate to
Uin G;

(2.3) for each cyclic subgroup U == G the number in L1  of a fixed generat-
ing element u E U.

L3 contains :
(2.4) for each subgroup fl  chosen as representative of its class of conjugate

subgroups :
(a) its order 101,
(b) the number in L3  of its normalizer No(O),
(c) the number in L3  of its centralizer  Co(U),
(d) one bit each to characterize if i7 is cyclic, abelian,  nilpotent,
supersoluble, soluble, perfect, normal, subnormal or selfnormalizing.

Of the characteristic subgroups determined by @ only G’ is needed by X.
Only for the use in X two further lists are computed. They contain:
(2.5) for each class Ci, 1 4 i =z  r,

(a) the number of a fixed representative gi  in LI,
(b) the number of elements in Ci,
(c) the order of the elements in Ci;

(2.6) for each element g E G the number of the class containing g.

The class of all elements conjugate to g E G is obtained by transforming g
with representatives of the cosets of Co(g)  = C&(g))  in G. Since x-lg’x  =
(x-lgxy,  it is ffis u cient to do this for the elements chosen in (2.3).

3. One-dimensional representations.
3.1. For a one-dimensional representation z of G we have G’ < ker z.
Hence z induces a mapping z’ : G/G’-C given by

z’(G’g)  = z(g) for all g E G. (3.1.1)

Let H = G/G’  be of order 1 H 1 = p? . . . p;~;  then H is the direct product
of its Sylow subgroups S,,,  . . . , S,,  of orders pff,  1 == i < t.  S,,  is a direct
product of cyclic groups of orders pf”, . . . , pf’sf  with eir+  . . . +eq  = ei.
Let m = slf . . . + s,  and let x1, . . . , X, be generators of the cyclic
direct factors of H thus obtained. For each z’ the values z’(xJ form an
m-tuple (wl,  . . ., w,)  with wi  E C and wpl  = 1. Conversely all the 1 H 1
such m-tuples are different one-dimensional representations of H in C.

3.2. Let G’ be in the layer (cf. [3])  C,,  let Sz/G’  be the pi-Sylow  subgroup
of G/G’. Then Sz is found in Eeerfr by searching for a subgroup which
contains G’ and is of order p;*lG’I.  The programme finds a decomposition
of S,*i/G’  into cyclic direct factors in the following way :

If Sg/G’  is not cyclic, a normal subgroup U with G’ < U e Sic  and
U/G’ cyclic is searched for in E,.+l  which has an Sz-complement V
module  G’ in .Xr+ei-l. If no such normal subgroup U is found in -&+,
the search for U is continued in z,,,  with V in zr+er+

If U and V have been found, U is stored away as a direct factor of
Sg/G’,  Sz is replaced by V and the same process is continued. If G is
abelian,  L3  yields the information whether U = U/G’ is cyclic, otherwise
we use that U/G’ is a cyclic p-group if and only if there is exactly one
maximal subgroup of U containing G’. All these decisions require only
calculations with characteristic numbers, so this part of X is very fast.

3.3. Let F  be a fixed primitive nth root of unity. Let the classes of a cyclic
group U = (x) of order n be Ci = {xi-l}; then the one-dimensional
representations can be numbered in such a way that

Zj(Ci) = @-lw-l) , 1 ==i;J<n. (3.3.1)

Let the elements of the direct product UX V of two abelian  groups U and
V with elements u1  = 1, u2,  . . . , u,, and vl = 1,u2,  . . . , V, resp. be ordered
into the sequence ZW~,  u2vl,  . . . , u,,v,.  Then a table for U X V corre-
sponding to (3.3.1) is obtained as the Kronecker product of the tables for
U and V. Such a “normed table” of one-dimensional representations is
first determined by the programme X from the direct decomposition of
G/G’. Then G is decomposed into cosets modulo G’, and for each class Ci
of elements conjugate in G the coset  gkG’  containing Ci is found. The
kth row of the “normed table” of G/G’ then is assigned to Ci.

4. Irreducible representations of higher dimensions.
4.1. Factor groups with faithful irreducible representations. A representa-

tion T of G is faithful on G/ker (T). Those factor groups of G with faithful
CPA 8
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irreducible representations can be found by applying a theorem of Gaschutz
[5].  For this we give two definitions:

(4.1.1) The socZe  S(H) of a group His the product of ail minimal normal
subgroups of H;

(4.1.2) a normal subgroup of a group f-I  is called monogenic, if it is
generated by one class of elements conjugate in H.

(4.1.3) THEOREM. A finite group H has a faithful irreducible representation
if and only tf its socle  S(H) is monogenic.

In the programme this theorem is used in the following way: If Ng is
transformed into Nh by Nx E GIN,  then x-‘gxh-l  EN. Hence to check if
S(G/N)  is monogenic means checking if the subgroup S 4 G with S/N =
S(G/N)  is generated by N and one class of elements conjugate in G. In
preparation for this all monogenic normal subgroups Mi, 1 < i < s == r,
of G are determined. Then for all N Q G, N E pi,  0 e i e t -2, where z;  =
{G}, the minimal normal subgroups Kj/N of G/N are found by searching
for normal subgroups Kj * N minimal with respect to this property.
S(G/N)  is then equal to S/N where S is the product of all these 4.  S(G/N)
is monogenic if for some Mi  we have S = NM,.

4.2. Induced representations. Let U e G and M be a C&right-module
of dimension s,  T be the matrix representation afforded (uniquely up to
equivalence) by M and let y be its character. The tensor product

Ma = M@c&G (4.2.1)
is a CG-right-module called the module induced from M. Let Tc  be the
matrix representation afforded by MC,  I+’  its character, (@),  the restriction
of yG  to U. To can be described as follows. Let

G =  UglUUgzU... UUg,,  t = G:U and gl = 1, (4.2.2)

be a decomposition of G into cosets  of U. Then, for a suitable choice of
the basis of MC,  T”(g) is a t X t matrix of SXS  blocks for all g E G. The block
(i,  j) is equal to T*(giggT’)  where

T*(x) =
T(x) for xc  U

0 otherwise.
(4.2.3)

If T is one-dimensional, TG is monomial and

%> = T*tgiayl).
Then

(4.2.4)

(4.2.5)

As a character is a class function, it is sufficient to calculate (4.2.5) for
representatives g E G of the classes of elements conjugate in G.

Group characters and representations 1 0 5

4.3. M-groups.
(4.3.1) A finite group is called an M-group if all its irreducible represen-

tations are monomial.
As each irreducible monomial representation is induced ([2] Cor. 50.4),
all irreducible representations of such groups are obtained as induced
representations. In order to find M-groups among the factor groups we
use a sufficient criterion of Huppert [6]:

(4.3.2) THEOREM. Let H have a soluble normal subgroup K with all Sylow
subgroups abelian  such that H/K  is supersoluble, then His an M-group.

We also use the following remark from [6]  :

(4.3.3) A finite group H has a uniquely determined normal subgroup U(H)
which is minimal with respect to the property that its factor-group is
supersoluble. For K Q  G we have U(H/K)  = U(H)K/K.

The programme first determines U(G). If G is supersoluble then U(G) = (1).
Otherwise we use another theorem of Huppert [7]:

(4.3.4) THEOREM. AJinite group H is supersoluble if and only ifall  its max-
imal subgroups have prime index.

So U(G) is found by searching through all layers Xi, i = O(l)t-  1, for the
first  normal subgroup such that all maximal subgroups of G containing it
have prime index. For a factor group G/N, which has a faithful irreducible
representation, U(G)N is formed. In order to decide whether G/N is an
M-group U(G)N/N has to be checked for the following properties :

(1)

G;

(b)
(4

(2)

1s U(G)N/N soluble?
U(G)N/Nz  U(G)/U(G) n N this can be decided in the following way:
If U(G) is soluble, the same holds for U(G)N/N.  Solubility  of a sub-
group of G is marked in La.
If U(G) is insoluble, but N soluble, U(G)N/N is insoluble.
Only if U(G) and N are both insoluble, the programme has to check
if the derived series of U(G)N  terminates below N.

Are ali  Sylow subgroups of U(G)N/N abelian?

If all Sylow subgroups of U(G) are marked as abelian  in Lt, this is the
case. Otherwise the programme described in 0 3.2 is used to find the Sylow
subgroups of U(G)N/N and it is checked if their commutator subgroups are

contained in N.
As the property of being an M-group is inherited by factor groups, the

checking of (1) and (2) is started with 20.
.I.,

4.4. Induced monomial representations. We now describe how a subgroup
‘ . V can be found whose one-dimensional representations yield irreducible

representations of a fixed factor group G/N by the process of induction. The
choice of U is restricted by a theorem of It8 ([2]  Cor. 53.18):
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2~ U, Z=k V and ZV*/=  Mi for all maximal subgroups Mi of U contain-
ing v.

The whole process described in 9 4.4 needs only calculations with charac-
teristic numbers and hence is rather fast.

4.5. A test for irreducibility. We use the inner product of characters

(4.4.1) THEOREM. The dimension of an irreducible representation of a group
H is a divisor of the index of each abelian  normal subgroup A of H.

We call the greatest common divisor of the indices of the maximal abelian
normal subgroups of H the It&index i(H). By (4.4.1) we have to find a sub-
group U== N such that G: U 1 i(G/N). In order to determine i(G/N) we search
for Kj a G with N a Ki, K,/N abelian,  and maximal with respect to these
properties. Then i(G/N) is calculated from the orders of the Kt listed in LI.

We also use 2 d,? = 1 G I.  As there are IG/G’I  one-dimensional represen-
i=li=l

tations, only r - IG/G’I  representations of dimensions a 2 are missing. For
their dimensions we have:

i:
i=p/~'l+i

d;= IGI-IG/G’I.

Hence2eG:  U< 1/lGl-  IG/G’I  -4(r-  IG/G’I  - 1) is a restriction for
the index of U.

Finally we can restrict the search for U to representatives of the classes
of subgroups conjugate under G, as conjugate subgroups yield equivalent
representations.

The kernel V a U of the one-dimensional representation T of U used for
the induction process must satisfy the requirements

U/V cyclic, (4.4.2)
N = ker TG  = n Vg. (4.4.3)

HG
The programme X deals with all factor groups G/N with faithful irredu-

cible representations in turn. If G/N cannot be recognized  as an M-group
by (4.3.2),  the user of the programme is informed that possibly not all
irreducible representations of G/N will be found. In spite of this, the pro-
gramme tries to find irreducible monomial representations of G/N.

First, the programme searches for subgroups U c Es,,  s < t-  1, such that
N a U and G : U is a dimension allowed by the restrictions. Then subgroups
VC  &, i< s- 1, V a U are searched for, which satisfy (4.4.2) and (4.4.3).
This is done in the following way: if V a G then also V a U. Otherwise the
normalizer N,(V)  is determined from Lz  and LB.  If U=S  No(V) we have
V a U. U/V is cyclic if and only if for each prime pi  j U/V I there is exactly
one maximal subgroup of index p in U, containing V. If V a G we must
have V = N,  otherwise the intersection of all conjugates of V in G is formed
and this must be equal to N. If V is found, meeting all requirements, N,  U
and V are listed.

For the determination of faithful one-dimensional representations of
U/V we have to find an element x E U with (x, V) = U. This is found as a
generator of a cyclic subgroup 2 of G meeting the following requirements :

to check the irreducibility of TG.  By a special case of Frobenius’ reciprocity
theorem ([2],  38.8),  for any character y of a subgroup U< G we have:

((YG>U,  Y.l = (YG,  Y3. (4.5.2)
Since a character x of a representation of G is irreducible if and only if
(x,  x) = 1, we have:

yG  is irreducible if and only zf

((Y3r.h  WI = &-p(U)~(U)  = 1.

Let e be the exponent of G. Then the values of yG,  and hence (UI  *((yG)o,  y),
are sums of eth roots of unity, i.e. sums of powers of a fixed primitive
eth root of unity, E  say.

For the calculation of the sum (4.5.2) we count in a list L the number nj
of times ej, 0 ~j < e - 1, occurs as a summand of I U/  * ((Y~)~,  y). We then
use the fact that a sum of nth roots of unity is equal to zero if and only if it
can be decomposed into sums over cosets of nontrivial subgroups of the
group of al lnth roots of unity ([9],  p. 240). Because of this theorem the pro-
gramme proceeds as follows : for each divisor d of e and each i, 0 =S  i =S  d- 1,
the smallest of the numbers ni, nd+i,  nw+i,  . . . is subtracted from all
these numbers. yG  is irreducible if and only if, after doing this, no  = 1 Ul
andni  = Oforalli, lsiee-1.

4.6. The calculation of induced representations. The programme deals in
turn with the triplets N,  U, V previously found. First G is decomposed into
cosets of U, then for each faithful one-dimensional representation Ti of
U/V the calculation is performed in four steps:

(1) Ti is calculated in the same way as described in 9 3.3 for the one-
dimensional representations of G.

(2) The character-values xl” of the induced representations TjG are calcu-
lated for representatives of the classes of elements conjugate in G.

(3) The irreducibility of Ty is tested by the method described in 0 4.5.
(4) If q passes the test, the values of x$j) are brought into a normal form

by a method analogous to that described in 9 4.5, and are compared
with the list of irreducible characters previously obtained in order to
decide if 7 is a new irreducible representation.

If required the kernel of 7, the matrices representing generators or all
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elements of G in q,  are computed and printed. The programme stops as
soon as r irreducible representations have been found. This often happens
long before all triplets N, U, V have been investigated.

4.7. In debugging the programme we have used the special version (2.1 d)
of the programme @ to generate a matrix group from the images of the
generators of G under an irreducible representation T. This must be iso-
morphic to G/ker T.

5. The numerical part of the programme.
5.1. The part of the programme described so far finds only the monomial

irreducible representations and characters. For low orders there are very
few groups having non-monomial irreducible representations. Up to order
96 there are one of order 24, four of order 48, one of order 60 and two of
order 72. No method is included yet in our programme for the determina-
tion of non-monomial irreducible representations, but at least an attempt is
made to complete the character table by a more numerical part of the pro-
gramme. For its description we define:

Group characters and representations 1 0 9

Then from [2],  p. 235,
I

WsJ)W(i)  = C CijkW,Q, lei,j,s==r,
k=l

(5.1.1)

(5.1.2)

we have

kg1  (Ciik-&&y))w~) = 0 , (5.1.3)

i.e. for each s the r values WV), 1 4 I 4 r, belonging to the sth character satisfy
the ra equations

k$l(Cijk-SikXj)Xk  = 0, 1 =S i, j e r. (5.1.4)

To solve this system we choose a fixed j = jo and consider only the r equa-
tions

k~l(c&&-djJ&jo)x~ = 0, 1 4  i < r. (5.1.5)

Then for each s,  1~ s 4 r, the vector (IV?),  . . . , WY)) is an eigenvector of the
matrix (cildr)  belonging to the eigenvalue wji’.  If for some j,-, this matrix has
r different eigenvalues, the eigenvectors are essentially uniquely determined
and hence must coincide up to a factor with the vectors (WY), . . . , w$@),
1 4 s 4 r. This factor is calculated from

h

From (21,  31.18,

(5.1.6)

we obtain the dimensions dl, . . . , d, and hence the values #).
In our programme we use the characters already obtained by the process

of induction to reduce the task of finding the eigenvalues of the (cijk) as
roots of the characteristic polynomials.

5.2. For the numerical programme we first compute the structure con-
stants cijke  Let X1,  . . . , x,  be representatives of the r classes of elements con-
jugate in G. Then for all k = l( 1)r and all b E Ci the number of solutions of
bx  = xk in Cj is counted.

For each matrix (cu.&  2 ==j--r,  its characteristic polynomial is computed
by the Hessenberg procedure [12].  Zeros of this polynomial belonging to
known characters are split off and the zeros of the remaining polynomial are
computed by the Bairstow procedure. For a simple root of this polynomial
a character is found as an eigenvector.

The numerical method described above does not work if there is a non-
monomial character x(“) such that for each j there exists s’ + s with
$I = $‘I.  This case has not yet been covered in our programme, but we
intend to replace the numerical part by a method proposed by John D.
Dixon+  which makes use of the fact that the vectors w@),  l< s < r, are essen-
tially UniqUdy  determined as common eigenvectors of all matrices (cijk),

1 <j  G r. An outline of this method in included in the survey [lo].

6. Experience with the programme. The programme has been run for
all groups contained in [ll] and for several other examples, e.g. it has been
used in the investigation of finite groups of 4X4  integral matrices. Typical
running times for the programmeX(which is implemented on an Electro-
logica  Xl with 20K core-store of 27 bits each and an addition-time of
64 psec)  are the following:

For the symmetric group on 4 symbols 6 set,  for a certain group of order
72 with 24 classes 2 min 10 set,  for another group of order 72 with 6 classes
37 set,  for a group of order 88 with 55 classes 1 min 45 sec.
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The characters of the Weyl group E,

J. S. FRAME

1. Introduction. The group F of order 192*10! = 2143V7 = 696,729,600
whose 112 absolutely irreducible characters (all rational) are described in
this paper is isomorphic to the Weyl group ES. The group F itself is de-
scribed by Coxeter [l] as the &dimensional group 3[4,2*11  of symmetries of
Gosset’s semi-regular polytope 421, and it is the largest of the irreducible
finite groups generated by reflections. Its factor group A = F/C  with re-
spect to its center C = {I, -I}  is the orthogonal group of half the order
investigated by Hamill  [7]  as a collineation group and by Edge [2]  as the
group A of automorphisms of the non-singular quadric consisting of 135
points of a finite projective space [7].  The simple group denoted FH(8,2)
by Dickson is a subgroup A+ of index 2 in A = F/C.

The 8-dimensional orthogonal representation of F,  called 8, below,
contains a monomial subgroup M of order 2’8 !, consisting of the products
of 8 ! permutation matrices by 2’ involutory diagonal matrices of determi-
nant 1. There are 64 right cosets of M in the double coset MRM of M gen-
erated by the involution R:

1 1 1 1

R =
[

14-E  - E
- E  14-E1 where E = +

i I

1 1 1 1 =E2

1 1 1 1
(1.1)

1 1 1 1

Here 14  is the 4X4  identity matrix. Each matrix in MRM has 7 entries
f l/4,  and one entry &  314  in each row and column, and the product of the
entries in any row or column is negative. The remaining 70 right cosets of
M in F lie in the double coset MQM where

Q = RR’ = [‘7E”  -9 [‘-I I-;]  = [‘-T I-“zE]  (1.2)

For each row or column of a matrix in MQM there are four entries 0 and
four entries f l/2  and the product of the four signs has a common value for
the eight rows, and a common value for the eight columns.

If the signs in row 8 and then in column 8 of all the 8 ! permutation ma-
trices of Mare changed, the resulting group isomorphic with Ss  can be com-
bined with the matrix R of (1. l), acting in the role of the transposition (8 9),

1 1 1
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y are constituents of even Kronecker powers. To each partition (A) of
m  corresponds a Schur  character {A} which is irreducible for the general
linear  group GL (8, C) containing a Murnaghan character [ill which is
irreducible for the infinite g-dimensional real orthogonal group G [9].  For
m = 1, 2, 3, 4, all these characters except [4]  are also irreducible for the
finite subgroup F of G, but for m w 4 many are reducible for F and must
be split by other means.

2. The classes. The class symbol 1” 26 3”. . . , where 8 = Q.  + 2bf  3y + . . . ,
is commonly used to describe a class of permutations having a l-cycles,
,J  2-cycles, y 3-cycles, etc. We extend it to other classes of the monomial
group M by denoting by it or k-l(2k)  a k-cycle with an odd number of
minus signs, whose eigenvalues are those (2k)th roots of unity which are
not kth roots of unity. Similarly the symbol 1” 28 3Y. . . , where 8 = CI  +2g+
3y+.  . ., in which one or more of the exponents is negative, denotes a
class of matrices in 8, whose eigenvalues consist of a l’s, plus /I pairs 1
and - 1, plus y complete sets of cube roots of unity, etc., and a symbol K- -
is equivalent to k-l(2.k).  Thus 10/Z, or 2 4-1(10)-1(20),  denotes a class
of elements of order 20 whose eigenvalues are the eight primitive 20th
roots of unity that are not 10th roots nor 4th roots of unity.

For a matrix in the representation 8, some power of which is an involu-
tion of trace 0 and type 24,  these symbols do not specify the class uniquely.
One class, denoted 240,  contains diagonal monomial matrices of type l4 i4
and also permutation matrices of M with four 2-cycles  and no negative
signs. These each commute with 21333  elements of A, and correspond
to class 3 (called 1-124v) in Ho. This class is not represented in the sym-
metric subgroup &.  Another class, denoted 24u  or Z 23, contains elements
of type 1 24  in &,  but these are represented in M by four 2-cycles  one of
which has both its signs changed. Type l2 T222 of M also contributes to
class 24u  in A. Each element commutes with 2113  elements of A. The let-
ters v or u follow the class symbols for matrices some power of which is
in class 2% or 2%.  We also use 2: and u to distinguish the class 224~  that
contains permutations in M from the class 224u  which represents permuta-
tions of Ss  whose image in M has two minus signs in one 2-cycle.  Thus the
classes containing the squares, cubes, or other powers of any element of
F can be read directly from the class symbol.

We obtain the 67 classes of A = F/C directly by using the classes of two
important subgroups of index 120 and 135 and then finding 8-dimensional
matrices that represent the missing nine classes, rather than by using the
geometrical arguments of Hamill  [7]  and Edge [2].  Of the 67 classes
of A, 25 even classes (type a) and 20 odd classes (type c) split in F to pro-
duce two classes each, whereas 15 even classes (type b) and 7 odd classes
(type d )  represent single classes of F.

(1) A subgroup H of index 120 in A is isomorphic to the Weyl group of
type E7,  which is the direct product of its center C = {I,  -Z} and the group

to produce a subgroup S of F of index 1920 isomorphic to the symmetric
group S9.

We denote the 112 irreducible characters of F by their degrees marked
with a subscript X,  y, z, or w  to indicate one of four types. The symbols 700,
and 700,,  denote two different characters of degree 700 and type X. The 67
characters of F that are irreducible characters of F/C  include 27 associated
pairs classified as type x, and 13 self-associated characters classified as
type y. The remaining 45 faithful characters of F include 20 associated pairs
classified as type z and 5 self-associated characters of type w. Pairs of associ-
ated characters are equal for elements of the even subgroups F+  of For A+
of A, and have opposite signs in the odd coset of F+  of A+, while self-
associated characters vanish in these odd cosets.

We also classify the classes into four types a, b, c, d as follows. Of the 40
classes of elements of A in A+, the 25 classes C, of type a split into pairs
of classes C, and - C, in Fin which an element of I;+  is not conjugate to
its negative, whereas 15 classes C, of type b do not split in F. Of the remain-
ing 27 classes of A in the odd coset of A +,  20 classes C, split into pairs C,
and - C, in F with elements not conjugate to their negatives, and 7 classes
C, of A do not split in F. This classification enables us to partition the
112 x 112 character table as follows.

Character
blocks of A

Clas s Character blocks of F
No. type No.

(1.3)

ixdi-xd 0 / 7
k, 20 x,  I -x,

c,/ 71~~  i-x,  li -i? i? ii /

27 + 27+13=67 112 = 27 + 27 + 13 + 20 + 20 + 5

All the 112 x 112 entries of the character table may thus be displayed in
four square blocks totaling 402  + 272  + 252  + 202  = 3354 entries, of which
the first two blocks describe characters of type x or y of A in its even and
odd classes, and the last two describe the faithful characters of F of types
z and w in its even and odd classes. To check orthogonality by rows in
these subtables all products involving x’s or Z’s must be doubled in
forming scalar products.

/ I

c.  1 25 x, x, Y, Z, Z, W,

1 /I-c.  25 1 -x2  / x. Y, I-z. -z, -w.

All the faithful irreducible characters of F of type z and w are found
among the irreducible constituents of the odd Kronecker powers of the
fundamental character S,,  whereas the characters of F/C  of types x and
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Ho  of order 29345*7  whose 30 classes and characters were described by
Frame [4].  The 60 classes of H are labeled  1, l’, 2, 2’,  . . . , 30, 30’,  so that
class k’ contains the product by -I of an element of class k. There are
46 classes of A containing elements of H. For the 12 classes of A that split
in H the corresponding classes of Hand the values of the induced permu-
tation  character 120, are:

A
i I

H 120, A H

1422 2, 16 30+2 162
122  4 5,18,19 6+1+1 1223

1 223 8,21 6+2 122  2-2
1223 24,27 1+1 1 3 2  3

l’, 16’
2’, 3’,

1 7 ’
4’, 28’
6’, 21’

(2.1)

120, A I H 1 120,

l-l-63 12123  7’,8’ l-i-3
3+1+12  232 9’, 22’  1+3

lf3 126 lo’,  23’  1+3
1+15 125 15’, 25’ 1 + 3

(2) Twelve additional classes of A that are not represented in H but are
represented in the monomial subgroup M’ = M/C of A = F/C are denoted
by the symbols

- -I 22 3, 4zu,  24,  42,  i i 3 3~,  2 Bv, 1 3 4, I 2 5, 2 3 3v, 224,  1 i 6, 8#.
(2.2)

(3) Five of the remaining nine classes of A contain 8 X 8 real orthogonal
symplectic matrices that commute with a skew matrix of type Z4  and order
4 that we call “2’. By appropriate choice of “i” the 8 X 8 orthogonal ma-
trices are equivalent to 4X4  unitary matrices A+ iB under the correspond-
ence

0 z A B
i -

[ 1-z 0 ’
AfiB-  -B  A[ 1 (2.3)

The 210325  matrices of this type form the normalizer Nj  of i, which has a
monomial subgroup Mi of order 2’4! and index 15. In six cosets of Mi
the matrices have exactly 2 zero entries per row or column. In the other
eight cosets there are no zero entries.

The classes of type 1214,  its square s2/j2, and fourth power 34/r4  are
represented by the following unitary matrices of orders 24, 12, 6 in F, or
12, 6 and 3 in A. Roman numerals indicate Hamill’s  class symbols [7]

.-~~:l-~-~~~:,I),tl~~I’jIII;  -; 1; I//

0 l - i i i i -i 1 -1 1 11
Type 1214 Type g2/Z2
(LXVII)

Type g4/14
(LXW (LW

(2.4)
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Type 1012  and its square j2/i2  belong to classes of elements of orders
20 and 10  in F,  or 10 and 5 in A = F/C. Representative 4X4  unitary

-I 0
1 l-
2 -1+

1 O

matrices A+ iB for these classes are
Ifi 0 l - i

i 0 l + i
i 0 lfi

0 I 1
0 ’ z

lfi 0 -1fiJ

Type
- -
1012

(LXIV)

1 1 i il
- 1 1 i-i
-1 -1 i i I

. (2.5)

l - l  i  -ij

Type S2/T2

(LX)

(4) The four remaining classes are Miss Hamill’s  classes LVII, LVIII,
LIX, and LXV [7],  here denoted 62/22v,  9/l,  g2 6/12 2, and 1 3-l  5-l  15
respectively, and represented by the orthogonal matrices

r l - l  3  l - l - l - l - l r-1-3 1 1 1 1 l - l
l - l - l  1  3 - l - l - l -1 l-3 I 1 1 l - l

-1 1 I 3 1 1 1 1 -1 1 l-3 1 1 l - l
1 - 3 - l - l  l - l - l - l - l _1_ -1 1 1 l-3 1 l - l

-z -1-3 l-l 1 1 1 1 ’ 4 -1 1 1 1 l-3 l - l
l - l - l  l - l - l - l  3 -1 1 1 1 1 - 3 - l
l - l - l  l - l  3 - l - l -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
l - l - l  l - l - l  3 - l 3 1 1 1 1 1 l - 1L _- _

,

(2.6)
Type 62/22v

(LVII)

l-3 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 l-3 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 l-3 1 1 1

- 1 - l  - 1  3  - 1 - l  - 1 - l
3  - 1 - l  -1-I  - 1 - l  - 1
11 11 1 l-3 1
11 1 1 1 1 l-2
1 1 1 1 l-3 1 1

Type 5” s/i2  2
(LW

-1-1-1 0 0 0 1 0
1 1-l 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 o-1-1-1 0 1
l-l-l 0 0 o-1 0
0 0 O-l-l 1 o-1
0 0 0 l-l-l o-1
0 0 o-1 l-l o-1

1 l-l 10 0 0 1 0

Type 1 3-l  5-l  15
G-XV)

Type  9/l
(LVIII)

- - .Type 9/l IS  the negative of a 9-cycle  of SQ, represented in F by the nega-
tive of the product of R in (1 .l) by an 8-cycle permutation matrix of M
in which the signs are changed to negative in the last row and column.
The negative of a matrix of type 13-r 5-r 15 represents an element of order
30 in F whose 5th power is of type 34/i4.
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3. The decomposition of Kronecker powers. If the cycle symbols E  in a
class symbol are replaced by A~-~(2k),  then the first, second, third, fourth,
. . . powers of an element in class 1” 28 3” 46. . . have the character values

a, a+2/$  a+3y,  a+2fl+46,  . . . (3.1)
in the S-dimensional  orthogonal representation 8, of F. Using the formu-
las worked out by Murnaghan [9],  the character 8:” of the mth Kronecker
powers of 8, may be split into characters [;I],  one for each partition (2.)
of m, which are irreducible for the full S-dimensional orthogonal group 0,.
This is a substantial refinement of the Schur  decomposition which yields
characters irreducible for the full linear group. Constituents of odd powers
of 8,,  including the first power 8, itself, will be classified as type z (pairs
of associated characters) or type w  (self-associated characters which vanish
in the odd coset  of A + or F ‘). For m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, all but one of these
Murnaghan characters are irreducible for the subgroup F of 0,.  We de-
note them by their degrees with subscripts, and express their values in
terms of a, p:  y,  6,. . . as fo l lows

[O] = 1, = I
[l] = 8, = a

[12]  = 28, = ; -/3
0

[2]  = 35, = (a+2)(a-1)/2+/I

[13]  =  5 6 ,  =  “;  -ap+y
0

[2  l]=  160, = (a+2)  &-2)/3--y

f3]  = 112,  = (a+4)  a(a- 1)/6+a@+y

(3.2)

P"l = 70, = (i)-(i)B+(!)+ay---b

[2 l*]=  3 5 0 ,  = (af2)  a(a-1)(x-3)/8-(af2)(a-1)/I/2-  ; +6
0

[22]  = 300, = (a+2)(a+l)  a(a-3)/12$-b@-  1)-xyfap’

[3 I]  = 567, = (a+4)(a+  l)(a- I)(a-2)/S  + (;p-(p:i)-b

[4] = 210,+84,  = (a+6)(a+  1) a(a-1)/24+ (O.:‘)P+(~)+ay+d

The first eleven of these characters are found to be irreducible for F
by summing their squares over the group. It is clear that [4j  cannot be irre-
ducible for F, since its degree 294 = 2.3.72 does not divide the group order
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IFI.  We shall see presently how to split this character by using permutation
characters induced from the subgroups H and M.

It is probably simpler not to use all these formulas explicitly, but to cal-
culate 8,,  28, and 160, by these formulas, and then express the rest by Kro-
necker products as follows.

In [2]: 35, = s;-l,-28, (3.3)
In [13]: 56, = 8,(28,-  lx)-  160,
In [3]: 112, = 8,(35x-  I,)-  160,
In [2 12]:  350, = 28yl--28,

In [l”]: 70, = 8,(56,)  - 350, - 28,
In [22]:  300, = 8,(160,)-28,(35-J
In [3 I]: 567, = 35,(28,-I.)-28,-350,
In [4]: 210,+84,  = 8,(112,)-35,-567,

Several irreducible components of the Kronecker 5th power of 8, can
be split off in like manner as follows. Here the irreducible character 56:
is the associate of 56,,  with values of opposite sign in the odd classes of
types c and d.

In [15]  : 56:  is associate of 56, (3.4)
In [2 I31 : 448, = 8,(70,)-  56,-  562

In [221]:  840, = 56,(2&f  l,)-8,(28,+70,)
In [3 12]:  1296,= 160,(28,)-8,(35,+300,+70,)+56~
In [3 21: 1400, = 8,(300,)-  160,-  840,
In [4 11:  1008, = 8,(210,-84,)
In [5]: 560, = S&34,)  - 112,

Before the characters [4],  [4 11, and [5]  of OS  can be split in F,  it is neces-
sary to obtain the character 84,.  Note first that the difference of the sym-
metrized Kronecker squares of the characters 56, and 28, splits into two
characters, one the associate 350:  of the known character 350,,  and the
other a new character of degree 840:

840, = 56L21-28yl  -350;. (3.5)

4. Induced permutation characters. Three permutation characters of
A, denoted 120,,  135,,  and 960, respectively, are induced by the subgroups
of A index 120, 135, and 960, called H, M, and S above. Both H and M
have exactly three double cosets in A, containing 1 f 56+63  cosets of
H, or 1 + 64+ 70 cosets of M respectively. Hence by a theorem of Frame
[3]  these permutation characters each split into the l-character 1,  and a
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pair of characters of degrees fi,  fi or f3,  f4 such that
120(56)(63)/fifi  is a square, and fi+f2  = 119, (4.1)
135(64)(7O)/f3f,  is a square, and f3+f4  = 134.

The unique positive integral solutions of these equations are
fi,  fi = 35 and 84 in 120,, (4.2)
fs, f4 = 50 and 84 in 135,. (4.3)

It is easily verified that 120, contains the character 35, already computed,
so

84, = 120,-  lx-35,, (4.4)
50, = 135,-  120,+ 35,. (4.5)

It can be checked that 84, is also a constituent of the character 960,
induced by the symmetric subgroup S = &. Hence the character 960,-  lx-
84, of degree 875 splits into two irreducible constituents whose degrees
divide 213 35 52  7. The splitting into 175, and 700, is versed  when it is
found that this character has a constituent in common with the Murnaghan
character [6]  of degree 1386 for the orthogonal group Os,  which splits as
follows into three known constituents and one new constituent 700,:

[6]  = 700,+567,+84,+35,. (4.6)

The other constituent 175, of 960, is
175, = 960,-lx-84,-700,. (4.7)

To check this character 175,,  we note that it splits in H into the sum of
the two characters 105b+70i. Thus its values for the 46 classes of A in H
can be computed directly from these subgroup characters without evaluat-
ing [6].  Both degrees 175 and 700 are divisible by 52  and 7, so the charac-
ters 175, and 700, both vanish for the 11 classes of elements whose orders
are divisible by 5 or 7. Thus it may be easier to determine 175, first for
most classes, and then find 700, from (4.7) rather than from (4.6).

Having the additional characters 84,,  50,,  175, and 700,,  we can now
compute several more characters of types x and y quite simply as follows:

1400, = 28,(50,) (4.8)

1050, = 35,(50,)  - 700,
1575, = 28,(84,)-567,-210,  = 8,(560,)-35,(84,-lx)

1344, = 35,(84,)-8,(112,)-700,
2100, = 28,(210,-84,)-84,-  1344,

2268, = 35,(210,-84,)-  567,-  1575,
525, = 84:“1-567,-  1050,-  1344,
700,, = 5Og’l-  525

4200, = 28,(  175,) y700x,.
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The symbol 700,,  denotes a second character of type x and degree 700,
distinct from 700,. Other new characters are defined by

972, = 50,(84,)  - 50,  - 84,  - 1050, - 1344, - 700,, (4.9)
4096, = (35x-  1,)(300,-28,)-840,-700,-  1344,-2268x.

The character 972, of degree 2235  is of highest type modulo 3, so it must
vanish in all 3-singular classes.

By decomposing Kronecker products involving characters of relatively
small degree such as 70,,  50,,  84,,  28, and 35, we can now solve for ten
more of the 13 self-associated characters of type y as follows :

1134, = 70,(28x)  - 70, - (28, + 28;)  - (350, + 350;)  (4.10)
1680, = 70,(35,)-70,-(350,+350;)

= 70,(84x)-(2100,+2100~)
168, = SOP1 - 50, - 84,-  972

420, = 70,(70,+lx)-28x(28~+28~)-(840,+840~)-1134Y-168,
3150, = 28,(168,)-  1134,-420,
4200, = 35,(  168,) - (840,f  840;)
2688, = 28,(420,  - 168,) - 168, - 4200,

2100, = 50x(168,-  lx-I:)-(700,+700;,)-(972,+972;)-  168,-2688,
1400, = 50,(70,)  - 2100,
4536, = 28,(525,)-300,-700,-  1400,-2268,-4096,-  1400,.

5. Kronecker products with the character 8,.  Products of the character
8, with any constituent of an even (odd) Kronecker power will split into
constituents of powers of the opposite parity. By splitting products of 8,
with the even-power constituents of types x and y already found we can
complete the list of irreducible characters of types z and w as follows.
We start with a second character 1400, of type z and degree 1400, not to
be confused with 1400, already obtained.

1400,,  = 8,(175,) (5.1)
4200, = 8,(700,x-  175,)

400, = 8,(50x)
3240, = 8,(700,  - 50,)  - 1400, - 560,
4536, = 8,(972,j  - 3240,
2400, = 56,(84,)  - 1296, - 1008,
3360, = 8,(1400,-525,-50,)-3240,
2800, = 56,(50x)
4096, = 8,(  1575,) - 56,(84x)  - 560, - 3240,
5600, = 8,(2268,-525,)-  1008,-3240,-2800,

448, = 8,(1344,-  1575,)f  1296,-  1400,+2400,
CPA 9
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TABLE 1. Three permutation characters in the 67 classes of A = F/C

Type a classes Type b classes

Class symbols 1 A l/l ck 1 1 2 0 , 1 3 5 , 960, Class symbols
1 A l/l  ck  / 1 2 0 ,

I
III
X I
x v
XXXVII
IV
XIV
I X
XXVII
xxx11
X
XXVI
X L
LVIII
XXXVIII
XL1
XL11
LVI
LIX
XII
XXIX
X X X
L X
LXV
XXXIV

XXIII
XVIII
LIII
XLVI
LIV
LV
XLVIII

18
1422
1524
142”
1224
1 5 3
141  3V’
1 223
1 2 2 3
I 223v
153z
1232
12913
s/i
33/1
1 3 3211’
1 3 612
34114
3%/P2
135
121  5

l,:,*
1.15/3*5
1 7

213355=1 120
211325 32
2’3 8
21032 12
26 2
2’/355 36
2733 12
2632 8
243 2
2532 -
2434 6
2432 2
2 33 3

3 3 -
2435 3
2433 3
2a32 3
2”355 -
2432 -

23352 10
23  5 2
2 3 5 1
2”35% -
3 5 -
2 7 1

Type d classes

224v 293a
2% 28
224 283
2 3 3v 2332
116 233

8w 26
8u 2 4

12
4
-
-
-

2
-

135
3 1

7
3
1

21
3
7
1
3
9
1
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

5
1
2
-
-

2

1 9
3
7
1
1
5
1

448, = 8,(70,)  - 56,-  56:
1344, = 8,(840,)  - 840,-4536,
5600, = 8,(1134,)-840,-840;-448~  1344,

2016, = 8,(420,)  - 1344,
7168, = 8,(2688,.)-3360,-3360;-5600,~2016,

-

960
9 6

8
-
-
72
-
12

2
-
12
-
-

3
2 4
-
-
-
-

5
1
2
-
-

1

-
8
-
-
-
-

2

(5.2)

1 2 1

135, 960,

XIII
XXXVI
VIII
XXVIII
x x x v

.LXI
LXII

x X x 1 x
xxx111
LX111
LVII
LXVI
LXVII
LXIV

II
V
X X I
VII
x x v
VI
XVI
XXIV
XXIX
XLVII
XVII
XXII
LI
XLIX
L
LII
x x
XLIV
XL111
XLV

24v
4%
24u
4%
1 1 2 4
24
42
1133
2 6v
2 6u
26
62/22v
6”/22

:;;I;

162
1223
122  22
1 4 4
131  4
132 3
111  2 3
132  3
1 3 4
1 3 4
2 32

126
2 913
2 33113
6 311
2 3 6/T  2
1 2 5- -
1 2 5
2 3 5/P
2 711

21333
210
2113
2 7
26
210325
263
2333
2433
243
2338
2633.
2532
233
2” 5

Type c classes

21”3457
21032
2&3
293  5
263
25335
2532
2532
253
233
2333
2332
2 32
2434
243’
233
2z3 5
2=5
2 3  5
2 7

2 4
4
8
-

2
-
-
-

6
2
-
-
-
-
-

64
1 6
4

20
6

16
4
6
2
-

4
4
1
1
1
1
4
-

1
1

39
1 1

7
3
1

1 5
3
3
9
1
3
-
-
-
-

-
-
16
4
-
-
-
-
-

4
-
-
-
-
-

63 288
1 5 32

3 -
1 1 16

1 -
1 5 30

3 2
1 -
5 4
1 -
3 6
3 2
- -
- -
- 8
- -

3 3
1 1
- -
- 1

6. Blocks of defect one. The Brauer theory of modular characters, used
to determine several of the characters of the subgroup Ho of A [4],  can be
applied in like manner to find some new characters and check some of
those already computed. In a block of defect one (mod p), where p” but
not pafl  divides the group order, the characters have degrees divisible
by pa-l but not by pa.  Since all characters of A and F are rationa&  there
9*
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TABLE 2. The X&Y, block for even classes of A+

18 2133V7 1 , 28, 3 5 , 8 4 , 50, 3 5 0 . 3 0 0 , 5 6 7 , 2 1 0 , 840~

1422
l”24
1422
1224
1 5 3
1WV
1223
1223
12*3u
1232
1 2 3 ”
129/3
vi
33/T
1332/i”
136/Z
Y/P
3%/i?!
1 3 5
1%

;,:,2
1.15/3.
1 7
2 %
4%
2%
4%
lI24
2’
42
lT33v
26v
26~
2 6
62/22v
62/P
w/4
uw

,5

211325 1 4 11 20 10 -10 20 39 26 24
273 1 0 3 4 2 -2 0 -1 2 0
2’032 1 8 7 4 -2 26 8 15 6 16
26 1 2 1 0 0 0 -2 -1 0 0
27355 1 10 14 21 5 35 30 81 3 9  - 2 4
2’33 1 2 6 5 -3 -5 6 9 7 8
263e 1 -2 2 5 1 -1 2 -3 -1 0
243 1 0 0 1 -1 1 0 -1-l 0
253’ 1 2 -2 1 1 -1 2 -3 3 4
2434 1 1 2 3 5 -1 -6 0 3 3
243” 1 1 2 -1 1 -1 2 0 -1 3
2 33 1 1 2 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0

3 3 1 1 -1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0
2”35 1 1 -1 3 -4 -1 3 0 -6 3
2433 1 5 3 -1 0 7 3 0 -2 -1
233t 1 -1 1 1 -2 -1 -1 0 0 1
26355 1 10 5 -6 5 35 30 0 -15 30
2L3e 1 2 1 -2 1 -1 2 0 -3 -2
23352 13 5 4 0 0 0 7 5-5
2 3  5 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 -1
2  3 5 1 0 -1 1 0 0 0 l-l 1
2235z 1 3 0 -1 0 0 0 -3 0 0
3 5 10 o-1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 7 10 0 0 1 o-1 0 0 0
2133” 1 -4 3 20 18 -2 12 -9 -14 8
210 I o -1 4 6 2 0 -1 -2 0
2113 1 -4 3 4 2 -2 12 -9 2 8
21 1 0 -1 0 2 2 0 -1 2 0
26 1 -2 1 0 0 0 2 -1 0 0
210325 1 4 -5 4 10 -10 20 -9 1 0  - 4 0
2s3 1 0 -1 0 2 -2 0 3 -2 0
2333 1 -1 0 -1 3 1 0 0 1 -1
2433 1 -1 0 5 3 1 0 0 -5 -1
243 1 -1 0 1 -1 1 0 0 -1 -1
2332 1 1 -2 1 1 -1 2 0 1 -1
2633 1 2 -3 2 -3 -5 6 0 1 -10
2532 1 -2 1 -2 1 -1 2 0 1 2
233 1 0 -1 0 -1 1 0 0 1 0
22  5 1 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0

The characters of the Weyl group Es

TABLE 2 (continued)

1 2 3

7 0 0 ,  1 7 5 ,  1 4 0 0 ,  1 0 5 0 ,  1 5 7 5 ,  1 3 4 4 ,  2 1 0 0 ,  2 2 6 8 , 525, 700, I

60 15 40
4 -1 0

-4 -1 -16
0 -1 0

55 -5 50
-1 -5 -6

3 3 -2
1 -1 0

-1 -1 2
4 4 5
0 0 1

-2 1 -1
1 1 -1
7 13 -4

-1 1 0
-1 -1 2
10 -5 50

2 -1 2
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

- 4  - 1 7  - 7 2
-4-l 0
12 -1 -8

0 3 0
0 -1 0

-20 15 40
0 -1 0
2 -2 -3

-4 -2 -3
2 1

-ii 0 1
2 -5 -6

-2 3 -2
0 -1 0
0 0 0

50 15
2 - 1

-10 11
0 1

15 90
-17 -6
-1 -6
- 1 2
- 1 2

6 0
2 0
0 0
0 0

- 3 9
1 - 3

-1 -1
1 5 - 4 5

-1 -1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

5 8 - 5 7
- 2 3
-6 -9
-2 -1

0 1
-30 15

-2 -1
- 2 0

4 0
0 0
0 0
7 3
3 3
1 - 1
0 0

6 4
0
0
0

8 4
4
4
0
0

- 6
- 2

0

-:
- 2

0
- 2 4

0
- 1
- 1
- 1

4
1
0

6 4
0
0
0
0
0
0

- 2
4
0
0

- 8
0
0
0

-60 12 5 2 0 III
-4 -4 - 3 0 X I
1 2 - 1 2 - 7 0 x v

0 0 - 1 - 2 XXXVII
75 81 3 0 - 2 0 IV

- 5 9 6 - 4 XIV
3 - 3 2 - 4 I X

-1 -1 0 cl XXVII
3 - 3 2 0 XXXII
3 0 3 7 x
3 0 - 1 - 1 XXVI
0 0 0 1 X L
0 0 0 1 LVIII

- 6 0 1 2 - 2 XXXVIII
- 2 0 0 2 XL1

0 0 2 0 XL11
- 6 0 0 3 0 - 2 0 LVI

0 0 2 0 LIX
0 - 2 0 0 XII
0 2 0 0 XXIX
0 1 0 0 x x x
0 3 0 0 L X
0 0 0 0 LXV
0 0 0 0 XXXIV

5 2 - 3 6 4 5 9 2 XIII
- 4 4 1 8 XXXVI

4 1 2 - 1 9 - 4 VIII
0 0 1 0 XXVIII
0 0 - 1 2 x x x v

2 0 - 3 6 5 20 LX1
0 0 - 3 0 LX11
1 0 3 -1 x x x 1
1 0 3 - 1 x X x 1 x
1 0 - 1 - 1 xxx111

- 1 0 - 1 - 1 LX111
4 0 6 - 4 LVII

- 4 0 2 - 4 LXVI
0 0 0 0 LXVII
0 - 1 0 0 LXIV

[continued on pp. 124, 1251
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TABLE 2 (continued) TABLE 2 (continued)

17. 2 7
2% 21333
4 % 2’0
2% 2113
4% 2 7
lI24 26
2” 21”325
42 263
lT33w 2333
26v 243”
26~ 243
26 2332
62/25v 2633
6a/P 2532
m/4 233
P)/Z 22  5

18 213355=7 972, 4096, 4200, 2240, 2835, 6075, 3200, 70,  1134, 1680, 168, 420, 3150, 4200, 2688, 2100, 1400, 4536, 5670, 4480, I

1422 211325
l”24 273
1422 21°3z
l%i 26
153 27355
1mv 2733
1223 2632
1225 243
m3v 2532
1232 2434
1232 243”
12913 2 33
91 3 3
33/I 2435
133yi2 2433
136/Z 233”
F/T4 26355
3%/E? 2432
135 2335”
1% 23 5
:& 2 28352 35

l-15/3.5 3 5

36 0 40
0 0 0
0 0 - 8
2 0 0
0 6 4  - 3 0
0 0 - 6
0 0 - 2
0 0 0

0 0 - 2
0 -8 -3
0 0 1
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 -8 15
0 0 3
0 0 1
0 6 4  - 3 0
0 0 - 2

- 3 -4 0
1 0 0
0 -1 0

- 3 -4 0
0 -1 0

- 1 1 0
108 0  - 2 4

8 0 - 8
12 0 8
0 0 0

- 2 0 0
36 0 40
0 0 0
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 - 1
0 0 1
0 0 - 6
0 0 - 2
0 0 0
1 0 0

64 5 1  - 4 5 0 -10 -18 -80
0 -5 3 0 -2
0 3 -9 0 14 306  3;
0 - 1 1 0 2 -2

- 4  - 8 1 0 -40 10 0 6:
-4 -9 0 8 -6 0  - 2 0

4 3 0 0 2 0 4
0 1 0 0 -2 0 0
0 3 0 0 2 0 -4
2 0 0 -4 4 0

-2 0 0 0 -4 0 -2”
2 0 0 -1 -2 0 0

-1 0 0 -1 1 0 0
-10.  0 0 14 -2 0 6

2 0 0 2 6 0 -2
0 0 0 0 2 0 2

-40 0 0 -40 19 81 6
0 0 0 0 -1 -3 2

-5 5 0 0 0 -6 0
-1 1 0 0 0 2 0

1 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 5 4 -5
0 0 0 0 -1 1
0 0 -1

-64 -45 27 128 6 -18 16
0 3 -1 0 -2 -2 0
0 3-21 0 6 -18 16
0 -1 3 0 -2 -2 0
0 -1 1 0 2 -2 0
0 -45 -45 0 6 3 0  - 1 6
0 3 3 0 2 2 0
2 0 0 -4 0 0 -2

-4 0 0 -4 0 0 -2
0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
0 0 0 0 0 0.2
8 0 0 8 3 9 -2
0 0 0 0 3 -3 2
0 0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 0 1-i-1

8 20 30 40 0 -60 -40 -72 - 9 0 0 III
0 -4 -2 0 0 -4 0 0 6 0 X I
8 12 22 24 0  - 2 0 - 8  - 2 4 6 0 x v
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 XXXVII

- 1 2 - 3 0 -90 -120 -48 30 20 0 0 - 8 0 IV
4 2 6 8 -16 14 4 0 0 16 XIV

-4 2 6 -8 0 6 -4 0 0 0 I X
0 2 -2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 XXVII

-4 -6 -2 0 0 -2 4 0 0 0 xxx11
6 6 0 6 -12 12 8 0 0 4 x
2 2 0 -2 0 0 -4 0 0 0 XXVI
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 - 2 X L
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 LVIII
6 -12 18 -12 -12 -6 14 0 0 - 20 xxxvr11

-2 -4 -6 -4 -4 2 -2 0 0 4 XL1
2 0 -2 0 0 -2 -2 0 0 0 XL11

15 24 45 15 60 30 65 81 - 8 1 - 4 4 LVI
- 1 0 1 3 0 -2 1 -3 3 0 LIX
- 2 0 0 0 8 0 0 6 0 0 XII
-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 XXIX
-2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 x x x

3 5 0 0 3 0 0 1 5 - 5 L X
0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 1 LXV

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 XXXIV
40 - 2 8  - 1 1 4 104 128 116 - 8  - 7 2 - 9 0 128 XIII

8 - 4 6 -8 0 -4 -8 8 6 0 XXXVI
8 4 - 1 8 8 0 -12 24 24 6 0 VIII
0 4 -2 0 0 -4 0 0 - 2 0 XXVIII
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 x x x v

24 36 30 -40 64 20 4 0  - 2 4 6 64 LX1
4 0 -2 -4 0 0 4 -4 - 2 0 LXII

, 4 - 4 0 2 2 2 -2 0 0 - 2 x x x 1
-2 2 0 2 -4 -4 4 0 0 4 XXXIX

2 - 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 XXX111
0 0 0 2 -2 2 -2 0 0 - 2 LX111
7 8 -3 -1 -4 -10 1 9 - 9 4 LVII
3 0 -3 -1 4 2 1 -3 3 4 LXVI
1 0 1 -1 0 0 1 -1 1 0 LXVII

- 1 1 0 0 -1 0 0 1 1 - 1 LXIV
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Counting the associates of characters already computed, the list of 112
characters of the largest of the five Weyl groups GO, F4,  ES,  ET,  and EB  is
now complete. In Table 1 we list symbols for the 67 classes of A, together
with the orders of centralizers of an element, the class numeral used by
Hamill  [7],  and Edge [2],  and the characters of this class for the permu-
tation representations induced by the subgroups H of index 120, A4 of
index 135, and S of index 960. In F the centralizer  orders must be doubled
for classes of type a or c, and each odd cycle symbol k or E replaced by
iz or k to obtain the additional 45 classes of F. As explained above in
(1.3) the information for the complete 112 x 112 character table is conveyed
by four square blocks of dimensions 40 for [Xob,  Y,], 27 for [X,,]  which
include the 67 characters of A, and 25 for [Z,,  W,],  20 for [Z,]  which
include the characters of faithful representations of F.

Reference should also be made to Dye’s papers (10, 111,  which appeared
after this paper was submitted.
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On some applications of group-theoretical
programmes to the derivation of the crystal classes of R,

R. Bii~ow  AND J. NEUB~~SER

1. In mathematical crystallography symmetry properties of crystals are
described by group-theoretical means [l,  71. One considers groups of
motions fixing a (point-)lattice.  These groups can therefore be represented
as groups of linear or affine transformations over the ring Z of integers.
For such groups certain equivalence relations are introduced.

In particular two subgroups 8 and Q of GL,(Z)  are called geometrically
equivalent, if there exists an integral nonsingular matrix X, such that
x-wx  = sj. If, moreover, such X can be found with det X = f 1 (i.e.
with X-l integral, too), @ and 8 are called arithmetically equivalent.
The equivalence classes are called geometrical and arithmetical crystal
classes respectively.

The lists of both geometrical and arithmetical crystal classes for dimen-
sions n = 1,2,3  have been known for some time. In 1951 A. C. Hurley
[5]  published a list of the geometrical crystal classes for n = 4, which has
since been slightly corrected [6].

2. In 1965 E. C. Dade [2]  gave a complete list of representatives of the
“maximal” arithmetical crystal classes, a problem which had also been
considered by C. Hermann  [4].  Dade’s list consists of 9 groups:

growgrow
Q,Q,
c u ,c u ,
s x ,  s x ,  c 3c 3   cu,c u ,
sx3  @  c c l ,c c l ,
%%
Sx,'Z)Sx,'Z)
PY38  C U lC U l
PY4
sxz@2

order

1152
384

9 6
9 6

240
288

96
240
144

All crystal classes can be found by classifying the subgroups of these nine
groups. Obviously subgroups conjugate in one of these groups are arithme-
tically and hence geometrically equivalent. Therefore it suffices to take
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132 R. Biilow  and J. Neubiiser Derivation of the crystal classes of R4 1 3 3

is not relevant. By definition two subgroups @ and .$  of G&(Z)  are equi-
valent (geometrically or arithmetically), if there is an isomorphism v of
@ onto $$ and an integral matrix X (with det X + 0 or det X = + 1 resp.)
such that

XG = (Gv)X  for all G E @. (3.1)

one representative from each of the classes of conjugate subgroups of the
nine groups and classify the set of subgroups of GL,(Z)  thus obtained.

This has been done using a programme @ [3]  developed at the "Rechen-
zentrum der Universitat  Kiel” for the investigation of given finite groups
by a computer.. This programme determines, for a finite subgroup @ of
GL,(Z)  given by a set of generating matrices, among other things the
following :

1. a list of all elements of 8,
2. the classes of elements conjugate in @,
3. the lattice of subgroups of @, where for a representative U of each

class of subgroups conjugate in CV  the following information is given:
(a) generating elements of U, ‘:
(b) all maximal subgroups of ll,
(c) for each class 0. of elements conjugate in U the number of elements

in 0. and their order, trace, and determinant.

The lattice of subgroups of the group Q4 exceeded the capacity of the
store of the machine at our disposal. For this group we first computed the
classes of conjugate elements with the programme di. From these it is
easily seen that the element -E (where E = unit element) is contained
in the intersection of the centre and the derived group and hence in the
Frattini subgroup of Q4.  Hence -E is contained in all maximal subgroups
of Q4  and we found these by computing the lattice of subgroups of Q4/(  - E)
which could be handled in our machine. There are three maximal sub-
groups of order 576 normal in Q4,  two classes of three conjugate maximal
subgroups each, of order 384 and one class of sixteen conjugate maximal
subgroups of order 72. One representative of each of these six classes of
maximal subgroups of Q4  and the other eight Dade groups were then in-
vestigated with the programme @,  giving a total of 1869 representatives
of classes of conjugate subgroups of these groups, which had to be classi-
fied into crystal classes. This has been done in the following way:

Let us call two subgroups @,  @  of G,%,(Z) similar, if there is a l-1
correspondence between the classes of conjugate elements in @ and those
in @, such that corresponding classes contain the same number of elements
and these have the same order, trace, and determinant. Obviously this
similarity is an equivalence relation, implied by both geometrical and
arithmetical equivalence.

The 1869 groups mentioned above were first sorted into similarity
classes using the information provided by the programme. 227 such
classes were thus obtained, consisting of 1 up to 43 groups. Geometrical
and arithmetical equivalence then had to be decided only within these
classes.

3. To some extent geometrical and arithmetical equivalence were treated
simultaneously. We therefore speak just of equivalence, if a distinction

The work involved in checking this for the groups in each similarity class
has been substantially reduced by the following arguments:

1. An equivalence established between groups 8 and @  implies equi-
valence between the corresponding subgroups of @ and @.  We therefore
started  deciding the equivalence of big groups and used the information
gained for smaller groups.

2. On the other hand, if a group @ contains a class of conjugate sub-
groups Ui distinguished from all other subgroups of @ by their isomorphism-
type and the invariants of their elements, then a group @S*  equivalent to C&j
must have again a unique class of subgroups UT with the same properties,
and the UI)s  must be equivalent to the UF’s.  This remark often allows US

to deduce nonequivalence of groups from nonequivalence of certain sub-
groups.

3. In order to prove nonequivalence of @ and .Y$  it suffices to show that
for some set of elements G1,  . . ., Gk  E C!i there is no set of elements Hr,
. . ., Hk  E ,$  such that XG(  = HiX holds for some X (with det X + 0 or
det X = + 1 resp.). For this purpose preferably Gr,  . . . , Gk  were chosen
as a class CS of conjugate elements, which is distinguished from all other
classes of @ by the invariants determined by the programme @ (number of
elements in B, order, trace, determinant). A group @*  similar to csj  then
contains just one class E* with the same properties. If %*  is small enough,

a programme has been used to try all j&J*\  ! permutations of the elements
of B* as possible images of the elements of C$ in a fixed order. A similar
procedure was sometimes applied for two classes with either different or
equal properties.

4. In order to prove equivalence, one has to show that for some system
of generators Gr,  . . . , G,  of 8 there is a system HI,  . . . , H,  of generators
of@such  thatXG,  = H$(i  = 1, . . ., s) for some matrix X.  This was done
in the following way: A subgroup lI of order as low as possible and an
element B of order as high as possible were chosen such that U and B
together generate @ and that both the classes of conjugates of lI and of
B are unique in @ with respect to isomorphism-type and invariants. If 8*
is equivalent to @ there is a subgroup ll* and an element B* of a)* having
the same properties as U and B in 8. It then suffices to fix lI* as image of
U and to try all conjugates of B* as images of B.

4. All the choices described so far lead to some sets of elements Gi, . . . , G,
of @andHI,  . . . . H, of @  for which we have to decide if there is an integral
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matrix X = (xik) such that

XGi=H$for  i= 1, . . ..s. (4.1)

This is a homogeneous system of linear equations for the xjk with coeffi-
cients in Z. A programme has been written which reduces (4.1) by integral
row-operations to row-reduced echelon form. From this it determines the
xjk as integral linear combinations of some x1, . . . , x,  of them, chosen as
parameters. Then it computes det X as a polynomial p(xl,  . . . , x~)  in these
parameters. Three cases can occur:

1. If&l,  . . .) x,) E 0 the mapping Gi  -+ Hi  is not induced by transfor-
mation with any matrix from CL,(Q)  (where Q is the rational field).

2. If p(x1,  . . . ) x,) $ 0 and the (integral) coefficients of all monomials in
it have a greatest common divisor s 1, then no X with det X = f 1 can
exist as the parameters can only be substituted by integers. In this case,
however, Gi+Hi  can be induced by transformation with some matrix X
with det X + 0 and hence @ and @  are geometrically equivalent.

3. Ifp(x1,  . . . . x,)  9 0 and the greatest common divisor of the coeffi-
cients of all monomials is 1, one has to try to find values of the parameters
Xl, .a-, x, such that the matrix X obtained by substituting these values for
the parameters has det X = 1. If one does find such values for the xl,.  . . , x,,
8 and @  are arithmetically equivalent; if one does not find such values,
only geometrical equivalence has been proved, but no conclusion about
arithmetical equivalence has been reached.

In all examples treated by us in which the third case occurred, it was always
possible to find such values; so in fact the study of the greatest common
divisor of the coefficients of the monomials ofp(xl, . . . , x,) was sufficient to
prove nonequivalence. However, we owe to W. Gaschiitz an example of
two groups (in GLz2  (Z)) for which the greatest common divisor of these
coefficients is 1, but which are not arithmetically equivalent.

5. By the procedures described, we were able to classify the 1869 groups
into both geometrical and arithmetical crystal classes. It turned out that the
geometrical classes coincided with the similarity classes introduced here;
this incidentally is also true for n = 1, 2, 3. Although it is unlikely that
this is always the case, we do not know of an example of similar but not
geometrically equivalent groups for any n * 5.

710 arithmetical classes were obtained, but as some hand-work was in-
volved in the sorting, etc., this number has to be checked before it can be re-
garded as certain. Independent derivations of the arithmetical classes have
been undertaken by H. Zassenhaus and D. Falk [lo] by slightly different
algebraic methods and by H. Wondratschek by more geometrical means. It
has been agreed that the results of all these calculations will be collated
before they are published jointly.

As a by-product of this investigation one gets a complete list of Bravais

lattices in 4 dimensions which will correct an incomplete (and partially in-
correct) list previously obtained [8]  by heuristic considerations.

The list of arithmetical classes will also be used to determine the list of
all space-groups in 4 dimensions. A programme for this, following ideas of
H. Zassenhaus [9],  has already been written and used on partial lists of crys-
tal classes by H. Brown.

We would like to thank Professor H. Wondratschek, who first aroused
our interest in the subject, for many valuable discussions and suggestions.
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A search for simple groups of order
less than one milliont

M ARSHALL HALL Jr.

1. Introduction. In 1900 L. E. Dickson [17] listed 53 known simple groups
of composite order less than one million. Three more groups have been added
to this list since that time. A group of order 29,120 was discovered by M.
Suzuki [31] in 1960, the first of an infinite class, and one of order 175,560

 was discovered by Z. Janko [25] in 1965 which appears to be isolated. Very
recently Z. Janko announced that a simple group with certain properties
would have order 604,800 and have a specific character table. The construc-
tion of a simple group of order 604,800 is given for the first time in this
paper.

The search for simple groups described here is not as yet complete.
Approximately 100 further orders, all of the form 2”3*5”7’,  remain to be
examined.

A number of people have helped me with this search. Dr. Leonard
Baumert has helped with advice and computing. Dr. Leonard Scott sent me
the proof of a formula on modular characters. But my main sources of help
have come from Mr. Richard Lane and Professor Richard Brauer. For
more than a year Mr. Richard Lane has carried out a large number of
complicated computations on the IBM 7094 at the California Institute of
Technology’s computing center.  Professor Richard Brauer has been gener-
ous with help in references, correspondence, and conversations.

The construction of the simple group of order 604,800 was carried out in
August 1967 at the University of Warwick and at Cambridge University.
Mr. Peter Swinnerton-Dyer was extremely helpful in writing on short notice
a program for the Titan computer at Cambridge which finally confirmed
the correctness of the construction.

2. Notation. List of known simple groups in the range. The notation for
the classical simple groups used here will be essentially that used in Artin
[l].  Here let GF(q) be the finite field with q elements where q = p’, p a
prime.

t This research was supported in part by NSF grant GP3909 and in part by ONR con-
tract N00014-67-A-0094-0010.
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Group type

Janko group
A9

PSLz(64)
PSLz(81)
PSL3(5)
M2z

N e w group
PSLz(121)
PsL&!5)

SP4(4)

Order

175560 = 8*3*5.7.11*19
181 440 = 64.81.5.7
262 080 = 64.9.5.7.13
265680 = 16.81.5.41
372000 = 32.3.125.31
443 520 = 128.9.5.7.11
604800 = 128.27.25.7
885 720 = 8.3.5.121.61
976 500 = 4.9.125.7.31
979200 = 256.9.25-17

139

PSL,(q)  is the projective special linear group of dimension n over GF(q).
Here PSL,(q)  is the group of n-dimensional matrices of determinant 1 over
GF(q)  modulo its center.  PSLz(q)  is of order +q(q2-  1) for q odd and of
order q(q2-  1) for q = 2’. PSL,(q) is of order q3(q3- l)(q2-  1)/z  where z
is 1 unless there is an element of order 3 in GF(q)  in which case z = 3.

Sp2n(q) is the symplectic group of order q”’ fi (q2’-  1).
i=l

U,(q)  is the unitary group of order ’T fi(q’-(-l)‘),  t = (n,q+l).
i=2

A, is the alternating group of n letters.
The simple Mathieu groups M11, M12,  and M22 come within the range

of this search. The Suzuki groups Su(q)  with q = 22n+1  == 8 are of order
qz(q2+  l)(q- 1). Here Su(8)  of order 29,120 is the only Suzuki group in the
range. The Janko group of order 175,560 is still an isolated group and will
be called merely the Janko group. No simple groups of the Chevalley types
[15] or Rimhak Ree’s [27,28]  occur in the range examined.

The known 56 simple groups of order less than one million are: 28 groups
PSL2(p),  p a prime, p = 5, 7, . . . , 113. The other 28, listed by their order are:

Group type

PSLz(9)  = AB

PSL2(8>

A7

PSLz(l6)

PSLB(3)
U3(3)
PSL2(25)

Ml1
PSLz(27)
PSL4(2)  = A8

PSL3(4)

@4(3)  = u4(2)

W3)

P&(32)

PSLz(49)

U3(4)

M12

U3(5)

Order

360 = 8.9.5
504 = 8.9-7

2520 = 8.9-5-7
4080 = 16.3.5.17
5616 = 16.27.13
6048 = 32.27.7
7800 = 8.3.25.13
7920 = 16.9.5.11
9828 = 4.27.7.13

20 160 = 64.9-5-7
20 160 = 64.9.5-7
25920 = 64.8105
29120 = 64.5.7.13
32736 = 32.5.7.31
58 800 = 16.3.25.49

62 400 = 64.3.25.13
95 040 = 64.27.5.11

126000 = 16.9.125*7

3. Known results used. The known results used will be numbered for
references later in the paper.

(1) A paper, as yet unpublished, by John Thompson [33] determines the
minimal simple groups. These are among

PSL2(p), p prime, p 3 5
PSL2(2p)  p prime
PSL2(3p)  p prime

PSL3(3)

Su(2P) p an odd prime.

Not all of these are minimal. In particular any one of these whose order is a
multiple of 60 contains PSL2(5)  = A5  of order 60.

(2) Daniel Gorenstein and John Walter [22] have shown that a simple
group with a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup  is necessarily a group PSLz(q),  q
odd, or the group A7. In particular if the order of the group is not divisible
by 8 then it is divisible by 4 and is a group PSL,(q)  with q E 3 or 5 (mod 8).

(3) Daniel Gorenstein [21] has shown that if a Sylow 2-subgroup  of the
simple group G is Abelian,  and if the centralizer  of every involution is solv-
able, then G is one of PSLz(q)  where q = 3 or 5 (mod 8),  q > 5 or q = 2”,
n *  2.

(4) Richard Brauer and Michio Suzuki [ll] have shown that a Sylow
2-subgroup of a simple group cannot be a quaternion group or generalized
quaternion group.

(5) It has been shown by J. S. Brodkey [13] that if a Sylow subgroup P of
a group G is Abelian  then there exist two Sylow subgroups whose intersec-
tion is the intersection of all of them. In particular if any two Sylow p-sub-
groups have a non-trivial intersection, then the intersection of all of them is
a non-trivial group, necessarily a normal subgroup of G. Hence if a simple
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the group. More recently Feit [18] has extended this to show the same con-
clusion if G has a character of degree less than p - 1. Everett Dade [16] has
extended Brauer’s work to cover the case in which a Sylow subgroup is
cyclic.

(7) It was shown by Brauer [3]  that, for groups divisible by only the first
power of a primep, the characters of a block may be associated with a
tree. Each ordinary character is a vertex and each modular character is an
arc. An ordinary character (treating a family of p-conjugate exceptional
characters as a single character) decomposes as the sum of the modular char-
acters which are arcs with an end at the vertex for the ordinary character.
A modular character appears as a constituent of exactly two ordinary char-
acters and in each of these with multiplicity one. If xi  and Xk are the two
ends of an arc then Xi+Xk  is a modular indecomposable and vanishes for
everyp-singular element, and so in particular if 6i and 6, are the correspond-
ing signs 6if fik = 0. H. F. Tuan [34] has refined this for the principal block
and has shown that the real characters (characters real for every element)
in the tree form a stem which may be drawn in a straight line, and the tree is
symmetric with respect to this stem with complex conjugacy interchanging
the remaining vertices and arcs.

(8) Brauer and Tuan ([12],  Lemma 1) showed that for x a character in the
principal p block B&), in the notation of (5),  then the restriction of x to V,
xl  V, has the form

x / V = moofp0 (3.3)

where ,a0  is the identity character of V  and 0 is some character of V  possibly
reducible. In private communication to me, Leonard Scott has generalized
this to characters x of a non-principal block Bj(p).  In this case the formula
becomes

x 1 V = miSNlfpO
i=l

group has an Abelian  Sylow p-subgroup S(p) = PO  there must be a con-
jugate PI  with PC, 0  PI  = 1,

The Brauer theory of modular characters has played a major role in this
search, in particular the theory for groups whose order is divisible by
exactly the first power of a prime. Let p be a prime and suppose that g, the
order of the group G, is divisible by exactly the first power of p. We write

g = pqw(l+rp),  p-l = qt. (3.1)

Here G has 1 frp Sylow p-subgroups S(p)  and the order of the normalizer
N(p)  of a Sylow p-subgroup is IN(p)/ = pqw. The centralizer  C(p) of S(p)  is
of order pw and C(p) = S(p)X  V where V = V(p)  is of order w. N(p)/@)
is cyclic of order q where qJp - 1 is the order of the group of automorphisms
of S(p)  induced by N(p).  By a classical theorem of Burnside’s ([14],  p. 203)
if we had q = 1, G would have a normal p-complement and so we have
q =-  1 for a simple group.

(6) Brauer [3].  The principal block of characters Be(p)  contains q ordinary
characters x1, x2, . . . , xg  where x1 is the trivial character of degree fr  = 1
and xi( 1) = J;:, i = 2, . . . , q,  and a family of t = (p - 1)/q  exceptional char-
acters xi which are p-conjugate and are all of the same degree x&l)  = fo,
j= 1, . . ., t.  For the ordinary characters there is a sign 6i = + 1 such that
SiJ = 1 (mod p) and for the exceptional character there is a sign 60  = f 1
such that S,&  = - q (mod p). If q = p - 1 the single exceptional character
is not distinguishable from the ordinary character. Also the degrees satisfy
the relations

1+S&+  . . . +~qfq+~ofo  = 0,
jY jq(l+rp). u = 0, 1, . . .,  q.

If u is a generator of S(p)  then

(3.2a)

xi(U)=6iy  i=l,..., q, (3.2b)
&4)  = - 80(&” + ES”  + . . . + &“‘-‘q, 2, = G),

where e is a primitive ith root of unity, s is a primitive solution of sQ  z 1
(mod p) and ZJ  = v(j) range s over t values such that vsi  gives a full set of a
non-zero residues modulo p. These values of the exceptional characters are
the Gauss periods of cyclotomy. If w = 1 then B&) is the only block con-
taining characters of degrees not divisible by p. If w =- 1 there are further
non-principal blocks of characters of degrees not divisible by p and Brauer
gives relations similar to (3.2a,  b) for these blocks. A character x of degree
divisible by p is a block by itself and vanishes for everyp-singular element
(an element of order divisible by p). No simple group of order divisible by p
has an (irreducible) character (except the trivial one) of degree less than
&-  1) and if it does have an irreducible character of degree i(p- 1) then
it is isomorphic to PSL&).  This has been shown to be true by Feit and
Thompson [20] even if a higher power of p than the first divides the order of

where TN*,  i = 1, . . . , s, are the irreducible characters of V conjugate in
N(p)  associated with the block Bj(p).  In case the character x has degree divis-
ible by p, a simple consequence of the fact that x vanishes for p-singular
elements yields

x j v = pe. (3.5)

The formula (3.4) gives for an x E V the determinantal relation
det (x(x))  = det (e(x)) p, so that if 8 is of degree 1 and G is simple then
det e(x)  = 1, whence e(x)  = 1 and x(x) = x(1) is the identity matrix, a situa-
tion impossible for a simple group. In particular with g = pqw(  1 + rp) for a
simple group G, if Bob)  contains a character of degree less than 2p,  then
w = 1. This is also proved and used by Stanton [30] in his study of the
Mathieu groups. To avoid confusion with other references to Brauer and
Tuan we shall call this the Stanton condition.
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(9) Burnside has shown that groups of orders pOqb,  p and q primes, are
solvable. A proof of this may be found on page 291 of the writer’s book [23].

(10) It was shown by Burnside that if a Sylow  p-subgroup 5’(p)  of a group
G is in the center of its normalizer N(p),  then G has a normal p-complement
([23],  p. 203). Here the normal p-complement K is a normal subgroup of G
such that G/K z S(p). An easy consequence of the Burnside result ([23],
p. 204) is that the order of a simple group  is  divisible by 12 or by the cube of
the smallest prime dividing its order. Further results depending on the
theory of the transfer ([23],  ch. 14) assure the existence of normal subgroups
with p-factor groups. A recent theorem of John Thompson’s [32] gives an
elegant condition for the existence of normal p-complements.

(11) Brauer and Reynolds [l0] have shown that a simple group G whose
order g is divisible by a prime p =-q113 is isomorphic to PSL2(p) where p s-3
or to PSLz(2”)  where p = 2”+ 1 is a Fermat prime. Thus these groups are
the unique simple groups of their orders.

In a more refined form they show that if p2 {g and we write g =
pqw(1  +rp)  as in (3.1),  if it should happen that

(p- 1)(1  +rp>  = (VP- l)(up+  1) (3.6)

has only up- 1 = p- 1 and up + 1 = 1 frp as a solution in integers, then
with S the largest normal subgroup of G of order prime top we have one of

(a) G/S Y PSL4p)  and r = 1,
(b) G/S zz PSL42”)  where p = 2”f  1, r = ~(JI-  3),
(c) G/S is the metacyclic group of order pq.

(3.7)

This argument depends on the fact that the degreesh,  i = 1, . . . , q,  and f0
in the principal block B&) divide (p-  l)( 1 + rp) and if there is no second
representation in (3.6) then A and tfo can only take the values 1, p-l,
1 +rp,  and (p-  l)(l  + rp). These restrictions together with the relation
(3.2) restrict the degrees so heavily that they are able to reach the strong
conclusions listed in (3.7).

(12) Suppose there is a factorization  in (3.6) above so that (p - l)(rp + 1) =
= (vp- l)(up+  1). Here up- 1 =-p-  1 so that v > 1 and consequently
up+ 1 -= rpf  1 and so u-=r.  Multiply out the equation, add 1 to both sides
and divide by p. This gives

r p - r + l  =  uvp+v-24. (3.8)

This leads to the identity

(r-u)(u+  1) = (up+ l)(r-uv) (3.9)

which we may obtain by multiplying out the right-hand side and replacing
u2vp by u times the value of uvp from (3.8). Since r > u the left-hand side

is positive and so we may put r-uv  = h where h is a positive integer.
Writing

(r-u)(u+  1) = h(up+  1)

and solving for r, we have

(3.10)

r = (hup+h+u2+u)l(u+1)  = F(p,  u, h). (3.11)

Thus the existence of further factorizations (3.6) is equivalent to expressing
r in the form (3.11) with positive h and u. We see that r =- hpu/(u + 1) > f hp,
so that for a given r, h -C  2r/p. For a given h, since u + 11 h(p  - 1) there are
only a finite number of trials to be made. As g = pqw(1  +rp)  and q * 2
it follows that 2rp2  -C  g, 2r x  g/p2  whence h -= g/p3.

(13) The general theory of modular characters of G, when g is divisible
by a power ps of a prime p higher than the first, has been used only in a
limited way. For reference see Brauer [6].  Suppose g = p”g’  where g’ 9 0
(mod p). Any element x of the finite group G has a unique expression
x = yz = zy where the order of y is a power ofp and the order z is relatively
prime to p. We call y the p-part of x. Here if the order of x is prime to p,
then y = 1. If the p-part of x is not 1 we call x p-singular, and if the p-part
of x is 1 we call x p-regular. An irreducible character x of G of degree
divisible by p” is said to be of highest type and is a p-block by itself and
vanishes for every p-singular element. An irreducible character of degree
divisible by p”-l is of defect 1 and all characters of its block have degrees
exactly divisible by ps-l.

The orthogonality relation holds :

Xe;ti1 x(x)x(y)  = 0, p-parts of x and y not conjugate. (3.12)

A refinement of this, which also appears in both the Brauer-Tuan paper
[12] and the Stanton paper [30],  is the following: Let p and q be different
primes and suppose that G contains no element of order pq. We quote
Lemma 2 of Stanton [30].  If G contains no elements of order pq, where
g = p%fg’,  (g’, pq) = 1, and if

for all p-regular elements X,  then
2 a&x)  = 0, Tic B(q) a q block,

for all q-singular elements x. Furthermore

22 di(l) = 0 (mod q’),  CiCB(q).

We refer to this as the principle of “block separation”. An application
is given in Example 2 of 0 5.

In Brauer-Tuan [12] it has been shown that a character of degree p’,
s 3 1, is not in the principal block B,,(p)  for a simple group G.
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(16) If in G there are r classes of conjugates, KI, Kz,  . . . , K,, then in
the group ring R(G) over the complex field the class sums Ci  = 2 x,
x E Ki, play a special role in character theory. Here

A useful fact is that an algebraic conjugate of a character in the principal
block B&) is also in the principal block. Thus if in B&) there is only a
single character of a particular degree, then it is necessarily rational. For a
rational character of degree n representing a group G of order g faithfully
it has been shown by Schur  [29] that the highest power of a prime p that
can divide g is p” where

s = [pJ+[&]+  . . . +[pi;el)]. (3.13)

Here the square bracket [x] denotes the integral part of x.
(14) The writer [24] has shown that if a group G has a Sylow p-sub-

group P and a normal subgroup K, then the number np  of Sylow p-sub-
groups in G is of the form n, = apbpcp  where ap is the number of Sylow
p-subgroups in G/K, b, is the number of Sylow p-subgroups in K, and cp
is the number of Sylow p-subgroups inN&P  n K)/P n K. From this it
is shown that np is the product of factors of the following two kinds:
(1) the number sp  of Sylow p-subgroups in a simple group X; and (2) a
prime power q’  where q’  E 1 (mod p).

The Brauer-Reynolds results (3.7) combined with these results show
that certain numbers of the form 1 + kp cannot be the np  of any finite
group:  For  example 15 cannot be n, in any group nor can 21 be n5 in any
group.

(15) A method attributed to Richard Brauer is quoted in the thesis of
E. L. Michaels  [26].  This applies to cases in which a Sylow p-subgroup
is of order p’, r > 1. Let K be of order p’-l and the intersection of two
Sylow p-subgroups PO  and PI.  Then PO  U PI  C No(K) = H and so H
contains more than one Sylow p-subgroup, say 1 + bKp  Sylow p-subgroups,
and of course every Sylow p-subgroup Pi  intersecting PO  in K normalizes
K. Let G contain [G : N(P)] = 1 +mp S(p)‘s  and suppose that PO  contains
rK  conjugates of K. Counting incidences of conjugates of Kin Sylow p-sub-
groups we obtain

[G : N(P)]&  = (1 + bKp)[G  : H]. (3.14)

Here the left-hand side says that each of 1 + mp = [G : N(P)] S(p)‘s
contains rK  conjugates of K, while the right-hand side says that each of
[G : H] conjugates of Kis contained in 1 +bKp S(p)‘s. Also

mP  = P c rxcbrc+  aP2, (3.15)
K

where under conjugation by PO  the remaining S(p)‘s  are counted, first those
whose intersection with PO  is of index p, and the rest ap2 those whose inter-
section with PO  is of index p2 or higher. This method is particularly useful
if the order of an S(p)  is exactly p2, as the two relations (3.14) and (3.15)
are then highly restrictive.

CiCj = CjCi =k~lcijkckP

where the cijk are non-negative integers. The coefficients cijk can be
expressed in terms of the characters ([14],  p 316). We have

Cijk = (3.17)

Here ~9 is the value of the irreducible character xa  for an element xi  of the
ith class Ki and n, = x’(l) is the degree of this character. C(Xi),  c(xj)  are
respectively the orders of the centralizers Co(Xi),  CG(xj).

A particular case of (3.17) is that in which Xi  = xi = z is an involution.
If xk is of order p then, as shown in Brauer-Fowler ([8],  Lemma 2A),  cijk
is the number of involutions conjugate to 2 transforming xk into xc’.
In case xk is of order p and (x) is its own centralizer  and q/p-  I is even
this number is exactly p. As x(x)  vanishes for characters not in &(p) the
equation (3.17) determines c(t)  in terms of the values of x(z) and x(x)
for x in B&).  In case q is odd there is no involution in N(p)  and so this
number cijk must be zero. We also have Cijk = 0 if q is even but Z is not
conjugate to the involution in N(p).

4. General outline of the search. The major result of Feit and Thompson
[19] is that simple groups are of even order. Starting from the earlier results
in (9) of 0 3 it is not too difficult to show directly that there is no simple
group of odd order less than one million, and in fact a search of odd orders
less than one hundred million was completed at almost the same time
that the Feit-Thompson result was announced.

The results (2) of Gorenstein and Walter show that if g, the order of
the simple group G, is divisible by 4 but not by 8, then G is a group PS&(q).
Next suppose that g is divisible by 8 but not by 16. A Sylow 2-subgroup
S(2) is one of the five non-isomorphic groups of order 8. If S(2) is cyclic
or is the Abelian  group with a basis [4,2] then S(2) is necessarily in the
center of N(2) and G has a normal 2-complement by (9). If S(2) is the
quaternion group then by the result (4) of Brauer and Suzuki G is not
simple. If S(2) is the dihedral group of order 8, then from Gorenstein and
Walter (2) G is a known group, namely PS&(q)  or A,.  There remains
the possibility that S(2) is the elementary Abelian  group of order 8. As
S(2) is Abelian  G is trivially 2-normal and the theorem of Griin  ([23],
p. 215) applies, so that G has a 2-factor  group isomorphic to the 2-factor
group of N(2). The automorphism group of S(2) is of order (2^3- 1)(23-  2) x
(23-22) = 168 and as N(2)/C(2) is of odd order, its order must divide 21.
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It is easy to find that if N(2)/C(2) is of order 3 then N(2) has a factor group
of order 2, and so by Grim’s  theorem G has a normal subgroup of index 2.
Hence if g is divisible by 8 but not by 16, we may restrict our search to
orders which are also multiples of 7. We have incidentally proved the
uniqueness of the groups PSL2(q)  as the only simple groups of their order
when g is divisible by 8 but not 16 or 7. In our list then there is a unique
simple group of each of the orders 360, 7800, 885 720, as well as orders
multiples of 4 but not 8, namely 9828 and 976 500, in each case the appro-
priate PSLz(q).

A simple group G which is not minimal will contain some proper sub-
group which is not solvable and so has a simple group as a composition
factor. Hence G has a subgroup H and H has a normal subgroup K (pos-
sibly K = 1) such that H/K is a simple group. We call a factor group of a
subgroup a section. Hence by John Thompson (1) we may confine our
search to groups which have one of the simple groups listed as a section.
Hereif[G:K]=tand  [ K :  l]=k,andH/K=swehaveg=tsk.If
the simple group H/K is PSL2(p)  for p == 41 then as g < 1,000,000,
s z=  IPSL2(41)j  = 34 440 it follows that tk -= 30. Then [G : H] = t .C  30
and so G has a permutation representation on t letters. But as p 2 41 G
cannot represent an element of order p faithfully on less than 30 letters.
Thus we may exclude as a section PSL&) with p z=  41. If PSLz(37) of
order 25,308 is a section, then tk < 39, and since G is represented as a
permutation group on t letters and contains an element of order 37, then
k = 1, t =Z 39. Here H = G1  is the subgroup of G fixing a letter and, as
PSL2(37)  does not (from its character table) have a permutation represen-
tation on less than 38 letters, it follows that t = 39. Then the order of
G is 25 308.39 = 987012 and by Gorenstein and Walter must be PSLz(q)
with q = 3, 5 (mod 8) which it is not. If the Suzuki group Su(8)  of order
29 120 is a section of G, then tk < 34. Now Su(8)  has as rational characters
the identical character, one of degree 64 and another of degree 91. It has
two algebraically conjugate characters of degree 14 both of which take
the value - 1 on elements of order 5, three algebraic conjugates of degree
35, and three algebraic conjugates of degree 65. From this it easily follows
that Su(8)  has no subgroup of index less than 65, and this of course corre-
sponds to its representation as a doubly transitive group on 65 letters.
Since Su(8)  has an element of order 13 we must have t Z= 14, and as tk < 34
then k = 1 or 2. With tk < 34 and either k = 1 or k = 2, the represen-
tation of G on 34 or fewer letters with G either Su(8)  or the extension of
Su(8)  by a center of order 2 corresponds to a subgroup of Su(8)  of index
less than 65, which is a conflict. Hence no simple G has Su(8)  as a section.
PSL2(32)  is of order 32 736 = 32.3 * 11.31.  If PSL2(32)  is a section of G
then tk < 30, clearly a conflict as we cannot represent an element of order
31 on 30 or fewer letters.

Having eliminated the groups above as sections of G, and having shown

easily that a section of a section is again a section, we have from John
Thompson’s results in (1) that one of the following minimal simple
groups is a section of G.

Group Order

P&(5) 60 = 4.3.5

P&(7) 168 = 8.3.7

PSLz@) 504 = 8.9.7
PSLz(12) 1092 = 4.3.7.13
PSL2(17) 2448 = 16~9.17

P&(3) 5616 = 16.27.13
PSL2(23) 6072 = 8.3.11.23
PSL,(27) 9828 = 4.27.7.13

From Gorenstein’s result (3) it follows that if the order of G is a multiple
of 8 but not 16, then the centralizer  of an involution t is not solvable and
so  H = COW/( z is a non-solvable group of order a multiple of 4 but>
not 8. Hence H contains as a section one of the groups PSL2(5), PSLz(13)
or PSLz(27) and so the order of G is a multiple of 8 * 3 * 5 -7 = 840 or of
8.3.7.13  = 2184.

On the basis of the above information we may divide the orders to
be examined into seven lists, the orders being multiples of particular
numbers.

Form of g Number of orders

A 16*3*5m  = 240m 4166
B 16.3.7m  = 336m,  m $  O(5) 2381
C 8.3.5*7m  = 840m,  m odd 595
D 8.3.7.13m  = 2184m,  m odd, $ O(5) 1 8 3
E 16.9.17m = 2448m,  m $ O(5),  $ O(7) 280

F 16+27*13m  = 5616m,  m $  O(5),  $  O(7) 124

G 16.3.11.23m  = 12144m,  m $ O(5),  $  O(7) 57
Total number of orders 7786

As we have already remarked, if g is divisible by 8 but not 16 then g
is also divisible by 7 and from the Gorenstein result (3) G contains PSL2(5),
PSL2(13)  or PSL2(27)  as a section and so g is divisible by 5 or 13, giving
lists C and D. For multiples of 16, g is certainly a multiple of 3. If g is a
multiple of 5 or 7 it is included in lists A or B. If g is not a multiple of 5 or
7 it contains PSLz(17),  PSL3(3)  or PSL2(23)  as a section and so is listed in
list E, F, or G. There are a few duplications between lists E, F, and G, but
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otherwise no duplications in the lists. If we did not use John Thompson’s
unpublished results (l), apart from lists C and D we would also have to
consider all 62,500 multiples of 16. This would add a large number of
orders to be examined, but probably not very many difficult ones, since
in practice the orders with only high powers of small primes seem to be
the most difficult to eliminate.

From the result (11) of Brauer and Reynolds, if g is divisible by a prime
p Z- 100 then as g -= l,OOO,OOO,  p -Z  g’”  and so G is necessarily PSL&)
or PSL2(2”)  where p = 2”+ 1 is a Fermat prime. Hence we may assume
that g is divisible by no prime greater than 97.

At this stage we can divide our search into two parts. For the first part
g is divisible by a prime p in the range 37 == p < 97. For the second part
every prime dividing g is at most 31. The first part is far easier. We have
a prime p dividing g where p4 =-  g, since 374  = 1,874,161  =- g. Suppose
first p3jg.  Then G has 1 +kp Sylow subgroups S(p) and (1 +kp)p3[  g -= p*,
whence k = 0 and so S(p)  a G and G is not simple. Next suppose that p2jg,
and that G has 1 + kp S(p)‘s.  Then (1 + kp)p21g  < p4 and so 1 + kp c p2.
Here an S(p)  of order p2 is necessarily Abelian.  As 1 -t-  kp -G  p2,  two S(p)‘s
have an intersection of order p. For if PO  n PI  = 1, where PO  and PI  are
two distinct S(p)‘s,  then PI  would have p2 distinct conjugates under PO  and
G would have at least 1 +p2 =- 1 + kp Sylow subgroups S(P), a conflict.
But then by Brodkey’s result (5) all S(p)‘s  intersect in a subgroup of order
p which is normal in G, and so G is not simple. It follows therefore from
our assumption that if g is divisible by a prime p such that p4 =- g, then
only the first power of p divides g.

For the primes p with 37 =Z p < 97 we rely on the Brauer-Reynolds
results of (11) and (12). The number 1 + rp of admissible S(p)‘s  was calcu-
lated by (3.1 l), and degrees satisfying (3.2) were found. In g = (1 +rp)pqw
the values of g and w were determined so that g would be divisible by 168
or 48, following Gorenstein and Walter’s results (2) and (3). The details of
these calculations for p = 59 are given in Example 1 of 9 5.

The Stanton condition of (8) and the principle of block separation are
applicable. An illustration of block separation is given in Example 2 of 0 5.
All orders multiples of primes p, 37 <p < 97, were eliminated in this
way except for g = 265 680 = 16-81.5.41,  which is the order of the simple
group PSLz(8l).  The value g = 885 720 which is the order of PSL2(121)  is
a multiple of 61 but did not come into consideration since here g is divisible
by exactly 8 but not by 7 and so its Sylow 2-group  must be dihedral and
thus the Gorenstein-Walter results apply.

The remaining numbers in the lists A through G were calculated by
multiplying out products of the primes 2 through 31 in all possible ways
for each list giving all values of g in the lists not exceeding one million.
This saved the trouble of factorization and automatically eliminated all
orders divisible by primes exceeding 3 1.

Simple groups of order less than one million
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Form of g Number of orders Reduced number
A 2 4 0 m 1064 6 8 4
B 3 3 6 m 563 2 0 8
C 8 4 0 m 1 8 1 135

D 2184m 6 8 3 2
E 2 4 4 8 m 125 29

F 5616m 7 2 5 2
G 12144m 4 4 6

Totals 2117 1146

At this stage the computer calculated for every order the possible num-
ber of S(p)‘s  for p = 7,. . ., 31. Sylow numbers 1 +rp which arose were
then listed by the primes, and, assuming g to be divisible by exactly the
first power of p, further factorizations of the form (p-  l)(l  +rp) =
(up + I)(vp  - 1) were found. Here a given (p-  l)(l  + rp) was tested for divis-
ibility by all numbers up+ 1 or vp - 1 less than 1000, since in every case
1 ,OOO,OOO Z-  g =-p(1  + rp) =- (p - l)(l  + rp). If one or more further factor-
izations for (p-  l)(l  +rp) were found, then for each value of q dividing
p-l which actually arose for some order the degrees satisfying (3.2) for
1 + rp S(p)‘s  were listed. Note that the existence of a second factorization
does not guarantee the existence of degrees greater than k(P-1)  satis-
fying (3.2). For example with 320 S(ll)‘s,  IO.320  = 100.32  but no de-
grees are found for q = 2, 5, or 10.

Suppose g is divisible by exactly the first power of the prime p. For
np = 1 + rp Sylow p-subgroups, and q1  (p-  l), the order of the automor-
phisms induced in S(p)  by N(p), if there is no set of degrees satisfying (3.2)
this is a combination to be excluded and as such a “bad” combination.
If g is divisible by p2 or a higher power and if If  rp -==p2,  then in the rep-
resentation of G on 1 +rp letters every orbit is a p-cycle and so S(p) is
Abelian  of exponent p. But then any two S(p)‘s have a non-trivial inter-
section and by Brodkey’s result (5) all S(p)‘s intersect in a non-trivial
subgroup of G which is necessarily normal. Hence if p21g,  1 + rp-=p2
S(p)‘s  is not possible in a simple group.

The computer took the 2117 orders each with its list of Sylow numbers
1 frp and order of N(p) g/(1  + rp) and marked it “Fails Brauer test on
p = s”  in case for the prime s dividing g to the first power, no pair 1 +rs,
q1  s-  1, sq(1  + rs)lg was a good pair and marked it “Fails Sp” test”
if p”jg,  n-2 and all lfrp -=p2. This reduced the number of orders to
be considered from 2117 to 1146. Note that the tests used so far depend
essentially on a Sylow number 1 frp and, if only the first power of p
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divides g, then also on qj  (p-  1). These tests involving table look-ups were
easy to put on the machine.

The remaining 1146 orders were examined individually. The Stanton
principle, that if every set of characters for B&) (p dividing g to the first
power) contains a character of degree less than 2p,  we must have w = 1,
could have been mechanized. But this test, illustrated in Example 3 of
0 5, was not difficult to apply by hand.

Certain orders were eliminated by consideration of Sylow groups of
order p2 or higher. Example 4 of 5 5 illustrates a relatively easy case.

The interplay between a Sylow p-group and a Sylow q-group provided
information in many cases. Since a group of order 35 is necessarily cyclic
it follows that if an S(5) is of order 5 and an S(7) is of order 7, then if 7
divides the order of N(5) then also 5 divides the order of N(7) and con-
versely.

Since an overwhelming fraction of the orders were divisible by a prime
p to exactly the first power, most investigations relied on the Brauer
theory (6) of modular characters for these. For the most part the compu-
tations relied on the principal block B&).  Here C(p)  = S(p)X  V(p).  If
V(p)  + 1 the restriction formulae (3.3),  (3.4) and (3.5) were very valuable.
Example 5 eliminating the order g = 25200 = 16.9  -25 -7 illustrates sever-
al of these principles, including the use of the Brauer-Fowler formula.

Example 6 shows how this theory is useful in constructing the simple
groups when they exist. For g = 29120 = 64.5.7.13,  there is a unique
simple group, the Suzuki group Su(8).  The Brauer theory makes the con-
struction of the complete character table easy. From this table we are
then able to deduce that G has a doubly transitive permutation represen-
tation on 65 letters. We can then construct this permutation representation
and thus prove the existence and uniqueness of a simple group of this
order. Z. Janko [25] has shown how to use the character table of his group
to construct it as a matrix group of dimension 7 over GF(I1).

5. Examples of application of the general theory.
EXAMPLE 1. g is a multiple of p = 59. Here g = 59(1+ 59r)qw,  q* 2.

Thus i < 143. In the formula (3.11) h < 4. r = F(59,  u,  h). There are 9 com-
binations (h, u, r) satisfying (3.11).

(4 u,  4 (P-l)U+rp)  = (l+upWp-11, g = (l+rplpqw
(1,  1, 31) 58.1830 = 60.1769, g  =  107,970qw
(1, 28, 85) 58.5016 = 1653.176, g = 295,944qw
(1,57, 115) 58.6786 = 3364.117, g  =  400,374qw

(2, 1, 61) 58.3600 = 60.3480, g = 212,400qw

(2, 3,w 58 * 5429 = 178.1769, g = 320,311qw

(2,28, 142) 58.8379 = 1653.294, g = 494,361qw
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(3, 1,911 58.5370 = 60.5191, g = 316,830qw
(3,2,  121) 58.7140 = 119.3480, g = 421,260qw
(4, 1, 121) 58.7140 = 60.6902, g = 421,260qw

The last two give the same value of r so that we are dealing with a triple
factorization

58.7140 = 60.6902 = 119.3480.

In every case then we have qw < 9 and so necessarily q = 2. We have shown
that we need consider only values of g which are multiples of 168 or 48.
We consider the factorization of 1 frp.

1830 = 2.3.5.61
5016 = 8.3.11.19
6786 = 2.81.43
3600 = 16.9.25
5429 = 61.89
8379 = 9.49.19
5370 = 2.3.5.179
7140 = 4-3.5.7.17

In order that g be a multiple of 168 or 48, with the possible values of qw
making g -= l,OOO,OOO,  we need consider only 1 +rp = 1830, q = 2, w = 4;
l+rp=5016,  q=2,  w = l ;  l+rp=3600,  q=z,  w = l  o r  2 ;
lfrp = 7140, q = 2w = 1.

The basic relations (3.2) on the degrees of &(59) reduce here to

1+84fo+Blfi1+84fo+Blfi  = 0,  = 0, S&S&   El, S o f aS o f a   GG   -2(59),

f0IW+rp),  fij2U+rp),  fo,fi=-29. (5.1)
For the four possible values for 1 frp we find degrees satisfying (5.1)
only in the first and last cases.

1830 S(59)‘s l-61+60  = 0 (5.2)
7140 S(59)‘s l-120f119  =  0

For 1830 S(59)‘s,  since the degree 60 is less than 2p  = 118, the Stanton
condition (8) requires w = 1, but this is in conflict with the condition
that g be a multiple of 4. Hence we may exclude 1830 S(59)‘s.  The only
case remaining is that of 7140 S(59)‘s,  q = 2, w = 1 and we have

g = 7140.59.2 = 842,520 = 8*3*5.7.17.59,
IiV(59)l  = 118 = 2.59, q = 2, w = 1. (5.3)

Degrees in Bo(59):  l-120f119  = 0.
Here a group of order 17.59  is necessarily Abelian  and so since 177 IN(59)1
it follows that 59{jN(17)  I.  The only possible numbers of S(17)‘s  are
CPA 11
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easily found to be
15.59 = 885 S(17)‘s  with JN(17)  1 = 8.7.17

168.59 = 9912 S(17)‘s  with IN(17)  1 = 5.17.

If I iV(17)  j = 5.17, then S(17) is in the center of its normalizer and by
the Burnside condition (9) b has a normal 17 complement. We may ex-
clude this. An S(2) of order 8 is necessarily the elementary Abelian  group
because of (2) and (4) and so with 1 N(17)  I = 8 * 7.17 we must have q = 2,
w = 28 for N(17).  Thus the relations (3.2) reduce to

l+S,fo+S,fi  = 0, S&Z, = -2(17),  S,fi  = l(l7) (5.4)
and fo,  fifi   divide 2.885 = 2.3.5.59,  J;: -C  8. No such divisors exist and so
we may exclude 885 S(17)‘s.  We conclude that no simple group of this
order exists. This completes the elimination of all orders which are mul-
tiples of 59.

EXAMPLE 2. Block separation.
g = 783216 = 16.27.49.37,  5292 S(37)‘s,  q = 4, w = 1.

Degrees in Bo( 37) : l-189+2(112)-36 = 0.

Here SofaSofa  =  = --   189, S,fl = S,fd=  1 12,@f3  = -36.
Here there are (37-  1)/4  = 9 37-conjugate  characters of degree 189, and
in Bo(37)  two characters of degree 112 and one of degree 36. The charac-
ters of degree 189 and 112 are of 7-defect  1. For any 37-regular element
x we have by (3.12)

1 - x1*&)  + XW) + x1?202(x)  - x3644 = 0. (5.5)
The characters of degrees 189 and 112 belong to 7-blocks  of defect 1,
those of degree 1 and 36 to 7-blocks  of defect 2. Hence by block separa-
tion as given in Lemma 2 in (11) of 9 3 we must have

1-~~~(1)  = l-36 = -35 z 0 (mod 49)

But this is a conflict and so there is [no simple group of order g. (All
other possibilities were eliminated by more elementary arguments.)

EXAMPLE  3. The Stanton condition
g = 92400 = 16.3.25.7.11.

For p = 11 the only number of S(ll)‘s  for which degrees satisfying
(3.2) exist is 210 S(ll)‘s.  Here IN(11)  1 = 440 = 8.5.11.

For q = 2 the degrees 1 +&fO+&fi  = 0 are 1+20-21 = 0.
For q = 5 degrees are 1 + SOfO+  &fi+ &f3+  c%fd+  S& = 0,

where &fO  = 6, 50, or 105 and S&  = 210, -175, 100 -21, 12, -10.

For q = 10 degrees are 1 + f SiJ;,  =  0
i-1

with Sif;,  = 210, -175, 100, -21, 12, -10.
For q = 5 or q = 10 there is in every instance a degree 10  or 12.
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By the Stanton principle quoted in (8) since there is in every instance
a character in B,-,(  11) of degree less than 2p  = 22 in g = p(1 +rp)qw
we must have w = 1. But here qw = 40 and so for q = 2, w = 20;
q = 5, w = 8 ; q = 10, w = 4. Hence the condition is violated and there
is no simple group of order g = 92400.

EXAMPLE 4. The Brauer method for groups divisible by p2.
g = 202800 = 16.3.25.169

Numbers of the form 1 + 13k dividing g are 1, 40, 300. By the Brodkey
argument (5) as 40-= 169 we cannot have 40 S(13)‘s.  Suppose we have
300 S(13)‘s  and IN(13)1  = 676 = 4.169.  As 300 = 1+23.13,  and
23 E$ 0 (13),  if PO is an S(13) there must be a PI  with [PO:POnP1]  = 13.
Write POn  PI  = K. In the notation of (3.14)

300rK  = (1+ 13bK)[G  : No(K)]. (5.6)
As 1 -C  1 + 13bK  -C  300 and as (1 + 13b,)/g;  its only possible value is
40 = 1+3*13. Hence

300~  = 40[G  : No(K)]
15rK  = 2[G : No(K)].

Here (3.15) takes the form

299 = 13 C rKbK+a-169
K

23 = c rKb,+  13a.
K

(5.7)

(5.8)

But l+bg13  = 40 and so bK  = 3 in every case and from (5.7) it follows
that rK  is even. Thus in (5.8) a is odd and 13a -= 23 and so a = 1 giving
23 = c 3rK+ 13 whence 3 I23-  13 = 10 which is false. We have reached

a conf&t and conclude that there is no simple group of order 202 800.
An alternate argument applicable here rests on showing that no group

contains exactly 40 S(13)‘s.  From the writer’s result (14),  since 40 is not
a prime power and 40 has no proper factorization 40 = (1 + 13r)(l+  13s),
it follows that if there is a group with 40 S(13)‘s  then there is a simple
group with 40 S(13)‘s.  Since 40 -Z  169 there is no simple group G with
40 S(13)‘s  if 13=1g,  by the Brodkey argument (5). If g = 40*13qw,since
12.40  does not have a further factorization (13u+ 1)(13v- l), the Brauer-
Reynolds argument (11) shows that there is no simple group of such an
order, as 13-  1 is not a power of 2 and PSL2  (13) has 13 + 1 = 14 S(13)‘s.
Hence no group has 40 S(13)‘s.  Thus it is impossible that H,(K) has
40 S(13)‘s  in the above argument.

EXAMPLE 5. g = 25200 = 16.9.25.7.
For p = 7 the admissible Sylow numbers and orders of N(7) are as

follows :
11.
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36 S(7)%, /N(7)  1 = 700 = 4.25~7
50 S(7)%, ]N(7)  1 = 504 = 8.9.7

120 S(7)‘s, IN(7)  \ = 210 = 2.3.5.7
225 S(7)%, lN(7)  ) = 112 = 16.7
400 S(7)%, 1 N(7) 1 = 63 = 9 -7

1800 S(7)‘s,  /N(7)  1 = 14 = 2.7

We shall handle these separately. Except for 1800 S(7)‘s  we have wri.
In &(7) for 36 or 50 S(7)‘s  we have a character of degree 6 or 8 in every
case. By the Stanton condition in (8) we may exclude 36 or 50 S(7)‘s.
For 120 S(7)‘s,  /N(7)  1 = 2 * 3 * 5 * 7 and there are characters of degree 6 or
8 to be excluded by the Stanton condition except for

q = 2, w = 15, degrees i-16+15  = 0 (l+b&+s&  = 0);
q = 6, w = 5, degrees

l-48+2(36)+2(-20)+15  = 0,
if 120+2(-48)+2(-20)f  15 = 0.

In all three cases we have a single character of degree 15, which is there-
fore necessarily rational. Hence on restriction to V(7) (writing ~15 for a
character of degree 15)

x15 1 Y(7) = Go+7  pz. (5.9)

Here u.  is the identity character for V(7) and ,LL~  a character of degree 2,
necessarily rational since x15  is. But by the Schur result (3.13) a rational
character of degree 2 can represent a group whose g order is divisible by
at most 23* 3 = 24 and by no prime p * 5. But w = 15 or 5 and this con-
flicts with the Schur result if V(7) is to be faithfully represented, as it
must be if G is simple.

For 225 S(7)‘s  IN(7)1  = 112 = 16.7  we must have q = 2, w = 8 and
as the only degrees possible are if 5 - 6 = 0 the Stanton condition ex-
cludes this. Again for 400 S(7)‘s,  IN(7)[ = 63 = 9.7, we must have q = 3,
w = 3 and the degrees are all exchtded  by the Stanton condition.

For 1800 S(7)‘s  IN(7)1  = 14 = 2.7 we have q = 2, w = 1. The possible
degrees 1 + Sofa+  Sd2  = 0 are:

1+5-6  = 0,
l-16+15  = 0, (5.10)
l- 9f  8=0.

The first case may be excluded by Schur’s result since the rational char-
acter ~6 cannot faithfully represent a group whose order is divisible by 25.
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Here N(7) has the following defining relations: a7  = 1, b2  = 1, bab = a-l.
The table of characters for N(7) is as follows:

c(x) 1 4 7 7 7 2

h(x) 1 2 2 2 7
X 1 a a2  a3  b
Al 1 1 1 1 1

Al. 1 1 1 1 - 1

CL1 2 71 72 r/3 0

P2 2 q2 qa 71 0

P3 2 73 71 72 0

(5.11)

x is an element, h(x) the number of conjugates of x, c(x) the order of C,(x).
Here 171 = E+ c-l,  72 = e2+  .sm2,  73 = E3+.sm3,  where E  is a primitive 7th
root of unity, and ql+rj2+q3  = - 1

From the Brauer results (3.3) the other degrees in (5.10) correspond to the
following characters in G:

g 7 7 7
1 3600 3600 3600

1 a a2  a3  b
1 1 1 1 1

1 5 1 1 1

16 71 ~2 9-13

16 712 r/s rll

16 73 rll 772

g 7 7 7
1 3600 3600 3600
1 a a2 a3  b
1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1

9 71 72 73

9 rl2 r/3 71

9 73 r1 r/2

(5.12)

(5.13)

Since g = 25200 = 16.9.25.7,  the characters in (5.12) or,  02,  8s are of
highest type for p = 2 and so vanish for b, a 2-singular element. All further
characters for G have degrees multiples of 7 and vanish for a, a2,  and a3.
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Here the Suzuki group Su(8)  of order 29120 = 64.5.7  * 13 will be con-
structed directly from its order using the Brauer theory of modular charac-
ters.

The only divisors of g of the form 1 + 13k are 14, 40, and 560. By the
Brauer-Reynolds results (1 I),  14 S(13)‘s  is possible only for PSLa(13).
There is no further factorization  12~40+(13u+1)(13v-1)  so that 40
S(13)‘s  is impossible. For 560 S(13)‘s  we have the factorizations
6720 = 12.560  = 14.480  = 40.168 = 105*64.HereIN(13)1=52=4.13.  For
4 = 2 there are no degrees 1 + S&+ S&  = 0 with f;:12* 560, SOfO  3 - 2(13),
S&  E l(13).  For q = 4 we have 1+S0f0+S$s+&&s+84f4  = 0 with
514.560  and SOfO  E -4(13),  Sif;  z 1(13),  i = 2, 3, 4. Here the possible
values for S&o  are -4, -160, -56, 35 of which the 4 is too small since
4~813-1)  = 6. For SiJ;, the possible values are 560, 14, 40, - 64. Since
one of thef’s must be odd we must have Sofa  = 35, and we find the only
combination to be

1+35-64+2(14)  = 0. (5.18)
/

Hence, by orthogonality between the a column and the b column in (5.12),
@l(b)  = - 1. By the Brauer-Fowler formula in (3.17) we have ciik = 7 if
Xi = xi = b and xk = a. Here this gives

7 = 25200 1
@I2 ( 1

1+= . (5.14)

This gives c(b)2  = 3840 which is a conflict since 3840 is not a square. Hence
we may exclude the degrees in (5.12).

For the degrees in (5.13) if we restrict el to N(7) we see, from the values
@i(l)  = 8, cl(a) = 1, that we must have

@l/N(7)=  ~i+il/+/-Jl+~2+~89 (5.15)

where li and S are any combination of 1.0  and 11.  We conclude that

PI(b)  =  2,0,  - 2 . (5.16)

The matrix M(b) which has cl(b) as its trace has 8 eigenvalues which are
+ 1 or - 1, say r (+ 1)‘s and t (- 1)‘s  where r + t = 8. The determinant of
M(b) (which may be taken in diagonal form) is (- 1)‘. As the determinant
of M is a one-dimensional representation of G, which is simple, it must be
1 for every element. Hence t is even and cl(b) = r- t = 8 -2t z 0 (mod 4).
Thus cl(b) = 0 (mod 4) and from (5.16) this makes cl(b) = 0. The 7-con-
jugate  characters &,I!&,  0s are equal for b and so, by orthogonality with the
a-column, 6,(b) = f&(b)  = 83(b)  = 1. In this case with Xi  = xj = b, xk=a
the Brauer-Fowler formula becomes

7 = 25200-=c(N2 (5.17)

giving c(b)3  = 3200 which is not a square, and so the degrees (5.13) are
also to be excluded.

Thus every possibility has been excluded and we conclude that there is no
simple group of order 25200.

There are other cases, not illustrated here, in which the restrictions to
V(p)  such as ~151  V(7) = oo+ 7, 2u are very useful. For example if there is an
involution z in V(7) we must have ,u2(r)  = -2 in order for the determinant
to be + 1. In this case z is the only involution in V(7) and so in the center
of N(7). Also XE.(Z)  = - 13 and so c(z)=-169.  If say IN(7)l = 84, then
H = Co(r)  properly contains N(7). This may force H to be G or to contain
a number of S(7)‘s  such as 15, which is impossible by the writer’s results
in (14).

EXAMPLE 6. The Suzuki group.

g = 29120 = 64.5.7.13.

As 7 { IN(13)l  it now follows that 13 { IiV(7)l  and so the number of S(7)‘s
is a multiple of 13. For S(7) we must have 4 = 2 since 3 does not divide g.
Here 1 +Sofo+S2fi  = 0 with Sofa  E -2 (mod 7),  Sf;  E 1 (mod 7). As
degrees not in (5.18) are multiples of 13 this forces &fi = 64, and so we
have SOHO  = - 65 and the S(7) degrees are

, l-65+64  = 0. (5.19)

Since these degrees must divide q( 1 + rp) = 2( 1 + 7r) the only possibility is
1 + 7r = 65 * 32 = 2080 S(7)‘s, N(7) = 14, q = 2 w = 1. Since degrees not
in (5.18) or (5.19) are multiples of both 7 and 13, and as g = 29120 is the
sum of the squares of all degrees, there is exactly one further irreducible
character and this is of degree 91.

At this stage we have a partial character table for G, where an S(  13) = (a)
with a13  = 1 and N(13)  is defined by

al3  = 1, b4  = 1, b-lab = as. (5.20)

There are three classes of elements of order 13 with representatives a, a3,  a9
and as c(a) = 13 each of these contains 2240 elements. For an S(7) = (c)
we have as defining relations for N(7)

c’ = 1 x2  = 1, xcx  = c-i!9 11 (5.21)

and each of the three classes with representatives c, c2, c”  contains 4160
elements. The partial table follows:
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44 g

h(x) 1
x 1

QO 1

el 64

e2 1 4

e3 14

e4 35

e5 35

e6 35

e7 65

e6 65

e9 65

el0 9 1
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1 3 1 3 1 3 7 7 7
2240 2240 2240 4160 4160 4160

a a3  as  c c2  c3
1 1 1 1 1 1

- 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0

-u1 -242 -u3 0 0 0

-u2 -ua -u1 0 0 0

-u3 -Ul -u2 0 0 0
0 0 0 Vl v2 va

0 0 0 v2 v3 Vl

0 0 0 v3 Vl v2

0 0 0 0 0 0

(5.22)

Here the u’s are Gauss sums of 13th roots of unity, the v’s of the 7throots
ofunityand U~+U~+UQ  = vl+v2+~3  = -1.

For an S(5) we have q = 2 or q = 4. If q = 2 the degrees are 1 + S&+
+ Sd2  = 0 with S2fi  s 1 (mod 5) and Sofa  E -2 (mod 5). There are no
such degrees and so we have q = 4 and the degrees satisfy SiJ;,  E 1 (mod 5).
The only possibility is

l-64+2(-14)+91  = 0. (5.23)

All other characters are of degrees multiples of 5. Hence for N(5) we have
q=4,w=  1,

d5  = 1, y4  = 1, y-ldy  = d2. (5.24)

The degrees in (5.23) serve as a partial confirmation that a group of the
order may exist. As (5.23) is the relation ondegrees for Bo(5) with q = 4,
and necessarily w = 1 since all other degrees are of highest type for q = 5,
we must have 1456 S(5)‘s  and so d has c(d)  = 5 and then h(d) = 5824.
Also  co(d)  = 1, cl(d)  = - 1, ez(d) = - 1 and elo(a) = 1, while pi(d)  = 0
for the remaining characters.

There are 11 distinct irreducible characters for G, the two of degree 14
being complex conjugates from considerations of the tree for Bo(13)  as
given by (5.18) or B,(5)  as given by (5.23). Hence there are exactly 11 con-
jugate classes of elements in G with representatives 1, a, as,  a9,  c, c2,  c3,  d
for eight of these and three other classes of which b and b2  from (5.20)
must be two. As b2  is of order two each of its characters is a sum of + l’s
and - l’s and so real. All characters in (5.22) are real as are also the char-
acters of d. If the characters of b were all real then by orthogonality all
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characters would be real, contrary to the fact that e2 and es are complex
conjugates. Thus some character of b is complex and its complex conjugate
is the character of b-l.  Hence b2,  b and b-l  are representatives of the
three remaining classes. It remains to determine their characters. We shall

i
first give the complete table and then say how (5.22) was completed. Here is
the full table.

h(x)
X

e0

01

e2

@3

e4

05

e6

e7

es

e9

010

g = 29120 = 64.5.7.13
g 1 3 1 3 1 3 7 7 7 5 64 1 6 1 6
1 2240 2240 2240 4160 4160 4160 5824
1 a a3  as

1 1 1 1
64 - 1 - 1 - 1
14 1 1 1
14 1 1 1
35 -241 -us -u3

35 -us -243 -241
35 -u3 -241 -u2

65 0 0 0
65 0 0 0
65 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 0

C

1

1
0
0
0
0
0

Vl

v2

v3

0

C2

1

1
0
0
0
0
0

v2

v3

Vl

0

ti

1
1
0
0
0
0
0

v3

Vl

v2

0

d

1
- 1
- 1
- 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

455 1820 1820
b2  b b-1

1 1 1
0 0 0

.2 2 i - 2 i

.2 - 2 i 2 i

3 - 1 - 1
3 - 1 - 1
3 - 1 - 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1

- 5 - 1 - 1
(5.25)

As there is only one class of involutions, namely z = b2,  we may apply the
Brauer-Fowler formula three times, namely for Bo(13),  &(7), and &(5),
to z. As el of degree 64 is of highest type for p = 2, then PI(z)  = 0 and so for
Bo(7) with degrees 1 - 65 + 64 = 0 we find by orthogonality e7(z) = es(z) =
es(z)  = 1 and the Brauer-Fowler formula becomes

7 = 29120 1

44” ( 1
1-s , (5.26)

yielding c(z)”  = 4096, c(z)  = 64.

As u2  and c3  are complex conjugates but real for z we put e2(t)  = e3(z)  = x.
Also &z)  = es(z)  = y as these are algebraic conjugates but rational for z.
We already have e7(t)  = es(z)  = 1 and elo(z) = z. Orthogonality with the
columns for a and d and the order of c(z)  give

1+2x+y  = 0,
l-2x+z  = 0, (5.27)

1+2~~+3y~+3+ze  = c(z)  = 64.
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This leads to 18~~+8x-56  = 0 whose roots are x = -2 and x = 14/g.
Since x is a rational integer it is x = es(z)  = @a(t)  = -2 and the charac-
ters for b2  = z are completely determined.

The remaining 3640 elements are equally divided between the classes
for b and b-l  since c(b) = c(b-l)  whence there are 1820 in each and
c(b) = c(b-l)  = 16. As all characters except ~2 and ~3 are real we have
&b>  = ei(b-‘)  in all other cases and row orthogonality determines all of
these. Complex conjugacy and the fact that c(b) = 16 determines e2 and
e3 for b and b-l.

From the table of characters we see that S(2) is non-Abelian since
c(b) = 16, and so the center Z(2) of S(2) is of order 2,4,  or 8. An element of
order 5 or 13 in N(2) would normalize and so centralize Z(2) contrary to
the fact that C(5) = S(5) and C(13) = S(13). Hence the number of S(2)‘s
is a multiple of 65 and so is either 65 or 455. If the number were 455, since
455 * 1 (mod 4) there would be two S(2)‘s  PO n P2 = K where Kis of order
32 and No(K)conta  an odd number of S(2)‘s.  As 32-  1 = 31 is not a mul-
tiple of 5, 7, or 13 an element of odd order normalizing Kcentralizes some
2-element,  contrary to the fact C(5) = S(5), C(7) = S(7)and C(13) = S(13).
Hence the number of S(2)‘s  is not 455 but is 65 and N(2) is of order 64.7 and
is a Frobenius group as C(7) = S(7). Thus S(2) has a center Z(2) of order
8 and S(2)/Z(2)  is also of order 8 and both are acted upon by S(7) without
fixed points. Each of 65 S(2)‘s  has 63 elements besides the identity giving
4095 2-elements  which must be distinct since G has 455 involutions and
3640 elements of order 4. Hence the S(2)‘s  have trivial intersection and in
the representation of G on the 65 cosets  of N(2), every 2-element fixes exactly
one letter. G1  = N(2) is a Frobenius group on the 64 letters it moves, being
the regular representation of S(2) normalized by an element c of order 7.

An automorphism m of order 7 on an elementary Abelian  group of
order 8 satisfies either PBCmtl  = I or x?+““+~=  1 for every element. The
group S(2) of order 64 is determined up to isomorphism by the fact that it is
non-Abelian and has a center Z(2) and factor group S(2)/Z(2)  both elemen-
tary of order 8 and having an automorphism of order 7 which is fixed point
free. Here c, of order 7, induces the automorphism, and on S(2)/Z(2)  we have
the relation xC3++l  = 1 and on
held in both places S(2) would
amounts to replacing c by c-l.

Take bl = b of order 4 and b2,
duced  by c (X -+ c-lxc)  is given by

q2)&c2+1 & . "1. If the same relation
be Abelian.  Interchanging the relations

= el is in Z(2). The automorphism in-

bl -t bz, el + e2,

bz - bs, e2 - e3,

b3  -f  b&z, e3 --L  8163.

(5.28)

(5.29)
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These give rise to relations
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b;  = el = (bz,  bd,

b$ = e2 = (bl, b&b2,  bd,

bg = e3 = (bl, Wbl, Wbz,  bd,

using the commutator notation (x, y) = x-ly-lxy.

We may now give the permutations on letters 0, . . . , 63 generating N(2).

c = (O)(l,  2, 3,4,  5, 6, 7)(8,  9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14)(15,  16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21)

(22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,28)(29,30,31,32,33,34,  35)(36,37,38,39,40,41,42)

(43,44,45,46,  47, 48, 49)(50  51,52,53,54,55,56)(57,58,59,60,61,62,63).

b = bl = (0, 8, 1, 15)(2,  22, 6, 50)(3,  29,4, 36)(5,  43, 7, 57)(9,  39, 58, 25)

(10,28, 52, 14)(11,  37,46, 51)(12,  62, 40, 27)(13,  33, 34, 19)(16,  60, 44, 18)

(17,49, 24,42)(20,61, 41, 54)(21,45,  56, 31)(23,  53, 30, 32)(26,48,  47, 55)

(35, 59, 63, 38).
(5.30)

The Suzuki group G will be obtained by adjoining a further letter ~0  and
finding an involution z (necessarily conjugate to b2)  interchanging OJ and 0
and so normalizing the group (c). z’ must also have the property that for
any u E G, = N(2) zur = my  for appropriate x, y E N(2). With a certain
amount of trial this determines z (up to a conjugate by c)  as

z = (03, O)(l,  57)(2,  63)(3,  62)(4,  61)(5,  60)(6,  59)(7,  58)(8,  26)(9,25)

(10,24)(11,  23)(12,  22)(13,  28)(14,  27)(15,  37)(16,  36)(17,  42)(18,  41)

(19,40)(20, 39)(21,  38)(29,  52)(30,  51)(31,  50)(32,  56)(33,  55)(34,  54)

(35, 53)(43)(44,  49)(45,  48)(46,47). (5.31)

6. Construction of a new simple group of order 604,800. In his announce-
ment “Still one more new simple group of finite order” Zvonimir Janko
gives a character table for a simple group of order 604,800 if such a group
exists. In this group there are two classes of involutions, one with a central-
izer of order 1920, the other with a centralizer  of order 240. He gives the
character table for such a group.

The group has 21 classes and three of the characters are as follows:
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Order of an element
Order of centralizer

Yl
Ya
W

~lfy'afyle  = x

Marshall Hall Jr.

1 2 4 8 6 12 10 10 2 6 10 10
g 1920 96 8 24 12 10 10 240 12 20 20
1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1  1 1  1 1

36 4 40 1 1 -l -l 0 0 0 0
63 15 3 1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1

100 208222 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 5 5 5 5 15 15 7

1080 36 300 300 50 50 15 15 7
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 0 -4 -4 1 1 -1 -1 1 (6.1)

0 3 3 3 -2 -2 0 0 0
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Under the assumption that x is the character of a group G of order
604,800 represented as a permutation group on 100 letters, the group G will
be constructed and it will be shown that G is simple.

The stabilizer of a letter G, is of order 6048. From the fact that an S(7)
is its own centralizer it is not difficult to show that G, must be the simple
group Us(3).  As x is the sum of three irreducible characters of G it follows
that G, has precisely two orbits besides the fixed letter 01, and in D. G. Hig-
man’s terminology, G is a rank three group.

In GF(33  the mapping x-+x3  = 2 is an involutory automorphism. The
unitary group Us(3)  consists of the linear transformations over Gt;(32)  on
x, y,  z leaving invariant for points A = (x, y,  z) the metric

(A, A) = xx+yjJ+zz. (6.2)

A natural representation for H = Us(3)  is as a permutation group on the
28 points A for which (A, A) = 0 considering these as points in the projec-
tive plane PG(2, 33. These lie in sets of four on 63 lines and form a block
design D with parameters b = 63, v = 28, r = 9, k = 4, A = 1. Number the
points 1, . . ., 28 and the lines 37, . . . , 99 we have for the set of lines con-
taining the point 1

L -37. 1, 2, 3, 4
L,: 1, 5, 18, 28
L51: 1, 6, 14, 23
L581 1, 7, 15, 22
L *65. 1, 8, 19, 25 (6.3)
L72: 1, 9, 16, 27
L,: 1, 10, 17, 24
L , : 1, 11, 20, 21
L&l  : 1, 12, 13, 26
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Here His generated by the permutations

a = (1, 5, 7, 3, 12,24,  11)(2,23,  4, 27, 13, 14,26)(6,  20, 18, 8, 25, 21,28)

(9, 10, 17, 15, 22, 16, 19),

b = (1)(2)(3,  4)(5,  17, 7, 16, 8, 20, 6, 13)(9,  19, 11, 14, 12, 18, 1 0 , 15)

(21,23, 26, 28, 24, 22, 27, 25).
(6.4)

The Sylow 7-group (a) is normalized by the element c and N(7) = (a, c)
where

c = (1)(2,20,  10)(3,  11, 24)(4,  21, 17)(5,  7, 12)(6,  19, 27)(8,  16, 23)
(9, 14, 25)(13,  18, 15)(22,  26, 28). (6.5)

Here (c) is normalized by the involution d where

d = (1)(8)(19)(25)(2,  28)(3,  18)(4,  5)(6,27)(7,  17)(9,  14)(10,22)(11,  13)
(12, 21)(15,  24)(16,  23)(20,  26). (6.6)

 
We shall construct G as a permutation group on the 100 symbols OO,Ol,  .  .  .  ,
99 and H shall be the stabilizer G 00. From the character x of (6.1) we see
that a 7-element fixes exactly one of the 99 letters moved by H; thus of the

 two orbits of H on the 99 letters one is a multiple of 7 in length, the other of
length congruent to one modulo 7. As both orbit lengths are divisors of
6048, the only possible lengths are 36 and 63. The 63 orbit for H will be on
the blocks of D numbered from 37 to 99. The 36 orbit will be on cosets of
the subgroup (a, d)  of order 168 and isomorphic to PSL2(7), numbering
the cosets from 01 to 36. The permutations representing the elements
a, b, c,  d are as follows:

a =

(00)(01)(02,03,  04, 05,06,07,  08)(09,  10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15)
(16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22)(23,24,  25,26,27,28,29)
(30, 31,32,33,34,  35, 36)(37,  38, 39,40,41,42,43)
(44,45,46,47,  48,49, 50)(51,  52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57)

(58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64)(65,  66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71)
(72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77,78)(79,  80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85)
(86, 87, 88, 89,90,91,  92)(93,  94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99)
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b =

(OO)(Ol,  02, 09, 16, 23, 20, 30, 17)(03,  35, 13, 29, 31, 24, 25, 11)
(04, 26, 27, 07)(05, 21, 14, 10)(06,  19, 32, 36)
(08, 18, 28, 22, 15, 1 2 , 33, 34)(37)(38,  92, 67, 77, 99, 89,49, 84)
(39, 59, 82,46, 88, 5 4 , 52, 68)(40,  55,47, 81,75, 95, 61, 78)

(41,44, 63, 58, 72, 65, 50, 51)(42,  76, 53, 93, 86, 8 0 , 79, 57)
(43, 85,48, 70, 96, 8 3 , 66, 94)(45,  97)(56, 87)
(60, 71, 91, 69, 90, 73, 64,74)(62,  98)

C=

(00)(01)(02,  28,21)(03,23,  18)(04,25,  22)(05,27,  19)(06,  29, 16)
(07,24, 20)(08,26, 17)(09,  13, 14)(10,  15, 11)(12)(30, 36, 34)(31)
(32, 33, 35)(37,  50, 63)(38,45, 60)(39,47,  64)(40,  49, 61)(41,44,  58)
(42,46, 62)(43,48, 59)(51,  65, 72)(52,  67, 76)(53,  69, 73)(54,  71, 77)
(55, 66,74)(56,  68, 78)(57,  70, 75)(79,  89,96)(80,  91, 93)(81,  86,97)
(82, 88,94)(83,  90, 98)(84,  92, 95)(85,  87, 99)

d =

(00)(01)(02)(03,05)(04,25)(06)(07,  20)(08,  17)(12)(13)(09,14)(10)(11,15)
(16,29)(18,27)(19, 23)(21,28)(22)(24)(26)(30)(31)(32,35)(33)(34,36)
(37, 44)(38,  88)(39,  64)(40,  90)(41,  50)(42,  95)(43,  97)(45,  82)(46,  92)
(47)(48,  86)(49,  83)(79,  89)(58,  63)(59,  81)(60,94)(61,  98)(62,  84)
(80, 85)(87,  93)(91,  99)(96)(51,  72)(52)(53,  68)(54,  71)(55,  66)(56,  69)
(57)(65)(67,  76)(70,  75)(73,  78)(74)(77)

(6.7)
InH  = GM,  the normalizer of a 7-group  is N,(7)  = {a, c) of order 21.

In G the normalizer N&7)  of a ‘I-group is of order 42, and S(7) is its own
centralizer  in G. Thus in G there is an involution t such that N&7)  =
(a, c, t) and such that tat = a-l. Of the two classes of involutions
in G, one fixes 20 of the 100 letters, the other none. Since (a) has 2 fixed
letters and 14 7-cycles,  an involution I(  fixing 20 letters must fix two or
more letters in one of the 7-cycles  and for such an involution we cannot
have uau  = a-l.  Hence the involution t in iVG(7)  must move all letters.
We may choose a conjugate of t in N,(7) so that ct = tc is of order 6.
We shall determine this permutation t.

Since tat = a-l, and t moves all 100 letters, t interchanges the two
letters 00 and 01 fixed by a. Since tc = ct and c fixes exactly the four letters
00, 01, 12, and 31, it follows that t also interchanges 12 and 31. Hence, as
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tat = a-l,

a = (09, 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 15)(30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 3 5 , 36),
a-1 = (34, 3 3 , 3 2 , 3 1 , 30, 3 6 , 35)(13, 1 2 , 1 1 , 10,09, 1 5 , 14) . W-8)

Thus

t = (00,01)(09,  34)(10,  33)(11,  32)(12,  31)(13,  30)(14,  36)(15,  35). (6.9)
At this stage an element of luck enters in. The element tb2t has a rela-
tively large number of its values determined:

tb2t 00, 01, 1 3 , 30, 32, . . .= 35, 31,
*34,01, 00, 1 2 , 1 5 , 1 0 , 09, . . .

I We now form an element fixing 00:

(6.10)

tb2a4tb2t = 00, 01, 13, 30, 31,32,35,  . . .
-00,34,01,10,09,15,12  ,...

(6.11)

This is sufficient to determine the permutation completely. It is a3bsada3.
Thus t must satisfy

tb2a4tb2t = a3b6ada3. (6.12)
In permutation form this begins

(6.13)

b2 ( 30,01, 19,05 24
01,09,36,  14 11 ’

t ( 01,09,36,

14 11
’00,34, 14,36,21, 32 1

The element t interchanging 00 and 01 normalizes the group (a, d) of
order 168 fixing 00 and 01. Its orbits are

w,

PI*
(09, . . .)  15},

(30, . . .,  36}, (6.14)
(02, . . .,  08, 16, . . . , 22, 23, . . .,  29},
(51, . . .,  57, 65, . . .,  71, 72, . . .,  78},
(37, . . .)  43, 44, . . . , 50, 58, . . .,  64, 79, . . .,  85, 8 6 , . . . , 92, 93, . . . , 99).
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Since t moves all letters it must interchange the orbits of odd length. In
particular if t = (03, Ai) then Ai  is one of the numbers 51,. . . ,57,65,. . , ,71,
72,. . ., 78. As tat = a-l,

(02,03,04,05,06,07,08) (6.15)
(-,  Ai,  -,  Ai,  . . . . . . . a)

where(-,Ai,-,Ai...) is in some order (51, 57, 56, 55, 54, 53, 52),

(65,71,70,69,68,67,66)  or (72,78,77,76,75,74,73)  and also b2dl  = zi  .0 i
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of Mr. Peter Swinnerton-Dyer and the Titan computer at the Cambridge
University Mathematical Laboratory, it was shown that each of the 300
permutations in (6.18) lies in H = (a, b). Thus M C H, and so M = H,
whence Goo  = H and G is of order 604,800.

It remains to be shown that G is simple. In G the normafizer of the group
(a) contains the element t interchanging 00 and 01. As these are the only
letters fixed by (a) it follows that [N&(a))]  = 2. As INH((a))I  = 21 it
follows that IN&(a))/  = 42 and (a) = S(7) is its own centralizer in G.

In a chief series for G one of the factors has order a multiple of 6048.
If this is not a minimal normal subgroup, then a minimal normal subgroup
K has order 2, 4, 5, or 25. But then an S(7) normalizing K must also cen-
tralize K, which is false since S(7) is its own centralizer. Hence a minimal
normal subgroup K has order a multiple of 6048 and also 14,400 since
it must contain all 14,400 S(7)‘s.  Thus either [GX]  = 2 or G = K and
G is simple. If [G:K] = 2 then N,(7) is of order 21 and so tcj  K but HE  K.
But mapping G/K onto the group + 1, - 1 we map H- + 1, t - - 1 and
this conflicts with the relation (6.12). Hence G is simple.

As this is written some questions remain unanswered. The original
character table given by Janko has been shown by Walter Feit to be in
error. Janko has made corrections to his table. The character table of the
group constructed here has not yet been calculated. And it has not been
established that there is a unique simple group or order 604,800.

[Added in proof by the Editor: The uniqueness of the simple group of
order 604,800 has since been established ; see Marshall Hall Jr. and David
Wales: The simple group of order 604 800, J. Algebra 9 (1968),  417-450.]

We have

b2a4  = (OO)(Ol,  13, 35,26,04,  24, 15, 30)(02,  20,21, 14)
(03, 10, 18, 19, 33, 05, 11, 32)(06,  36, 16, 17)
(07, 23, 34, 22,09,27,08,  25)(  12, 31, 29,28)
(37, 41, 60, 88, 56, 53, 90, 61)(38,  71, 66, 40, 44, 62, 59, 50)
(39, 79)(42,  57, 73, 78, 52,43,45,49)(46,  51, 48,93, 84, 89, 81, 99)
(47, 72)(54,  65, 55, 85, 67, 96, 70, 80)(58,  69, 77, 86, 83, 98, 95, 75)
(63,76,97,  94, 82, 92, 74, 68)(64)(87,91) (6.16)

Here Ai = 73, Aj  = 78 is the only pair from the 21 orbit of (a, d) in
Ai

the 63 orbit of H satisfying b2d = A.0
and a-l  = (.  . . Ai,-,Aj.  . .).

Hence from (6.13) we must have t = (03,‘73).  The equation (6.13) and the
relations tat = a-l, tc = ct  now completely determine t:

t = (00,01)(02,  74)(03,  73)(04,  72)(05,  78)(06,  77)(07,  76)(08,  75)(09,  34)
(10, 33)(11,  32)(12,  31)(13,  30)(14,  36)(15,  35)(16,  71)(17,70)(18,  69)
(19, 68)(20,  67)(21,  66)(22,  65)(23,  53)(24,  52)(25,  51)(26,  57)(27,  56)
(28, 55)(29,  54)(37,91)(38,  90)(39,  89)(40,  88)(41,  87)(42,  86)(43,  92)
(44,99)(45,98)(46,97)(47,96)(48,95)(49,94)(50,93)(58,  85)(59,  84)
(60, 83)(61,  82)(62,  81)(63,  80)(64,  79). (6.17)

We now have a permutation group G on 100 letters 00, 01,. . . ,99,
G = (a, b, t) d gan a roup H = (a, b) fixing 00 where it is known that
H is the simple group of order 6048. Let M = Gee  be the subgroup of
G fixing 00. It is well known that M is generated by the 300 elements

xia  Xp-“, xtb  z-l, xit Xif-ly (6.18)

,  i=OO,. . . , 99, are coset representatives of M in

G and 7 = xj  is the coset representative of My = MXj. Here, with the help
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Computational methods in the study
of permutation groups’

CHARLES C. SIMS

1. Introduction. One of the oldest problems in the theory of permutation
groups is the determination of the primitive groups of a given degree.
During a period of several decades a great deal of effort was spent on
constructing the permutation groups of low degree. For degrees 2 through
11 lists of all permutation groups appeared. For degrees 12 through 15
the lists were limited to the transitive groups, while only the primitive
groups of degrees 16 through 20 were determined. A detailed account of
the early work in this area can be found in the first article of [12] and refer-
ences to later papers are given in [1] and in [2]  p. 564. The only recent
work of this type known to the author is that of Parker, Nikolai, and Appel
[13],  [14],  and a series of papers by Ito.  These authors have shown that
for certain prime degrees any non-solvable transitive group contains the
alternating group.

The basic assumption of this paper is that it would be useful to extend
the determination of the primitive groups of low degree and that with
recent advances in group theory and the availability of electronic com-
puters for routine calculations it is feasible to carry out the determination
as far as degree 30 and probably farther. Ideally one would wish to have
an algorithm sufficiently mechanical and efficient to be carried out entirely
on a computer. Such an algorithm does not yet exist. The procedure out-
lined in this paper combines the use of a computer with more conventional
techniques.

Suppose we wish to find the primitive groups of a given degree n.  It
will be assumed that the primitive groups of degree less than n have al-
ready been determined. Since a minimal normal subgroup of a primitive
group is transitive and is a direct product of isomorphic simple groups, the
first step is to take each of the known simple groups H, including the groups
of prime order, determine the transitive groups M of degree IZ  isomor-
phic to the direct product of one or more copies of H, and then for each
such group M find the primitive groups containing M as a normal sub-
group. While this is by no means a trivial procedure, it is considerably

t This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation.
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easier than the second step, showing that there are no other primitive
groups of degree n. The list of primitive groups so far constructed can fail
to be complete only if there exists a primitive group G of degree n which
is a new simple group and so cannot be represented faithfully on fewer
than n points. Here it seems useful to distinguish three cases:

1. G is simply primitive, that is, primitive but not doubly transitive.
2. G is doubly transitive but not doubly primitive.
3. G is doubly primitive.

The first two cases will be dealt with in the next two sections. In the
third case, G is a transitive extension of one of the primitive groups of
degree n- 1 which contains only even permutations. The techniques of
transitive extension are discussed at length in [S] and [ll].  Thus it seems
necessary only to point out that the non-existence of transitive extensions
for several families of transitive groups is already known. See for example
[9],  [10],  and [16] p. 22. It seems probable that a computer program could
be written to construct up to isomorphism as permutation groups the
transition extensions of a given transitive group. So far, the author has
found that with the program presented in Q 4 of this paper and a small
amount of hand computation all transitive extensions can be determined
easily.

The paper concludes with a short description of a computer program
for finding the order and some of the structure of the group generated by
a given set of permutations and with a list of the 129 primitive groups
of degree not exceeding 20. This list was taken from the literature and
checked by the methods described here. The notation and terminology for
permutation groups is that of [16] with one important exception. The term
“block” is used only in the context of block designs and the older terms
“sets of imprimitivity” and “systems of imprimitivity” are used for what
are called blocks and complete block systems in [16].  Throughout G
will denote a primitive group on the finite set Q with jQ/  = n.

2. Simply primitive groups. In this section we discuss techniques for
handling the first of the three cases described in the Introduction. For
each acQ  letdl(a)  = {a},d~(a),.  . ., ilk(a) be the orbits of G,  numbered in
such a way that Oi(a’)  = O,(a)”  for all gE  G. Let ni  = [Ai(a We shall
assume 1 = nl==nz<.. . <nk  and ka3.  For 1 ==i==k  we denote by i’
that integer such that O?(a)  is the orbit of G, paired with Ai( A necessary
condition that i’ = i is that nni is even. The following theorem contains
most of the known number-theoretic conditions satisfied by n and the
ni. These conditions follow easily from results in [16],  in particular Theo-
rems 11.7, 13.9, 17.4, 17.5, 17.7, 18.2, and 31.2.

THEOREM 2.1. Let 1 = nl<n2=z.. . G nk,  k 3  3, be a sequence of posi-
tive integers. Let ;c be the smallest set of primes such that
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(a) z contains all prime divisors of the ni,
(b) if +ni  <p  -= ni  for some i and somep E n, then z contains the prime divi-

sors of all integers m such that p-=m-=  ni.  If in addition ni-p * 3, then n
contains all primes less than ni.

The following are necessary conditions for there to exist a primitive
group G of degree n = nl + .  . . +nk such that G, has k orbits of lengths
nl,.  . ., nk:

(1) If nk>l, then (ni,  nk) * 1,  2==i<k.
(2) ni  G n2ni-1,  2 4 i =z  k. If the number of nj  equal to n2 is odd, then

ni==(n2-l)ni-l,  3=zisk.
(3) No element of n is greater than n2.
(4) If $ii <p-= nt for some i and some pin,  then there exists an nj>ni

such that nj  divides ni(ni-  1).
(5) If ni  is a prime, then n; does not divide any nj.
(6) If n is odd, then for each odd number t the number of ni  such that

nj  = t is even.
(7)  If n is a prime, then n2 = n3 = . . . = nk.  (In  this case G is solv-

able.)
(8) If n2 < 2, then n is a prime.
(9) Zf  n is twice a prime, then k = 3, n = (2s+  1)2+  1, n2 = s(2s+ l),

and n3 = (sf 1)(2s+  1).
(10) If 3 ~n2~  4 and n is not divisible by a prime greater than 3, then

n = 2”  or n = 3”  and in either case a < n2.
In addition, we note that the primitive groups in which n2 = 3 have

been completely determined by Wong [17].
Once those partitions n = nl+  . . . +nk which satisfy the conditions

of Theorem 2.1 have been found, we can apply the results of Higman [7]
to reduce the possibilities still further. Given a primitive group G in which
G,  has orbits d,(a),  . . . , d,(a)  as above, we may define nXn  matrices Bi,
1~  i < k, whose rows and columns are indexed by the elements of Q,  as
follows :

Bi  = [bip]
where

biB = ’ if a~dz~~h
i 0 otherwise.

We also define k X k matrices Mi, 1 e i G k, by

Mi  = [mjklT mjk  = / dj(a)noi<~) 1)  pEdk(a).

THEOREM 2.2. The integers mjk  satisfy the following conditions:

T
mjk  = nj, 7 mik  = nj, mjk  = mjkf,

mj1’ = 8ijni, mik  = Sik’,
mjknk  = Wl$jllj, mj#‘.?k  = m$jnj  = mirini.
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THEOREM 2.3. The matrices Mi,  1~  i< k, form a basis for a subalgebra
of the algebra of kX  k matrices. In fact,

MiMj = Cm$viWk.
k

An r Xr matrix C will be called irreducible if there is no permutation D
of 1, . . ., r such that when 0 is applied to the rows and columns of C,
the result is a direct sum of two matrices. Because of the primitivity of
G we have

THEOREM 2.4. Fix i, 2 =z  i == k, and let M = Mi  and A = Bi.  Then
(1) M and A are irreducible.
(2) M and A have the same minimal polynomial f.
(3) If we define vectors U,,  q==O,  by U,  = (Q,.  . .,u&,  UO  = (1,  0,

0,  0,. -.,O),  Uq+l  = U,M,  then the trace of A4  is nu,,.
(4) ni is a root off and if ni  = 81,  02,.  . . , 8,  are the distinct roots off,

then the multiplicity of 0, as an eigenvalue of A is

ej = trace fj(A)/fj(ej),

wherehfx)  = f(x)/(x-ej)%  and dj is the multiplicity of 0, in f. Also dl =
el = 1.

In view of part (3) of Theorem 2.4 the ej  can be computed from a know-
ledge of M. The fact that the ej  must be positive integers imposes still
further conditions on the matrices Mi  and the integers yti.  Once matrices
Ml,.  . ., Mk  satisfying the conditions of Theorems 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 have
been found, it is usually not particularly difficult to construct the possible
matrices B1,.  .  .  , Bk,  if they exist. This is of course equivalent to finding
the graphs $i  as defined in [15].  Once the Bi are known, G must be a sub-
group of the group of permutation matrices commuting with each of the Bi.

3. Doubly transitive groups. In this section we take up the second of the
three cases described in the Introduction. Throughout, G will be assumed
to be doubly transitive on 9.  For any subset d of Q,  d* will denote the
set of 2-element subsets of d and G* will denote the permutation group
on .Q* induced by G. We shall not explicitly make the assumption that
G is not doubly primitive, but many of the results are trivial for doubly
primitive groups.

Of fundamental importance to the following discussion is the concept
of a block design. A block design, or more correctly a balanced incomplete
block design, with parameters ZJ, b, k, r, 3.  is a set J’.J  of points together with
a set B of blocks and an incidence relation between points and blocks such
that

(1) p = v,
(2) IBI = b,
(3) each block is incident with exactly k points,
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(4) each point is incident with exactly r blocks,
(5) any two distinct points are incident with exactly A blocks.

The parameters of a block design satisfy the conditions

bk = rv, r(k- 1) = &v-  1).

A Steiner triple system is a block design with 1 = 1 and k = 3. A project-
ive plane is a block design with h = 1 and b = v 2 4. We shall say a block
design is trivial if for every k-element subset d of Q there is a block r such
that every point in d is incident with r.  An automorphism of a block de-
sign consists of a permutation g of the points and a permutation h of the
blocks such that a point a is incident with a block r if and only if c@  is
incident with rh. In many situations, in particular when 1 = 1, two blocks
are the same if they are incident with the same points. In this case h is
determined by g and we may consider the automorphism to be the permu-
tation g. For a more complete discussion of block designs the reader is
referred to [6].  We note that for any subset d of Q with jd 1 z=  2 the double
transitivity of G implies that (Q,  B) is a block design, where

B =  {dglgcG}

and incidence is set membership.
The following is an analogue of Theorem 18.2 of [16] for doubly transi-

tive groups.
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a doubly transitive group on Q,  let a and @ be

distinct points of Q,  and let r be an orbit of Gors  on Q-{a,  ,8}. Then at
least one of the following holds:

(I) Every composition factor of Gti  is a composition factor of some
subgroup of G$.

(2) G is a group of automorphisms of a non-trivial block design with
point set D for which 1,  = 1.

Proof The following lemma is easily verified and we omit its proof.

LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a subset of Q with IAl  s 2. Then A* is a set of
imprimitivity for G*  if and only zf (Q,  B) is a block design for which 2 = 1,
where

B = {Ag]gEG}.

Now assume that conclusion (2) of the theorem does not hold.

LEMMA 3.3. Let V + 1 be a subgroup of GJixing two points. There exists
gEG  such that g-lVg  = U<  Gals  and Ur =t= 1.

Proof Let y E r and let A be the fixed point set of V. 2 == IAl  -K  IQ/.
Consider

P = n Ag,
8
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the intersection being taken over all g in G such that {cc,  /?}  E d*.  Then

Y’*  = ? (A*Y

and y* is a set of imprimitivity of G*. By Lemma 3.2 1~1  = 2. Thus there is
a g in G such that {a, Is}  C Ag and y $ AZ.  Then U = g-‘Vg  s Gti  and
u-4 1.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed as in the proof of Theorem 18.2
of [16].

We wish now to consider the consequences of the assumption that G*
is imprimitive. If we are assuming that G cannot be represented non-
trivially on fewer than rz = 1521 points, then G* cannot have a set of impri-
mitivity with more than (n-  1)/2  elements. Let B = {Ei 11  s i 4 b} be
a non-trivial system of imprimitivity for G*. Let Ai  denote the union
of the elements in Et and let @i be the undirected graph (Ai,  Ei).  (Q, B) is
a block design, where a point a is incident to Et if and only if a E  Ai.
(It is possible to have Ai  = Ai  with i + j.) Let o,  b, k, r,  il be the para-
meters of this block design. The graphs @i  are all isomorphic and the
automorphism group of any one of them is transitive on vertices and edges.
Thus there is a positive integer d such that each vertex of @i is connected
to exactly d other vertices. The integers V, b, k, r,  I, d will be called the
parameters of the system of imprimitivity B.

THEOREM 3.4. The parameters of a system of imprimitivity B for G*  satisfy
the following conditions:

(1) bk = ru,

(2) r(k-1) = 3(v-l),
(3) dk is even and bdk = w(w- l),
(4) rd = w-l,

( 5 )  dA  =  k - l .

Proof. Let B = {Ei  1 1 4 i e b} and let @i  be as defined above. (1) and
(2) follow from the fact that (G,  B) is a block design. Since pi has kvertices
and each vertex is connected to d other vertices, I&/  = dk/2.  Therefore

1 Q* / = V(V- 1)/2  = b 1 Et 1 = bdk/2,
or

bdk = v(v-  1).

(4) follows from (1) and (3). Finally (2) and (4) imply (5).
We now prove an analogue of Theorems 17.4 and 17.5 of [16].

THEOREM 3.5. Let G be doubly transitive on Q, let a and B  be distinct  points
of Q, and let the orbits of Gas  be {a} = Al, {/I}  = AZ,  As, . . ., A,. Set
nt = [Ai/  and suppose 1 = nl = n2 =s  n3 < . . . == n,. Then at least one of
the following holds:
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(1) if 3 =Z i e t, then nt < n3ni-  1  and (nt,  n,) =+  1,
(2) there exists a non-trivial system of imprimitivity for G*  for which

d=- 1,
(3) G is sharply doubly transitive.

Proof. If n,  = 1, then G is sharply doubly transitive. If n, =- 1 and n3  = 1,
then by Theorem 3.1 G is an automorphism group of a non-trivial block
design with J = 1. If ~1,  . . ., ?+$,  are the blocks of this design, then
bf& . . . , y$} is a non-trivial system of imprimitivity for G* for which
d = 1 vi I-  1 * 2. Thus we may assume Iti z=  2 for i z=  3. Suppose there exists
an i * 3 such that (ni, n,) = 1. For any two distinct points y and 6 of 52  let
r(y,  S) denote the union of those orbits of G,,6  with length n,. Clearly
Qy,  4 = Jl4 Y). No w choose y E Ai.  From the proof of Theorem 17.5
of [16] applied to G,  we see that r(a,  ,!?)  = I’(a, r).  Thus we can obtain
a non-trivial equivalence relation N on Q* by defining {y, S}  TV  {a,  q}
if and only if r(y,  S) = J’(E,  r]).  The equivalence classes of cv  form a
non-trivial system of imprimitivity for G* for which d z= ni  z=  2. If there is
an i Z= 3 such that ni  =- nsni-1, we define r(y,  6) to be the union of all
orbits of GYd with length at least Iti. If y E AS, then by the proof of Theorem
17.4 of [16] applied to G,  r(a,  ,@  = r(a,  7) and we can proceed as before.

THEOREM 3.6. Let v, b, k, r, I, d be the parameters of a non-trivial system
of imprimitivity of G*.  Any one of the following implies that G is sharply
doubly transitive or an automorphism group of a non-trivial block design
for which il  = 1:

(1) d = 2,
(2)d=  landk=v-1,
(3) d = 1, k < 6, and v is odd.

Proof. We shall show that if any one of the conditions (I), (2),  or (3)
holds, then, for any two distinct points a and b of 0,  GDls  fixes at least 3
points. It will follow by Theorem 3.1 that G is sharply doubly transitive
or an automorphism group of a non-trivial block design with il = 1. Let
B = {Ei  1 1 =z  i == b} be the system of imprimitivity for G* and let the
graphs pi be defined as before. Suppose first that d = 2. Given a + /?
there exists a unique y + p such that {a, ,9}  and {a, y} are edges of the
same &. Therefore GaB fixes y. Suppose now that d = 1 and k = v- 1.
Then b = u and for each a E Sz  there is a unique @i such that a is not a
vertex of &. Given p + a, GDP  must fix the unique point y such that {p,  y}
is an edge of pi.  Finally, suppose d = 1 and k s 6. Then k = 4 or 6.
If k = 4, let Er = {{a, /?}, {y,  S}}. Gzs  maps {y,  S}  into itself and if G
is not an automorphism group of a block design for which I = 1, then
Gti  is a 2-group. If in addition v is odd, then GNP  must fix a third point.
A similar argument takes care of the case k = 6.

THEOREM 3.7. Let G be doubly transitive on Q, let a and p be distinct
points of Q, and let H be the subgroup of G mapping {a, /?}  into itself. If G,
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has a set of imprimitivity on Q-{u}  of length m * 2, then H has an orbit
of length less than or equal to m - 1 on Q - {cc, p}.

Proof. Let d be a set of imprimitivity of G,  with /d[  = m. Let

A = ((74  (6 4) I 6 * &, 3 g E G such that I/g = a and (6, E}~  C d}.

A simple computation shows that

1 A 1 = $z(n-  i)(m- 1).

If we let r = {y  1 (y,  {a, p})  E A}, then 1 r 1 = m- 1 and r is mapped
into itself by H.

If in Theorem 3.7 m s 4 and G* is primitive, then it follows from
Theorem 2.1 and the remark following it that G is abstractly a “known”
group.

The results of this section seem to indicate that at least for low degrees
most doubly transitive groups which are not doubly primitive will be sharply
doubly transitive or automorphism groups of block designs with L = 1.
The sharply doubly transitive groups are known. The question of which
block designs with 1 = 1 have doubly transitive .automorphism groups is
still open. It is known that projective planes with doubly transitive groups
are Desarguesian. Also, Hall [5]  and Fischer [3]  have made some progress
in the case of Steiner triple systems.

4. A computer program. In this section we present a short description of
a computer program for determining the order and some of the structure
of the group generated by a given set of permutations. Before describing
the program itself, however, it is necessary to discuss the method to be
used for storing a permutation group G in the computer. There are three
basic requirements which such a method should satisfy:

(1) it should be efficient with respect to storage,
(2) given a permutation h it should be easy to determine whether or

not h is in G,
(3) it is should be possible to run through the elements of G one at a

time without repetitions.
One method satisfying all of these conditions will now be presented.

Let G be a permutation group on G = (1,  . . . , n}. Let G(O)  = G and
for 1 < i G n- 1 let G(l) be the subgroup of G fixing 1, 2, . . . , i. Let uj
be a system of right coset representatives for GC’)  in GC’-I),  1 s i =S  n- 1.
Define

ni  = 1 Vi/ = p-1):  G(O[.

ni  is the length of the orbit d of Go-l) containing i and for each j E d there
is a unique element in Ui taking i to j. Also

n-1

PI = pi

Computational methods for permutation groups

and every element of G has a unique representation of the form
&-l&-2 *. . g1,

177

where gi  E Vi. We shall store the group G by storing the permutations in
each of the Ui. The total number of permutations stored is

n-1

I& Izi cl n(n+ 1)/2.

Thus the storage space required to store an arbitrary permutation group
of degree n grows as n3. By “packing” more than one integer into a com-
puter word, one can easily store a group of degree 50 on any of the large
computers available today. Because of the canonical form described above,
it is easy to run through the elements of G one at a time. Also, suppose
we are given a permutation h on Q and we wish to find .out  if h is in G.
A necessary condition that h E G is that there exists gl E Ur such that hg;l
fixes 1. Similarly there must be a ga E UZ  such that hg,-lg;l  fixes 2. Continu-
ing in this manner we either arrive at elements gi  E Ui  such that

and so
hgi’g,l  . . . g,=‘l=  1

or his not in G.
h = gn-an-2  . . . gl E G,

Permutation groups are not usually given by sets Ui  and so we need a
program that will construct sets Ui  for the group G generated by a set X
of permutations. Given X it is easy to construct U1.  If for any g E G we
denote by d(g)  the representative in U1  for the coset G@)g,  then, by Lemmas
7.2.2 of [4],  G(r)  is generated by

x1 = {uxc#+4x)-lIu  E u,,  x E X}.

Continuing in this manner we can obtain generators for each of the
subgroups GC’)  and construct sets Vi  of coset representatives. There is one
difficulty which must be overcome. In general the set X1  will be much
larger than X.  Unless some care is exercised, the sets of generators can
grow so large as to be unmanageable. This can be avoided by not con-
structing all the generators of GC’)  at one time, but rather as soon as a new
generator for GC’)  has been obtained, using it to construct new elements
in Ui+l and new generators for G(‘+l). Also, whenever one of the elements
ux&ux)-l  is computed, the process described above should be used to
determine ifit  can be expressed in terms of the coset representative already
constructed and is therefore redundant.

A computer program of the type described has been written for the IBM
7040 at Rutgers. In its present form it can handle any group of degree 50
or less and can be of some use up to degree 127. Problem 5 on page 83 of
[4]  can be done in slightly over a minute.

5. The primitive groups of degree not exceeding 20. In this section we
provide a list of the 129 primitive groups of degrees 2 to 20. The information
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TABLE 1. The Primitive Groups of Degree not exceeding 20

Dew

6

7

8

9

1 0

-

e
-

N o .

1
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

i
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1 0
1 1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

-

<

-

,
1

1

lrder

2
3
6

1 2
2 4

5
1 0
2 0
6 0

1 2 0
6 0

1 2 0
3 6 0
7 2 0

7
1 4
2 1
4 2

168
2 5 2 0
5 0 4 0

5 6
168
168
3 3 6

1 3 4 4
LO160
10320

3 6
7 2
7 2
7 2

1 4 4
2 1 6
4 3 2
5 0 4

1512
$9!

9!
6 0

120
3 6 0
7 2 0
7 2 0
7 2 0

1440

t

2

3
2P
4

2
3 P
5
2P
3
4P
6

2
2
SP
7
2P
2P
2 P
3

k
8

2
2
2
2
2
3 P
3 P
7 P
9

2P
3
3
3
3

N

-
-
3Gl
e.a.
e.a.
-
5Gl
5Gl
-
5G4
-
6Gl
-
6G3
-
7Gl
7Gl
7Gl
-
-
7G6
e.a.
e.a.
-
8G3
e.a.
-
8G6
e.a.
e.a.
e.a.
e.a.
e.a.
e.a.
e.a.
-
9G8
-

9GlO
-

lOG1
-

lOG3
lOG3
lOG3
lOG3

G.

2Gl
3Gl
3G2

4Gl
4G2
5G2
5G3
5G4
5G5

6G3

7Gl
7G3
7G3
7G4
7G5
7G6
7Gl

8Gl
8G2
8G6
8G7

9G1
9G2
9G3
9G4
9G5

Generators

a5
a5,  b:
as9 b,

a5, b:,  a6
a,,  bs,  a6

a7
a,,  6;
a,,  b5
a,,  4
a,, c7

a,,  a8
a7,  b27,  a8
a,,  b:,  4
a,, b7, 4
a,, c7,  a6

a,,  4
a,, 4, dg
ag7  cg
as,  d, cgdg
aa,  ~9,  da
a,,  4, eg
09,  Cg9  eg
a7, a,,  f,
a7, G,  a,,  fa

do,  lob
40,  1~b
a,, 4, 60
ag,  4,  da,  CIO
a9,  Cg,  Go
09,  4,  CA  GO
ag,  Cg,  ds, CID

t

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
-

-

-

-

-

-
-

-

-

-
Comments Degree N O . Irder t N G. Generators

8~
1 0

-
lOG8
-

llG1
llG1
llG1
-

9GlO
9 6 1 1

1 1

-
A5

k(2 5 )
PGL(i,  5)
A6
S6

1 2

8 .lO!
9 lo!
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 5 5
4 1 1 0
5 6 6 0
6 7 9 2 0
I ..ll!
8 l l !
1 6 6 0
2 1 3 2 0
3 7 9 2 0
4 5 0 4 0

-
llG7
-

12Gl
-
-

1OGl
lOG6
lOG8
lOG9
l lG3
llG4
llG5
llG6

llG7
llG8

1 3
PSL(3,2)
A,
s,

PSL(2,  7)
PGL(2, 7)

43
&l

-
12G5
-

13Gl
13Gl
13Gl
13Gl
13Gl
-

ally  b&,  al2
all,  b al2
do. ho,  cll, b I~
*a, 4, cads,  ~10,

41,  ~12

al3
63,  l5b*
a13, l3b4
ala,  j3

89"
cJ13,  13

a13, l~b
als. cl3

1 4

12G5
12G6
13G5
13G6
13G8
13G9

1 5

5 .12!
6 12!
1 1 3
2 2 6
3 3 9
4 5 2
5 7 8
6 1 5 6
7 5 6 1 6
8 .-13!
9 13!
1 1092
2 2 1 8 4
3 -.14!
4 14!
1 3 6 0
2 7 2 0
3 2 5 2 0
4 0 1 6 0
5 -.15!
6 15!
1 8 0
2 1 6 0
3 2 4 0
4 2 8 8
5 3 2 0
6 4 8 0
7 5 7 6

2
2P
4
9P

1 1
2 P
3
3 P
5

1OP
1 2

2
2

1lP
1 3
2P
3
12P
1 4

2
2
13P
1 5

2

2

-
13GE
-

14Gl
-

14G:
-

15G1
-
-

a13, 13,  aI4bz
ala,  43,  alp

als9 15b
al5, cl5
bm 4,
45, e15 .

PSL(2, 8)
14G3
14G4

-4  a
sa
A.5
SS
PSL(2,9)

%L(2,9)

1 6

-
15G:

e.a.
e.a.
e.a.
e.a.
e.a.
e.a.
e.a.

65, al6
al,, al6, e?6

alSe15s al6

bm %6,fi6, g,,

a15s al69 e16

alse16, al6, e:6

b15, hfi6, gl6h6

-

!
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TABLE 1 (continued)
-

f

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

A 10
S 10

PSL(2,ll)
Ml1
A 11
S
P;L(2,  11)
PGL(2, 11)
Ml1

Ml2

A 12
S 1 2

PSL(3,  3)
A 13
S
PgL(2, 13)
PGL(2, 13)
Ald
S1 4

-46

S6

447
PSL(4,  2)
A 1 5
S 1 5

[continued on p. 1801



1 8 0

Degrc

-

- - -

1 6 8 5 7 6 e.a.

9 9 6 0 e.a.
1 0 960 2 e.a.
1 1 960 2 e.a.
1 2 1152 e.a

1 7

1 8

1 9

2 0

1 3 1920 e.a.
1 4 1920 2 e.a.
1 5 2880 2 e.a.
1 6 5760 2 e.a.
1 7 5760 2p e.a.
1 8 11520 2p e.a.
1 9 40320 3 e.a.
2 0 ‘22560  3 e.a.
2 1 $16!  14~ -
2 2 16!  16 6G21

1 1 7 -
2 3 4 17Gl
3 6 8 17Gl
4 1 3 6 17Gl
5 272 2 17Gl
6 4080 3 -
7 8160 3 17G6
8 16320 3 17G6
9 $17!  15p -

1 0 17!  17 17G9
1 2448 2p -
2 4896 3 18Gl
3 i-18!  16p -
4 18!  18 18G3
1 1 9 -
2 3 8 19Gl
3 5 7 19Gl
4 114 19Gl
5 1 7 1 19Gl
6 342 2 19Gl
7 ;.  19! 171 -
8 19!  19 19G7
1 3420 2p -
2 6840 3 20Gl
3 +.20! 18~ -
4 20! 20 20G3

No.

-

Order  t N (-63 Generators f Comments
- -

15Gl
15G2
15G3
15G4
15G5
15G6

bl5, %6.&.  g1m

k,Lh,hl,

a153 a16, h6

wa5, a16, cl6

a15, alBr f 16

b157 a16y fiS,  b-16,
h 1 6

a15,  al,,  ~1~
al51 al67 k 1 6

a16e15, %6,  16f
a15e15p  %Y k 16

a,,, hi, %6

%5, c15, %6

b15, d15, al6

d16, e15; aI6
A 1 6
S1 6

al7
a17, b?,
a17,  l7b4
a17, bf7

16G3
16G6
6GlC
6G21
6 6 2 2

17G4
17G5
17G9
7GlC

a179 17b
wk  a16,  cl7
wh a16, d6, cl7

a15e15y %6r  e16Y '17

PSL(2, 16)

a17,  %,  a18

aI,, b17,  al8

A 17
S
I&(2,  17)
PGL(2, 17)
A 18
S 18

al8
alsl  %

a197 b:,

al,, 19b
18G3
18G4
19G5
19G6
19G7
19G8

a19, bf, agO
al8, b9,  %O

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

A 1 9
s
P&(2,19)
PGL(2,  19)
40
S20
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TABLE 1 (continued)

5

6

7

8
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TABLE 2. Generating Permutations

181

Permutations

a = (1,2,  3,4,  5)
b = (1) (2, 3, 534)

a = (1,6) (2) (3,4) (5)

a = (1,2,  3,4,5,  6,7)
b = (1) (2,4,3,7,5,6)
c = (1) (2,3) (4,7) (5)  (6)

a = Cl,81  (234)  (3, 7) (5, 6)
b = Cl,41  (2,8) (395)  (67)
c = (1, 7) (2, 5) (3, 8) (4, 6)
d = (1, 8) (2, 7) (394)  (5, 6)

~=(1,2,3)(4,5,6)(7,8,9)
b = (1, 4, 7) (2, 5, 8) (3, 6, 9)
c = (1) (2, 6, 4, 9, 3, 8, 7, 5)
d = (1) (2) (3) (4, 7) (5, 8) (6, 9)
e = (1) (2, 4, 9) (3, 7, 5) (6) (8)
f = (1)  (2,  7) (3, 6) (4, 5) (8,  9)

a = (1,  8) (2,  5,  6, 3) (4,  9, 7, 10)
b = (1,  5, 7) (2, 9, 4) (3, 8, 10)  (6)
c = (1, 10)  (2) (3) (4, 7) (5,  6) (8, 9)

a = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11)
b = (1) (2, 3, 5, 9, 6, 11, 10, 8, 4, 7)
c = (1, 11)  (2, 7) (3, 5) (4, 6) (8) (9) (10)
3 = (1) (2) (3) (4,  8) (5, 9) 6 7) (10,  11)

z = (1, 12)  (2, 11)  (3, 6) (4,  8) (5, 9) (7, 10)
5 = (1) (2, 5) (3, 6) (4, 7) (8) (9) (10)  (11,  12)
: = (1)  (2) (3)  (4,  7) (5, 8) (6,  9) (10)  (11,  12)

z = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)
i = (1) (2, 3, 5, 9, 4, 7, 13, 12, 10, 6, 11, 8)
: = (1)  (2, 3) (4)  (5,  10)  (6) (7, 11)  (8)  (9,  12)  (13)

I = (1,  14) (2, 13) (3, 7) (4, 5) (6)  (8,  12) (9) (10,  11)

I = (1, 15, 7, 5, 12) (2, 9, 13, 14, 8) (3, 6, 10, 11, 4)
1 = (1, 4, 5) (2, 8, 10) (3, 12, 15) (6, 13, 11) (7, 9, 14)
: = (1,  7) (2,  11)  (3,  12) (4, 13)  (5, 10)  (6) (8, 14) (9) (15)
! = (1, 9, 5, 14, 13, 2, 6) (3, 15, 4, 7, 8, 12, 11) (10)
t = (1, 3,2)  (4, 8, 12) (5, 11, 14) (6, 9, 15)  (7, 10, 13)

[continued on p. I82/
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Degree Permutations

16 P = (1, 16) (2, 3) (4, 5) (6, 7) (8, 9) (10, 11) (12, 13) (14, 15)
b = (1, 3) (2, 16) (4, 6) (5, 7) (8, 10) (9, 11) (12, 14) (13, 15)
c = (1, 5) (2, 6) (3, 7) (4, 16) (8, 12) (9, 13) (10, 14) (11, 15)
d = (1, 9) (2, 10) (3, 11) (4, 12) (5, 13) (6, 14) (7, 15) (8, 16)
e = (1, 12, 7, 5) (2, 4, 13, 11) (3, 8, 10, 14) (6, 9) (15) (16)
f = (1, 3, 2) (4, 12, 8) (5, 15, 10) (6, 13, 11) (7, 14, 9) (16)
g = (1)  (2, 3) (4) (5) (6, 7) (8, 12) (9, 13) (10,  15) (11,  14) (16)
h = (1,  15)  (2,  12)  (3) (4,  10)  (5) (6)  (7, 9) (8) (11)  (13)  (14) (16)
i = (1,  7) (2, 12)  (3, 11)  (4, 10)  (5, 13)  (6) (8) (9, 15)  (14) (16)
j = (1,  14)  (2,  13)  (3) (4,  11)  (5)  (  6) (7, 8) (9) (10)  (12) (15) (16)
k = (1,  3) (2) (4, 8) (5, 11)  (6, 10)  (7, 9) (12) (13, 15) (14) (16)

has a unique minimal normal subgroup N. If n + 20, then N is simple
and primitive or elementary abelian.  If N is primitive, it is listed, with a
dash (-) indicating that N = G. The letters e.a. mean that N is elementary
abelian  and imprimitive. We note that for groups 1, 2, and 5 of degree
8 N = (aa,  b,,  cs),  for groups 1 to 7 of degree 9 N = (as,  bs),  and
for groups 1 to 20 of degree 16 N = (a16,  bls, ~16, dl+. Whenever the
group is abstractly isomorphic to a member of one of the families of groups
A,, S,,  PSL(n, q), PGL (n, q), this fact is noted in the last column. In those
cases involving the groups As z PSL(2,4)  z PSL(2,5), ,I$,  % PGL(2, 5),
PSL (2, 7) 2 PSL (3, 2),  As z PSL (2, 9) and As z PSL (4, 2),  only one
of the two or three possible designations is listed.

Great care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of these tables. However,
the author would appreciate being informed of any errors that may be
found.

17 a = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)
b  = (1) (2, 4, 10, 11, 14, 6, 16, 12, 17, 15, 9, 8, 13, 3, 7)5,
c = (1) (2, 3) (4, 9) (5, 7) (6, 8) (10, 14) (11, 13) (12, 15) (16, 17) REFERENCES

18

19

a = (1, 18) (2) (3, 10) (4, 7) (5, 14) (6, 8) (9, 16) (11, 13) (12, 15) (17)

2 0

a = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19)
b = (1) (2, 3, 5, 9, 17, 14, 8, 15, 10, 19, 18, 16, 12, 4, 7, 13, 6, 11)

a = (1, 20) (2, 19) (3, 10) (4, 7) (5, 15) (6, 16) (8, 9) (11, 18) (12, 13) (14, 17)
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An algorithm related to the restricted Burnside
group of prime exponent

E. KRAUSE and K. WESTON

Introduction. Denote the freest Lie ring of characteristic c on n generators
satisfying the mth Engel condition by L(c,  n, m).

It is a long-standing conjecture, probably introduced by Sanov, that the
Restricted Burnside Problem for prime exponentp is equivalent to the prob-
lem of nilpotency for L(p,  iz, p- 1). In this report we discuss a general algo-
rithm for Lie rings which analogously to the collection process yields
L(p,  IZ,  m) (mop)  as the latter yields R(p,  n).  This algorithm is not only
more practical but can be readily used with a computer. For instance we
applied the algorithm aided by a Univac 1107 computer for p = 5, n = 2,
m = 4, and found L(5, 2,4) [l].

An associated matrix algebra of a Lie algebra. Suppose L is a Lie algebra
over a field F spanned by elements /? = {ml,  . . . , mk}  and Mkxl is the
F-space of kX 1 column matrices over F. Define the coordinate mapping
fp:  L - Mk+r  by fs(m)  = column of coordinates of m EL with respect to
some linear combination of ,!?  (i.e. if /3 is not a basis, fs(m) requires a choice
between all of the linear combinations of ,8.  In this case any fixed choice is
sufficient for m). If Tis a linear operator of L let M,(T) designate the matrix
whose ith column is fO(T(mi)).  Also denote the inner derivation of I E L by
g(Q Then the associated F-algebra Ag of L consists of elements from Mkxl
under ordinary matrix addition and multiplication is defined by

Cl@C,  = q9Mf~YC2>>X  Cl, Cl, c2E4 (1)

(X denotes matrix multiplication).
The following theorems are easily verified.
THEOREM 1. & is an isomorphism between L and AB if  and only if/3  is a

basis.
THEOREM 2. If L(p,n,m)/Lk(p,n,m)  is spanned by B = {ml,  . . .,m,)

moduIo  Lk (p,n,m)  then A, is a Lie algebra over GF(p)  on n generators satis-
fying tlze m-th Engel  condition if and only if

A, 2 L(p,  n,  m>/Lk(p,  n,  m>.

The associated algebra of a finitely generated Lie algebra. If L is a Lie
algebra with generators x1, . . . , x,, spanned by monomials p = {ml,  . . . ,
13. 185
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mk},  mi = W$(Xl,  . . ., x,),  we show here an easy method to calculate A,
from the matrices M6(g(xl)),  . . . , M,(g(x,J).

IfIi,  . . . . & is the natural basis for A, then by (1)

Ai  @ Aj  = M&(mj))  X Ai
(i.e. 1i@ & = the ith column of M&(mj))). Thus a multiplication table
for A, is easily calculated by observing the columns of the matrices
~,tdml)), . . -, M&(mk)).

Because of our convention of writing operators on the left, the inner deri-
vation g is a Lie anti-homomorphism of L into the algebra of linear opera-
tors :
de-m)  = [g(m),  g(e)1  = - Me>,  g(m>l,  e,  m EL, where  V’, Sl  = TS’-- ST,
S,  T linear operators. Also MP(g(e.m))  = [MB(g(m)),  h$(g(e))]  or more
generally

%&tel, . , . , ej)>  = t-  l)j+1W&ted)9  ~&te2)),  . . -,  ~&dej))l. (2)
Consequently (2) affords a simple formula for calculating M&(mi)),

i =  1 , . . . , k from the matrices MB(g(xr)),  . . . , J@g(x,)).
Therefore, with restrictions on the size of k of course, one can use a com-

puter to calculate and even print the multiplication table of A, given the
matrices ~&d~l)),  . . .,  ~&tx,)).

Algorithm for L(p,  n, m) (m -=  p). Designate L(p, n, m) by L; since
m-=p, L(p, n,  m) is nilpotent of class c [2].  We wish to use Theorems 1 and 2
to determine a basis p for L/Lk  (k = 1,2, . . . , c) from the bases of L/L=,  .  .  .  ,
Lkm2JLk-l.  Therefore A, 2 L[Lk by Theorem 1.

Suppose L is generated by x1, . . . , x, and LIx/La+l  (a = 1, . . . , x- 1)
has a basis consisting of monomials p@ = {m,, l+La+l,  . . . , m,,jl+La+l}
m,, ji  = m, jc (Xi,  . . . , x,J.  Next select any set of monomials

Pk-i  = {mk-1,  l+Lk,  .  .  ., mk-l,jkel+Lk}, mk-l,jr = mk-1,  ji(Xi,  .  .  .  ,  Xn)

which span L - IL  .k ’ k For example &-l  could COnSist  of all of the
monomials with k- 1 factors. Then L/r;”  is spanned by

B = {ml,l+Lk,  . . . , ml,  j,-tLk,  . . . . , mk-l,lfLk,  . . ., mk-l,jkel+Lk}

and p constitutes a basis if and only if fl&., is a basis. Thus if A, is a Lie
algebra over GF(p) on n generators satisfying the mth Engel condition,
then A,  % L/Lk  by Theorem 2. Hence, by Theorem 1, fl  is a basis, which in
turn implies that p&1  is a basis. If A, fails to satisfy any of the above con-
ditions, ,$+i must be a set of dependent vectors. Thus we have to select a
proper subset spanning Lk-‘/Lk  and repeat the process.

This process of course only affords us a check whether a basis has been
found for Lk-l/Lk  and does not actually calculate one except by trial and
error. The use of a computer to calculate A, has already been mentioned.
A computer may be used also to scan the multiplication table of A, and
determine which of the conditions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled by A,. A pro-

_
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gram for determining whether A, is a Lie algebra on n generators satisfying
the mth Engel condition is on file in the Computing Science Library of the
University of Notre Dame.
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A module-theoretic computation related to the
Burnside  problem

A. L. TRITTER

ALTHOUGH the Burnside conjecture is known to be true for exponent 4
(i.e. although it is known that finitely generated groups of exponent 4 are
finite), we cannot usefully say that the Burnside problem is settled, even in
this case. For instance, a sharp bound on the order of B(4, n) would be
valuable, and there are perhaps other questions that arise in consideration
of the Burnside problem whose answers would be of interest.

1. Introductory considerations. Defining the lower central series {Gi}
and the derived series {Go}  of a group G in the usual way :

GI  = G,  G+I  = [G, Gl,
GC’) = G,  G(i+U  = [GOI,  (JO],

where [H, K] (H& G, KE G, G a group) is the least subgroup of G contain-
ing all commutators h-li?-%k  (& H,  kE K),  we know that, for every
group G and for every natural number n, G(“)E  Gsn,  But we can deduce
from a result of C. R. B. Wright [1] that, when G is of exponent 4, any
inclusion G(‘)S  G,  not predicted from this elementary result (i.e. with
2’(s)  must lead to a bound for the derived length of G. If we choose
G = B(49  8) and II  = 3, what we are saying is this:

(i) we know Gc3)  5 Gs  to be true *
(ii) if we could show Gc3)ZGs  we  could bound the derived length of

every group of exponent 4.

The bound would be applicable to all groups of exponent 4 because of the
natural homomorphisms to groups of exponent 4 on fewer than 8 genera-
tors and the fact that, for any group G, GC31 is generated modulo Gs  by com-
mutators of the form

[[[a03  al,],  [&t, a311,  [[a43  a519 [a62 a7111,

where the a, are among the generators of G, so that no more than 8 distinct
generators of G could be present in any one of these commutators. We wish,
therefore, to show that:

189
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With G = B(4, 8)  generated by go, gl, . . . , g7,  the commutator

[[[go, g11,  k2,  g311,  &?4  g51,  k6, g7111

lies in G(3)  modulo  commutators of order higher than 8.

It is sufficient to place this one commutator, since both GC31  and Gs  are
plainly Se-modules (S’s acting by permuting the g,),  and commutators of the
same apparent form, but in which not all generators which appear are dis-
tinct, can be taken to be homomorphic images of commutators of this form
with all generators distinct.

Professor G. Higman, to whom I am indebted for this problem, has
shown [2]  that this group-theoretic question is equivalent to the following
module-theoretic question (which arises upon examination of the associ-
ated Lie ring of G):

In the free Lie ring of characteristic 2 on 8 generators x0, xl,  x2, . . .,  x7
we consider the element c x0 xl0 x20  . . . ~7~ (multiplications to be per-

formed from left to right;, where the 0 are precisely those permutations
(there are 1312 such) on the integers 1,2, . . . , 7 for which (i+ l)o< io  for
no more than two values of i.

Letting S’s  act by permuting the integers 0, 1, 2, . . . , 7 occurring in the
subscripts on the xi, we generate an &module  from this one element,
and we then close this &-module  under addition (in the ring), yielding
an additive S,-module.

Question-does the element (((xO~~)(x2~3))((x~xg)(xg~7)))  lie in this
additive &-module  ?

This paper is concerned with the use of the I.C. T. Atlas, located at Chilton,
Berkshire, and sponsored by the Atlas Computer Laboratory of the U.K.
Science Research Council, to answer this question.

2. General approach. To search for an element in a finite additive module
(and this one has no more than 2s1  elements) is a task most straightfor-
wardly accomplished by representing the module as a finite-dimensional
vector space, obtaining a basis, and seeing whether the “target” element is
linearly dependent upon this basis. It is clear that all the ring elements which
interest us, whether target or “data”, are balanced homogeneous elements
of weight 8; it is therefore true that the space they span lies within that
generated by all the balanced homogeneous elements of weight 8, equiva-
lently by the left normed monomials in which the xi  appear once each. The
5040 balanced left-normed Lie monomials of weight 8 with x0 appearing
first are known on Lie ring-theoretic grounds to be linearly independent
and to generate (additively) all these monomials, and hence any element of
that part of the ring on which our attention is focused has a unique expres-
sionas a sum of terms drawn from among them; this expression may be
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found by repeated application of the second and third of the “Jacobi iden-
tities” appearing in the customary definition of a Lie ring :

(i) aa = 0 for all elements a

(ii) abfba  = 0 for all elements a and b
(iii) a(bc) + b(ca) + c(ab) = 0 for all elements a, b and c.

Thus, our problem splits into two parts in a completely natural way. We
must, first, represent the data by a matrix, 8! by 7!,  over the field with 2 ele-
ments (each row giving the expression of a single data element in terms of
the balanced left-normed Lie monomials of weight 8 with x0 at the far left),
and, second, triangularize this matrix, meanwhile searching for proof that
the target vector is, or is not, representable as a sum of rows of the matrix.

We observe that, as representations are unique, no question can arise as
to whether we shall recognize  the target when we see it, and that the one ring
element from which all other data elements are generated actually arises in
the form desired, namely as a sum of (13 12) balanced left-normed Lie mono-
mials of weight 8, with ~0  appearing first in each term. Henceforward, we
reserve the word “term” for this rather special sort of term, a balanced left-
normed Lie monomial of weight 8 on the letters x0, x1, x2, . . .,  x7, with
x0 appearing at the far left.

3. Generating the matrix. The module appearing in the question we are
dealing with has been embedded in the vector space of dimension 7! over
G&‘(2)  and is therefore of dimension no more than 7!,  and the addition of
the vector space is the ring-addition. But the second operation (upon terms)
with which we are concerned is not the second ring operation, Lie multi-
plication, but is rather that operation upon terms induced by permuting the
ring generators x0, x1, x2, . . . , x7. Now it is self-evident that any permuta-
tion of the generators which fixes x0 merely induces a permutation of terms,
but a hand-calculation upon a few examples of the effect of a permutation
of generators not fixing x0 will easily convince the reader that the situation
here is not so simple. We therefore choose an 8-cycle  R from S,  and repres-
ent every element of S3  as the composition of some power of R with a per-
mutation fixing 0 (remember, we think of Ss  as acting on the subscripts, not
the generators).

The single generator of the &-module we are producing leads to a total
(including itself) of 8 elements if we construct the R-module it generates,
and these 8 elements generate as &-module the structure we want; here 5’7
is the subgroup of S3  which fixes 0. But the action of ST  upon terms is
merely to permute them in the obvious way, and it is therefore the case that,
once we have 8 generators for an &-module instead of only one for an
&-module, the two operations we need are simply the addition and mul-
tiplication of the group ring of S7  over GF(2). It is furthermore true that the
full significance for our structure of the Jacobi identities will have been
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expressed in the technique we use to apply the operation on terms induced
by R, in getting from one generator for an &-module to 8 generators for an
ST-module.

To sum up, for reasons of computational simplicity we shall not look
directly at the Ss-module generated by c ~~~~~~~~  . . . x7o,  but we shall

see it by looking at the S,-module  genera&d by

{C X O R t x l a R i x ~ R i .X O R t x l a R i x ~ R i .

(I
. .x7oRI  ( 0 4 i -= B}.

4. The R-module. There is a natural mapping from the group ring
of Ss  over GR(2)  onto that part of our Lie ring we have already termed
interesting, the balanced homogeneous elements of weight 8, induced by
mapping

(

0 1 2...7
a0 al a2 . . . u7)

onto the balanced left-normed monomial x~~x~~x~~  . . . x,,,  clearly of
weight 8, and extending linearly. Also, there is a one-to-one mapping onto
the group ring of S7  (the subgroup of S’s  fixing 0) over GR(2)  from this same
part of the Lie ring induced in exactly the same way, but requiring the ele-
ment of the Lie ring to have been expressed in its unique form as a sum of
left-normed monomials in which x0 appears first. The composition of these
two mappings is a mapping p from the group ring of Ss  over GF(2)  onto
the group ring of ST  over GF(2),  fully expressing the effect of the Jacobi
identities in this part of the Lie ring. It should be observed that the restric-
tion of ,u  to the group ring of S,  (the subgroup of S’s  fixing 0) over GF(2)
is the identity mapping.

It should now be clear that to construct the mapping on terms induced by
R, we need only know how to multiply each element

(
1@.= 2 .D.  7\ of s

59
ccl cI.2 ~. , GC7 I

seen as an element
0 1 2 . ..7

=o(
0 a1 M2  . . . cc7

of the group ring of Ss  over GF(2),  by R, and obtain the image under ,U  in
the result. This, in fact, is precisely what we do. The R we employ (it could
have been any B-cycle) is

iR  =
i f ! O=si<7

0 i=7 *

The method is as follows. For every XC  S,  there is a unique k, 0 -C  k c 8,
and a unique zE ST,  such that xR = Rkz.  We regard this relation as defin-
ing two functions k and z of x, and we tabulate these two functions. That
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is, we serially number the elements of S,  so that for every gE  S7  there is a
unique&  0 G g < 5040, corresponding to it, and we construct two tables of
5040 entries so that as x varies over S7  we have 2Tbk  in the one, and Z in the
other, in the 5th entry. We also construct a table in which appear the Rkp;
in fact, we must multiply Rk,u by z in calculating xR*  ,u = Rkz. ,u =
= Rk*z,u  = Rk*  pz = Rk~*z  (since multiplication in the group ring is asso-
ciative, and ZE  ST).  As it can be shown that the number of terms occurring
in Rkp  is 27-k for 0 -= k -K  8, and as it is clear that e/l = e (where e is the
identity of S’s),  we give this table 128 entries:

in the Oth, we place Z
in the lst, we place the serial number of the term R7,u,

in the 2nd-3rd, we place the serial numbers of the terms of R6p,

in the 4th--7th, we place the serial numbers of the terms of R5p,

in the 8th-15th, we place the serial numbers of the terms of R4p,

in the l6th-31st, we place the serial numbers of the terms of R3p,

in the 32nd-63rd, we place the serial numbers of the terms of R2p,

in the 64th-127th, we place the serial numbers of the terms of RF.

It is now the case that the quantity 27-k  (which must at first have appeared
quite artificial) gives not only the length of the block in this table corre-
sponding to Rk,  but also where in the table to look for it: the serial numbers
of the terms of Rkp  begin at the 2’-“th entry and occupy 27-k  entries.

It is necessary to explain that we have recorded 8 in this table in order to
make considerably more efficient the operation of multiplying by z. The
problem is that, as will be more fully explored below, we do not know how
to right-multiply an element of the group ring (from now on, of S7  over
GF(2),  represented as a sequence of serial numbers unambiguously delimit-
ed) by an arbitrary element of S,; what we do know how to do is to right-
multiply by each element of ST  in turn, without having any idea of which is
which, nor of the order in which they appear (to be sure, without repetitions
or omissions). We have, therefore, retained .?  so that, when the entries in this
128-entry  table are modified so as to represent the effect of right-multiply-
ing them all by a specific but unknown element of ST,  we can look at the
0th entry to find the effect of the multiplication upon the identity element
of the group, and hence to find by what element we have multiplied; if we
are applying the operation on terms induced by R to an element of the
group ring in which the term x appears, and if xR = Rkz,  and if the 0th
entry is 5, then the block of entries starting at the 27-kth  and going on for
27-k  entries gives the serial numbers of the terms of xRp.

This method allows us to proceed from each generator of the &-module
to the next, starting with the sole generator of our &-module. After seven
applications of it, we have eight ring elements forming an R-module, and
these generate as S7-module  the structure we want.
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5. The &-module. Let the eight ring elements so far constructed be
called PO,  PI,  Pz, . . .,  P7,  in the order in which they were obtained. Then
PO  is the generator originally given for the &-module  and, if we regard the Pi
for the moment as elements of the group ring of S,  over GF(2), we have
Pi  = Pi-lRp  (O-=i-z8);  the 8! rows of our data matrix are seen to be the
elements Pig (0 <i < 8, gE  ST)  of the group ring of S7  over GF(2). What we
have still to do to be able to construct this matrix is discover how to mul-
tiply an arbitrary element P of the group ring by an arbitrary element g of the
group; equivalently, since P is represented as a sequence of the serial num-
bers of those elements of S7  which appear in it (coefficient 1 rather than 0),
we want to construct for each gE  S7  a function that will get us from X to Xg
for every XE  S7.

This function is, of course, the right regular representation of &, and
it is most easily displayed as the Cayley table of that group; the table has
(7!)2  entries, more than 25 million. Let us look more closely at what we
are actually obliged to do:

For an element Pof the group ring, which we might as well regard as
arbitrary (of course it is not, but it is about the structure of P that we
hope to learn), we must be able to compute Pg for every gE  ST,  but we
do not care in what order we compute these, nor yet which is which,
just so long as our computation is exhaustive.

Our original thought was to enumerate S7  in some way go, gl,  g2,  . . . , gas9
and produce successively Pgo,  Pgl, Pg2,.  . . , Pg503g,  but to right-multiply
an arbitrary P by gi  requires the availability of the entire column of the
Cayley table of S7  which corresponds to the group element gi, and this
is unmanageable. Suppose, however, that the enumeration {gi}  is such
that giI:gi  takes only comparatively few distinct values ; then Pgi  = Pgi-1  x
gi?lgi  can be derived at each step from Pgi-1  rather than from P, and
only comparatively few columns (four will suffice) of the Cayley table need
be available.

This enumeration is recognizable  as one of the central problems of cam-
panology (bell-ringing: vide infra), and there is an extensive and centur-
ies-old non-mathematical literature about it. There is also a developing
mathematical literature on the subject [3].

The campanological approach we have actually taken to this problem
uses a composition attributed [4]  to John Vicars (most likely date: 1740)
for a full peal of Grandsire Triples; more familiarly, we have taken from
Vicars the specihcation of four elements ho, hl, h2,  h3cS7  and a function
k:5040-4 (a sequence ko, kl, k2,. . ., k50s9  all drawn from among 0, 1,2,3)
such that if we put go = hkO  and gi  = gi--lhk,  (0 -= i -=z  5040),  then go, gl,
g2,  .“, gr,osg  constitutes an enumeration of ST.  The function k and the col-
umns of the Cayley table of S7  which correspond to ho,  hl, h2,  h3 are all
computed and stored, making possible the right-multiplications which
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we need for this section; but, as explained above, this multiplication is
also perfectly satisfactory for calculating the R-module beforehand.

Theoretically, then, we have solved the problem of generating the data
matrix; practically, a program having the structure here specified has
been written, debugged, and run on Atlas. It occupies approximately
500 words of store and takes about six minutes to run, but its tables fill
the core store; the part of the program which computes k, the campano-
logical subroutine, takes 43 instructions and 9 words of tables (in machine
code), and runs in a few milliseconds. The program writes the data matrix
onto magnetic tape, and ends by wriiing out a “key block” containing
such information as the target vector and how much of the triangular-
ization (none, at this stage) has already been done.

6. Bell-ringing. To the reader entirely unfamiliar with campanology (as
pursued in England) I can offer no better advice than to entertain himself
reading Dorothy Sayers’  delightful detective novel The Nine Tailors [5],
where he will find an enticing introduction to the subject and an adequate
bibliography; when I recognized  my problem as possibly campanological
this was the sole source of my own familiarity. I then, however, approached
D. Roaf, of Oxford University, for a tutorial session on mathematical
campanology (something I was not then certain existed), and it is to him
that I must express heartfelt thanks for a more detailed exposition of the
subject.

Broadly, then, let us suppose that we are ringing n bells. We ring them
all, one after the other, in some sequence; this is called a row of the com-
position. Then we ring another row; the place-permutation (not the let-
ter-permutation) applied to the bells to get from one row to the next is
called a change-hence the term change-ringing. The way in which a ringer
memorizes his duty varies a little, but ordinarily he learns the changes
and various sequences (called leads)  of 2n changes ; a ringer learning to
conduct will certainly also learn the orbits, or parts of the orbits, of sever-
al bells, and will be able to give simple rules for the sequencing of leads
in any composition with which he is familiar. But as every ringer must me-
morize all the changes employed, only a few group elements hi  can occur,
and as the rules a conductor learns are simple, the function k must be easy
to calculate.

As to nomenclature, the term Triples signifies that n = 7, and a method
on n bells is a set of hi, so that in Grandsire Triples we have seven
bells and four changes (1)(23)(45)(67),  (12)(34)(56)(7),  (12)(3)(45)(67),
N’)(3)(‘WW)~ a composition is a function k specifying a sequence for
the hi.

7. Triangularizing the matrix. At this stage, our problem is as follows:
given 8! vectors of dimension 7! over GF(2), and one more such vector,
is or is not the one a linear combination of the 40320?  In general, such
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a question is most straightforwardly answered by developing a triangular
basis for the space spanned by the row vectors, and “pivoting” each basis
vector in turn “out” of the target vector; if there appears no basis vector
at all to correspond to some non-zero coordinate of the target vector then
the answer is found to be “no”, if the target vector suddenly disappears
then we know the answer is “yes”. Triangularizing a matrix is neither en-
tertaining nor interesting.

When interest is aroused, it is by one or other of the effects that scale
can have on this problem. Most usually, the interest lies in problems of
loss of significance caused by limitations on the accuracy with which ma-
trix elements can be retained. But our problem is not of this kind; as our
matrix is over a finite field, we necessarily retain absolute accuracy. In-
deed, as the field is GF(2),  each exact matrix element occupies only one bit in
memory, vector addition is represented by the “exclusive-or” operation,
and multiplication does not arise. In our problem, the sheer immensity
of the data leads to a class of questions concerning the distribution in time
of machine errors.

Once we have said this, we have opened Pandora’s box. When a ma-
thematical “proof” is based in part upon error-preventing, error-detecting,
and error-correcting techniques whose reliability is statistical in character,
the nature of proof is utterly unlike anything David Hilbert might have
recognized as such. But this problem goes far beyond the scope of the
present paper; we shall attempt to discuss it elsewhere. In this paper, we
shall do no more than to look briefly at some of the methods actually
employed in the computer program which makes the calculation.

If the answer to our question is “yes”, if the target vector is a linear com-
bination of the data vectors, then it is found to be so in an explicit way,
and detailed record-keeping along the way should make it possible to say
something like :

The target vector is the sum of such and such basis vectors and, for
each of them, this basis vector is the sum of that data vector and those
earlier basis vectors.

In this case we should have available an effective, and cheap, way of con-
firming that the answer is indeed “yes”.

But suppose the answer to be “no”. Then we are asserting that there
are 2s!  linear combinations of the data vectors, and that the target vector
is none of them. How can such an assertion be verified, except exhaus-
tively (i.e. by doing it again)? Well, there is one thing available for us to
try-if the matrix actually yielded 7! basis vectors, there has surely been
an error. But if only a smaller number have appeared, we are on no surer
ground than before.

Let us recapitulate. An affiative answer would be verified if we were
to maintain records from which the “pedigree” of the target vector and
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every basis vector could be determined. A negative answer could be made
marginally more convincing if we knew the rank of the data matrix. But,
in general, to be justified in accepting a negative answer, we must repeat
the entire calculation at least once.

Suppose we do so. And suppose the answer is now “yes”.  What do we do ?
Or suppose the answer is again “no”. How reliable is a single bit? Should
we try again ? Or what?

What, in fact, we do is this. We do, of course, keep the pedigree records,
and we always know how many basis vectors have been found. But, in
addition, every operation (including the checking operations) is performed
twice, and the results are compared, bit by bit. In a single magnetic tape
pass, the data matrix is read in from two separate files assumed to hold
identical data, and, for so long as that is true, the common value of the
input data is accepted; as wide as possible a section of the data matrix
is processed en passant and the result is written out as a data file. Then it is
done again; the same two data files are read in and compared a second time,
their common value processed a second time, and the result written out
as a second file which should be identical to the first. These two data
files are the input to the next tape pass, when they will be compared bit
by bit (and each file consists of more than 200 million bits), twice, and so
on. The basis vectors developed on the first run through a pass go onto
an output tape, those from the second onto another, at the time; these
are compared explicitly, twice (of course), after the second time through.
If at any stage a discrepancy is discovered between tapes whose contents
should be identical, elaborate signalling and recovery procedures are auto-
matically put into operation; we shall say no more about these but that
we have available, on a typical tape pass, three sets of tapes, called A, B,
and C, such that if we are now reading data from B and writing it to C,
then B was written on the previous pass and A was being read on that
pass. That way, if we discover a discrepancy in the B tapes after having
written upon the C tapes, the A tapes (from which B were made, and which
have already satisfied two bit-by-bit comparisons) are still intact. When
I say that the data matrix occupies a file taking up two reels of tape, you
will see that this program keeps 14 tape drives busy - A, B, C, each 2
reels long, + 1 reel output for basis vectors, X2 copies of everything.

A magnetic tape pass takes about 18 minutes from beginning to end,
of which the second half is a repetition of the first; the program can be
interrupted under switch control, with effectively no wastage of machine
time, at any such breakpoint. Another switch will cause the program to
pause at the next breakpoint and await the instruction to interrupt or to
proceed; yet another, inspected by the program three times per second of
elapsed time, says to interrupt at once, discarding anything done since the
last previous breakpoint. Other switches instruct the program whether
to stop or to go on to get the rank of the data matrix in case the answer
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is found to be “yes”, in case it is found to be “no”, in which of two modes
a continuously monitored visual display is to show progress, and finally
something slightly peculiar. Suppose that an input discrepancy is found
on, say, a B-C pass. A decision is taken to “back off”  and run A -+ B again.
Now, if this decision is implemented immediately, no new problem arises.
But, suppose as well that we interrupt at this point; then, when we go back
onto the machine to re-run A-B, there is no record anywhere except in
our own minds that it is not possible to back off from this pass (as C is
not the predecessor of A here-it has been altered on the abortive B-C
pass). The last switch is used to inform the program that thejirst magnetic
tape pass of the present machine run is one from which no back-off is
possible; it is, of course, used on the very first run, as well as in the more
complex situation described above.

One more word about the triangularization. It has been necessary, for
efficiency’s sake, to economize  as much as possible on the total time for
which the program occupies Atlas, and this has meant developing a new
triangularization algorithm. This algorithm will be discussed elsewhere,
rather than here. It is a natural modification of existing methods, simply
taking maximal advantage of the fact that the matrix is over a finite field
while, at the same time, using the space outside the upper right triangle
of the matrix, as it is progressively vacated by the triangularization, as the
place to record all the “pedigree” data (there is exactly the necessary
amount of space).

8. Present status. The matrix-generating program is written, debugged,
and run. The triangularization algorithm has been tested by hand, and is
correct. The triangularization program is written and undergoing debug-
ging.
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Some combinatorial and symbol manipulation
programs in group theory

JOHN J .  CANNON

Introduction. Over the past two years computers have been used to
carry out a number of large calculations, of both a numerical and non-
numerical nature, arising out of research in group theory at Sydney.
These problems include :

(i) construction of subgroup lattices;
(ii) investigation of positive quadratic forms;

(iii) determination of the groups of order p6,  p > 2;
(iv) construction of counter-examples to Hughes’ conjecture in group

theory.

Only (i), (iii) and (iv) will be discussed here.

All programs described here have been written in the English Electric
KDF9 Assembly Language, USERCODE.

Subgroup lattices. A program has been written which determines the
generators and relations of all the subgroups of a finite soluble group. The
program finds the subgroups using the same method as Neubiiser  [l] with
the difference that as a subgroup of order d is found the generators and
relations of all possible groups of order d are checked through to find a set
of generators and relations for the subgroup. As the program is restricted
to groups of order less than 400 by machine considerations, one only needs
to know all the possible groups of order less than 200, and most of these
are known.

The program reads the generators and relations of the given group and,
using coset enumeration, finds a faithful permutation representation
(possibly the regular representation). The permutation representation is
used to determine the elements of the group and to find its Cayley table,
and is then discarded. At the same time as the group elements are being
found as permutations they are also found as words in the original ab-
stract generators. These n words are stored in an n-word stack so that in-
stead of using either the abstract word or its permutation representation,
one uses the number indicating the position of the group element in this
CPA 14 199
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stack. The Cayley table may then be stored compactly as a Latin square
with several entries stored in a single machine word. In this manner the
multiplication tables of groups of order up to 380 may be kept in-the core
of a 32K machine. Only when group elements are being output is refer-
ence made to the stack of group words.

The user has the option of outputting either the generators and rela-
tions of each subgroup or the elements of the subgroup or both.

So far the program has been run successfully for a number of small groups
(all of order less than 100). Before larger groups can be run more sets of
generators and relations have to be checked and included in the program.

Investigation of groups of ordeq#,p  =-  2. R. James has been enumerating
the p-groups of order p6,  p > 2, checking the work of Easterfield, by the
method of isoclinism.

Isoclinism [2, 3 ]  splits the possible sets of generators and relations into
classes so that all members of a class have the same commutator relations.
The problem then is to find all the non-isomorphic groups within each
isoclinism class.

We may suppose that isomorphism is an automorphism and apply a
general automorphism to a general set of generators and relations (remem-
bering that commutator relations are invariant within an isoclinism class).
This will give rise to a set of relations on the integers mod n, for some n
(obtained by equating indices of each generator before and after the
automorphism). For p-groups, n = pr for some r.  These relations can be
expressed as an equivalence relation on a set of matrices over GF(p).
The equivalence classes of these matrices give the non-isomorphic groups
of this isoclinism class.

Difficulties arise in the determination of a set of equivalence class repre-
sentatives for general p and it is to this problem that a computer has been
applied. Using a computer it is simple to calculate the equivalence classes
and to select a suitable equivalence class representative (an element which
will give the corresponding generators and relations in the simplest possible
form) for each class, for the first few primes. It is then usually easy to
write down a set of equivalence class representatives for general p.

The groups of order p5 (p > 2) were checked by this method and the
groups of orderpe (p * 2) are being found.

Hughes’ conjecture and commutator calculations. Consider a group G of
order p” where p is a prime. Take the subgroup H of G generated by the
elements of G having order greater than p. We suppose that G has some
elements whose orders are greater than p. Then Hughes’ conjecture is that
H is of index 1 or p in C. It is true for p = 2, 3.

G. E. Wall has shown that the conjecture is false for p if a certain ex-
pression E is zero in a Lie algebra generated by two elements of nilpotency
class 2p-  1, satisfying the (p - 1)th Engel condition, over GF(p).

Hand calculations carried out by Wall show that the conjecture is false
for p = 5. As the calculations are extremely long and tedious, it was
decided to develop programs to verify the calculations for p = 5, and to
carry them out for p = 7 and 11.

The problem will be considered in four parts:

(1) Determination of a basis for the two-generator free Lie algebra of
nilpotency class 2p  - 1.

(2) Determination of a basis of the algebra in (1) with the (p-  1)th
Engel condition imposed.

(3) Calculation of the expression E.

(4) Expression of E in terms of the basis elements found in (2).

These will now be considered in turn.

(1) Let 5 and 7 denote the two generators of the algebra. We define the
weight of an arbitrary element of the algebra as follows: The elements 5
and 7 are of weight one. If A = (P,  Q) is an element of the algebra, then

weight  A = weight P+weight  Q.

Basic commutators are next defined together with an ordering (0 on
them. The elements 5 and 7 are basic. Under the ordering all basic commu-
tators of weight w come after those of weight w-  1. Ordering is arbitrary
among basic commutators of weight w, but once an ordering is chosen it
must be adhered to. A commutator C = (A, B), A = (P,  Q), where A
and B are basic, is basic if A =-  B and B 3 Q.

The elements of weight w form a subspace  of the algebra and a basis
of this subspace  is provided by the basic commutators of weight w [4].

Given an element of the algebra, (A, B), where A = Z&C’,,  B = ZpjC”,
’Ci, C’ basic, we describe a collection process [5].

(i) Put (A, B) = zlipj  (Ci, Cj)*

(ii) If Ci and C’ are basic, put

ta)  (Ci9  cj) = O if cg .Z Cip
tb)  tci9  cj)  = - (Cj, Ci) if Ci ( Cj,
(C) (Ci,  Cj)  = (Ci,  Cj) if Ci > C*J’

(iii) If Ci * Cj are basic and Ci = (Pi,  Qi), put

(a) (Ci, C+‘> = ((pi, Qi>,  C’I if Cj  * Qi,

Cb) Cci9ccj>  = -((Qi,  cj),  pi)  +((pi,  cj),  Qi>  if  Cj < Qi*

(iv) Return to (i) and repeat the process until (A, B) is expressed as a
linear combination of basic commutators.

A program has been developed which calculates the basic commutators
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of weight w by combining all the basic commutators of weight w- 1 with
5 and p in turn, and applying the collection process.

The basic commutators are placed in a stack as they are formed and so
the order of occurrence of the commutators in this stack gives a suitable
ordering of the basic commutators. Each basic commutator (P, Q) is stored
in the stack as a number pair (p,  q), where p is the integer giving the
position of the basic commutator p in the stack and similarly for q.

For the collection process linear combinations of commutators are
stored in a list structure. List elements consist of two consecutive words the
first of which contains the coefficient of the present term and a pointer
to the next term, while the second contains the commutator in the form
((p, q), r). New list elements may be obtained from a free space list.

When the Jacobi identity is applied to commutators of weight w, one
requires A = (P,  Q), P, Q basic, weight A less than w, to be expressed in
terms of basic commutators. So to avoid much recalculation, after all
the basic commutators of weight w have been found, all products of
pairs of basic commutators giving linear combinations of basic commutators
of weight w are calculated and entered in a table. It is possible to arrange
the table so that no space is wasted and so that products can be looked up
quickly. In the table commutators are again represented in a list structure,
this time, however, using one word list elements. Each list element contains
the coefficient of the present term, the number giving the position of the
commutator in the stack of basic commutators, and a pointer giving the
address of the next term.

On a KDF9  with a 16K store, the 2538 basic commutators of weights
equal to or less than 14 were found in 5 minutes. When the store is in-
creased to 32K, the machine will be able to find the 4720 basic commutators
of weights equal to or less than 15. I hope also to express all terms of the
Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, of weights equal to or less than 15,
in terms of basic commutators.

(2) The (p-  1)th Engel condition states that

(---(A,f)--_-,p-0

P-l
where B is an arbitrary element of the Lie algebra.

The basic commutators of weights less than p remain independent.
For weights greater than p- 1 one first finds the basic commutators as in
(I), and then derives all the relations between them generated by the Engel
condition. These relations give rise to a homogeneous system of linear
equations in the basic commutators over GF(p),  which upon solution
gives a linearly independent set of basis elements, i.e. Engel  basic commu-
tators.

The programming is tedious but straightforward.
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(3) The expression E is constructed as follows (all variables are non-
commutative and the polynomials are over GF(j)  from (iv) on):

( i )  a(X, Y )  =  ((---(Y,X),X)  - - -  )X)where(A,  B)=AB-B-4.
-_1c-

p- 1 X’s

(ii) b(X, Y) = coefficient of 1p-l p in (1XfpY)P.

(iii) c(X,  Y) = b(X, Y)-  a(X, Y).

(iv> 4X Y>  = :zI& 0)  (X,  Y) where (i) denotes a certain ith
derivative.

(v)  e(X,  Y) = 1:: (X+ qi d(x, Y) (X+ V’-i--2-

(vi) f(X, Y) = set of terms of e(X, Y) involving (p-  1) X’s and (p- 1) Y’s.
Now put X = E, Y = /Z where ab = (a, b). (The Lie algebra product.)

(vii) E = zj-(  ;, ,c>.

A powerful programming system was developed with the ability to
handle non-commutative as well as commutative polynomials. It is hoped
to publish a description of this system shortly.

As an illustration, the polynomial f(X, Y) for p = 7 contains about
840 terms and took 3 minutes machine time for its construction.

(4) Straightforward.
The hand calculations for p = 5 were verified and a new counter-

example found for p = 7. It is hoped to run p = 11.

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Dr. Neubiiser  for valuable
suggestions concerning the subgroup lattice programs and Professor Wall
who provided the initial motivation for the development of the programs
associated with Hughes’ conjecture.
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The computation of irreducible representations
of finite  groups of order 2”,  n 4 6’

P. G. RUUD and R. KEOWN

1. Introduction. Most textbooks and monographs on group represen-
tation theory include the statement that the construction of the irreducible

, representations of a particular group or family of groups is an art rather
than a science. This paper is a contribution to the art in the case of 2-groups
of order 2”,  n < 6. The construction is based on the definitions of these
groups given in the monumental work of Hall and Senior [5].  The authors
and their colleagues have computed a representative element from each
one of the classes of equivalent irreducible representations in the case of
each class of isomorphic 2-groups  of order 2” (n -= 6) and of numerous
groups of order 64. An omission in the original program, whose correction

I is now believed understood, prevented the successful calculation of all

 
of the representations of the groups of order 64.

This collection of 2-groups contains many abelian  and metacyclic

 

groups for which a general theory of their representations exists. However,
there are many 2-groups in the collection of Hall and Senior for which
such a theory is not currently available. This paper is a description of a
method of computation rather than a theory of the representations of
2-groups.  The calculation does not employ trial-and-error or iteration
procedures.

A monomial representation of a finite group G is a matrix representation
T of G such that each matrix T(g), g c G, contains exactly one non-zero
entry in each row and column. An induced monomial representation of G
is any induced representation UG where U is a one-dimensional represen-
tation of some subgroup. It is known, see Curtis and Reiner ([3],  pages
314 and 356),  that every irreducible K-representation of a finite nilpotent
group G is an induced monomial representation. Every finite 2-group is

/
known to be nilpotent. The defining relations of Hall and Senior provide
an ascending normal series of the form

(1) cH,c  . . . CH, = G, (1.1)

t This work was a collaboration between the authors and R. F. Hansen, E. R.
McCarthy and D. L. Stambaugh.
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in terms of these generators where each ei, 1 < i 4 r, is either 0 or 1. The
element g with corresponding exponents the set [er, . . . , e,] is numbered

e,2’-l+ . . . +er+l. (2.2)

We adopt the notation Hj  for the subgroup (bl,.  . . , bj)  generated by the
first j generators. The ascending normal series,

{l)cH1 c . . . c H, = G, (2.3)

is the basis of the present calculation of the irreducible representations of G.

I
The Hall-Senior defining relations are given in terms of a subset [al,.  . . , aj]

~
of B. The squares a!,  1 4 i--j, of these are listed either in terms of cen-
tral elements or a’s with smaller subscripts. The collection of all commu-
tators [ai,  a,] = a,yl ai’aia,,  1 g i < m ~j, is similarly described. The
set [al,. . . , aj] is a proper subset of [bl, . . . , b,] when G is not a stem group.

 Stem 2-groups are those in which the center Z is contained in the derived
group G’ of G. Additional information is given for non-stem groups en-
abling one to extend the information from the set [al,.  . . , aj]  to the set
h, . . . , b,]. The computational scheme of Stambaugh is based on a set of

I defining relations which gives all squares b;, 1~ i < r, and all commutators
[bi,  b,], 1 =z  i-=m  =z  r, in terms of generators with smaller subscripts.
Stambaugh writes the commutators in the form

I
bib,  = b,,bixy 1 < i-z m < r, (2.4)

 where x is obtained at an earlier stage in an inductive computational scheme.

 

We refer to the description of each group in terms of the b’s as the
Hall-Senior defining relations although, strictly speaking, these correspond
exactly to those of their monograph only for stem groups.

I The set [vr,.  . ., v,] of regular permutations corresponding to the set
[h, . . . , b,] of generators of the group G has a number of properties con-
veniently discussed together. Each permutation yi is associated with three
sets, Bi,  El,  and Si, which are defined as follows: Bi  consists of the set
[l,. . . ,2’-l] of the first 2’-l integers; Ei consists of the set [2’-l+  1, . . . ,2’]

 
of the next 2’-l integers; while 5’i, the union of Bi  and Ei,  consists of the
first 2’ integers. Each yi is determined by a permutation pi defined on the
set Si where it maps Bi  in a one-one fashion on Ei  and conversely. Con-

, sequently, its inverse p;l has the same domain, but the opposite effects
on Bi  and Ei.  Each permutation pi  is extended to the set of the first 2
integers by means of a family of permutations [cl,. . . , crml]. The permu-
tation ci  is defined on the set Si+l  in the following fashion:

S(k)  = k+2’,  k E Bi+l,
l=zi=r-1. (2.5)

ci(k)  = k-2’,  k E Ei+  1,

The ith permutation pi, defined on the set Si, is extended by successive

in which each subgroup Hi  is a subgroup of index two in Hi+l, 1 e i =S
r- 1, where G is a 2-group of order 2’. Our irreduci’ole representations are
monomial representations constructed by induction on the normal series
(1.1). Originally the authors believed that each self-conjugate represen-
tation of an Hi  in this series would generate the two associated represen-
tations of Hi+1 under multiplication by the appropriate scalar matrix.
This idea proved false. Presently, it is conjectured (not proved) that a
minor modification of the method and program will avoid this error.

The second section of the paper discusses the manner of obtaining the
Cayley table of a 2-group from the defining relations of Hall and Senior.
The third section explains the inductive construction of the irreducible
representations from the Cayley table. The fourth section describes the
programs used in the calculation. Until the early part of 1967, the present
authors were unaware of the very significant work on representation theory
in progress abroad, see Brott [2], Gerhards and Lindenberg [4], Linden-
berg [8], and Neubiiser [10].  Excellent sources of information on the theo-
rems quoted in this paper are the monographs of Boerner [l], Curtis and
Reiner [3], and Lomont [7].

2. Development of the Cayley tables of 2-groups. The method of calcula-
tion of the irreducible representations of 2-groups described in this paper
depends upon the availability within the computer of the Cayley table of
the group under investigation. The work of Hall and Senior describes each
group of order 2”,  1 =z  y1 =z  6, in three ways: “(1) by generators and de-
fining relations; (2) by generating permutations; and (3) by its lattice of
normal subgroups, together with the identification of every such group
and its factor group”. The generation of the Cayley table from the per-
mutation presentation of a group appeared to be the most expedient
method, if not the most concise. R. F. Hansen [6]  wrote the necessary
program and assumed the burdensome task of preparing the necessary
input for all 2-groups of order greater than 4 and less than 128. All Cayley
tables were computed by this method and checked for accuracy. A very
small number of typographical mistakes in the lists of permutation gen-
erators was apparently uncovered in the process. D. L. Stambaugh [12]
attacked the problem of discovering a satisfactory method of obtaining
the Cayley tables directly from the generators and the defining relations.
An examination of a number of Cayley tables strongly suggests that a
presentation of the generators as regular permutations with degrees equal
to that of the group can be obtained in a direct manner. In order to describe
the method discovered by Stambaugh, it is convenient to briefly discuss
the definition of the groups by means of the Hall-Senior defining relations.

Each group G is described by a set B of generators [bI,  . . . , b,] where
the number r is the exponent of 2 in the order 2’ of the group. Every ele-
ment g of G has a unique standard expansion,

g = bi’  . . . b:, (2.1)
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products and conjugations to obtain

Yi = Pi[CiPiC;‘l  [Ci+lPiCiPi(C~+lCi)-‘IX  + . *

X  [Cr-IfJiCr-2  e a .  Cipi(C,-1 .  .  e Ci)-‘1.
(2.6)

The permutation p1 is associated with the sets Br,  El,  and S1  correspond-
ing to [l], [2],  and [l, 21 respectively; it is defined to be the transposi-

tion ’ 2
( 121.

It is easily checked that p1 fulfills the above requirements.

The permutation y1 corresponding to bl is obtained by means of equation
(2.6).

The construction of the remaining p’s and y’s is carried out by induc-
tion. Suppose that the definition of the set [yl, . . . , yk- r] of the first k- 1
permutations has been completed. We consider the construction of pk.
We are given the following conditions:

(1) pk(l)  = 2k-1+1,

(2) 3’1Pk = Pkylqlt

. . .

(k)  Yk-lpk  = PkJ’k-lqk-1,

(kf 1) Pkpk  = qk,

(2.7)

which are required to hold on Sk  where the set of permutations [yl, . . . ,
Yk-1,  41,.  * ., qk]  are known.

The preceding kf  1 conditions are written in the form employed in
the program of Stambaugh; however, a description of his method appears
somewhat clearer if the commutation relations are rewritten in the form

pk = (y;lpiyi)qi, 1 =Z  i G k- 1. CW

One begins the construction with the knowledge of pk(l), always defined
by (2.71). At the beginning of the ith stage, employing (2.7(i+  l)),  pk
has been defined on the set Bi of the first 2’-l integers with pk taking values
in Ek.  The problem is to extend the domain of definition of pk to the set
Ei of the next 2’-l integers with pk taking values in Ek.  The right factor
qi of the product (yi-‘pkyi)qi  maps the set Ei onto itself in a l-l man-
ner. The next right-most factor yi maps Ei onto Bi where pk is already
defined. The mapping pk itself maps Bi into the set Ek  which is carried into
itself by the last mapping yyl in the product. It follows that the defini-
tion of pk has now been extended to the set Bi+l.  After condition (2.7k)
iS employed, pk iS defined on Bk with pk taking VdUeS  in Ek. This implies
that p;l  is defined on Ek and takes its values in Bk.  The (k+ 1)th
relation of (2.7) can be rewritten in the form

Pk  = qkpkl, (2.9)
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where the permutation on the right is well-defined on the set Ek  and as-
sumes values in Bk. This Completes  the definition of pk on the Set Sk.  The
definition of yk follows from equation (2.6). This method of construction
is effective for all groups of order 32 and for those groups of order 64
for which it has been employed.

A modification of the method is under consideration in which the back
solutions of (2.7) are used to extend the permutations rather than (2.6).
These equations can be rewritten in the form

(1) pk(l)  = zk-‘+l,

(2) PlPk = pkrl,

. . .

6'4 Pk--1pk  =Pkrk-1,

(kf 1) Pk = rkpil,

(2.10)

denoting pi and its extensions by the same symbol, where the set [PI,.  . . ,
pk-1, rl,.  . ., r.& i] of permutations is known on the set Sk-r before the kth
stage of construction. One finds from (2.10) permutations representing
the 2k-1-  1 elements of G following b, in the Cayley table. These appear
in the form

(1) PlPk = Pkrl,

(2)

. . .

(12 . . . (k-  1))  P~PZ . . . pk = pkrlr2  . . . yL-1.

Assume, as an induction hypothesis, that all of the known permutations
agree on Sk-,  with the presentations of their corresponding elements in
the left regular presentation of G. The values of the left members of (2.11)
are known for the left regular presentation on the number 1, which im-
plies that pk, the permutation representing bk in the left regular presen-
tation, is known on the set Sk-,. Using equation (2.9),  one determines
the values of the left regular presentation of bk on the remainder of the
set Sk  of the first 2k  integers. Solving for the 2k-1  permutations preced-
ing pk in the form

Pl*.. pj = pkrl  . . . 'j/Pi1 p.w

permits their evaluation  on the Set Ek and, consequently, on the set Sk.
The determination of the left regular presentations of the 2k-1-  1 ele-
ments following bk on the set Sk  can then be completed. This finishes
the kth stage of the construction. Since the induction hypothesis is surely
fulfilled for k= 1, it follows that this method determines the left regular
presentation of the group G. It appears that this method will generate the
Cayley table in substantially less time than the first. It has not yet been
programmed.
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3. The calculation of the irreducible representations of 290~~s.  This
section discusses a systematic method of calculation of the irreducible
representations of 2-groups. Some basic definitions and results are given
to make the material more intelligible to the non-specialist.

Let t be an r-dimensional matrix representation of the subgroup H of
index k in the finite group G. Denote by [glH,.  . . , gkfl  the collection of
all distinct left cosets  of H in G. The function T which makes correspond
to each x of G the block matrix

t’(g;1xg1)  .  .  .  t’(g;lXgk)
T(x) = . . . 3 (3.1)

ugklxgl) .  .  * t’(gklXgk)  1

where each t’(gilxgJ  is an r X r matrix, 1 s i, j < k,
with

t’(g;lXgj)  = 0, g;  lxgj  t H,
and

t’(g?lxgj)  = t(g;lxgj),  g;lXgj  E H,

is an (rk X rk)-dimensional representation of G which is said to be induced
by the representation t of H. Only under special circumstances is T an
irreducible representation of G even though t is an irreducible represen-
tation of H. Given a representation T of G, there exists a representation
t of H whose values are given by

t(h) = T(h), h E H. (3.2)
The representation t is said to be subduced by the representation T. As in
the case of induced representations, the subduced representation t of
H need not be irreducible even though the subducing representation T
of G is.

The following remarks are valid in the case where H is a normal sub-
group of G, but not always in the general case. Let t be a representation
of Hand g any element of G. The mapping tg defined by

t,(h) = wlk), h E H, (3.3)

is a representation of H which is said to be a conjugate of t. The represen-
tation tg is said to be obtained through conjugation of t by g. The repre-
sentation t may or may not be equivalent to its conjugate tg.  The set K
of all g such that tg is equivalent to t is a group called the little group of t.
A representation t which is equivalent to each of its conjugates is said to
be self-conjugate.

Let t be a representation of H subduced by the irreducible represent-
ation T of G. The representation t is the direct sum

t = nltl-i-  . . . inktk (3.4)
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of irreducible representations of H. The set [ti,, . . ., tij]  of irreducible
representations which appear with non-zero coefficients in (3.4) is called the
orbit of T. The number of elements in an orbit is called its order. Accord-
ing to a result of Clifford, the elements of an orbit are mutually conjugate
and every conjugate appears. Furthermore, each conjugate occurs the
same number of times in equation (3.4) which can be written

t = n(ti,/ . . . -i-t,). (3.5)

The number n is referred to as the multiplicity of the orbit. It is known that
every irreducible representation t of H belongs to the orbit of at least
one irreducible representation T of G.

Two irreducible representations T and T’ of G are said to be associates
if their orbits have an irreducible representation t of H in common, which
implies that their orbits coincide. An irreducible representation T of G
is said to be self-associate if its orbit is disjoint from that of every other
non-equivalent irreducible representation of G. When His a subgroup of
index two in G, the orbit of an irreducible representation T of G is either
a single, self-conjugate irreducible representation t or a pair, t and t’, of
mutually conjugate irreducible representations of H. In either case, the
multiplicity of the orbit is always one. In the second case, the represen-
tation R of G induced by t is an irreducible representation of G equivalent
to T. In the first, the representation R induced by t is equivalent to the direct
sum, Tf T’, where T’ is the only other associate of T.

These results suggest that the irreducible representations of 2-groups
can be computed by induction if a convenient algorithm can be developed
for reducing the induced representations arising from self-conjugate repre-
sentations of a subgroup of index two. The remainder of this section is
devoted to the development of such an algorithm and the description of a
practical scheme of induction. We begin with an observation concerning
the one-dimensional representations of any 2-group  given by the Hall-
Senior defining relations.

THEOREM. Let [bl,.  . . , b,] be the Hall-Senior generators of a 2-group
G of order 2”,  1 ==n  < 6. Let C be the set [cl,.  . ., cd]  of those generators,
defined inductively, which either appear as a commutator in the defining
relations or as one factor of a commutator given by the defining relations
in which the other factors are already in C. Each set K of complex numbers
[kl, . . ., k,] which satisfy the defining relations, ki  having the value 1 for
each element ci  of C, determines a one-dimensional representation of G
which is specified by its values on the generators, namely,

TK(bi)  = ki, 1 G i < n. (3.6)

Each one-dimensional, irreducible representation T of G corresponds to
exactly one such K. The derived group G’ of G is generated by the elements
of the set C. Each maximal subgroup M of G is the kernel of a representation
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TX  where each of the elements of K is either 1 or - 1. The Frattini subgroup
of G is the intersection of the kernelsof all irreducible representations obtain-
ed from such K’s.

Proof It is clear that each K, as defined  above, defines a one-dimensional
representation of G, and that distinct pairs, K and K’, define distinct irre-
ducible representations. Conversely, every one-dimensional representation
T of G determines a unique K. Thus every one-dimensional representation
of a 2-group G can be obtained immediately from its Hall-Senior defining
relations. Each K, containing at least one - 1, whose elements are either
1 or - 1, determines an irreducible representation T one-half of whose
values are 1 and the other one-half are - 1. The kernel of the corresponding
TK is clearly a maximal subgroup M of G. Conversely, each maximal sub-
group A4 generates a one-dimensional representation corresponding to a
K of this type. The Frattini subgroup is the common part of these kernels.
The subgroup (C) generated by C is contained in the derived group G’.
To see that (C)coincides with G’, let bj  be any generator coming later in the
sequence of generators than the elements of C. We construct a K to show
that no element of G having b,  in its standard expansion is an element of 6’.
Let kj  have the value - 1 and let k,  have the value 1 for m different fromj
except when bi equals by In this exceptional case, which can occur for at
most one b,, let k,  have the value i. Let TK be the corresponding one-dimen-
sional representation and note that any element of G whose standard expan-
sion contains bj  does not belong to the kernel of TK. It follows that the ele-
ments of C generate G’.

We turn to the calculation of the higher dimensional irreducible repre-
sentations of G. Note that a 2-group of order 16 or less cannot have an
irreducible representation of dimension greater than two and that a 2-group
of order 32 or 64 cannot have an irreducible representation of dimension
greater than four. Let the central series of G determined by the Hall-Senior
defining relations be given by

{l}cHlc . . . cH,=G.

Recall that H,,  1~ r == n,  denotes the subgroup (bI,  . . . , b,) determined by
the first r generators. The irreducible representations of H, can be deter-
mined by induction from the irreducible representations of Hr.-,  and its sub-
groups. Some, perhaps all, of the two-dimensional representations of Hr
can be calculated immediately by induction from the pairs of conjugate
one-dimensional representations of Hr-,.  However, the two-dimensional
self-conjugate representations of Hr-,,  if any exist, give rise to a more
troublesome problem. Each of these, say t, is the orbit of a pair, T and T’,
of associated two-dimensional irreducible representations of Hr. The repre-
sentation R induced by t is the direct sum of the associated pair, Tand T’.
To avoid the reduction problem, we note that each self-conjugate two-
dimensional irreducible representation t of H,-,  is an induced representa-

tion from either member of a pair, s and s’, of conjugate representations of
some normal subgroup Kof H,-,.  The subgroup Kcan  be readily identified
from the representation t since it consists of those elements of H,-,  which
are mapped into diagonal matrices by t. Furthermore, the pair, s and s’, of
conjugate representations of Kcan  be read off from the entries of these dia-
gonal matrices. Observe that each of the associated representations, T and
T’, of Hr  subduce  the representation t on Hr-,  and, consequently, give rise
to the same matrices for K as t.  Moreover, either of T and T’, say T,  must
be an induced monomial representation obtained by induction from a one-
dimensional representation of some normal subgroup H, containing K, of
index two in Hr.  The set of normal subgroups, containing K, of index two
in H, can be determined immediately from the one-dimensional represen-
tations of H,..  Each of these is of the form (K, g) for an easily determined
element g of Hr.  Such a subgroup (K, g) is a suitable H for our purposes
only if the irreducible representations of Kis carried into itself under conju-
gation by g, a property easily checked from the data available.

When a suitable H has been determined, one computes the pair, q and r,
of associated one-dimensional representations of H, each of which sub-
duces  the representations on K. The representation q of Hinduces  one of the
pair, T and T’,  of associated representations of H, each of which has [t] for
its orbit. The representation r induces the other. This completes the construc-
tion of the irreducible, two-dimensional representations of Hr.  When
the order of H,.  exceeds 16, there may exist four-dimensional irreducible
representations of H,. These arise from conjugate pairs of two-dimensional
or from self-conjugate four-dimensional irreducible representations of Hr-,.
The construction of the self-associated four-dimensional representations of
H, from the conjugate pairs of two-dimensional representations of H,-,  is
straightforward. The construction of the associated four-dimensional repre-
sentations, T and T’, of H, from a self-conjugate four-dimensional irredu-
cible representation t of H,-,  is very much as before. Select the subgroup
K of index four in H,-,  whose elements correspond to diagonal matrices
under the representation t.  A set [sr,  SZ, s3,  s4]  of four mutually conjugate
representations of K can be determined from the diagonal matrices which
are images of K under the representation t.  The subgroups of index four of
H, which contain K are of the form (K, g) and can be determined from the
available data. Such a subgroup H of Hr  is suitable for our purposes only if
the representation s1  of K is carried into itself by conjugation under g. This
being the case, s1  is a self-conjugate representation of Kconsidered  as a sub-
group of index two in H. Consequently, si  induces a pair, q and r, of asso-
ciated one-dimensional representations of H. The representation q of H
induces one of the associates with orbit t and the representation r induces
the other.

This concludes the outline of the method of calculation. The next section
is concerned with the programs for the calculation.
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4. Current computer programs. During the study and analysis of finite
groups at Texas A &M University, several computer programs have been
written. These programs are all written in FORTRAN IV language and are
operational on the IBM 7094 digital computer. The following paragraphs
are devoted to a discussion of the capabilities of available programs the
extent to which each has been used and the relative merits or demerits of
each.

(1) A program has been written to test whether a Cayley table presenta-
tion is in fact a group by appealing to the group axioms. This program is
completely general and the size of the group that can be tested is limited
only by the machine storage capacity. The highest order group tested on
this program to date is a group of order 64. Should the set being tested fail
to satisfy the requirements of a group, the program indicates which axioms
were violated and which elements of the set failed to comply.

(2) Given the Cayley table of a finite group, a program was written to
determine how many conjugacy classes the group has and to provide a listing
of the elements in each class.

(3) A program was written to determine the order of each element of the
group.

(4) A program was written which first determines all subgroups of a given
group when provided with the Cayley table of the group in question. This is
accomplished by using the test program to verify which combinations of
elements are in fact groups. It then determines which subgroups are normal.
Finally, using the normal subgroups, the corresponding factor groups are
computed. The total output from this program for a given group includes
all proper subgroups, indicates which subgroups are normal and gives the
Cayley table of the corresponding factor group.

This program has been run for groups only as high as order 16. It is not
efficient in the sense of computer time for groups of higher order.

(5) As noted in Q 2, a program was written to construct the corresponding
group Cayley table from the generating permutations for the group. This
program has been used to construct the Cayley tables of all groups of order
2”, n < 6, using the permutations provided in the work of Hall and Senior [5].

(6) The procedure discussed in $2 for computing Cayley tables of
2-groups from the generators and commutator relations was programmed.
This program has been used to generate the Cayley tables for all groups of
order 2”, n < 5, and some of the groups of order 26.

(7) In the analysis of a particular group, it is beneficial if the student can
examine different Cayley table presentations of the same group. Some of the
variations studied were rearrangements of the table according to element
order, conjugacy classes or by positioning a particular normal subgroup of
index four or less in the first part of the table. A program was written to
produce the transformed Cayley table from the original by providing the
computer with the desired isomorphism and the original Cayley table.
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(8) An algorithm similar to the one discussed ins  3 for computing irredu-
cible representations was programmed. This algorithm differed only in that
the programmed version did not permit the calculation of two or four-
dimensional representations which arose from self-conjugate two-dimen-
sional representations of the subgroup of index two. Consequently, this
program cannot be used for those groups of order sixty-four where the
above situation arises. The program does calculate one element from each
class of equivalent irreducible representations for groups of order 2”,
IZ  < 5. The program is contingent only upon having a suitable Cayley table
presentation of the group available. This poses no restriction in 2” since any
group may be appropriately transformed using the program in paragraph
(7) above. The logic of the procedure is to use the known irreducible repre-
sentations of the group of order 2l to obtain those of the group of order 22,
then use these representations of 22 just determined to obtain those of the
next subgroup and so on to the group of order 2”. The output from the
program consists of the matrix representations evaluated at each element
of the group. All groups of order 2”, n < 5, have been subjected to this
program with appropriate results obtained. Approximately 3& minutes of
computer time were used. The same program has been used to calculate the
irreducible representations of some of the groups of order 64.

In actual practice, many of these programs are used simultaneously with
results from one conveyed to others as necessary. For example, the 3+
minutes of computer time above included generating the Cayley tables from
the generating permutations, verifying that the result was in fact a group
satisfying the generating relations, and determining the conjugacy class
structure and the irreducible representations.

As this study of finite groups, and in particular 2-groups, continues, sev-
eral new problems are being contemplated. Clearly a modification of the
representation program to carry out the complete algorithm of Q 3 is imme-
diate. The method of 9 2 for generating Cayley tables looks promising in
considering the step towards 2-groups of order 128. Now that irreducible
representations are available for other 2-groups, a study of their subgroup
structure and other properties is simplified. The question of whether the
representation algorithm would apply with reasonable modification to
groups of order p”,  p a prime, also merits consideration.

Readers who might be interested in programs or results of the foregoing
are invited to contact the authors at Texas A&M University, College
Station, Texas, or at the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
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Some examples of man-machine interaction in

the solution of mathematical problems

N .  S .  M E N D E L S O H N

Summary. Three illustrative examples are given of how the enormous speed
and capacity of computing machines can be used to aid the mathematician in the
solution of problems he might not otherwise be willing to undertake. The ways in
which man and machine can interact are many and varied. The examples given
indicate three distinct directions in which such interplay can take place.

Example 1. The Sandler  group. The collineation group of the free plane
generated by four points was studied by R. G. Sandler in [3].  The group has
its own intrinsic interest but there were two directions in which it appeared
that interesting information might be obtained. Two natural analogies sug-
gested themselves.

In the first case, by analogy with the situation in classical projective
planes, there was the possibility that this group, or at least a very large
subgroup, might yield a new simple group of very large order, and if this
were so one might expect an infinite class of such groups based on the
collineation groups of the free planes which are finitely generated.

Secondly, an analogy with group theory is possible. In group theory,
every group on k generators is a homomorphic image of the free group
with k generators. It might then be possible to show that the collineation
group of every projective plane generated by k points is a homomor-
phic image of the collineation group of the free plane generated by four
points.

We show here that the second possibility is closer to the true situation.
Sandler’s group has the presentation

G= {A, B, C 1 A2  = B4  = Cz  = (AB)3  = ((B2A)W)3 = CBAB”ACB2 = I}.

It can be shown that the element AC has infinite order. To study this
group it is convenient to look at homomorphic images in which AC is of
finite order. Accordingly, let G,,  be the group obtained from Sandler’s
group by adjoining the relation (AC)” = I.  It is not hard to see that A and
B generate the symmetric group S4  on four symbols, and that in any homo-
morphic image of G the image of the subgroup generated by A and B must
be the full group S4  or the identity. Coset enumeration is used for the first
15' 217
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few values of yt.  Here are some of the results.

GI  = I; Gz = I;

G3 = LF(2, 7),  with a faithful representation

A * (26) (34),
B - (23) (4567),
c * (12) (45).

It is to be noted that Gs  is the collineation group of the Fano projective
plane which contains seven points.

Gq  = LF(2, 7) with a faithful representation (using subscripted letters)

Al * (26) (34),
B1  -+  (23) (4567),

Cl + (12) (67).

An isomorphism between G4 and GS is given by the mapping Al-A,
BlwB,  Cl++B-2CB2.

Gs  is a group of order 1080. A faithful representation of degree 45 which
is equivalent to the representation given by the permutation of the sub-
sets of the subgroup generated by A and B under right multiplication is
given by

A + (1)  (5) (7) (12) (35) (36) (41) (44) (45) (236)  (334)  (8, 9) (1% 11)
(13, 14) (15, 24) (16, 23) (17, 18) (19, 34) (20, 21) (22, 25) (26, 30)
(27, 28) (29, 33) (31, 32) (37,43) (38, 39) (40,42),

B --f (1) (44) (45) (2, 3) (32, 43) (39, 40) (4, 5, 6, 7) (8, 16, 17, 22)
(9, 29, 14, 15) (10, 13, 28, 21) (11, 34, 23, 24) (12, 38,41,42)
(18, 19, 20, 30) (25, 26, 27, 33) (31, 36, 37, 35),

c + (3) (9) (13) (16) (19) (24) (25) (32) (40) (1,  2) (4, 10) (5, 17)
(6, 8) (7, 28) (11, 12) (14, 30) (15, 37) (18, 31)(20,  35)(21,22)(23,38)
(26, 41) (27, 34) (29, 36) (33, 42) (39, 45) (43, 44).

Marshall Hall pointed out to the author that this representation is
imprimitive with 1,44,  45 a set of imprimitivity. By considering the repre-
sentation obtained by permuting the sets of imprimitivity one obtains a
factor group of GS of order 360, and hence Gs  has a normal subgroup of
order 3. A faithful representation of this factor group by permutations on
15 symbols is given by

A - (1)  (5) (7) (226)  (3,4) (8,  9) (10, 11) (12, 15) (13, 14),
B - (1) (2, 3) (4, 5, 6, 7) (8, 9, 11, 14) (10, 13, 12, 15),

C -+ (3) (9) (13) (1,  2) (4, 10) (5, 11) (6, 8) (7, 12) (14, 15).
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This factor group is not A5  since it has S4  as a subgroup while A5  contains
no elements of order 4.

G,. The group Gs  is of infinite order. In this case we find a homo-
morphism of GC  onto SL(3,  Z), where the latter is understood to be the set
of all non-singular matrices of order 3 and determinant 1 and whose entries
are integers.

The following mapping exhibits the homomorphism explicitly :

A direct verification shows that the defining relations are satisfied by these
matrices. On the other hand the three matrices generate SL(3,  Z) as is
seen by the mappings

X  =  C(AC)3B2AB2C  +

AXA

B2AB2XAB2AB2A --t
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where it is known that the six matrices appearing on the right generate
SL(3,  Z).

The following geometrical corollary then follows. The group generated
by all relations of a finite Desarguesian plane which is generated by four
points is a homomorphic image of the collineation group of the free plane
generated by four points.

Example 2. Complete latin squares. A complete latin square of order n
is an array in which every row and every column is a permutation of n
symbols and such that every ordered pair of symbols appears as a consecutive
pair exactly once in the rows and once in the columns. For example

A B C D

C A D B

B D A C

D C B A

is a complete latin square of order 4.
In [2]  B. Gordon has shown that complete latin squares exist for every

even order and in [1] E. N. Gilbert has given a number of special con-
structions all for even order. It is known that for n = 3, 5, 7, 9 no complete
latin square exists and it had been conjectured that none exists for any odd
order. An exhaustive search by machine is quite impractical for n Z=  11 so
that a specialized search based on an incomplete mathematical theory may
be of use.

Following Gordon we look for a solution in which the square is the
multiplication table for a group. The problem is then reduced to the follow-
ing. Let 81,  g2, . . ., g,,  be the distinct elements of a group. Is it possible to
arrange them so that the elements gl,  gF1gZ,  g;lgs,  . . .,  g,=‘,g,,  are all
distinct ?

If the group is of odd order and Abelian  it is known to be impossible
for such an arrangement to exist. Hence we look to groups which are
non-abelian. The smallest order of a non-abelian group of odd order is 21.
However, a search through the 21! permutations of the elements of the
group is still impractical. The compromise used was to start the arrange-
ment of the elements of the group by hand until one gets stuck (usually
after 16 to 18 elements). When this is finished the arrangement was put
into the machine with a back-tracking program to try to alter and complete
the arrangement. This proved eminently successful. On p. 221 is an example
of one of the latin squares of order 21.

Example 3. Commutators. There are a number of combinatorial prob-
lems in which it is important to know whether or not an element of a
commutator subgroup is a commutator. More generally the following
question is of interest. Given an element A of the commutator subgroup,
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An example of a latin square of order 21 without repeated digraphs
(both rows and columns)

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U

K A P I S M T R Q F B E J H C O D N L U G

O M L K B R F D S Q H N E C T J P G U A I

P F S A K H J Q E I N R L O G M C U T B D

E D A J C P S L H B T I G F Q N U K M R O

R C F L G S K T O N J A D I E U B P H Q M

C J E B A N M I L D R H S P U F O T G K Q

F N G C R I D O A L P T H U M S E Q K J B

LQBMOCESNKGDUJ’RTAFHP

M H T P N Q I  C K E O U R G J L S D B F A

S l  K F P O L E R A U Q T M D H G B J N C

Q G I T D K P J M U L F C A R B N S O E H

T E N H M G R K U P D C B L A Q J F I O S

N P M E T L B U C H F K I Q S G A O R D J

B K O Q L J U N D M A S F R P C I H E G T

G L R N F U H A T C Q O K S B I M J D P E

H O J S U E A G P R M B Q D L T K C N I F

DTQUIBOFJGEMPKh’AHLCSR

JRUOHDQPBsCGNTFELIAMK

I U D G Q A C M F T S J O B H K R E P L N

U S H R J T N B G O I P A E K D F M Q C L

find the minimum value k such that A is expressible as a product of k com-
mutators.

This problem, in general, is known to be unsolvable. However, for free
groups it is solvable but the solution is by no means trivial. The author
has studied the problem of a machine program for making the compu-
tations. To test the possible efficiency of the program the author carried
out hand calculations which would imitate the machine’s behaviour.
Naturally, relations were generated in a random order, but a number of them
proved to be very interesting and one of these led to an interesting theorem.
Here are some of the results turned out at random, all referring to free
groups.

(a) In a free group a word of length six or less which lies in the commu-
tator subgroup is a commutator, e.g.

a-lb-lc-labc  = (ba, bc).
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(b) The cube of a commutator can be expressed as a product of two
commutators, e.g.

(a, by  = (a-lb-la-lba, a-lb-%z)(ubu-lb-Q&  b).

(c) Each of the products (a, b)  (c, a) and (a, b)  (b, c) can be expressed as
a single commutator.

(d) c-~(cx)~x-~  = (xc*,  ~-lx-~).

This last relation leads to a very interesting theorem of group theory.

THEOREM. Let G be a group for which every commutator has order 1 or 3.
Then G’ is periodic.

Remark. This theorem was proved by a colleague of mine, N. D. Gupta.
He used a more complicated lemma than that used in the proof below.

Proof. From the identity c-~(cx)~x-~  = (xc2, ~-lx-~) it follows that
(cx)~ = c*x3 where c and c*  are commutators. Hence if cl, c2,  cs,  . . ., c,
are commutators (crc~  . . . c,)~ = c~*cz*.  . . ct-r.  By iteration (cite  .  .  .
&J3m  = 1.

Concluding remarks. The above examples indicate that there can be a
fruitful symbiosis between machine and mathematician. The author would
also point out that it is well worth while for him to scan the output of a
computer even though it may appear random and disconnected. There is
the possibility of real discovery.
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Construction and analysis of non-equivalent
finite semigroups

ROBERT J. PLEMMONS

1. Introduction. In searching for examples of finite algebraic systems
that satisfy certain identities or have specific properties, it is often conve-
nient to have available a listing of all non-equivalent (i.e., non-isomorphic
or anti-isomorphic) systems of given types and orders, together with
information concerning their properties. This paper is concerned with the
development of algorithms used to design computer programs for the
purpose of constructing and analyzing certain systems such as groupoids
and semigroups, having small orders. Of course, the basic problem in
such projects is to develop an efficient algorithm to construct one repre-
sentative system from each class of those that are either isomorphic or
anti-isomorphic.

Digital computers were first applied to the construction of non-equivalent
finite semigroups by G. E. Forsythe in 1954 [3], when he constructed all
semigroups of order 4 by use of the computer SWAC, at Los Angeles.
Hand computations [10] had previously yielded those of order N g 3. In
1955, T. S. Motzkin and J. L. Selfridge obtained all semigroups of order 5,
also by using SWAC, and about the same time similar results were obtained
in Japan by hand computations [11]. It was not until 1966 that the results
for N = 6 were obtained at Auburn University [8].

In $2  we develop an algorithm to construct all non-equivalent semi-
groups of order N e 6, the results for N = 6 being new. The analysis of
these semigroups is discussed in 0  3. In addition, some applications to
the development of certain theorems about finite semigroups are mentioned,
along with the formulation of an associated conjecture. All notation
and definitions follow [1] and [2].

2. The construction algorithm. As we have mentioned, the problem of
constructing all non-equivalent finite algebraic systems of given type and
order is essentially the problem of efficiently choosing a representative
system from each class of those that are either isomorphic or anti-iso-
morphic. It is trivial to construct an algorithm to do this. One needs only
to compute all possible systems of that type, to determine which are iso-
morphic or anti-isomorphic and then to choose one system from each

223
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such class [3].  However, the computation time is then proportional to the
total number of such systems. The algorithm presented in this paper con-
structs only those groupoids that are neither isomorphic nor anti-iso-
morphic; and, after adding a routine to ensure associativity, it makes
feasible the construction of all semigroups of order N G 6, on most
modern digital computers.

The algorithm will be given for the most general binary system, the
groupoid, since routines to restrict the binary operations can readily be
added. Let N be a positive integer and let S be the set of all positive integers
less than or equal to N. We choose this as the set of elements for our
groupoids of orderN, since they are readily used as subscripts in FORTRAN.
Let RN denote the set of all NXN matrix arrays

A = (Uij)

where each aij E S. Then each array (ajj) represents a groupoid of order N
with binary operation o defined by

io j = OTij.

Conversely, each groupoid of order N has such a representation.
Let PM  denote the permutation group on S and let AT  denote the transpose

of A E RN.  For each CL E PN and each A = (aii)  E RN we define

Aa  = B = (bij)

where
bij = a[a,-l(Ql-lcjj], i, j E S.

Then two groupoids of order N, represented by A and B in RN,  are iso-
morphic if and only if

Aa  = B

for some a E PN,  and are anti-isomorphic if and only if

AT/3  = B
for some B E PN.

Now the set RN is ordered by the relation G) defined by the rule that
ifA,  BERNthen

AsB

if and only if aij  = b, for each i, j E S,  oL _p else  there is a pair tn,  k E S such
that

‘&nk  -==  bmk

and aij = b, for all i, j E S where
j + ( i - l ) N  -C  k + ( m - l ) N .

In other words the ordering is row-wise.
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Now for each A E RN we let IA  denote the set of all Aa,  as a ranges over
Phr. Then either IA  = IA2.  or else IA 17 1,,  = 0,  and moreover I, = ZAT  if
and only if Aa  = AT  for some a E Pni.

In order to construct only those groupoids that are non-equivalent, we
construct only the minimal matrix (with respect to the ordering) in the
set I,  (J  IAT.  This can be accomplished in the following way, using the fami-
liar backtrack method of exhaustive search. Starting with all ones (the null
groupoid), we initiate a process of backing up and going forward, row-wise,
in defining terms in the table, beginning with the last position, Now when-
ever the process backs up in the table, the previous position is zeroed and
we consider the product there as undefined. In general, suppose the process
is at position (i, j). The term aij is replaced by a,+  1. Then:

1. If Uij > N,  we set aG = 0 and back up in the table. If i = j = 1,
the process is complete and we have all the desired systems; if not, the
process goes to position (i, j- 1) if j + 1 or (i- 1, N) if j = 1.

2. If aij <N, we first check to see if the binary operation defined by
the partial table constructed thus far satisfies the necessary restrictions.
If it does not, we once again increment aij  by one. If it does, we next
check to see if the partial table would come first in the ordered set IA IJ  IAP.
To do this we consider permutations a E PM  and check to see if

and
aij e ~[G-l(i),-l(j)1

whenever a,-l(ib-l(j)  and U,-l(jb-l(i)  are defined. If either of the inequal-
ities does not hold we once again increment aij by one. Otherwise we
go forward in the table. Now if i = j = N,  we have a desired system. If
not we go to position (i, j+ 1)  if j =l=  Nor (i+ 1, 1) if j = N,  and continue.

Using this algorithm, we may construct all the non-equivalent groupoids
of order N,  each of which is minimal in its class. The method enables us
to exclude consideration of many tables at one time. In fact, if we have a
failure at position (i, j) and if  all  possibilities are exhausted below (i, j) in the
row ordering, we may exclude from consideration a total of Nk tables
where

k = N’--[j+(i-  I)N].

Also, the process can often be augmented by devices to reduce the work
factor. For example, we usually need to consider only certain permutations
of S in PM,  depending on the type system we are constructing and on the
form of the partial table, constructed at that stage in the process. One
method for accomplishing this is the following. Let D = (Q) be the dia-
gonal of A = (a,) E RN.  Consider these diagonals ordered in the usual
sense from the (1,l)  to the (N, N) positions, and for each diagonal D and
each a E PLV  let Dx denote the diagonal of Aa,  where D is the diagonal
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of A. Now suppose that

is the set of all distinct diagonals with the property that Di < Dia  for
each u E Phi.  Let

LDi

denote the set of all non-equivalent groupoids with diagonal Di.  Then

is the set of all non-equivalent groupoids of order N. Thus to construct
these groupoids we need only construct each diagonal Di,  lowest in the
ordering, determine the subgroup of PN leaving Di fixed, and then con-
struct all non-equivalent groupoids with diagonal Di by using this sub-
group in the equivalence checks. This procedure reduces the work factor
considerably. In addition to this, terms can often be defined ahead in
the table to ensure that the binary operation in the partial table has the
desired properties.

This algorithm has been coded into FORTRAN and the program has
been run, in one form or another, on several computers, including those at
Auburn University, the University of Tennessee and the National Security
Agency. Programs resulting from the algorithm have been applied to the
construction of various types of systems, such as groupoids, semigroups
and loops; with the construction of the Cayley tables for all semigroups
of order N 4 6 being one of the more noteworthy results. A monograph
listing these tables, along with other information, can be obtained from the
Department of Mathematics at Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama [8].

3. Some analysis results. These finite semigroups, constructed by use
of the algorithm described in Q 2, have been classified according to several
properties, such as being regular, inverse or subdirectly irreducible. Such
classification is accomplished by adding appropriate subroutines to the
construction program. A table giving the number of (regular, inverse)
semigroups of order N < 6 is given at the end of the paper (p. 228). Also
included is the number of semigroups containing k idempotents for
k = 1, . . ., N.

Perhaps the most interesting use of the algorithm has been in the con-
struction of specific finite systems of order N that satisfy certain identities
or have certain properties, or else proving that no such systems exist for
that order. For example, one such application has solved the problem of
finding the smallest order semigroup whose system of identities has no
finite basis [5],  [6], [7].

THEOREM. There is a semigroup of order 5 whose system of identities has
no finite basis, and, moreover, the system of identities for each semigroup
of order N < 5 has a finite basis.
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Other analysis results were obtained by constructing all the congruence
relations on each semigroup of order N G 5 and on selected semigroups
of order 6. The algorithm to construct these relations first determines the
equivalences on the set and then tests for compatibility with the binary
operations of the non-equivalent semigroups of that order. The resulting
examples are useful in the study of semigroup decompositions and in the
study of homomorphisms, since the consideration of homomorphisms can
be limited to the consideration of congruences. These computations have
suggested the next result.

THEOREM. The following four conditions concerning a semigroup S of
order N w  2 are equivalent.

(A) Each reflexive relation on S is left compatible.
(B) Each equivalence relation on S is a left congruence.
(C) For each x, y and z in S either xy = xz or xy = y and xz = z.
(D) S = A ~.j B, where An B = 0 and where, for some idempotent

function ffrom  A to A, the binary operation for S is given by
If(x)  if xEA.

xy =
I y if xc B.

This theorem, together with its dual, shows that each equivalence relation
on a semigroup S is also a congruence relation if and only if S is a [left,
right] zero semigroup.

The examination of these examples has also led to the following con-
jecture :

If a finite semigroup of order N > 3 has exactly one proper congruence
relation, then it is a group or a simple group with zero.

In conclusion we mention that the construction of all non-equivalent
semigroups of order 7 would be rather difficult, both from the standpoint
of running time on any particular computer and from the standpoint of
output volume. Although there is no known rule giving the number of
non-equivalent finite semigroups as a function of the order, a good esti-
mate for the number of order 7 is around 200,000. However, the con-
struction and analysis of special types for N Z= 7 is sometimes feasible and
could be useful in the formulation and testing of conjectures.
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Some contributions of computation to
semigroups and groupoids’

TAKAYUKI TAMURA

REVIEWING the contribution of computers to the theory of semigroups,
we note that G. E. Forsythe computed all semigroups of order 4 [2]  in
1954, and T. S. Motzkin and J. L. Selfridge obtained all semigroups of order
5 [4]  in 1955. For the ten years from 1955 through 1965, nobody treated
the computation of all semigroups of order 6. However, R. Plemmons did
all semigroups of order 6 by IBM 7040 in 1965 [5].  On the other hand the
author and his students obtained the semigroups of order 3 in 1953 [8],
of order 4 in 1954 [9]  and of order 5 in 1955 [1o0] by hand, independently
of those mentioned above. Beside these, certain special types of semigroups
and groupoids of order 3, which are distributive to given semigroups of
order 3, were  computed by hand [12],  [13], [14]. In 1965 we obtained
the number of non-isomorphic, non-anti-isomorphic groupoids of order
~4  which have a given permutation group as the automorphism group
(@  1.4, 1.5). Although the result was presented at the meeting of the Amer-
ican Mathematical Society at Reno, 1965, it has not been published. After-
wards R. Plemmons checked the total number by computing machine and
wrote to the author that our number was correct; the author wishes to
thank Dr. Plemmons. Recently R. Dickinson analyzed the behavior of
some operations on the binary relations by machine [17].

In this paper we announce the result concerning the automorphism
groups and the total number of groupoids and additionally we introduce
the significance of a new concept “general product”, which uses a machine
to get a suggestion for an important problem on the extension of semi-
groups, and further we show the result in a special case which easily com-
puted without using a machine. The detailed proof of some theorems will
be omitted because of pressure on space in these Proceedings, and the com-
plete proof will be published elsewhere.

7 This research was supported by NSF GP-5988 and GP-7608.
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P A R T  I .  G R O U P O I D S  A N D  T H E I R  A U T O M O R P H I S M
G R O U P S

1.1. Introduction. A groupoid G is a set S with a binary operation 0 in
which the product z of x and y of S is denoted by

z = xey.
G is often denoted by G = G(S,  0).  An automorphism tc of G is a per-
mutation of S (i.e. a one-to-one transformation of S onto S) such that

(xOy)a  = (xa)&ya) for all x, yE S.
The group of all automorphisms of G is called the automorphism group
of G and denoted by a(G) or %(S,  0).  It is a subgroup of the symmetric
group e(S)  over S. The following problem is raised:

Problem. Let S be a fixed set. Under what condition on j S I,  for every
subgroup 8 of G(S),  does there exist G = G(S, 0) such that a(G) = $j?
This problem is a step towards the following problem.

Let @  be a subgroup of G(S).  Under what condition on Q does there
exist a groupoid G such that a(G) = ,Q?

However, we will consider only the first problem in this paper.
The answer to the problem is:
THEOREM 1.1. For every subgroup .Q of G(S)  there is at least a groupoid

G defined on S such that a(G)  = @ if and only if 1 S 1 G 4.
In the next section we will sketch the outline of the proof. From now

on we shall not distinguish in symbols S from G, that is, G shall denote
a set as well as a groupoid defined on it. The groupoids with operations
e,5,.  - . are denoted by (G, 0),  (G, Q, * . * . The automorphism group %(G, 0)
will be denoted by %(G) or !X(0)  if there is no fear of confusion as far as a
set G is fixed. G(G)  is the symmetric group over a set G.

1.2. Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1. The following theorem was
given in 1963 [16].

THEOREM 1.2 Every permutation of a set G is an automorphism of a
groupoid G if and only if G is either isomorphic or anti-isomorphict  onto one of
the following:

(1 .l)  A right zero semigroup: xy = y for all x, y.
(1.2) The idempotent quasigroup of order 3.
(1.3) The groupoid (1,  2) of order 2 such that

x.1  =  2 , x.2 = 1 (x = 1,2).

The following theorem partially contains Theorem 1.2.
THEOREM 1.3. Let 1 G 1> 5. The following statements are equivalent.

t We will use “dually isomorphic” as synonymous to “anti-isomorphic”.

(1.4) A groupoid G is isomorphic onto either a right zero semigroup or a
left zero semigroup.

(1 .5)  8(G)  = G(G).
(1.6) Every even permutation of G is contained in a(G).
(1.7) %(G)  is triply transitive (i.e. 3-ply  transitive (cf. [3])).
(1.8) ‘%(G)  is doubly transitive and there is an element VC%(G)  such that

av = a, bg,  = b for some a, bEG,a+b,  butxg,=/=xforallx+a,
x + b.

Proof. The proof will be done in the following direction:

(1’6if---  II  i, ’

(1.4) + (1.5) is given by Theorem 1.2; (1.5) -f (1.6),  (1.5) --t  (1.8) are obvi-
ous ; (1.6) + (1.7) is easily proved by the fact that the alternating group
is triply transitive if IGI > 5. We need to prove only (1.7) -f (1.4) and
(1.8) - (1.4). The detailed proof is in [20].

Remark. We do not assume finiteness of G. The definitions of double
and triple transitivity and even permutation are still effective.

Let $j be a proper subgroup of G(G),  I(G)]  z=  5. If $j can be an auto-
morphism group of a groupoid (G, 0)  for some 8, then $j is neither triply
transitive, nor the alternating group on a set G.

THEOREM 1.4. Every permutation group on a set G, IGI  s 4, is the auto-
morphism group of a groupoid (G, 0)  for some 8.

The proof of Theorem 1.4 is the main purpose of @j  1.4, 1.5 below.
In order to count the number of groupoids for each permutation group,
we will experimentally verify the existence for each case.

§ 1.3 is the introduction of the basic concept for the preparation of &$  1.4,
1.5.

1.3. Preparation. Let 8 denote the set of all binary operations 8,  5, * .
defined on a set G. Let a, fi,.  ** be elements of G(G),  i. e. permutations of G.
To each a a unary operation X on @,  8 - 8”, corresponds in the following
way :

x@y  = {(xa-l)O(ya-l)}a,  x, y E G.

The groupoids (G, f3)  and (G, @)  are isomorphic since (x@y)a-l  =
(xa-l)Qw-l).  C lear y1 a is an automorphism of (G, 0)  if and only if
8” = 0. The product GB of Z  and p is defined in the usual way:

8°F = (@)8 f o r  a l l  ec8.

It is easy to see that
89 = eG  f o r  a l l  em.

CPA 16
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8” = 0B  if and only if c&rE~(8).  Let ?$ = {G; acQ(G)}.  Then G, is
isomorphic onto G(G) under a - a. Suppose a = ,9. x8-l is in %(G, 0)
for all BE@.  On the other hand, there is 80~@ such that $?l(G, f3,) consists
of the identical mapping E alone (cf. [ZO]).  Hence zB-1  = e and so K = b.

Define another unary operation 0 + 8 on @  as follows:

xe’y  = yex.
Then clearly (0’)’  = 0 and (G, 0) is anti-isomorphic onto (G, 0’); 8’ = 8
if and only if (G, 0) is commutative. Also (e’y  = (fP)’ for all 0  c 8.

We denote  (e’y  by  8”‘.
if and only if 8”’

Then a is an anti-automorphism of (G, 0)
= 8. We can easily prove

(ey = 03
(e*y  = fjcv

(eqg  = eQ.

As defined in 9  1 .I, 58(e)  is the automorphism group of (G, 0) while g’(0)
denotes the set of all anti-automorphisms of (G, 0).

We define
we)  = ate)  u we).

Then %(e)  is a subgroup of E(G, 0) and the index of a(0) to  B(8) is 2.
Let BEG(G).  Then

ate4  = ~--2w~~p, myeq  = pa’(e)q3.
Let @ = %(G, 0) and let aEG(G). Then @ = a(P) if and only if a is

in the normalizer ‘8(Q) of .Q in E?(G).  Therefore 8” = @ and a(@)  =
%(@)  = a(e)  = @ if and only if a, ,!I E g(Q)  and tc F p (mod Q).

Let $I be a permutation group over a set G and suppose that Q is gen-
erated by a subset 8  = {ad;  1. E X}  of 8.

Let

GXG  = {(KY);  x,ycG}.
A binary operation on G is understood to be a mapping 0 of GX G into G.
$  is contained in the automorphism group ‘8(G) of a groupoid G defined
by 0 if and only if, for X,  y E G,

[(x, y)e]K = (xa, ycr)e  for all a($.

We define an equivalence relation % on GX G as follows:

(x, y) 23  (z, u)  if and only if z = xa, u = ya for some tc E 8. Clearly %
is the transitive closure of a relation %r,  defined by

(x, y) ‘@I  (z, u)  if and only if z = xa, u = ya for some a E 9.

If we let c = (a, b)B  and if (x, y) %(a, b), then (x, y)S  is automatically
determined by

(x, y)e = [(a, 6)0]a  for some a EQ.
Let {(a,, b,);  5  E E} be a representative system from the equivalence classes
modulo %.  We may determine only {(a(, b,)B; 5  ~8). However, there
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is some restriction for choosing (at,  b$:
[(at,  &)B]a  = (acGc,  bta)e.

For (at, be)  define an equivalence relation nJ  on the set union e”i?-’
as follows :

5

“;/!I  f di an only if (a,-a,  b(a)  = (atb,  b&).

For (aE,  b,) we select an element c: o f G such that the following condition

is satisfied :
a  ; fl  i m p l i e s  cga  =  c$.

1.4. Groupoids of order == 3. First of all we explain the notation and the
abbreviations appearing below :

sj Automorphism group @.

si The symmetric group of degree i.

c The number of conjugates of !$,

I &I

i’e’  ’ = 1 Normalizer 1 *

II The index of Q to its normalizer,

1 Normalizer ]
n=  -

lsjl *

up to is0 Up to isomorphism.

up to dual Up to dual-isomorphism (i.e. anti-isomorphism).

self-dual Anti-isomorphic to itself.

comm Commutative.

First we have the following table for groupoids of order 2. Since the
case is simple, we omit the explanation.

TABLE 1. Groupoids of Order 2
1 I I

Total
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For S,

In the following table [(I, 2, 3)]  is the permutation group generated by
a 3-cycle  (1,2,3). [(I, 2)]  .1s one generated by a 2-cycle or substitution (I,  2).

TABLE 2. Groupoids of Order 3

& 1 1 1

[Cl,  2, 311 1 2 4
-__~

Kl, 2)l 3 1 8
- - -

{e> 1 6 116
____

Total 129
L

Self-dual, Non-self-
non- d u a l ,

comm, up to iso,
up to iso  up to dua

0 1

0 4

0 35

9 1556

9 1596

Total
up to is0
up to duz

2

8

43

1681

1734

-

-.

-

‘9
11

-
I

Semi-
Total g roups

up to is0 up to iso,
up to dual

3 1

12 0

78 5

3237 12

3330 1 8

By Theorem 1, if 8 = &, we have two isomorphically, dual-isomorphic-
ally distinct groupoids :

Case $j = [(I,  2, 3)].  Let E = (1, 2, 3). %-classes :

1 2
+  11

122
i denotes the multiplication table i
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Since there is no restriction to choosing ((1 . l)e,  (l-2)6,  (2.1)6},  we have
27 groupoids G such that

Cal S WG).
However, the set of the 27 groupoids contains the 3 groupoids in which

SI is the automorphism group; the number of isomorphically distinct
groupoids G for $j = [E]  is

+(27-  3) = 12 where n = 2 in Table 2.

If G has dual-automorphisms, b = (1, 2) must be a dual-automorphism.
In this case, since

(3*3)/l  = 3.3, (l-2)8  = 1.2,  (2*1)8  = 2.1,

we must have (3.3)6  = (1*2)8  = (2*l)f3 = 3. Therefore if @  S.  ‘%(G)  and
if (1, 2) is a dual-automorphism of G, then G is

while this G is already obtained for LQ  = Ss, and (1, 2) is an automorphism.
In the present case there is no self-dual, non-commutative groupoid. There
are formally 9 commutative groupoids; but excluding one we have non-
isomorphic commutative groupoids :

f(9-1)  =  4

and 12-4 = 8 non-self-dual G’s,

8e-2 =  4 isomorphically distinct non-self-dual G’s.

Therefore we have 4+4 = 8 non-isomorphic, non-dual-isomorphic G’s.
Case $j = [(l, 2)]. Let CI  = (1, 2). There are 5 &classes among which

a class consists of only 3.3.  Clearly (3.3) 8 = 3. The number of non-iso-
morphic G’s is

81-3 = 78.

If G is commutative then (1.2)~  = 1.2, hence (l-2)0  = 3. The number of
non-isomorphic commutative G’s is

9-l = 8.

The number of non-self-dual G’s is 78-8 = 70, and hence the number of
those, up to isomorphism, is

70+2  = 35.

Therefore the number of non-isomorphic, non-dual-isomorphic G’s is
35+8  = 43.

We remark that there is no non-commutative self-dual groupoid for sj
because SI has no subgroup of order 4.
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Case ,Q = {e). First, we find the number of self-dual, non-commutative
groupoids G for {e}. Let j? = (1, 2) be a dual-automorphism of G. Then
we can easily see that

(1*2)/I  =  (1*2), (2.1)8 =  (2,1),  (3*3)/I  =  ( 3 . 3 )

(l.l)/!? =  (2.2)  (1.3)/I  =  (3*2), (3-l)/!?  =  (2.3),

and hence

(1.2)8  =  (2*1)8  =  (3*3)8 =  3 .

The 27 G’s contain the 9 G’s which appeared in the previous cases. We
have that the number of isomorphically distinct G’s is

$(27-9)  =  9

since we recall that the normalizer of [(I, 2)] is itself.
The number y = 116 of all non-isomorphic commutative groupoids

whose automorphism group is {e} is the solution of

6y+4X2+8X3+1  = 3s.

The number x = 3237 of all non-isomorphic groupoids corresponding
to {e} is the solution of

6x+78X3+12X2+3  = 3g.

The number of non-self-dual G’s, up to isomorphism and dual-isomor-
phism, is

+(3237-(116f9))  = 1556.

The total number of G’s up to isomorphism and dual-isomorphism is the
sum

116+9+1556  = 1681.

For [(l,  2, 3)], let CC  = (1, 2, 3):

I
/x  y 2

I I

zu xu yx

yd  2s xa?

where (x, y, z) is

(1, 2, I), (2, 2, I), (2, 3, 2), (2, 1, 3) commutative,

(1, 1, 2), (2, 1, l), (2, 1, 2), (2, 3, 1) non-self-dual.
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For [(l,  2)], let fl  = (1, 2):

commutative

where (x, z) is

(1,  11,  (1,  3),  (2, 11,  (2, 2),

(2, 3),  (3, 11,  (3, 2), (3, 3).

Non-self-dual :

where (x, y,  z, u)  is

XY z
YB  XB  ZB
u u/9 3

2 3 7

(1,1,1,1),(1,1,3,1),(1,3,2,3),(2,1,2,2),(2,3,1,2),(3,1,1,3),(3,1,3,2),

(1,1,1,2),(1,1,3,2),(2,1,1,1),(2,1,2,3),(2,3,1,3),(3,1,2,1),(3,1,3,3),

(1,1,2,1),(1,1,3,3),(2,1,1,2),(2,1,3,1),(2,3,2,3),(3,1,2,2),(3,3,1,2),

(1,1,2,2),(1,3,1,2),(2,1,1,3),(2,1,3,2),(3,1,1,1),(3,1,2,3),(3,3,1,3),

(1,1,2,3),(1,3,1,3),(2,1,2,1),(2,1,3,3),(3,1,1,2),(3,1,3,1),(3,3,2,3).

For {e}:

x3 Y
3 XB  ZP
z YB  3

where (x, y, z) is

(1, 1, 2), (2, 1, 2), (3, 1, 2),

(1, 1, 3), (2, 1, 3), (3, 1, 3),

(1, 2, 3), (2, 2, 3), (3, 2, 3).
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1.5. Groupoids of order 4.

TABLE 3. Subgroups of 27,

: s 1 , 2 , 3 ) !: s 1 , 2 , 3 ) ! : ' I , 2 1 1: ' I , 2 1 1 : \ I: \ I   2 ) ( 3 , 4 1 22 ) ( 3 , 4 1 2

::, 2,\,4Jl

1 ‘\ C 1 1 , 2 , 3 1 , ( 1 , 2 . 4 : 1C 1 1 , 2 , 3 1 , ( 1 , 2 . 4 : 1 : ~ ' . 3 . . ~ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ! :: ~ ' . 3 . . ~ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ! :

This diagram shows that A is lower than B and is connected with B by
a segment if and only if some conjugate of A contains some conjugate of B.

If a = Sq,  G is isomorphic to either a right zero or a left zero semigroup,
by Theorem 1.1.

(1) Q = [(l, 2, 3),  (1, 2, 4)] (alternating group).

Let a = (1, 2, 3),  /l = (1,  2, 4). We have the !&classes :

a

.(-‘i’\
3 . 33 . 3

\I/\I/

PaPa

PP   clcl

2 . 22 . 2

(3 * 3)/3  = 3 *3 implies 3.3  = 3, hence G has to be idempotent. G is a right
zero semigroup if 4.2 = 2; a left zero semigroup if 4.2 = 4. Let Gi  be a
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groupoid determined by 4.2 = i (i = 1, 2). Gi  is isomorphic to Gz  under a
transposition (1, 2) and also G1 is anti-isomorphic to Gs.

Gl 1 2 3 4 G2 1 2 3 4
1 1 1 3 4 2 l/1423

3 1 2 4
214213 z 2 3 2 4 1

-3 1 3 4 1 3 2
4 1 3 1 2 4 4 2 3 1 4

G1 is characterized by the groupoid, which is neither a left nor a right zero
semigroup, such that any permutation is either an automorphism or an
anti-automorphism.

(2) @  = [Cl, 3)s  (1,  2,  3,411.
The normalizer of @  is $I itself, /@,l  = 8, n = 1, c = 24/8  = 3.

Let a = (1, 3),  #?  = (1, 2, 3, 4). We have the ‘B-classes :

2 . 22 . 2
2 . 42 . 4

3.2-4.33.2-4.3   e-1.4e-1.4  - 2 - l - 2 - l
4.24.2

4.44.4  - - - -
2 . 2 ,2 . 2 , 2 . 4  =  2 . 4  =  2 o r 42 o r 4

The calculation 22X 4 = 16, 16 -2 = 14 gives the number of non-iso-
morphic G’s. Suppose the groupoids have a dual automorphism. Since no
subgroup is of order 16, every element of $ is a dual automorphism. For a
dual automorphism a, (1.3)~  = l-3,  hence 1.3  = 2 or 4. For an auto-
morphism b,  (1.3)fl  = 2.4 = 2 or 4 because (2*4)a  = 2.4.  However, this
is a contradiction to 28 = 3,48 = 1. Hence there are no self-dual G’s. The
number of non-isomorphic, non-anti-isomorphic G’s is 14~2  = 7.

(3)  Q = w,  2),  (1,  3)l.
181 = 6 , n = 1, c = 24/6 = 4 . W e have the B-classes :

2.1~2.32.1~2.3

AA
aa

1 . 21 . 2 1 . 31 . 3 1 . 11 . 1

PP\\ JJPP

32~3.1
1 . 1 ,1 . 1 ,   , . 4 ,, . 4 ,  4 - l  =  1   4 - l  =  1  o ro r  4 , 4 , 4 . 4 = 44 . 4 = 4
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The calculation 4X23  = 32, 32 -2 = 30 gives the number of non-iso-
morphic G’s. If a dual automorphism exists, then it is in $j. Accordingly
if G is self-dual, it must be commutative.

We find the commutative G’s:

(1.2)~  = 2.1  = 1.2,  1.2  = 3 or 4.
We have 8 non-isomorphic commutative G’s, and the calculation 30-  8 =
22, 2292  = 11 gives the number of non-self-dual G’s, and we have a
total of 8 + 11 = 19 non-isomorphic and non-anti-isomorphic G’s.

(4)  @  = [(I,  2x3, 41,  (1,  3x2,  411.411.

I@  / = 4, Q is normal, it = 24/4  = 6, c = 1,
The number of groupoids G with $j c a(G) which appeared in the pre-

vious cases is
14X3+2+2 = 46 .

Let c( = (1, 2)(3,  4),  /I = (1, 3)(2,  4). We have the ‘B-classes:

‘.I*;;\  j.4 1~2~ /,9 l.3A //?.2 ‘.4\ 2,’

3.3 3.4 3.1 3.2

The calculation 44-46  = 210, 210~6  = 35 gives the number of non-
isomorphic G’s. There is no commutative G in the 35 G’s, because

(1*2)a  = 1.2
and we have no value 1.2.

Suppose y = (1,3) is a dual automorphism. We then have the ‘B-classes:

2.2

7-c
1 . 11 . 1 4.4

x/dx/d

3.3

2 . 4

2-t
1.3 4.2

\Jd
3.1

The class of 22~4 = 16 groupoids contains 2 of those corresponding to
u, 2,  31,  (1,  2,4)1, and so we calculate 16-2 = 14, 14t2  = 7, for the
number of self-dual, non-commutative G’s.  Since the normalizer of [(l, 3),
(1, 2, 3, 4)] is itself, 8t4  = 2, and we calculate 35-7 = 28, 28~2  = 14
non-self-dual G’s, giving 14+7  = 21 for the total up to isomorphism and
dual-isomorphism.
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(5)  @  = to, 2, 3,  4)l.
/.!!I  = 4. The normalizer of $j is [(l, 3),  (1,2,3,4)]  of order 8, n = 8/4 = 2,

c = 2418  = 3.
The number of the groupoids corresponding to the groups which contain

Sj is
14+2  = 16.

Let tc = (1,2,  3,4).  We have the ‘B-classes:

y2.2\ // ;‘i  y3.2\ /2’4\
1.1 3.3 1.2 3-4 2.1 4.3 1.3 3-I

\ / \ / y / 1, p’
4.4 4 . 1 1-4 4.2

We calculate 44-  16 = 240, 240 -z- 2 = 120 for the number of non-iso-
morphicG’s.Wehave[(1,2,3,4)]~[(1,3),(1,2,3,4)].Supposey  =(1,3)isa
dual-automorphism. Then (1.2)a  = (l-2)7,  but there is no value l-2 which
satisfies this. Suppose some G is commutative. Then (1.3)~~  = 3.1  = 1.3,
but there is no 1.3  fixed by a2.  Consequently there is no self-dual G in this
case, and we have only the

120 a 2 = 60 non-self-dual G’s.

(6)  43  = [Cl, 21,  (3>4)1.
/Q 1 = 4. Its normalizer is [(l, 2),  (1,3,2,4)] of order 8, n = 814  = 2,

c = 2418  = 3.
The number of the groupoids corresponding to the groups 2 $j is

14+2  = 16.

Let a = (1,2),  B = (3,4).  We have the %-classes:

We calculate 24~ 42  = 256, 256-  16 = 240, 240t2  = 120 for the number
of non-isomorphic G’s. We can prove that there is no self-dual G, so we
have

120 + 2 = 60 non-self-dual G’s.

(7)  hj = cu, 2 , 311.

/ $j j = 3. The normalizer is [(l, 2),  (1, 3)]  of order 6, n = 6/3  = 2,
c = 2416  = 4.
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The number of groupoids corresponding to the groups bigger than @  is

30+2+230+2+2  = 34. = 34.

Let r. = (1, 2, 3).

We calculate 4j = 1024, 1024-  34 = 990, 990+2  = 495 for the number
of non-isomorphic G’s.

The number of the groupoids which have p = (1,2) as a dual automor-
phism is

2"x42"x4  = 32 = 32

since1.1  = 1 or4, 2.3 = 1 or4, 3.2 = 1 or4.
Among the 1024 groupoids, there are 64 commutative ones. Eight of the

64 correspond to [(I, 2),  (1,3)],  and so 32 - 8 = 24 is the number of non-
commutative G’s which have (1,2) as a dual-automorphism. Two of these
24 G’s correspond to [(I, 2,3), (1,2,4)],  leaving

2 4 - 2  =  2 2 .2 4 - 2  =  2 2 .

The number of commutative G’s is (64-  8) -+-  2 = 28 (up to isomorphism).
The number of non-commutative self-dual G’s is

22 t 2 = 11 (up to isomorphism).

To count the total number up to isomorphism and dual-isomorphism, vve
calculate
495-  (28 + 11) = 456, 456 $2  = 228, 228 f39  = 267 for this number.

(8)(8)   h 3h 3  =   =  u,u,   2x3,4)1.2x3,4)1.
1 Q / = 2, the normalizer is [(l, 2),  (I, 3, 2, 4)]  of order 8, n = 8/28/2   ==  4, 4,

c  =  c  =  24/824/8  =  3 . =  3 .
The number of G’s with ‘%(G)x.@  is

240+240+210+42+2+2  = 736.

Under CE = (1, 2)(3,  4) we have the %-classes:

1.4-2  2 3 3x-4  4 $.2-.!-  t2 ’ 3 42-d  ?
14dL23 4:-a32 I 32-i  4 3jlt.P +i >

The calculation 48-  736 = 64,800, 64,800t  4 = 16,200 gives the number
of non-isomorphic G’s.
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Considering the self-dual G’S, we have

tU,tU,   2X3,2X3,   411411   cc   Ccl,Ccl,   2),(3,2),(3,   411,411,

uu   2x3,2x3,   411411   cc   [CL[CL  3 ,  2 ,   3 ,  2 ,  411,411,

[ ( l ,[ ( l ,   2x3,2x3,   411411   cc   [ ( I ,[ ( I ,   2)(3,2)(3,   41,41,   (1,(1,   3x2,3x2,   4)i.4)i.
If ,!?  = (1, 2) is a dual-automorphism, we have the &classes:

a..+pr  334  -cc 3; ; :
B,’  \\-- .3,  I’  \ ‘:

,: \ I \4’ 31
a ,  ,f/p k\

#2_321 3 4-a-4  3 2 4
“‘>  p

B
12,33=3ar4 34=1,x2 I! = lOi2

Here we have 24~42  = 256 non-isomorphic G’s.
IfyIfy  =   =  (1,3)(2,4),(1,3)(2,4), is a dual-automorphism, (1.3)~  = 1.3,  but no element

is fixed by y.  This case is impossible, therefore we see that there is no com-
mutative G.

If 6 = (1,3,2,4)  is a dual-automorphism, under 6, we have the B-classes:

3 . 3

/
8 \“,  /g3\  f3\ y3z\i,

“\  /2.2  1 2\  /2.’ +3\ /,2.4  3.1\,  //2

4 . 4 3 4 !.4 4 - l

We have 44 = 256 non-isomorphic G’s in this case. The two cases contain 16
groupoids in common among which 14 correspond to [( 1,2)(3,4),  (I, 3)(2,4)1
and2toand2to   [(1,2,[(1,2,   3),(1,2,4)1,3),(1,2,4)1, and we calculate 256-  16 = 240,240 X 2 = 480,
48Oi4 = 120 self-dual non-commutative G’s, and further calculation
gives 16,200-120  = 16,080, 16,080 + 2 = 8040, 8040f120  = 8160 for
the number up to isomorphism and dual-isomorphism.

(9)(9)   QQ  =  = [O,[O,   211.211.
j.‘jj j = 2, the normalizer is [(l, 2),  (3, 4)]  of order 4, n = 4/2 = 2,

c  =  c  =  24142414  =  6 . =  6 .
The number of G’s with %(G)>$j  is

60+240-l-14+2  = 316.

Under a = (1, 2) we have the %-classes:
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We calculate46  X 24 = 65,536, 65,536-  316 = 65,220, 65,220+2  = 32,610,
for the number of non-isomorphic G’s.

KL 2)lc[U,  21, (3, 411.
Suppose ,!I  = (3, 4) is a dual-automorphism. Then

(3*4)cr  =  (3.4)8 =  3 . 4 .
This is impossible since no element is fixed by both a and /I. Therefore there
is no self-dual non-commutative G. To find all commutative G’s, we have
the B-classes :

l.ldLZ~2 1.2a-2-l 1.3-2.3 1.4A2.4, 3.4 = 4.3

1.2, 3.3, 3-4. 44 = 30r  4,

and we find 43X24  = 1024 non-isomorphic G’s.
The 32 commutative groupoids correspond to [(I, 2), (1,3)].  Of these, 16

are contained in the 1024 groupoids, and we calculate :
1024-  16  =  1008 ,
1 0 0 8 s  2  = 504 (commutative, up to isomorphism),

32,610-504  = 32,106,
32,106 + 2 = 16,053 (non-commutative, up to isomorphism),
504f  16,053 = 16,557 (total, up to isomorphism and dual iso-

morphism).

(10) $I = b+
n=24,  c=  1 .

We consider G’s. with dual-automorphisms. We may assume that (1, 2)
is the only dual-automorphism.

The %-classes are:

1.1-2.2 1.4~~4.2 3.3; 4.4.  1.2,  2.1  = 3 or4
1.3-3.2 4-1-24

3.1-2.3 3.4-4.3

We find 4s x 24 = 65,536 non-isomorphic self-dual G’s.
Among them there are 43X24  = 1024 commutative G’s, leaving

65,536-  1024 = 64,512 non-commutative self-dual G’s.
The number of self-dual, non-commutative G’s with dual-automorphism

(1, 2) already counted is :

for [Cl, 2, 3), (1, 2, 4)l 1x2= 2

for [(I>  2)(3,4),  (1, 3)(2,4)1 7X2= 1 4

for [Cl,  2, 2, 311311 1 1 x 4  =  4 4

for U 2)(3,4)1 120X2  = 240
totalling 300
leaving 64,512-300  = 64,212.

The self-dual non-commutative G’s number 64,212+  4 = 16,053.
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Next we count the number of commutative G’s, comprising the already
counted commutative G’s:

8 x  8 x  4=4=  3 2 3 2

28X 8  =  224

504x12  = 6048

totalling 6 3 0 4 .6 3 0 4 .

Solving 24x+ 6304 = 41° = 1,048,576,  we obtain

x = 43,428.

To count the total number y of non-isomorphic G’s, we may subtract the
following sum from 416:

then we have y = 178,932,325.
To count the number z of non-self-dual G’S, we have:

22+43,428+16,05322+43,428+16,053   = 178,932,325,178,932,325,

z = 89,436,422.89,436,422.

The number w of non-isomorphic, non-anti-isomorphic G’s is

w = 43,428+16,053+89,436,42243,428+16,053+89,436,422   = 89,495,903.89,495,903.

Table 4 shows the summary.

Addendum. We would like to mention the following propositions.

THEOREM 1.5. Let G be a finite set. For every permutation group $j on G
(i.e. ,$j  cl  ,C(G)),  th ere  is at Zeast  a groupoid G with $j C %X(G).

Let N(Q) denote the number of all groupoids G with $I C ‘%(G) and
M(Q) the number of all groupoids G with $I = S(G).  iV(@)  and M(Q) are
the numbers which count seemingly distinct G(containing isomorphic or
anti-isomorphic G’s).

The following theorem is obvious.

THEOREM 1.6. Let $j be aproper subgroup of@G).  There exists a groupoid
G with $j = (U(G)  if and onZy  if

Problem. Let IG[ = 5. Under what condition on the properties (for
example transitivity) on .f~,  do there exist groupoids G, /G/ = 5, such that
$j = ‘S(G)?
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PART I I .  SYSTEM OF OPERATIONS AND
E X T E N S I O N  T H E O R Y

2.1. Introduction. Let T be a right zero semigroup, i.e. CC/? = ,!?  for all
a, /? E T, and {D,; a E T} be a system of semigroups with same cardinality
ID,] = m. The rop blem at the present time is to construct a semigroup D
such that D is a set union of D,, a C T,  and

Dc,Dp  C D,g  f o r  a l l  a ,  /I  E T .

D does not necessarily exist for an arbitrary system of semigroups. For
example, let

a b
D,: right zero semigroup of order 2. a a b

b ab
c d

D,: a group of order 2. c c d
d dc

Here D, 0 DZ  = 0. Then there is no semigroup D satisfying

D = &UPz, &Dz  S D2, D2Dl  G DI.
So our question is this:

Under what condition on {D,; cc  E T} does there exist such a semi-
group D?

How can we determine all D for given T and {D,; a E T}?
The problem in some special cases was studied by R. Yoshida [Ml,  [19]

in which he did not assume the same cardinality of D,. In this paper we look
at the problem from the more general point of view; we will introduce the
concept of a general product of a set by a semigroup using the system of
groupoids. Finally we will show the computing results on a certain special
case. The detailed proof will be published elsewhere.

2.2. The system of operations.+ Let E be a set and BE be the set of all
binary operations (not necessarily associative) defined on E. Let x, y E E,
f3  E BE and let xOy denote the product of x and y by 8. A groupoid with 0
defined on E is denoted by E(0).  The equality of elements of BE is defined
in the natural sense:

0 = 7 if and only if xey = xqy  for all x, ycE.

Let a c E be fixed. For a we define two binary operations (I  G# and +C a as fol-
lows :

40  a++  7)~ = WahY, (2.1)

xv sAc,  7)~ = x@yY). (2.2)

7 The system of  semigroup operat ion was s tudied in  [7].

CPA 17
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Immediately we have :

PROPOSITION 2.1. Bn  is a semigroup with respect to a +#  and G++  (I  for all a E E.

The semigroups ‘BE with n % and ++  Dare  denoted by BE (,+#)  and BE (s  .)
respectively.

E(0) is associative if and only if 8 c1  + 8 = 8 + II 0 for all a E E.
Let v be a permutation of E. For 0 E BE, @ is defined by

ewy  = ~b+xxY~-31~. (2.3)
Thus 9 induces a permutation of BE. For 8 E 5& another operation 0’ is
defined by

xefy  = yex.
LEMMA. (0 (I  +i+  59~  = ed  ag, * (w,

(0 gc,  T)V  = w M,,  hd,

(e D ++  d’ = 7’  +tb  et,

(e +kc,  7)’  = 7jl.g  0’.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Bnd  SC)  is isomorphic with BE6+c) and is anti-iso-
morphic with ‘&( %t,) for all a, b E  E.

2.3. General product. Let S be a set and T be a semigroup. Suppose
that a mapping @ of TX T into !-&,  (a, p)O = 0,.  B, satisfies

8z,p  .g eaS,r  = e,,,  sc,  eaBr for all a, p,  y E T and all a E S. (2.4)
Consider the product set

S X T =  {(x,a);xES,aET}
in which (x, a) = (y, ,8) if and only if x = y, a = /?.

Given S,  T,  0, a binary operation is defined on SX T as follows

(x3  4 (Y, P>  = was  BY, aP>. (2.5)
PROPOSITION 2.3. SXTis a semigroup with respect to the operation (2.5),

and it is homomorphic onto T under the projection (x, a) +-a.

Definition. The semigroup, SXT with (2.5), is called a generalproduct of
a set S by a semigroup T with respect to 0,  and is denoted by

SCOT.
If it is not necessary to specify 0 it is denoted by

S-R-T.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that T is isomorphic with T’  under a mapping

p and ISI  = ISI;  let v be a bijection S-S. Then
=oT  g S’XolT’

where @=  {e,,,da,B>ETXT},  0’={e~~,,,;(ay,By)ET’xT’}
and xe:v,,,Y  = [(~9-9~,,so~-3~91,  X,  Y E s’.
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In this case we say that 0 in S is equivalent to 0’ in s’.
We understand that SX oT is determined by T, ISI and the equivalence

of 0 in the above sense.

Dejinition.  If a semigroup D is isomorphic onto some SXeT, then D is
called general product decomposable (gp-decomposable). If ISI  w 1 and
ITI  =- 1, then D is called properly gp-decomposable.

DeJinition.  Let g be a homomorphism of a semigroup D onto a semi-
group T: D = UDW,  D,g  = a. If ID,1  = \DBl  for all a, /? E T,  then g is called

C&T
a homogeneous homomorphism (h-homomorphism) of D, or D is said to be
h-homomorphic onto T. If ID,1  =-  1 and IT/=-  1, then g is called a proper
h-homomorphism.

THEOREM 2.1. A semigroup D is gp-decomposable if and only if D has an
h-homomorphism.

In other words, D z  SxoT, ISI  w  1, ITI  =- 1, for some 0  if and only if D is
properly h-homomorphic onto T.

Proof. Suppose that D is h-homomorphic onto T under g.
D = U D,, D,g  = a.

=CT
Let S be a set with /SI = ID,1  for all a E T, and let fz  be a bijection of D, to
S. Fixing { fE ; a E T}, for each (a, /?) E TX T we define a binary operation 8,  B
on S as follows. Let x,  y E S:

xk,  p~  = [(xf3(xfi9if,p
Let a be any element of D, hence a E D, for some a E T. We define a mapping
y of D onto SX T as follows :

a 2 (af=,  4.
Then v is an isomorphism of D onto SxaT.  The proof of the converse is
easy.

Even if D, S, Tare given, 0 depends on the choice of {f,; a E T}. How-
ever, 0 is unique in some sense. To explain this situation we shall define a
terminology.

Definition’Let  gand g’ be homomorphisms of semigroups A and & onto a
semigroup C respectively. An isomorphism h of A into (onto) B is called a
restricted isomorphism of A into (onto) B with respect to g and g’ or we say
A is restrictedly isomorphic into (onto) B with respect to g and g’ if there is
an automorphism k of C such that h *g’  = g*  k:
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Dejinition. Let G(0) and G’(P)  be groupoids with binary operations 8, 8’
respectively. If there are three bijections  h, q,  r of G(8) to G’(0’)  such that

(xOy)r  = (xh)@(yq) for all x,  y E G (e),

then we say that G(8) is isotopic to G’(V).  If it is necessary to specify h, q,
r, we say G(8) is (h, q,  r)-isotopic  to G’(0’).  We denote it by

G(B)  25
(h.  4.  I)

G’(W) or G(8) z G’(0’).

THEOREM 2.2. Let S and T be a fixed set and a semigroup respectively. Let
(a,~)o  = fx,,,  (a, PI@’  = eg,, a, fl E  T. SZ@T  is restrictedly isomorphic onto
SY’o T with respect to the projections of SZ eT and SXelTto  T tf and only tf
there is an automorphism a +a’ of T and a system (fa;  a E  T) of permutations
of S such that a groupoid S(e,,,) is (f,, fp,  f,)-isotopic  to S(OiP,P)  for all
a,BET.

Let 9 and d be relations on a semigroup D. As usual the product e .CY
of e and o is defined by

p.0 = {(x,Y); (4 4 E 0, (z, y) E u for some z E D}.

Let u) = DxD,  L = {(x, x); x E D}.
THEOREM 2.3. A semigroup D is gp-decomposable if and only if there is a

congruence q on D and an equivalence o on D such that

e-0  = co,
eno=L,

in which (2.6) can be replaced by

(2.6)

(2.7)

a*,o  = co. (2.6’)
Then D % (D/o)K(D/e)  where D/e is the factor semigroup of D module  q and
D/a is the factor set of D module  o.

We know many examples of general products: Direct product, semi-
direct product [3],  [6],  group extension [3],  Rees’ regular representation of
completely simple semigroups [l], the representation of commutative
archimedean cancellative semigroups without idempotent [ll],  Q-semi-
groups [15],  and so on.

2.4. Left general product. As a special case of a general product, we
make the

Definition. A general product SFeT  is called a left general product of
S by T if and only if

(a, B)@  = (c(,  y)@ for all a, B, y E T. (2.8)

SYeT is called a right general product of S by T if and only if

(a, /?)@  = (y, p)@ for all a, /3, y E T. (2.8’)
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In case (2.8),  8,  B depends on only a, so 8,,  B is denoted by e,..  Then (2.4) is
rewritten :

8 OT. a* empe=  0,.  h ea. for all a, ? E T, all a C S. (2.9)

In case (2.8’),  8,,  B is independent of CC,  and 8,>  B is denoted by 8., and (2.4)
is

e .(L  (I * e.,  = ttcls  +k  II  e., for all a, fi E  T, all a E S. (2.9’)

A left congruence is a left compatible equivalence, namely an equivalence
0 satisfying

xoy * zxazy  for all z.

THEOREM 2.4. Let D be a semigroup. D is isomorphic onto a left general
product of a set S by a semigroup T if and only if there is a congruence e on D
and a left congruence o on D such that

D/q = T, 1 D/u ! = j S 1

and
o-0  = w (equivalently 0.q = o),

ena  = L.

EXAMPLE. Let T be a semigroup, F a set, and let x denote a mapping of
F into T:

lx = aa  where ;Z E F, aA E T.

The set of all mappings x of F into T is denoted by S. For /?  E T and x E S we
define an element /3*x  as follows:

lx = aA * &9*x)  = PaA.

Then
uh4*x = B*(Y-x).

A binary operation is defined on G = SX T as follows:

(x, a)(v,  B> = (a*%  40. (2.10)

Then G is a semigroup with respect to (2.10) and it is a left general product
of S by T. Further the semigroup G with (2.10) is completely determined by
a semigroup T and a cardinal number m = IF[, and G is denoted by

G = G5%(T).

We can describe the structure of B&+K)  in terms of the semigroup of this
kind.
THEOREM 2.5. Let m = /El  - 1 and Se be the full transformation semigroup

over E (cf  111).  %3&S) is isomorphic onto CBJ,,(%~).
2.5. Sub-generalproduct. In Q 2.3 we found that the two concepts, h-homo-

morphism and general product, are equivalent. What relationship does there
exist between general products and homomorphisms?
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Let U be a subset of SFT,  and define

Prj,(U)  = {a  E T; (~3 a> E U}.
Dejinition. If U is a subsemigroup of Sy@T  and if p*j,(  U)  = T,  then U is

called a sub-general product of SXoT.
In the following theorem, the latter statement makes the theorem have

sense.
THEOREM 2.6. If a semigroup D is homomorphic onto a semigroup T under

a mapping g, then D is restrictedly isomorphic into SY@T  with respect to g
and the projection of SEoT  to Tfor some S. Furthermore there exists an SO
among the above S such that 1 So j is either the minimum of 1 S/ or possibly the
minimum plus one.

Proof. Let D = U D,, D,g  = a, Clearly 1 D,] e 1 D j for all a E T. The set
=ET

{lDol[;  a E T} has a least upper bound. (For this the well-ordered principle is
used.) Let

m = 1 f1.u.b.  {/DE  1; a E T}
and take a system of sets S,  of symbols such that

1 S, 1 = m for all a E T

and a set So  with I So  I = m. Further we assume that D, & S,  and S, contains
a special symbol 0,,

0,  t Dw
and So  contains a special symbol 0. Now let fb be a bijection  of S to S,  such
that

Of, = 0,.
We define a binary operation on G = SX T as follows:

(x, a)(y,  j) =
i
~~~$$xG1~  aI@ ~~f2ra.s-$EDp

Then we can prove that G = SFoT  where

XQ9Y  =
{

K~f,)(Yfs)>f$ xf=EDg,xf=EDg,   YfpED,YfpED,
0 otherwise.

Let D’ = {(x, a); xf, E D,, a E T).  Then Prj, (D’) = T and D’ 2 D under
b, a>  -, xf,, a E T.

2.6. Construction of some general products. As a simplest interesting
example of general product, we will construct all general left products of
a set S by a right zero semigroup T.

a B
Let  T = {a, B), a a jrB a B
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The equations (2.9) are

ecc. cl* es. = 8,. %a 6,.
6. a% 8,. = e,. +kc, 0,.
8 L1. 0 j+ 8,. = 8,. +ka 0,.

%I+ (I++  e,.  = eB. +kc,  0,.

2 5 3

(2.11)

8,.  and %,.  are semigroup operations. In order to construct all left general
products G = S??,T  we may find all ordered pairs of semigroup operations
on S:

(%a.,  RJ.>
which corresponds to

G = G&L)  U GK’$.>, ( G,  1 = 1 GB  /.

For fixed T and S, G is denoted by G(%,.,  %,.).  Clearly
G(%,.,  %,.)  z G(%,.,  %a.).

Instead of ordered pairs it is sufficient  to find pairs (%,.,  %@,)  regardless of
order.

Let G,s  denote the set of all semigroup operations defined on S. (Gs con-
tains isomorphic ones.) We define a relation w on Gs as follows:

%-~ifandonlyif%a~~=%~Aca~and~.~%=~~cn%forallaES.

The relation N is reflexive symmetric.
Let YE, y:  be transformations of S defined by

zcp:  = zex,  zv: = X~Z

respectively. Then
8 =+++~cy  = %+#,  7 for all a E S, if and only if

y&p; = @y$  for all x, y E S.

As special cases we will determine the relation N on Gs in the case
/SI=Z3.

I. Left generalproduct of S, ISI  = 2, by right zero semigroup T.
a b

Let S = {a, b}. m , x, y, z, u = a or b, is the table a
r

x y
b,z u

Explanation of the notations which will be used later: For example

4 denotes the semigroup ablb a j , i.e. 40 = 4.

4i denotes
lbai i
abi

which is the isomorphic image of 4 under 1
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TABLE 5. Semigroups of Order 2

11 is exactly the same as 1, i.e. lo = 11.

1’ denotes
n

%Z  ’ omitted from Table 5.

Table 6 shows all r]  such that 8,, - 7.  We may pick 13~  from all non-iso-
morphic semigroups, but must select 7 from all semigroups. Generally the
following holds :

8 - 7 implies 8g, r~ 7~ for all permutations v of S (see 9 2.2), (2.12)
e - 7 implies +j’ - 8’. (2.13)

TABLE 6

e.

1
1 ’
2
3
4

rl

1
1’

2, 3
2, 3
4, 4,

From the table we also have

e. = 21, 7 = 2 1 , 3 1 ,
e. = 31, r = 2 1 , 3 1 ,
e. = 41, ?j = 4 , 4 1 .
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Table 7 shows all non-isomorphic left general products D of S,  1 S 1 = 2,
by a right zero semigroup of order 2.

TABLE 7

6 cz. %

1 1
1 ’ 1 ’
2 2
2 3
3 3

4 j 4

As an application of the above results, we have

THEOREM~.~.  Let Sbeaset, IS/  = 2, andTbearight  zerosemigroup of order
n. A left general product D of S by T is isomorphic onto either the direct
product of a semigroup S of order 2 and a right zero semigroup T of order n

DrSXT, lSl=2,  jTl=n
or the union of the two direct products

D = (Sl X TI)  U (Sz  X T2),

where TI  and T2  are right zero semigroups, / TII + I T2/  = n and SI is a null
semigroup of order 2 and S2 is a semilattice of order 2.

II. Left generalproduct of S, ISI  = 3, by right zero semigroup.

a B
Let T = {a, ,4},  cc cc /? .

B.u B
The method is the same as in case I, and we use the same notation. Let
Gs  denote the set of all semigroups defined on S, [ S/  = 3. Table 8 shows
Ga  except the dual forms. Those were copied from [8],  [lo]. Table 9 shows
all 17  for given B. such that B. IV  7.

This table shows, for example, that 2 = 20 = 21, 22 = 23, 24 = 25.
In the following family X of ten subsets of Gs,  each set satisfies the

property: Any two elements of each set are --equivalent, and each set is
a maximal set with this property.

z

1

{I}, (2, 3, 15>,  (4, 52,  lb}, 6, 62,  64}, (7, 72,  1 l},

(7, 122},  (2, 8, 14’, 14;}, (2, 9, 18},  (2, 10,  101}, (2, 13, 131  17).

Let S’  denote the family obtained from S by replacing (6, 62, 64,)  by (6)
and (2, 10, 101) by (2, lo} and leaving the remaining sets unchanged.
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TABLE 8. AI1  Semigroups of Order 3 up to Isomorphism andDual-isomorphism
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TABLE 8 (continued)

o(:E)  l(Z)  4::)  3(E)

r
a b cr-la b c
a b c

ana

r-l

uua
aaa

Iab6/
j b b b
/ ebb

0

aaa

L

a b c
act

aaa

i

aaa
sac

I/aaa
uba I

-I
sac

1

2

3

4

5

6

00 0

0

aaa

-I

aca
aaa

sac

El

sac
c c a

0

c c c

”

c c c
c c c

c c c

r - 1

cat
c c c

I L -

caa

17

act
act

c c a

17

c c a
sac

1 1

1 2

1 3

1 4

1 5

1 6

1 7

18

0

2

0

4

4

4

b b c
bbc  ,
c c c  ’I

4

bb61
b b b j
bbc’

bba

FqactLCUU

caa

0

sac

L

/ sac
/ c c c

/
bat

L-l
c c c

2

UUCI 1sac
llCZC

a b b  i
b b b ’
bbc!

I
/ sac

i

a b c
c c c

1 a b cL-lb b c
c c c

2

aaaIIact
a c e

We have the following theorem, in which we do not assume T is finite:

THEOREM 2.8. A left general product D of S,  [ SI  = 3, by a right zero
semigroup T is determined by a mapping z of the set T into one of the sets
belonging to 2’ in such a way that 8,.  = n(a), r.  E T. Every left general
product D of S,  ISI  = 3, by T is isomorphic or anti-isomorphic onto one of
those thus obtained. Accordingly D is the disjoint union of at most  four

Ii c b u
b b b

I !
a b c

i bat
I

( abc,
// ccc ~
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distinct (but not necessarily isomorphically distinct) direct products, i.e.

D  = fi (S(Oi)XTi), m  G 4 ,
i=l

where T = b . :T,,  T,  s are right zero semigroups and either Bi  = n(Ti)
1=1

(i= 1, . . . . m) or 0:  = Z(Ti)  (i = 1, . . ., m).

III. Right generalproduct of S by right zero semigroup.

First let T = {a, /3},  0:  a /I .
tJ  UP

The equations (2.9’) are

e *u.  a 95  e+  = e+  ++b e.,
e+  ag  e.,  = e.,  +b  e.,
8 *(L  (I x e.,  = e.,  x0  e.,
e.,  a+k e+  = e.,  ++c,  e+ 1

A relation w is defined on Gs as follows:

8 x 7 if and only if

fu7== h7

b+d3==  he

Recall that

zy:  =  zex,  zy:  =  xez.

Using these notations,

(2.14)

for all a E S.

Therefore x -, 1ys?  is an anti-homomorphism of a semigroup S(0) into the
left regular representation of a semigroup S(q).

We have obtained all non-isomorphic right general products of S,
ISI =z  3, by a right zero semigroup of order 2. The results will be published
elsewhere.

IV. General product of S bq’  a right zero semigroup T of order 2.

aB
LetT={a,/3},  a a/3.

B aB

- -

e.

1
- -

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 0

1 1

1 2

1 3

1 4

1 5

1 6

1 7

1 8

.-

_.

_.

I
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TABLE 9+
4 - 7

rl

1

2, 3, 3,,  8, 8’, 9, 9,,  10, lo,, 13, 13,,  14, 14,,  14’,  14;,  15, 15,. 17, 18, 18,

2, 3, 15

4, 52,  16

42,  5, 162

662, 6,

7, 71,  11,  12,

2, 8, 14’. 14;

2, 9, 18

2, 10, 10,

7, 71,  11

7*,  12

2, 13, 131,  17

2, 8’,  14, 14,

2, 3, 15

4, 52,  16

2, 13, 131,  17

2, 9, 18
I

t  These were computed by P. Dubois, J. Youngs, T. Okamoto, R. Kaneiwa, and
A. Ohta under the author’s direction.
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The author and R. Dickinson have computed all non-isomorphic general
products of S,  /Sj  < 3, by a right zero semigroup of order 2 using a CDC
6600. The results will be published elsewhere.
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Simple Word Problems in Universal Algebras’

DONALD E. KNUTH and PETER B. BENDIX

Summary.  An algor i thm is  descr ibed which is  capable  of  solving cer ta in  word
problems:  i .e .  of  deciding whether  or  not  two words  composed of  var iables  and
operators can be proved equal as a consequence of a given set of identities satis-
f ied  by  the  opera tors .  Al though the  genera l  word  problem is  wel l  known to  be
unsolvable, this algorithm provides results in many interesting cases. For example
in elementary group theory if we are given the binary operator . , the unary oper-
a tor  -, and the  nul lary  operator  e ,  the  a lgor i thm is  capable  of  deducing f rom
the three identitiesa.(b.c)  = (a.b).c,  a.a-  = e, a.e  = a, the  laws  a-.a  = e,
e.a  = a, a- - = a, etc.; and furthermore it can show that a.b  = b .a-  is not a
consequence of  the given axioms.

The method is based on a well-ordering of the set of all words, such that each
identity can be construed as a “reduction”, in the sense that the right-hand side
of the identity represents a word smaller in the ordering than the left-hand side.
A set of reduction identities is said to be “complete” when two words are equal
as  a  consequence of  the  ident i t ies  i f  and only  i f  they reduce to  the  same word
by a series of reductions. The method used in this algorithm is essentially to test
whether a given set of identities is complete; if it is not complete the algorithm
in many cases finds a new consequence of the identities which can be added to the
l i s t .  The  process  i s  repeated  unt i l  e i ther  a  comple te  se t  i s  achieved or  unt i l  an
anomalous situation occurs which cannot at present be handled.

Results of several computational experiments using the algorithm are given.

Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to examine a general technique
for solving certain algebraic problems which are traditionally treated in
an ad hoc, trial-and-error manner. The technique is precise enough that
it can be done by computer, but it is also simple enough that it is useful
for hand calculation as an aid to working with unfamiliar types of algebraic
axioms.

Given a set of operators and some identities satisfied by these operators,
the general problem treated here is to examine the consequences of the
given identities, i.e. to determine which formulas are equal because of the
identities. The general approach suggested here may be described in very
informal terms as follows: Let us regard an identity of the form cc  = p as a
“reduction,” where we choose one side of the identity, say /I, as being
“simpler” than the other side a, and we agree to simplify any formula

7 The work reported in  this  paper  was supported in  par t  by the U.S.  Off ice  of  Naval
Research.

CPA IS 263
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having the form of tc to the form of /3.  For example, the axiom a-l(ab)  = b
can be considered as a reduction rule in which we are to replace any for-
mula of the form a-‘(ab)  by b. (The associative law for multiplication is
not necessarily being assumed here.) It is demonstrated in this paper that
the most fruitful way to obtain new consequences of reductions is to
take pairs of reductionsal  = pi,  a2 = /3a  and to find a formula which has
the form of al and in which one of the subformulas corresponding to an
operator of ai also has the form of az.  If the latter subformula is replaced
by /?a,  and the resulting formula is equated to /II, a useful new identity
often results. For example, let a 1  = a2 = a-l(ab),  and let pi = ,82 = 6;
then the formula (x-i)-’  (x-‘(xy)) has the form of al while its sub-
formula (x-‘(xv>)  corresponding to the multiplication of a by b in x1
has the form of a2; so we can equate (x-‘)-I  (x-‘(xy)) both to xy and to
(x-I)-‘y.

The general procedure which has been described so vaguely in the preced-
ing paragraph is formalized rigorously in $9  l-6 of this paper. 3 7 presents
over a dozen examples of how the method has given successful results
for many different axiom systems of interest. The success of this technique
seems to indicate that it might be worth while teaching its general principles
to students in introductory algebra courses.

The formal development in 88  l-6 of this paper is primarily a precise
statement of what hundreds of mathematicians have been doing for many
decades, so no great claims of originality are intended for most of the
concepts or methods used. However, the overall viewpoint of this paper
appears to be novel, and so it seems desirable to present here a self-
contained treatment of the underlying theory. The main new contribution
of this paper is intended to be an extension of some methods used by
Trevor Evans [4]; we allow operators to be of arbitrary degree, and we
make use of a well-ordering of words which allows us to treat axioms such
as the associative law. Furthermore some of the techniques and results of
the examples in 4 7 appear to be of independent interest.

1. Words. In the following sections we will deal with four fixed sequences
of quantities :

(a) An infinite sequence of variables vi, ~2,  v3,  . . . , which are distinguish-
able symbols from an infinite alphabet.

(b) A finite sequence of operators fi, f2,f3,  . . . , J;v,  which are distinguish-
able symbols from some alphabet, disjoint from the variables.

(c) A finite sequence of degrees dl, d2,  d3,  . . . , d,, which are nonnegative
integers. We say dj  is the degree of operator&.

(d) A finite sequence of weights wr,  ~2, ~3, . . .,  w,,  which are non-
negative integers. We say Wj  is the weight of operator 4.

An operator whose degree is 0, 1,2,3,.  . . , will be called a nullary, unary,

binary, ternary, . . . , operator, respectively. Nullary operators take the
place in this discussion of what are traditionally called “constants” or
“generators”. We will assume there is at least one nullary operator.

Two special conditions are placed on the sequences defined above:
(1) Each nullary operator has positive weight. Thus if 4 = 0, wj  z 0.

/ (2) Each unary operator has positive weight, with the possible exception
of of f A , .f A , .   Thus if dj  = 1 and j < N, Wj  > 0.

The reason for these two restrictions will become clear in the proof of
Theorem 1.

Certain sequences of variable and operator symbols are called words

1
(“well-formed formulas”), which are defined inductively as follows :
A variable vj  standing alone is a word; and

fial  . . . ad (1.1)

/ is a word if al, . . . , ad are words and d = dj. Note that if fj is a nullary
operator, the symbol& standing alone is a word.

The subwords  of a word a are defined to be (i) the entire word a itself,
and (ii) the subwords  of al, . . . , ad,  if a has the form (1.1). Clearly the
number of subwords  of a is the number of symbols in a, and in fact each
symbol of a is the initial symbol of a unique subword.  Furthermore,
assuming that a and /? are words, fl  is a subword  of a if and only if fi  is a
substring of a, i.e. a = rp/?y for some strings of symbols y and y.

Let US  say a nontrivial subword  is a subword  which contains at least one
operator symbol; i.e. a subword  which is not simply of the trivial form
“,uj” for some variable vj. The number of nontrivial subwords  of a word
a is clearly the number of operator symbols in a.

This definition of words and subwords  is, of course, just one of many
ways to define what is essentially an “ordered tree structure”, and we may
make use of the well-known properties of tree structure.

Let us write n(x,  a) for the number of occurrences of the symbol x in
the word a. A pure word a is one containing no variables at all; i.e. a is
pure if n(vj,  a) = 0 for all j. The weight of a pure word is

w(a)  = 1 Wjn(fj,  4; (1.2)
j

i.e. the sum of the weights of its individual symbols. Since every nullary
operator has positive weight, every pure word has positive weight.

The set of all pure words can be ordered by the following relation:
a Z- fl  if and only if either

(1)  w(a)  =- 4B) ; or
(2) w(a) = w(B)  and a = fial  . . . a+  J!?  = f$!?l  . . . is,,,  and either

(2a)j > k; or

(2b)j=kandar=Bl,  . . . . atMI  = igtml,  a, z-  /?, for some t, 1 < t G d/.
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2. Substitutions. Most of 5 1 was concerned with pure words, and it is
now time to consider the variables which can enter. If a is a string of
symbols containing variables, we let v(a) be the largest subscript of any
variable occurring in a. If a involves no variables, we let v(a)  = 0.

If a, 01, 02, . . ., en are strings of symbols, where n Z= v(a), we will write

sub,  e2, . . . , 8,;  a> (2.1)

for the string obtained from a by substituting 0, for each occurrence of
vj, 1 Gj==n. For example if v(a) = 2, S(V~,  VI;  a) is obtained from a by
interchanging the variables vr and 212.

We say a word ,!I has the form of a word a if j can be obtained by sub-
stitution from a; i.e. if there exist words or,  &,  . . .,  8,  such that /3 =
s = (e,,  e2, . . . , en;  a).

It is not difficult to prove that two substitutions can always be replaced
by one, in the sense that

sh,  . . . , fpm;  svh,  . . . , 8,;  a>>
= s(sh  . . . , 9,;  elk . . . , sh,  . . . , 9)k  en); 4. (2.2)

So if y has the form of p and ,8  has the form of a, y also has the form of a.
It is comparatively easy to design an algorithm which decides whether

or not b has the form of a, given two words /? and a. Briefly, let a  =
ill  22.. . I.,,,,  where each ;zi  is a variable or an operator. Then fl  must have
the form fi  = /Q2.  . .&  where, if ~5  is an operator, yj = /3j; and if
yj = yk  is a variable, then pj  = t9k  is a word, for 1 =G j G k =S  m.

Let w.  be the minimum weight of a pure word; thus w.  is the minimum
weight of a nullary operator. We define the weight w(a) of an arbitrary
word to be the minimum weight of all pure words which have the form of a:

It is not difficult to design an algorithm which decides whether or not
a w b,  given two pure words a and ,6;  details will be omitted here.

THEOREM 1. The set of allpure words is well-ordered by the relation “ w  “.
Proof. First it is necessary to prove that a Z- ,J  =- y implies a =- y; and

that for any pure words a and p,  exactly one of the three possibilities
a =- p,  a = p,  a < /3  holds. These properties are readily verified by a
somewhat tedious case analysis, so it is clear that we have at least a linear
ordering.

We must now prove there is no infinite sequence of pure words with

al=-a:2wa3=-  . . . . (1.3)

Since the words are ordered first on weight, we need only show there is
no infinite sequence (1.3) of pure words having the same weight w.

Now let a be a pure word with nj  symbols of degree 4. It is easy to
prove inductively that

n0+nl+n2+  . . . = l+O*n0+l~nl+2*ng+  . . .,

i.e. 120  = 1 +n2+2n3+.  . . . Since each nullary operator has positive weight,
we have w 3 no; so there are only a finite number of choices for no,  n2,
123, . . ., if we are to have a word of weight w. Furthermore if each unary
operator has positive weight, we have u1Z= ~1, so there would be only finitely
many pure words of weight w. Therefore (1.3) is impossible unless fN is a
unary operator of weight zero.

Therefore let 1~~  = 0, dN  = 1, and define the function h(a) to be the
word obtained from a by erasing all occurrences of fN.  Clearly if a is a
word of weight w, so is h(a). And by the argument in the preceding para-
graph only finitely many words h(aj  exist of weight w. To complete the
proof of the theorem, we will show there is no infinite sequence (1.3)
such that h(al) = h(a2)  = h(a3)  = . . . .

Let h(a) = s1  .sz  . . . s,,;  then a has the form fT; slyds2 . . . f$  s,,  where
r,, are nonnegative integers. Define r(a) = (t-1, r,), an n-tuple

2 noinegative  integers. It is now easy to verify that,‘if’i(a)  = h(p), we
have a =- B if and only if r(a) r r(p) in lexicographic order. Since it is
well known that lexicographic order is a well-ordering, the proof of
Theorem 1 is complete.

Note that if&  were a unary operator of weight zero and j < N,  we would
not have a well-ordering, since there would be a sequence of pure words of
the form .fNx  =- AfNa  =- AjjfNa  =- . . . . And if we have nullary operators
of weight zero, other counterexamples arise; for example if fl  is nullary
and fi  is binary, both of weight zero, then

fifflflfl  > fififif2f22fifl =- fififflf2f2flf~fl  ’ . . . *

This accounts for the restrictions we have imposed on the degrees and
the weights.

W(a)  = )I:oJz  ldVj,  a)+ C Wjn(fj,  a).
j>l

(2.3)

We now extend the “>” relation, which was defined only for pure
words in 9 1, to words involving variables. Let us say that a =- /3  if and
only if either

(1) w(a) > w(B)  and n(vi, a) > n(vi, p) for all i Z= 1; or

(2) w(a) = w(p)  and n(vi,  a) = n(Vi,  b)  for all i Z= 1

and either a = f&vk,  j!?  = vk for some t a 1, or
U=fjCZ,.  .  . a+ fi  = fk,!$  . . . & and either
(2a) j z k; or
(2b) j = k and al = /?I,  . . . , ateI  = ,!ltml,  a, S- /$ for some t, 1 G t 4 4.

It is not difficult to design a relatively simple algorithm which determines,
given words a and p,  whether a -= ,4,  or a = /3,  or a > p, or whether a
and 6 are unrelated. In the latter case we write “a # 8”. When a and

I
B are’ pure words, the situation a # b is impossible; but when variables
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where f3f3   and f if i   are unary operators of weight one, and fl  is a nullary
operator of weight one. If we substitute for v1  a pure word 8 of weight 1,
we have f30f30   =-JZfi  by case (2a); but if we substitute for v1  any word 6
of weight greater than one, we get f& =- fifififi   by case (1). We could there-
fore have made the methods of this paper slightly more powerful if we had
been able to define f g r lf g r l   =- f i f i ;f i f i ;   but such an effort to make Theorem 2
“best possible” appears to lead to such a complicated definition of the rela-
tion 0: P- p that the comparatively simple definition given here is preferable.
So far in practice no situation such as (2.6) has occurred.

Let CI  and  ,4 be words with V(E)  < n, v(p)  G n. In the following
discussion we will be interested in the general solution of the equation

sh  . . . . 8,;  4 = s(el,  . . ., 0,;  b) (2.7)
in words or,  . . ., 0,. Such an equation can always be treated in a reasonably
simple manner:
THEOREM 3. Either (2.7) has no solution, or there is a number k, 0 G k s n,

and words 01,  . . . , a, with ~‘(0~)  =S  k for 1 4 j == n, where

are involved, we can have unrelated words such as

.&wwlv1v2  # f32.Z2'2Vl, (2.4)
f2w'z  # f2v2v1, (2.5)

where f& fifi   fsfs   are operators of degrees 2, 3, 5 respectively.
The principal motivation for the given definition of a z B is the following

fact:

THEOREM 2. If a > B  then s(el,  e2,  . . . , en;  g)  > s(el,  e2, _ . . , e , ;. . , e , ;   /%for/%for
all words f&, . . ., 0,.

Proof Let U’  = s(el,  e2,  . . . , 8,;  E>  and /I’ = s(el,  e2,  . . . , 8,;  p).
If condition (1) holds for x and B, then it must hold also for a’ and p’.
For in the first place, every word has weight Z= We,  so

w(4 = w(x)  fjzl n(vj, sc>(+@j>  - ~0)

=- w(B)  + j~ln(V.i,  B)(w@j>  - wo)  = WW.

Secondly, fl(Vi, 4 =j;l n(vj>  x>n(vi,  ej>  aJzln(vj2  &(Vi, ej>  = n(Vi,  B’>.

If condition (2) holds for M.  and ,!I,  then similarly we find ~(a’)  = w(/?‘)
and n(vi,  a’) = n(~i,  /3’)  for all i, and CC’  =&I  . . . a& b’  = fk& . . . &
where CC:  = S(&,  . . ., 6,; a,) and p: = S(&,  . . ., 6,;  brs,>  for all r. Hence
either j =- k, or an inductive argument based on the length of a will
complete the proof.

Corollary. There is no infinite sequence of words such that a, r a2  >
=-as>  . . . . For if there were such a sequence, we could substitute a
nullary operator f for each variable vj,  j 3 1; Theorem 2 implies that this
would give an infinite descending sequence of pure words, contradicting
Theorem 1.

It should be emphasized that Theorem 2 is a key result in the method
which will be explained in detail in subsequent sections; and the fact that
cz  #  fl can occur for certain words a and /3  is a serious restriction on the
present applicability of the method. The authors believe that further theory
can be developed to lift these restrictions, but such research will have to
be left for later investigations.

It may seem curious that f5 ~1 vlvlvlvz #  f3v2v2vl;  surely f5vlvlvlvlv2
appears to be a much “bigger” word than f3v2v2v1. But if we substitute a
short formula for VI and a long formula for v2,  we will find f&v2v1 is
actually longer than f5v1v1vlvlv2.

Theorem 2 is not quite “best possible”; there are words a and /I  for
which a #  B  yet S(&,  e2,  . . . , 0,;  a)  z S(&,  e2,  . . . , 0,;  @)  for all “pure”
words el,  . . . , en.  For example, consider

f3Vl # fifl (2.6)

{R, g2,  . - ., Vk} c (01,  . . ., G}, (2.8)

such that all solutions of (2.7) have the form
6j==S(vr  ,..., pk;Uj), lGj<n. (2.9)

Moreover, there is an algorithm which determines whether or not (2.7) is
solvable, and which determines ox,  . . . , o, when a solution exists.

(Note that this theorem provides the general solution of (2.7). The signi-
ficance of relation (2.8) is that the simple words vl, v2,  . . . , 2’k  are included
among the o’s, i.e. that some k of the B’s may be selected arbitrarily and the
other n-k 8’s must have a specified relationship to these k “independent”
variables. This result is equivalent to the “Unification Theorem” of J. A.
Robinson [lo].)

Proof Theorem 3 can be proved by induction on n, and for fixed n by
induction on the length of X/J,  as follows.

Case 1. u = cPp’  ,!? = vuq.  If p = q, then obviously any words &, . . ., 8,
will satisfy (2.7),  so we may take I’c = n, o1 = cl: . . ., o, = T,. If p =t=  q,
the general solution is clearly obtained by taking k = n- 1,

u1  = VI, . . . ) u4--1  = vqwl,  uq  = VP, uqfl  = vq,  . . .) un  = 2),-l.

Case 2. a = fpczl.  . .xd,  ,Q  = vq.  Then if the variable v9  appears in cc,
the equation (2.7) has no solution since the length of S(0,,  . . . , ,,,8 . X)  is
greater than the length of e4  = S(Bl,.  . ., 0,;  B).  On the other hand if
uq  does not appear in cx  we clearly have k = n- 1, ~1 = VI,. . . , 04-I  =
vq-1,  ,u4 = S(Vl, . . .) vpl,  vq-l,  . . .) v,;  a), uq+l  = vq,  . . .) un  = v,-1
as the general solution.

Case 3.5r  = zr,  ,!I =&PI..  .fl,. This is case 2 with CI, and fl  interchanged.
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Case 4. a = fpal. . .ad,  p =j&. . .pd. Here there is no solution of
(2.7) unless p = 4, so we may assume p = q and d = d’.  Now (2.7) is
equivalent to the system of d simultaneous equations

S(81,  * a -9  8,;  Uj) = S(61,  . . e) 8,;  pj) (2.10)

for 1s je d. If d = 0, the general solution is of course to take k = n,
01  = Vl, . . .) a, = v,. Suppose we have obtained the general solution of
the system (2.10) for 1 e j < r, where 0 < r -= d; we will show how to extend
this to a solution of (2.10) for 1 <j 6 rf 1: If (2.10),  for 1 <j< r, has no
solution, then (2.10) certainly has no solution for 1 -c  j == rf 1. Otherwise
let the general solution to (2.10),  for 1 =z  je r, be given by k, crl,.  . ., a,.
Now the general solution to (2.10) for 1 <j--  rf 1 is obtained by setting
ej  = S(g?l,.  . .) qk;  Uj), l==j<n,  and S(&,.  . .,  0,;  a,+,) = s(e,,. . .,  8,;
Br+r).  By (2.2) this requires solving

S(pll,  . . .,  qk;  S(a1,  . . .,  a,;  a,+1))  =

'%l,  -*.P qk; '%al, * * *> a,; /%+l)). (2.11)

The general solution of this equation can be obtained by induction, since
eitherkcnork  = nand(ar,  . . . . a,} = {vl, . . . . v,}and  S(ar,  . . . .
a,+JS(a1, . . .,  0,;

0,;

k’, a;, . . . , a;,
,&+r)  is shorter than c@. If (2.11) has the general solution

then (2.10) for 1 g j
qu;, . . .,u;;a1>,  . ..s<u.,

e r+ 1 has the general solution k',

. . . , a;; 0,).  The latter strings include {or,  . . . , vk,}
since {oi;, . . ., CJ;}  2 (~1,  . . ., vV}  and {or,  . . .,c~}  Z?  {VI,  . . .,  vk}.  This induc-
tive process ultimately allows us to solve (2.10) for 1 == j < d, as required.

This completes the inductive proof that a general solution (2.8),  (2.9)
to the equation (2.7) can be obtained, and it is evident that the proof is
equivalent to a recursive algorithm for obtaining the solution.

As an example of the process used in the proof of Theorem 3, let
n=7,d1=  1,dz=2,and

a = f2flf2flv4.f2v3flf2v2v2f2vlf2v3fivl,

B = f2flf2v5f2v5v6f2v?f2f&fif2v5vt?.
(2.12)

We wish to determine what formulas can be obtained by a common sub-
stitution in a and b,  which is essentially saying we want to solve the equa-
tiona=p  for VI,...,
equations

~7. This reduces, first, to solving the simultaneous

f f f  ,f ff1 2 124  2v3  I 2v2v2  = flf2v5f2v5v6, (2.13)
fZ~lf2~3fl~l  = fZv7f2flvSflf2v5vS (2.14)

To solve (2.13),  we first remove the common fl, at the left, then solve
the system flu4 = v5,  f2v3flf2v2v2 = f2v5v6,  etc., and we ultimately obtain
the conditions

v3 = v5 = f1v4, V6 = f1.fzv22’2. (2.15)
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Substituting these into (2.14) gives the equation

fivlfiflv4fivl  = .fiv7fiflfif2v2v2flf2flv4fif2v2v2,

and to make a long story short this equation in the variables ~1,  ~2,  ~4, 217
ultimately implies that

v4 = f1f2vzv2, v1  =  v 7  =  fzflflf2v2v2flf2v2v2.

Finally, in connection with (2.15),  we have found that every word obtain-
able by a common substitution of words into a and p is obtained by sub-
stituting some word for v2  in

Stating this in the more formal language of Theorem 3 and its proof,
the general solution to (2.7),  (2.12) is given by

k = 1, 01 =  07  =  f2flfifivlvlflf2vlvl, 0’2  = 2’1,

63 = 05 =f1flf2w1, a4 = 06 = fifZvlv1.

3. The word problem. Given a set R = ((11,  ,oi),  . . . , (A,,  em)}  of pairs
of words, called “relations”, we can define a corresponding equivalence
relation (in fact, a congruence relation) between words in a natural
manner, by regarding the relations as “axioms”,

;Ik  E @k  (R), 1 < k G m, (3.1)

where the variables range over the set of all words. This “ E ” relation
is to be extended to the smallest congruence relation containing (3.1).

For our purposes it is most convenient to define the congruence rela-
tions in the following more precise manner: Let /3 be a subword  of a, SO
that a has the form q,&+  for some strings cp,  w. Assume that there is a rela-
tion (a, Q)  in R such that /I has the form of ;3:  ,6  = S(&,  . . . , 8,; 3.)  for
some el,  . . . . 8,,  where n == v(a),  v(e).  Let /I’  = S(8r,  . . .,  8,; Q), so that
b and fi’ are obtained from I and Q by means of the same substitutions.
Let a’ = q/?‘y  be the word a with its component fi  replaced by fl’.  Then we
say a reduces to CC’  with respect to R, and we write

a * a’ (R). (3.2)
Finally, we say that

cc  E ,!?(R) (3.3)

if there is a sequence of words ao,  al, . . . , cc,  for some n z=  0 such that
a=ao,a,=~,  and for O&j -C  IZ  we have either aj -+ aj+l (R) or
CC~+~ + 0~~  (R). (Note: When the set R is understood from the context,
the “(R)” may be omitted from notations (3.2) and (3.3).)

The word problem is the problem of deciding whether or not a = /I (R),
given two words a and /I and a set of relations R. Although the word
problem is known to be quite difficult (indeed, unsolvable) in general,
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we present here a method for solving certain word problems which are
general enough to be of wide interest.

The principal restriction is that we require all of the relations to be
comparable in the sense of $ 2: we require that

3.  w (? (3.4)
for each relation in R. In such a case we say R is a set of reductions. It
follows from Theorem 2 that

a + x’  implies a =- a’. (3.5)
4. The completeness theorem. Let R be a set of reductions. We say a

word a is irreducible with respect to R if there is no a’ such that a --)  a’.
It is not difficult to design an algorithm which determines whether or not

a given word is irreducible with respect to R. If R = {(II,  ol), . . . , (I,, em)},
we must verify that no subword  of a has the form of Al, or 22,.  . . , or A,,,.

If a is reducible with respect to R, the algorithm just outlined can be
extended so that it finds some a’ for which a + a’. Now the same procedure
can be applied to x’,  and if it is reducible we can find a further word a”,
andsoon.Wehavea+a’-a”-+...; so by (3.5) and the corollary to Theo-
rem 2, this process eventually terminates.

Thus, there is an algorithm which, given any word a and any set of reduc-
tions R, finds an irreducible word a0 such that a = ao,  with respect to R.

We have therefore shown that each word is equivalent to at least one
irreducible word. It would be very pleasant if we could also show that
each word is equivalent to at most one irreducible word; for then the al-
gorithm above solves the word problem! Take any two words a and p,
and use the given algorithm to find irreducible a0 and PO. If a s /3,  then
a0 = DO, so by hypothesis a0 must be equal to PO. If a + /?, then a0 f PO,
so a0 must be unequal to PO. In effect, a0 and /&,  are canonical representa-
tives of the equivalence classes.

This pleasant state of affairs is of course not true for every set of reduc-
tions R, but we will see that it is true for surprisingly many sets and there-
fore it is an important property worthy of a special name. Let us say R
is a complete set of reductions if no two distinct irreducible words are equi-
valent, with respect to R. We will show in the next section that there is an
algorithm to determine whether or not a given set of reductions is complete.

First we need to characterize the completeness condition in a more
useful way.

Let “+*” denote the reflexive transitive completion of “+“,  so that
a +*p  means that there are words ao,  al,. . . , a,, for some n 3  0 such
that a = a,,, xj+aj+l for O<j>n,  and a,=lQ.

THEOREM 4. A set of reductions R is complete if and only if the following
“lattice condition” is satisfied:

Jfx-x’anda-a” there exists a wordy such that a’ + *y  and a” - * y.

Proof. If x + a’ and a -+ XI’, we can find irreducible words aA  and aA’
such that a’-+*  x; and a’+*  31;‘. Since aA  E a;‘, we may take y = ah  = aA’
if R is complete.

Conversely let us assume that the lattice condition holds; we will show
that R is complete. First, we show that if a -+*  a0 and a -+*  aA,  wherea,-,
and aA  are irreducible, we must have a0 = a;. For if not, the set of all
x which violate this property has no infinite decreasing sequence so there
must be a “smallest” a (with respect to the Z- relation) such that a -* ao,
SC+ *aA f ao,  where both a0 and aA  are irreducible. Clearly a is not itself
irreducible, since otherwise a0 = x = a;. So we must have a + x0,  a $  aA,
and there must be elements al, a; such that a + al +*  ao,  a - a; +*  a:.
By the lattice condition there is a word y such that al +* y and xi -+ * y.
Furthermore there is an irreducible word y. such that y +* ~0.  Now by
(3.5),  a > al, so (by the way we chose a) we must have a0 = ~0.  Similarly
the fact that a r Z; implies that ah  = yo.  This contradicts the assumption
that a0 $  ah.

NOW to show that R is complete, we will prove the following fact:
Vu  G t!$a+*ao,andB-* /IO,  where a0 and /?o are irreducible, then a0 = PO.
Let the derivation of the relation a G /I be a = og+q++.  . . ++o,,  = B,  where
“u5’ denotes “+”  or “+  “. If n = 0, we have a = ,B,  hence a0 = PO  by
the proof in the preceding paragraph. If n = 1, we have either a -+ /? or
B * a, and again the result holds by the preceding paragraph. Finally
if n =- 1, let ol+* o;,  where 0; is irreducible. By induction on n, we
have 0; = jo, and also 01 = ao.  Therefore R and the proof are both
complete.

5. The superposition process. Our immediate goal, in view of Theorem 4,
is to design an algorithm which is capable of testing whether or not the
“lattice condition” is satisfied for all words.

En terms of the definitions already given, the hypothesis that a - a’ and
a --f  a” has the following detailed meaning: There are subwords  p1 and
pz of a, so that 3:  has the form

a = q&y1 = y2;32y)2. (5.1)

There are also relations (]%I,  gl),  (1.2, 02)  in R, and words 81,  . . .,  e,,
0’1,  . . .: o,,  such that

p1 = Wl, . . .> 8,;  Rl), p2 = S(Ol, . . ., 0,; 3.2) (5.2)

and
a ’ = q1S(6J1, . . . . 8,;  pl)yl, a" = ~~S(o.1, . . . . 0,; ~2)w2. (5.3)

The lattice condition will hold if we can find a word y such that a’ +*  y
and a” -.*  y.

Several possibilities arise, depending on the relative positions of t%
and p2  in (5.1). If b1  and ,19~  are disjoint (have no common symbols), then
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assuming 91 is shorter than ~2  we have v2 = ~r@rp1~  for some y3, and the
lattice condition is trivially satisfied with

Y = (Pl~(~l, . * .Y &I; e1>93qa,, * . ., 0,; 12)y2.

If pr and 82  are not disjoint, then one must be a subword  of the other,
and by symmetry we may assume that fll is a subword  of b2.  In fact we
may even assume that cc = ,Yz, for the lattice condition must hold in this
special case and it will hold for a = q2/32y2  if it holds for a = /I,. In view
of (5.2),  two cases can arise:

Case 1. pr is a subword  of one of the occurrences of oj, for some j.
In this case, note that there are n(vj, 12)  occurrences of aj in a, and a’
has been obtained from a by replacing one of these occurrences of oj  by
the word ai, where aj - a;. If we now replace aj by a: in each of its remain-
ing n(vj, 1,s)  - 1 occurrences in a, we obtain the word

al = S(al,  . . . . @j-l, ai, a,+l,  . . . . a,; 22);

and it is clear that a’ -+* al. Therefore the lattice condition is satisfied in
this case if we take

y = S(al,  . . I.,  aj-1, oj, aj+l,  . . ., 0,; ,oz>.
Case 2. The only remaining possibility is that

PI  = Wl,  . . .,  0,; p) (5.4)
where ,U  is a nontrivial subword  of ;j2. (See the definition of “nontrivial
subword”  in 9 1.) The observations above show that the lattice condition
holds in all other cases, regardless of the set of reductions R, so an algo-
rithm which tests R for completeness need only consider this case. It
therefore behooves us to make a thorough investigation of this remaining
possibility.

For convenience, let us write simply A instead of AZ. Since ,u  is a sub-
word of ;3 we must have ii = IJJ~~,  for some strings y and y, and it follows
from the assumptions above that

Vl = S(R, . . ., 0,; v,>, yl = Stal,  . . .,  0,; y>. (5.5)

THEOREM 5. Let ,u be a subword  of the word A, where A = q~py,  and let
C(n,,  p, 1)  be the set of all words a which can be written in the form

a = vlS(61,  . . .,  8,;  ill)yl = S(al, . . . , a, : A) (5.6)
for words al,.  . . , a,,  4, . . . ,O,,,,  where q11  and y1 are defined by (5.5). Then
either C(n,, p, 2)  is the empty set, or there is a word a(Ar, p,  il), the
“superposition of I.1 on ,u in I,” such that C(;i,, p, I,) is the set of all words
that have the form of a(lr,  CL, A); i.e.

CGL  ~1,  a>  =  @‘(VI,  .  .  ., p?k;  a(&,  p,  A)) 1 PI, .  .  .  ,  yk  are  w o r d s } . ( 5 . 7 )

Furthermore there is an algorithm which finds such a word a(ll,  ,u, ?.),
or which determines that a(ilr,  p,  X) does not exist.

Proof Let A’ = S(z’,+l,  . . . , v,+,; ?,,)  be the word obtained by chang-
ing all the variables vi  in A1 to v,+~;  then 3.’ and ?. have distinct varia-
bles. Let an+r  = el,  . . .,  an+m  = e,, and let r = mfn.  Then the words
al, . . . . ar are solutions to the equation

S(Ol,  ***, a,; A) = S(al, . . .: a,; 97) S(ar,  . . .,  6,; 1.‘)  S(al, . . .,  a,; y).

By Theorem 3, we can determine whether or not this equation has solu-
tions; and when solutions exist, we can find a general solution k, a:, . . . , a:.
Theorem 5 follows if we now define a(I.l,  p, I,) = S(al, . . .,  a:; ;i).
COROLLARY. Let R be a set of reductions; and let A be any algorithm which,

given a word a, finds a word a0 such that a -* ~0  and a0 is irreducible, with
respect to R. Then R is complete if and only if the following condition holds
for all pairs of reductions (Al,  ql), (I 2, ~2)  in R and all nontrivial subwords  p
of i12  such that the superposition a(?.l, p, AZ)  exists:

Let
a = a(i.l, ,u, &)  = qlS(B1,  . . .,  0,;  1.i)~~~  = S(ar,  . . .,  a,; A2), (5.8)

where q11  and yl are defined by (5.5). Let

a’ = cplstel,  . . . , 8,;  el)yl,  a” = Wl,  . . . , a,;  ed, (5.9)

and use algorithm A to find  irreducible words ah and aA’ such that
a’ +*  ai and 6;’ +*  a:. Then aA must be identically equal to a;'.

Proof. Since a + a’ and a - a”, the condition that aA  = ai’ is certainly
necessary if R is complete. Conversely we must show that R is complete
under the stated conditions.

The condition of Theorem 4 will be satisfied for all words a unless we
can find reductions (21,  er),  (1 2,  oz) and a nontrivial subword  p of 1,~  such
that, in the notation of Theorem 4,

a = S(yl,  . . . ,  p?k;  a),  a ’  = s(yl,  .  .  ., qk;  a’), a”  = s(vl,  .  .  ., vk;  a ” )

for some words ~1,  . . . , 9)k.  (This must happen because the discussion earlier
in this section proves that we may assume a is a member of C(~X,  ,u, A) if
the condition of Theorem 4 is violated, and Theorem 5 states that a has
this form.) But now we may take y = S(qr,  . . . , 9)k; 0:) = S(cpr,  . . . , p7k;  a;‘),
and the condition of Theorem 4 is satisfied.

Note that this corollary amounts to an algorithm for testing the complete-
ness of any set of reductions. A computer implementation of this algorithm
is facilitated by observing that the words al, . . . , a,, &, . . . , 0,  of (5.9)
are precisely the words a;, . . . , a: obtained during the construction of
a(lr,  ,u, 12)  in the proof of Theorem 5.

As an example of this corollary, let us consider the case when R contains
the single reduction

(1,  !d = (fZf2%~2v3,  f2%f2%~3).
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Because of (6.3),  we may assume that, for each reduction (1, Q)  in R,
both ii and n are irreducible with respect to the other reductions of R.

The following procedure may now be used to attempt to complete a
given set R of reductions.

Apply the tests of the corollary to Theorem 5, for all 3.1,  iZ, and (-c.  If in
every case oh  = aA’,  R is complete and the procedure terminates. If some
choice of ;ir, Rz, ,LL leads to 0; + cr;‘,  then we have either aA  > &‘, 0;’  w oh,
or aA  #  0;‘. In the latter case, the process terminates unsuccessfully, having
derived an equivalence 0; G ah’  (R) for which no reduction (as defined in
this paper) can be used. In the former cases, we add a new reduction
(GA,  ah’)  or (a;‘, GA),  respectively, to R, and begin the procedure again.

Whenever a new reduction (;I’, 9’) is added to R, the entire new set R
is checked to make sure it contains only irreducible words. This means,
for each reduction (A,  p)  in R we find irreducible A,J and ~0 such that 1  +*?Lo
and e -+* PO,  with respect to R- {(A,  9)). Here it is possible that 10 = eo,
in which case by (6.1) we may remove (IL,  p)  from R. Otherwise we might
have lo > e. or e. > Ro,  and (1, e)  may be replaced by (Ao,  oo)  or (PO, ILo),
respectively, by (6.3). We might also find that 1&o  #  PO,  in which case the
process terminates unsuccessfully as above.

Several examples of experiments with this procedure appear in the
remainder of this paper. It was found to be most useful to test short
reductions first (i.e. to consider first those 3.1  and & which have small
weight or short length). Shorter words are more likely to lead to interesting
consequences which cause the longer words to reduce and, perhaps, eventu-
ally to disappear.

In practice, when equivalent words cc and ,8 are found so that u ii B,
it is often possible to continue the process by introducing a new operator
into the system, as shown in the examples of the next section.

7. Computational experiments. In this section we will make free use of
more familiar “infix” notations, such as a-/J, in place of the prefix notation
fiap which was more convenient for a formal development of the theory.
Furthermore the word “axiom” will often be used instead of “reduction”,
and the letters a, b, c,  d will be used in place of the variables vl, ~2,  ~3,  ~14.

The computational procedure explained in 0 6 was programmed in
FORTRAN IV for an IBM 7094 computer, making use of standard
techniques of tree structure manipulation. The running times quoted
below could be improved somewhat, perhaps by an order of magnitude,
(a) by recoding the most extensively used subroutines in assembly language,
(b) by keeping more detailed records of which pairs (Al,  &) have already
been tested against each other, and (c) by keeping more detailed records of
those pairs (a, ;i) of words for which we have already verified that a does
not have the form of A. These three improvements have not been made at
the time of writing, because of the experimental nature of the algorithm.

Here fi is a binary operator, and the relation 3, --f  E, is the well-known
associative law, (vr*Uu~).23~  + v1*(v2*v3),  if we write (2.r.~), for f2v1v2.
(Note that ;i  > 0, by the definition of Q 2.)

Sincef&rv2v3  has two nontrivial subwords, the corollary in this case
requires us to test ~(i,, ;i, 1,)  and a(& fZv1v2,  1). In the former case we ob-
viously have a very uninteresting situation where o’  = a”, so the condition
is clearly fulfilled. In the latter case, we may take

0 =  @.,f2w2, ;.>  =  .f2f2f2~1~2V3’u4,

Both of the latter reduce to f~vlf2v2fiv3v4,  so the associative law by itself
is a “complete” reduction.

The argument just given amounts to the traditional theorem (found
in the early pages of most algebra textbooks) that, as a consequence of
the associative law, any two ways of parenthesizing a formula are equal
when the variables appear in the same order from left to right.

We may observe that the testing procedure in the corollary may be simpli-
fied by omitting the case when 1.1 = J.2  = ,LL,  since G’ = 0”. Furthermore
we may omit the case when ,u  is simply a nullary operator fq,  since in that
case we must have )3r  = fq, and both c’  and a” reduce to the common
word y obtained by replacing all occurrences off, in c2  by el. (The argu-
ment is essentially the same as the argument of “Case 1” at the beginning
of this section.)

6. Extension to a complete set. When a set of reductions is incomplete,
we may be able to add further reductions to obtain a complete set. In
this section we will show how the procedure of the corollary to Theorem 5
can be extended so that a complete set may be obtained in many cases.

First note that if R is a set of reductions and if RI = R U {(I., e)} where
;I  z 0  (R), then RI and R generate the same equivalence relation:

a G p (R) if and only if a G /I  (RI). (6.1)

For if a z /I  (R) we certainly have a E /3  (RI);  conversely if 6  + q (RI)
using the relation (il, e), it follows from X = Q  (R) that 0  EZ g,  (R), and this
suffices to prove (6.1) since all applications of the extra reduction (A,  ,o)
can be replaced by sequences of reductions using R alone.

Now if RI = R lJ {(I.,  9))  and Ra = R U {(A’,  Q’)),  where

J. E e (Rz)  and 1.’ z 0’ (RI), (6.2)

we can prove that RI and Rz are equivalent sets of reductions, in the sense
that

a G /3(R1)  if and onl:\r  if cc  E /?  (Rz). (6.3)

For both of these relations are equivalent to the condition a z  p (RI u Rz)
by (6.1).
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Example 1. Group theory I. The first example on which this method was
tried was the traditional definition of an abstract group. Here we have
three operators: a binary operator fi  = . of weight zero, a unary operator
f 3f 3   = - of weight zero, and a nullary operator fi  = e of weight one,
satisfying the following three axioms.

1. es  a -. a. (“There exists a left identity, e.“)
2. a-. a - e. (“For every a, there exists a left inverse with respect to e.“)
3. (a. b). c - a. (b. c). (“Multiplication is associative.“)

The procedure was first carried out by hand, to see if it would succeed
in deriving the identities a-e = a, a-- = a, etc., without making use of
any more ingenuity than can normally be expected of a computer’s brain.
The success of this hand-computation experiment provided the initial
incentive to create the computer program, so that experiments on other
axiom systems could be performed.

When the computer program was finally completed, the machine treated
the above three axioms as follows: First axioms 1 and 2 were found to
be complete, by themselves; but when 11  = a-. a of axiom 2 was super-
posed on ,LL  = a-b of & = (a. b).c  of axiom 3, the resulting formula
(a-.  a). b could be reduced in two ways as

(a-.a).b  -+ a-*(a-b)
and

(a-.a).b  -+ e-b -+ b.
Therefore a new axiom was added,

4. a-.(a+b)  - b.

Axiom 1 was superposed on the subword  a. b of this new axiom, and
another new axiom resulted:

5. e---a  + a.

The computation continued as follows:

6. a---e - a from 2 and 4.
7. a---b - a-b from 6 and 3.

Now axiom 6 was no longer irreducible and it was replaced by

8. a-e - a.

Thus, the computer found a proof that e is a right identity; the proof is
essentially the following, if reduced to applications of axioms 1, 2, and 3:

a-e  = (e.u).e = ((a--aa-).a).e s (a--.(a-.a)).e  3 (a--.e).e
z a-- .(e.e)  z  a---e 3  a--.(a-.a)  G (a--.a-).a
s e-a E a.

This ten-step proof is apparently the shortest possible one.

The computation continued further:

9. e- + e from 2 and 8.

(Now axiom 5 disappeared.)

10 a-- + a from 7 and 8.

(Now axiom 7 disappeared).

11. a-a-  -+ e from 10 and 2.

12. a.(b.(a.b)-) + e from 3 and 11.

1 3 . a.(a-.b) --t  b from 11 and 3.

So  far, the computation was done almost as a professional mathematician
would have performed things. The axioms present at this point were
1 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 ; these do not form a complete set, and the
ensuing computation reflected the computer’s groping for the right way
to complete the set:

1 4 . (a.b)-.(a.(b.c)) - c from 3 and 4.

1 5 . b.(c.((b.c)-.a)) - a from 13 and 3.

1 6 . b.(c.(a.(b.(c.a))-)) --f  e from 12 and 3.

1 7 . a.(b.a)- --, b- from 12 and 4, using 8 .

18. b.( (a-b)-.c)  -. a--c from 17 and 3.

(Now axiom 15 disappeared.)

19. b.(c.(a.(b.c))-) - a from 17 and 3.

(Now axiom 16 disappeared.)

20. (a.b)- - b--a- from 17 and 4.

At this point, axioms 12, 14, 18, and 19 disappeared, and the resulting
complete set of axioms was:

1. e-a  + a 9. e- + e

2. a--a  -t e 10. a--  + a

3. (a.b).c  -t a.(b.c) 11. a-u- + e

4. a-*(a-b) -t b 13. a.(a-.b) + b

8.  a-e  + a 20. (a-b)-  -+ b--a-

A study of these ten reductions shows that they suffice to solve the word
problem for free groups with no relations; two words formed with the
operators a, -, and e can be proved equivalent as a consequence of axioms
1, 2, 3 if and only if they reduce to the same irreducible word, when the
above ten reductions are applied in any order.
CPA 19
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The computer took 30 seconds for this calculation. Note that, of the 17
axioms derived during the process, axioms 5, 14,15,16, 18, 19 never took
part in the derivations of the final complete set; so we can give the machine
an “efficiency rating” of 1 l/17 = 65%,  if we consider how many of its
attempts were along fruitful lines. This would seem to compare favorably
with the behavior of most novice students of algebra, who do not have the
benefit of the corollary to Theorem 5 to show them which combinations
of axioms can possibly lead to new results.

Example 2. Group theory II  In the previous example, the unary operator -
was assigned weight zero. In Q 1 we observed that a unary operator may
be assigned weight zero only in exceptional circumstances (at least under
the well-ordering we are considering), so it may be interesting to consider
what would happen if we would attempt to complete the group theory
axioms of Example 1, but if we made a “slight” change so that the - opera-
tor has positive weight.

From the description of Example 1, it is clear that the computation
would proceed in exactly the same manner, regardless of the weight of -,
until we reach step 20; now the axiom would be reversed:

20. b--a- - (a-b)-.

Thus, (a-b)-  = f3fab  would be considered as a “reduction” of the word
b-.a-=ffbf2 3 3a; and this is apparently quite a reasonable idea because
(a. b)- is in fact a shorter formula.

But if axiom 20 is written in this way, the computation will never termi-
nate, and no complete set of axioms will ever be produced!
THEOREM 6. If the operator - is assigned a positive weight, no finite

complete set of reductions is equivalent to the group theory axioms

(a.b).c -+ a.(b.c),  e-a -, a ,  a-.a - e .
Proof. Consider the two words

a, = wn+l*(v1*(v2  . . .*(v&&+1)  . . .))-

Id"  = (R.(fl2 . * .'(21,-1.Wn)  . . .))-, n A.

It is obvious that ,6n  is not equivalent to any lesser word in the well-ordering,
since all words equivalent to b, have at least one occurrence of each variable
Vl, -a-,v,, plus at least n- 1 multiplication operators, plus at least one -
operator. Since a,, is equivalent to /I,,,  any complete set R of reductions
must include some (2,  Q) which reduces a,. Now no subword  of a,, except a,
itself, can be reduced, since each of its smaller subwords  is the least in
its equivalence class. Therefore CI,  itself must have the form of 1,; we must
have a, = S&,  . . ., 0,;  2) for some words &,  . . .,  em.  It is easy to see
that this means there are only a few possibilities for the word 3,.  Now the
w o r d

a,: = Wn+2’(01’(V2  . . . .(11,.2),+1)  . . .))-
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is not equivalent to any lesser word in the well-ordering, so aA cannot have
the form of 1. This implies finally that 3. = a,,, except perhaps for per-
mutation of variables; so R must contain infinitely many reductions.

Example 3. Group theory III. Suppose we start as in Example 1 but
with left identity and left inverse replaced by right identity and right
inverse :

1. a-e  + a
2. a.a - + e
3. (a.b).c  -. a.(b.c).

It should be emphasized that the computational procedure is not symmetrical
between right and left, due to the nature of the well-ordering, so that this
is quite a different problem from Example 1. In this case, axiom 1 combined
with axiom 3 generates ‘La.(e.  b) - a. b”,  which has no analog in the system
of Example 1.

The computer found this system slightly more difficult than the system
of Example 1; 24 axioms were generated during the computation, of
which 8 did not participate in the derivation of the final set of reductions.
This gives an “efficiency rating” of 67%,  roughly the same as in Example 1.
The computation required 40 seconds, compared with 30 seconds in the
former case. The same set of reductions was obtained as the answer.

Example 4. Inverse property. Suppose we have only two operators - and -
as in the previous examples and suppose that only the single axiom

1. a-*(a-b)  -f b

is given. No associative law, etc., is assumed.
This example can be worked by hand : First we superpose a- -(a. b) onto

its component (a. b), obtaining the word a-- ~(a-+(a.  b)) which can be
reduced both to a. b and to a--  * b. This gives us a second axiom

2. a---b  -+ a-b

as a consequence of axiom 1.
Now a-*(a-b)  can be superposed onto a---b;  we obtain the word

a-- -(a-.  b) which reduces to b by axiom 1, and to a- (a-. b) by axiom 2.
Thus, a third axiom

3. a.(a-.b) -f b

is generated. It is interesting (and not well known) that axiom 3 follows
from axiom 1 and no other hypotheses; this fact can be used to simplify
several proofs which appear in the literature, for example in the algebraic
structures associated with projective geometry.

A rather tedious further consideration of about ten more cases shows
that axioms 1,2,3  form a complete set. Thus, we can show that a---b z  a. b
19*
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the fact that the three axioms above form a complete set) that the free cen-
tral groupoid on any number of generators has no idempotents at all. For if
there is an idempotent, consider the least word a in the well-ordering such
that M z cc-a.  Clearly a is not a generator, and so a must have the form
tc = @.  y where a, p,  and y are irreducible. Thus (p.y). (B.7)  must be redu-
cible; this is only possible if y = fi,  and then j3.b = a = a .a  = ,6  is not
irreducible after all. (This proof was communicated to the authors by Pro-
fessor Evans in 1966.)

Example 7. A “random” axiom. Experiments on several axioms which
were more or less selected at random show that the resulting systems often
degenerate. For example, suppose we have a ternary operator denoted by
(x, y,  z), which satisfies the axiom

1. (a, (b,  c, a), d)+c.
Superposing the left-hand side onto (b, c, a) gives the word

(6 (a, (b,  c,  4, b),  4,

is a consequence of axiom 1, but we cannot prove that a-- = a without
further assumptions.

A similar process shows that axioms 1 and 2 follow from axiom 3.
Example 5. Group theory IV. The axioms in example 1 are slightly

stronger than the “classical” definition (e.g. Dickson [3]),  which states that
multiplication is associative, there is at least one left identity, and that
for each left identity there exists a left inverse of each element. Our axioms
of Example 1 just state that there is a left inverse for the left identity e.

Consider the five axioms

1. (a.b).c  -+ a.(b.c)
2. e.a - a
3. f-a - a

4. a--a + e

5. a”.a  -+ f

where e, f are nullary operators; - and N are unary operators; and * is a
binary operator. Here we are postulating two left identities, and a left
inverse for each one. The computer, when presented with these axioms,
found a complete set of reductions in 50 seconds, namely the two reductions

f - e
a -  - a-

together with the ten reductions in Example 1. As a consequence, it is clear
that the identity and inverse functions are unique.

The derivation off - e was achieved quickly in a rather simple way, by
first deriving “a-. (a. b) -f  b” as in Example 1, then deriving “f-e b -+ b”
by setting a = f, and finally deriving ‘f  + e” by setting b = J

Example 6. Central groupoids I. An interesting algebraic system has
recently been described by Evans [5].  There is one binary operator . and
one axiom

1. (a.b)a(b.c)  - b.

Let us call this a “central groupoid”, since the product (a. b). (b +  c) reduces
to its central element b. The computational procedure of 9 6 can in this case
be carried out easily by hand, and we obtain two further axioms

2. a.((a.b).c)  - a-b
3. (a.(b.c)).c  - b.c

which complete the set.
Evans [5]  has shown that every finite central groupoid has n2  elements,

for some nonnegative integer n. It is also possible to show [7]  that every
finite central groupoid with n2  elements has exactly n idempotent elements,
i.e. elements with a-a = a. On the other hand, we can show (by virtue of

and this reduces both to (b, c, a) and to (b, c, d). Hence we find

(b,  c, a) = (b,  c, 4.
Now the computational method described in 0 6 will stop, since

(b,  c,  a> # (b,  c,  4.

But there is an obvious way to proceed: Since (b, c,  a) z (b, c, d), clearly
(b, c, a) is a function of b and c only, so we may introduce a new binary
operator . and a new axiom

2. (a, 6,  c) - a-b.
Now axiom 1 may be replaced by

3. a.(b.c)  + c.
Axiom 3 now implies

cad  = a.(b.(c.d))  = aed

and again we find c.  d # a. d. Now as above we note that c.  d is a function
only of d, and so we introduce a further operator $,  a unary operator, with
the new axiom

4. a-b  + b$.
Now axiom 2 is replaced by

5. (a, b, c) - b$
and axiom 3 reduces to

6. a$$ -t a.

We are left with axioms 4,5, and 6, and axiom 4 is irrelevant since the pur-
pose of the binary operator has been served. Thus, two words involving
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the ternary operator are equivalent as a consequence of axiom 1 if and only
if they reduce to the same word by applying reductions 5 and 6. The free
system on n generators has 2n elements.

Example 8. Another “random”  axiom. If we start with

1. (asb).(c.(b.a))  + b,
the computer finds that

c s ((b.a).c).((a.b).(c.(b.a)))  = ((b.a).c).b,
so ((b.a).c).b + c. This implies

b = (((b.a).c).b).(b.a)  G c.(b.a),

and the original axiom now says

c E b.
Clearly this is a totally degenerate system; following the general procedure
outlined above, we introduce a new nullary operator e, and we are left with
the axiom

a - e.
The free system on n generators has one element.

Example 9. The cancellation law. In the previous two examples, we have
seen how it is possible to include new operators in order to apply this reduc-
tion method to axioms for which the method does not work directly. A
similar technique can be used to take the place of axioms that cannot be
expressed directly in terms of “identities”. Our axioms up to now have
always been “identities”; for example, the reduction (a. b). c-+a.(b.  c)  means
essentially that

for all words a, b, c, (a.b).c  3  a.(b.cj.

A general reduction u --f  ,!I means that a E B for all values of the variables
appearing in a and /I.  Of course many mathematical axioms are not simply
identities; one common example is the left cancellation law

for all words a, b, c, if a-b  E a.c then b s c. (7.1)
The left cancellation law can be represented as an identity in the following

way. Consider a function f(x,  v) which satisfies the identity

f(a, a-b)  -+  b. (7.2)

If 8 represents any set of axioms, let 8’ be the set of axioms obtained by
adding the left cancellation law (7.1) to & and let J”  be the set of axioms
obtained by adding the reduction (7.2) to 8 where f is a binary operator
which does not appear in 8. Now we assert that any two words not involving
f which can be proved equivalent in 8’ can be proved equivalent in 8”.  For
whenever (7.1) is used, we must have already proved that a. b s a-c, hence
f(a, a. b) s f(a, a. c), hence b s c by (7.2). Conversely, any two wordsa and
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p not involving f which can be proved equivalent in &“I can be proved equi-
valent in 8’: For if (7.1) holds, there exists a binary operator f satisfying
(7.2); one such binary operator for example can be defined by lettingf(x,  v)
equal z if y can be written in the form x.2 (here z is unique by (7.1)),  and
letting f(x, y) equal x otherwise. This function f has properties which are in
fact somewhat stronger than (7.2) asserts, so if we can prove a z /I under
the weaker hypotheses &‘I, we can prove a E /I with 8’.

(The argument just given seems to rely on certain rules of inference not
admissible in some logical systems. Another argument which systematically
removes all appearances off from a proof of cc  s p in the system J”’  E
z d U {(7.1),  (7.2)) can be given, but it will be omitted here; we will content
ourselves with the validity of the more intuitive but less intuitionistic argu-
ment given.)

A system which has a binary operation . and both left and right cancella-
tion laws, but no further axioms, can be defined by

1. f(a, a.b) + b
2. g(a.b,  b) + a.

Here f and g are two new binary operators. Axioms 1 and 2 are complete by
themselves, so they suffice to solve the word problem for any words involv-
ingf,  ., and g.  Two words involving only . are equivalent if and only if they
are equal.

If we add a unit element, namely a nullary operator e such that

3. e-a  + a
4. a-e  + a,

then the computer will complete the set by adding four more reductions:

5. f(a, a) - e
6. f(e, a) - a
7. g(a, a) + e
8. g(a, e) -, a.

Example 10. Loops. Consider the axiom “for all a and b there exists c
such that a. c 3 b”. This amounts to saying that there is a binary operation
“\” such that c = a\b,  i.e. that a*(a\b)  s b. (This law is a companion to the
cancellation law (7.1) which asserts that at most one such c exists.)

In the mathematical system known as an abstract loop, we have the
above law and its left-right dual, so there are three binary operators 0,  \,
and / which satisfy

1. a.(a\b)  --f  b
2. (a/b).b  - a.
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There is also a unit element,  so that

3. e-a  + a
4. a*e  --f  a.

The computer, when presented  with these axioms, will generate

-5. e\a + a
6. a/e - a.

Axioms 1 through 6 form a complete set, but they do not define a loop;
two important axioms have been left out of the above discussion, namely
the left and right cancellation laws. So if we postulate two further binary
operators f and g as in Example 9, with two further axioms

7.f(a, a-b)  + b
8. g(a.b,  b) + a,

the computer will now generate

9.f(a, b) + a\b
10.  g(a, b) -+ a/b
11. a\(a.b)  --f  b
12. (a.b)/b  -t a
13. a/a + e
14. a\a -L e
15. a/(b\a)  -c  b
16. (a/b)\a  - b.

Axioms 1, 2, . . . , 6, 9, 10, . . . , 16 form a complete set of reductions, and
if we remove axioms 9 and 10 (which merely serve to remove the auxiliary
functionsfand g) we obtain reductions for a free loop. This is a special case
of the complete set given by Evans [4]  who also adds relations between
generators (i.e. between additional nullary operators).

Note that in Example 9 the cancellation laws had no effect on the word
problem, while in this case the rules 11 through 16 could not be obtained
from 1 through 4 without postulating the cancellation laws. On the other
hand, when the mathematical system is known to be finite, the existence of a
solution c to the equation a. c = b, for all a and b, implies the uniqueness of
that solution. Thus laws 11 through 16 can be deduced from 1 through 4 in
a finite system, but not in a free system on a finite number of generators.

The generation of the complete set above, starting from 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8,
took 20 seconds. Axiom 9 was found quickly since

b\a = f(b, b.(b\a))  = f(b, a).
Example 11. Group theory V. An interesting way to define a group with

axioms even weaker than the classical axioms in Example 5 has been pointed

out by 0. Taussky [ll].  Besides the associative law,

1. (a.b).c  + a.(b.c),

we postulate the existence of an idempotent element e :
2. ese  --f  e.

Furthermore, each element has at least one right inverse with respect to e,
i.e. there is a unary operator - such that

3. aSa-  -+ e.

Finally, we postulate that each element has at most one left inverse with re-
spect to e. This last assertion is equivalent to a very special type of cancella-
tion law, which is more difficult to handle than (7.1) :

for all a, b, c, if b-a  z c-a  = e then b = c. (7.3)

This axiom (7.3) can be replaced, as in Example 9, by identities involving
new operators. Let f be a ternary operator and g a binary operator, and
postulate the following axioms :

4. f(e, a, b) --, a
5. f(a.b,  a, b) - g(asb,  b).

It is easy to see that these axioms imply (7.3). Conversely, (7.3) implies the
existence of such functions f and g, since we may define for example

Iv. if x=e
f(X> YY  4 = I;, if x ~ e

g(x,  Y) = zy
i f  x=e  a n d  .z.yze

X, if x + e or if there is no z such that z-y 3 e.

The latter function g is well defined when (7.3) holds.
Thus, axioms 4 and 5 may be regarded, just as in Examples 9 and 10, as

equivalent to (7.3),  if we consider the word problem for words that do not
involve f and g. (Note: Actually a binary operation f(x,  y) could have been
used, but since f(a. b, a) # g(a- b, b), we used a ternary operation so that
axiom 5 could be considered as a reduction.)

The computer was presented with axioms 1 through 5, and an interesting
sequence of computations began. One of the consequences of axioms 1 and 3
alone is that

pea-- z  (a.a-).a--  3 a.(@-.a--)  f a-e. (7.4)

After 2 minutes and 15 seconds, the computation process derived its 29th
consequence of axioms 1 through 5, namely that a-- -a. This meant that
(7.4) became

e-a s a-e
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and the computer stopped since the definitions of 0 2 imply that
e-a # ase.  (This is sensible for if we were to say e-a-a-e, the computer
would loop indefinitely trying to reduce the word e-e.)

Now we restarted the process as in Examples 7 and 8 by introducing a
new unary operator $,  with e-a 3 a$. The axioms currently in the system
at that time were thereby transformed to include the following, among
others :

e$ -+ e

a$$ -L a$
a-e - a$
eea  + a$

(ab)$ * a@$)
g(e, a$> -+ a -.

In order to make the well-ordering come out correctly for these reductions
we changed the weight of - from zero to one, changed the weight off from
one to two, and made $ a unary operator of weight one which was higher
than . in the ordering of operators.

Another axiom in the system at this time, which had been derived quite
early by superposing 3 onto 5 and applying 4, was

g(e, a-) - a.
This now was combined with the rule a-- - a to derive

g(e,  a) - a-.
The reduction g(e, a$)-a-  now was transformed to

a$- + a-
and, with the law a--  -+ a, this became

a$ + a.
Thus, the $ operator disappeared, and the traditional group axioms were
immediately obtained. After approximately 3 minutes of computer time
from the beginning of the computations, all ten reductions of Example 1
had been derived.

Actually it is not hard to see that, as in the discussion of Example 2,
axioms 1 through 5 cannot be completed to a finite set of reductions. After
4+ minutes execution time, the computer was deriving esoteric reductions
such as

f(c, c.(a-.b-),  b-a) --L  g(c, b-a).

Since the process would never terminate, there was perhaps a logical ques-
tion remaining whether any new reductions would be derived (besides the
10  in the final set of Example 1) that would give us more than a group. Of
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course we knew this would not happen, but we wanted a theoretical way to
get this result as a consequence of axioms 1 through 5. This can be done
in fact, by adding new axioms

g(a, b) -+ a-b-
f(a, b, c) - b

to the long list of axioms derived by the machine after 3 minutes. These
axioms are now even stronger than 4 and 5, and together with the ten final
axioms of Example 1 they form a complete set of twelve reductions. Thus
we can be sure that axioms 1 through 5 do not prove any more about words
in .: -,  and e which could not be proved in groups.

The computer’s derivation of the laws of group theory from axioms
1,2, 3 and (7.3) may be reformulated as follows, if we examine the compu-
tations and remove references to f and g:

“We have e-a--  z a.e,  as in (7.4),  hence

a-e 3 e-a--  E (e.e).a--  = e*(e.a--)  = e.(a.e).
:. a---e  z e.(a--.e)  G (e-a--)-e E (a.e).e 3 a.(e.e) z  a-e.
:. a--(a-e)  3  a-*(a---e)  E (a--a--)-e  3  e-e = e .

So, by (7.3),  a- is the left inverse of a.e,  and similarly a--- is the left
inverse of a--  .e = a. e. Hence

a -a-.- - -  =

But now a is the left inverse of a- by (7.3) and axiom 3, and so a-- is the
left inverse of a--- s a-, so

a - - z a.

This implies that a- is the left inverse of a = a--, so each element has a
unique left inverse. The left inverse of a-e is (a.e)  -,  and we have seen that
the left inverse of a. e is a -,  hence (a. e) - = a -.  Now, taking primes of
both sides, we see that a.e  = a, and the rest of the properties of group
theory follow as usual.”

A simpler proof can be given if we start by observing that (eqa).a  - GZ
z  e-(a-a-) G e-e 3  e  E a.a-,* hence, by (7.3),  e.a  = a. Now (a.e).a-z
FE u.(e.a-)  G a-a-  z e; hence by (7.3),  a.e  = a.

The computer’s proof is longer, but interesting in that it does not require
application of (7.3) until after several consequences of axioms 1, 2, 3 alone
are derived.

Example 12. (I,  r) systems I. It is interesting to ask what happens if we
modify the axioms of group theory slightly, postulating a left identity
element and a right inverse. (Compare with Examples 1 and 3.) This leads
to an algebraic system which apparently was first discussed by A. H. Clif-
ford [l]. H. B. Mann [8]  independently discussed this question, and called
the systems “(I, r) systems”. They are also called “left groups” [2].
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Starting with the axioms

1. e.a-a
2. a-a-  + e

3. (a.b).c - a.(b.c),

the computer extended them to the following complete set of reductions:

4. e--e

6. a.(a-.b) --t  b

8. a.e+a--
10. a---b  + a-b
16. a-*(a-b)  + b

18. a--- -+ a-
29. (a-b)-  + b--a-.

(The numbers 4,6, 8, etc. which appear here reflect the order of “discovery”
of these reductions. The computation took 110 seconds. Of 26 axioms gen-
erated, 14 were never used to derive members of the final set, so the “effi-
ciency ratio” in this case was 46x.)  These ten reductions solve the word
problem for free (Z,  r)-systems defined by axioms 1, 2, and 3.

Example 13. (r, I) systems. Similarly, we can postulate a right identity
and a left inverse. This leads to an algebraic system dual to the system of
Example 12, so it is not essentially different from a theoretical standpoint;
but since the method of Q 6 is not symmetrical between left and right, a
test of these axioms was worth while as a further test of the usefulness of
the method.

This set of axioms was substantially more difficult for the computer
to resolve, apparently because the derivation of the law (a. b)-  = b-s a-
in this case requires the use of a fairly complex intermediate reduction,
(a-b)-.(a.(b.c))-c-- , which would not be examined by the computer until
all simpler possibilities have been explored. When the roles of left and
right are interchanged as in Example 12, the steps leading to (a-b)-  z
= b- , a- are much less complicated.

After 2+ minutes of computation, the identity

b--*(a-b)-  G (c.a)-.c

was derived, and computation ceased because b--  . (a. b)-  # (c. a)-. C.
However, it is plain that this quantity is a function of a alone, so we in-
troduced a new unary operator $ and the rule (c.  a)-. c-a $.  After another
2; minutes of computation the following complete set of 12 reductions
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for (r, I)  systems was obtained:

a.e  - a b.(a.a-) - b

a--a  + e b.(a.(a-ec)) --t  b-c

(a.b) .c - a.(b.c) a--(a-b)  -+ a - -

e- - e b.(a--SC)  - b.(a*c)

e-a -+ a - - a - - -  + a-

a-b-- - a-b (a-b)-  -+ b--a-

plus the further reduction a$ -f  a- which was, of course, discarded.

Example 14. (I, r) systems II. If we introduce two left identity elements
and two corresponding right inverse operators, we have the five axioms

1. (a.b).c - a.(b.c),

2. e-a -+a.

3. f-a + a,

4. a-a-  --f  e,

5.  a-a” -J

(Compare with Example 5.) After 2 minutes of computation, the computer
was only slowly approaching a solution to the complete set; at that point
35 different axioms were in the system, including things such as a----
+ a--,  a----  + a--,  a.a”-- + e, etc. ; just before we manually termin-
ated the computation, the reduction a- w-s  b --t  a-. b was generated.

It was apparent that more efficient use could be made of the computer
time if we presented the machine with the information it had already de-
rived in Example 12. Axioms 1, 2, and 4 by themselves generate a complete
set of 10 axioms as listed in Example 12, and axioms 1, 3, 5 generate an
analogous set of 10 with e and - replaced by f and -.  Therefore we start-
ed the calculation again, with 19 initial axioms in place of the 5 above.
(In general, it seems worth while to apply the computational method to
subsets of a given set of axioms first, and later to add the consequences
of these subsets to the original set, since the computation time depends
critically on the number of axioms currently being considered.) Now a
complete set of consequences of axioms 1 through 5 was obtained after
2f  minutes of calculation; this complete set consists of the following 21
reductions.
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e- - e, f- -+A
e” -f,-f,   f--e;f--e;

e-a - a, f.a -  a ;
a-a-  - e, aSaw -f;

a-h  + a-*, a”-  + a--;
a--- + a-, a - - - - a”;
a+e  - a--, a-f - a-“;

ta. b) -c --L  a.(b.c);
a--b - a--b;

(a-b)-  - b-*a-, (a.b)- - b--a-;
a--(a-b)  -  b , a.(a-.b) -  b ;

a --.b - a-b.
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It is clear from this set what would be obtained if additional left inverse
and right identity functions were supplied. Furthermore if we were to
postulate that a- E a” , then e = J If we postulate that e = f, then it fol-
lows quickly that a-- s a--, hence a- E a--- = a--” G a”.

Example 15. (1, r) systems I11.  Clifford’s paper [l] introduces still an-
other weakening of the group theory axioms; besides the associative law

1. (a.b).c - a.(b.c)

and the existence of a left identity
2. e-a  - a,

he adds the axiom, “For every element a there exists a left identity e and
an element b such that b*a  = e.” This was suggested by an ambiguous
statement of the group theory axioms in the first edition of B. L. van der
Waerden’s Moderne  Algebra [Berlin: Springer, 1930, p. 151.  Following
the conventions of the present paper, this axiom is equivalent to assert-
ing the existence of two unary operators, ‘and *, with the following two
axioms :

3. a’sa  - a*,
4. a*.b  - b.

Clifford proved the rather surprising result that this set of axioms defines
an (I, r) system; and that, conversely, every (I, r) system satisfies this set of
axioms. Therefore we set the computer to work on axioms 1, 2, 3, 4, to
see what the result would be.

After 2 minutes of computation, it was apparent that the system was
diverging; 32 axioms were present, including

and others of the same nature. It was not hard to show that, as in Exam-
ple 2, no finite complete set of reductions would be found by the computa-
tional method.

But there is a “trick” which can be used to solve the word problem for
words composed of the operators e, I, *, and .,  by introducing two fur-
ther unary operators $ and # , such that a’.  e z  a # , a-a’ G a$. One of
the consequences which the machine had derived very quickly from axioms
1, 2, 3,4  was that a.(a’.b) + b; so, putting b = e, we have a.a#  z e.
Similarly the law a’.  (a. b) --,  b had been derived, and it follows that
a’ s a’.(a.a’)  = a’.a$  s a’.(e.a$)  s (a’.e).a$  E a# .a$.

Therefore if we take any word involving e, ‘,  *, and .,  we can replace
each component of the form a’ by a# .a$. Then we have a word in the
operators e, *, ., #,  and $. For this new system, axiom 3 should be re-
placed by

3’. a# .(a$.a)  - a*.
We also know from the above discussion that the axiom

5 .  a.a#  - e

is a legitimate consequence of axioms 1, 2, 3, 4, and since axioms 1, 2
and 5 define an (1,  r) system we added their consequences

6. a-e  - a# #,
7. a# # # + a#,

etc., as determined in Example 12. The following complete set of 21 reduc-
tions was now obtained for words in e, *, . , # , and $ :

6z.b) -c + a.(b.c);
e-a - a, a-a!+ -e, a-e - a# # ;

a###  +a#, a #  # .b -  a-b;
a.(a# .b) - b, a# .(a.b)  - b;

(a-b)=!+ -+ b#.a++;
e# - e , e*  -L e ;

a*.b  - b, a$.b -  b ;
a# .a - a*, . *-+a;

a** - a*, ;.;)* + b*;
a$ # - e, a* # - e, a#*--, a $ * + a$.

This complete set can be used to solve the original word problem presented
by axioms 1, 2, 3, 4.

Note that although, as Clifford showed, systems satisfying axioms
1, 2, 3, 4 are equivalent to (2, r) systems, the free systems are quite differ-
ent. The free system on n generators gl,  . . . , g, defined by the axioms 1,2,
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3 of Example 12 has exactly nf 1 idempotent elements, namely e,
g;*g1,.  . . , gA.g,,;  the free system on one generator defined by axioms 1,2,3,4
of the present example has infinitely many idempotent elements, e.g.
a$ for each irreducible word a.

Example 16.  Central groupoids II. (Compare with Example 6.) A natu-
ral model of a central groupoid with n2  elements is obtained by consider-
ing the set S of ordered pairs {(xi,  x2) /x1,  x2 E So},  where SO is a set of n
elements. If we define the product (x1,  x2).  (aim,  y2) = (x2,  yl), we find that
the basic identity (a. b) . (be  c) = b is satisfied.

If x = (x1,  x2),  it is the product of two idempotent elements (x1,  xr).
* (XP,  XZ).  We have (x1,  xi)  = (x.x).x,  and (x2,  x2) = x.(x.x),  and this
suggests that we define, in a central groupoid, two unary functions
denoted by subscripts 1 and 2, as follows:

1. (a.a).a  - al
2 .  a.(a.a)  -  a2

in addition to the basic axiom

3 .  (a.b).(b.c) - b

which defines a central groupoid.
For reasons which are explained in detail in [7],  it is especially interest-

ing to add the further axiom

4. a2.b - a-b

(which is valid in the “natural” central groupoids but not in all central
groupoids) and to see if this rather weak axiom implies that we must have
a “natural” central groupoid.

This is, in fact, the case, although previous investigations by hand had
been unable to derive the result. The computer started with axioms 1, 2,
3, 4, and after 9 minutes the following complete set of 13 reductions was
found :

(41 - al, (a& - at ta211 - a2, (42 - a2;
(a-b)1  - a2, ta-b)2  - bl;

a.(b.c)  - a.b2, (a.b).c - bl.c;
a2Bb  - a-b, a-b1  - a.b;

a-a2  - as, al-a  - al, al-a2 - a.

The computation process generated 54 axioms, of which 24 were used in
the derivation of the final set, so the “efficiency rating” was 44%.  This
is the most difficult problem solved by the computer program so far.

As a consequence of the above reduction rules, the free system on n gen-
erators has 4n2  elements.
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Example 17. Central groupoids III. If we start with only axioms 1, 2,
and 3 of Example 16, the resulting complete set has 25 reductions :

(a.a).a  - al, a.(a.a) - a2;
al-a2 - a, as-al - a-a;
a-al - a-a, a2.a - a-a;

ta.41  - a2, (a42 - al;
(41-a  - al, a-(a212  - a2;
al.(avb)  -  a , (a.b).bs  -  b ;
(aSb)l.b  - a-b, a.(a.b)z  - a-b;
(a.bl).b  - bl, a.(a2.b)  - az;

ta~aMad2  - al, (a2)l.(a.a>  - a2;
(a.a).(al*b)  - al, (aSb2).(b.b)  - bl;
(aS(bSb)).bl  - b-b, a2.((a.a).b)  - a-a;

(a.b)*(b*c)  - b;
a.((a.b).c) - a-b, (a.(b.c)).c - b.c.

Of course these 25 reductions say no more than the three reductions of
Example 6, if we replace al by (a. a). a and a2 by a. (a-a) everywhere,
so they have little mathematical interest. They have been included here
merely as an indication of the speed of our present program. If these 25
axioms are presented to our program, it requires almost exactly 2 min-
utes to prove that they form a complete set.

Example 18. Some unsuccessful experiments. The major restriction of
the present system is that it cannot handle systems in which there is a com-
mutative binary operator, where

aob 5 boa.

Since we have no way of deciding in general how to construe this as a
“reduction”, the method must be supplemented with additional tech-
niques to cover this case. Presumably an approach could be worked out
in which we use two reductions

a-Band/?-a

whenever we find that a zi3 but a #/3,  and to make sure that no infinite
looping occurs when reducing words to a new kind of “irreducible” form.
At any rate it is clear that the methods of this paper ought to be extended
to such cases, so that rings and other varieties can be studied.

We tried experimenting with Burnside groups, by adding the axiom
a. (a. a) -e to the set of ten reductions of Example 1. The computer almost
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immediately derived
a.(b’.a)  = b.(a’.b)

in which each side is a commutative binary function of a and b. There-
fore no more could be done by our present method.

Another type of axiom we do not presently know now to handle is a
rule of the following kind:

if a $ 0 then a-a’ -+ e

Thus, division rings would seem to be out of the scope of this present
study even if we could handle the commutative law for addition.

The “Semi-Automated Mathematics” system of Guard, Oglesby,
Bennett, and Settle [6]  illustrates the fact that the superposition techniques
used here lead to efficient procedures in the more general situation where
axioms involving quantifiers and other logical connectives are allowed as
well. That system generates “interesting” consequences of axioms it is
given, by trial and error; its techniques are related to but not identical
to the methods described in this paper, since it uses both “expansions”
and “reductions” separately, and it never terminates unless it has been
asked to prove or disprove a specific result.

8. Conclusions. The long list of examples in the preceding section shows
that the computational procedure of Q 6 can give useful results for many
interesting and important algebraic systems. The methods of Evans [4]  have
essentially been extended so that the associative law can be treated, but
not yet the commutative law. On small systems, the computations can be
done by hand, and the method is a powerful tool for solving algebraic
problems of the types described in Examples 4 and 6. On larger problems,
a computer can be used to derive consequences of axioms which would
be very difficult to do by hand. Although we deal only with “identities”,
other axioms such as cancellation laws can be treated as shown in Exam-
ples 9 and 11.

The method described here ought to be extended so that it can handle
the commutative law and other systems discussed under Example 18.
Another modification worth considering is to change the definition of the
well-ordering so that it evaluates the weights of subwords  differently de-
pending on the operators which operate on these subwords. Thus, in
Example 11 we would have liked to write

f(a-b,  a> -, da-b, b),
and in Example 15 we would have liked to write

a’ - a# .a$.

These were not allowed by the present definition of well-ordering, but
other well-orderings exist in which such rules are reductions no matter
what is substituted for a and b.
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The application of computers to research in
non-associative algebras

LOWELL J. PAIGE

1. Introduction. The number of papers presented here at this conference
indicate a wide area of computer applications in algebraic research; group
theory, algebraic topology, galois theory, knot theory, crystallography and
error correcting codes. I wish to confine my remarks to less specific
details, and I will indicate where the computer has been used in my own
research and in the work of others involved with non-associative systems.

It seems to me that the computer can and does play different roles in
algebraic research.

I would classify the potential of computer assisted research in the fol-
lowing manner:

(A) The computer can provide immediate access to many examples
of any algebraic structure so that reasonable conjectures may be
formulated for more general (possibly machine free) investigation.

(B) The computer can be used for a search for counter-examples of a
general conjecture.

(C) The computer can be used to provide the “proof” required in a
mathematical argument.

In the next section, I shall attempt to indicate by means of various exam-
ples where the computer has led to success and failure in the categories
listed above. Finally, I would like to suggest in the field of Jordan algebras
the possibility of computer assistance to attack the general problem of
identities in special Jordan algebras.

2. Examples of computer assisted research. My own introduction to
computer assistance in research arose in an investigation of complete
mappings of finite groups. This problem stems from an early attempt to
construct a finite projective plane by means of homogeneous coordinates
from a neofield, and the problem for groups may be stated briefly as follows:

Let G be a finite group (written multiplicatively) and let 9 be a bijection
of G. For what groups G is the mapping 7 : x - x-O(x)  a bijection of G?

A complete solution for this problem in the case that G is abelian  was
obtained in 1947 [l]. I obtained some fragmentary results for non-abelian
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for all x,  y of G . Professor R. H. Bruck raised the following problem in
1958 [6]:

Find necessary and sufficient  conditions upon a loop G in order that every
loop isotopic to G is isomorphic to G.

The answer to this problem, as was pointed out by Bruck, would have
interesting interpretations to projective planes.

It is well known that a group G has the property that it is isomorphic to
all of its loop isotopes. A student at the University of Wisconsin, working
under the direction of Professor H. Schneider, examined all loops of order
7 on a computer and discovered that the only loop isomorphic to all of its
loop isotopes was the cyclic group. He has proved subsequently that any
loop of prime order satisfying the property that it was isomorphic to all of
its loop isotopes must be the cyclic group. Moreover, I understand that he is
now considering a generalization  of this result to loops of prime power
order.

Another example which comes to mind involves a question raised by Pro-
fessor T. A. Springer [7]  concerning elements in a Chevalley group; specifi-
cally,

“Is the centralizer, G,, of a regular unipotent element .Y, an abelian
group ?”

Dr. B. Lou, working under the direction of Professor Steinberg at the
University of California, Los Angeles, has given the answer to this ques-
tion in those cases left open by Springer, and a considerable portion of her
work in the associated Lie algebras was done on a computer.

It would be a matter of serious negligence in surveying the applications of
computers to non-associative systems if one were not to mention the work
of Professor Kleinfeld [8]  on Veblen-Wedderburn systems with 16 elements,
or that of Professor R. Walker [9]  in extending these results to a listing of
finite division algebras with 32 elements. Finally, the work of Professor
D. Knuth [10] in providing new finite division algebras is an excellent
example of computer assisted research.

3. Jordan algebra identities. The problem of determining identities
satisfied by the elements of a non-associative algebra is one area in which
the computer could be expected to make research contributions. For exam-
ple, Professor R. Brown of the University of California has discovered an
identity in one variable for certain algebras arising in his investigation of
possible representations of the Lie group associated with ET.

Professor M. Osborne of the University of Wisconsin has published all of
the possible identities of degree 4 or less for commutative algebras. These
were done without the aid of a computer. However, Professor Koecker of
Munich has sought computer assistance in determining all possible identi-
ties of a non-associative algebra where the degree of the identity is restrict-
ed to degree 6 or less. The early estimates of the machine time required for

groups in 1951 [2]  and Professor M. Hall generalized the results for the
abelian  case in 1952 [3].

It was at this time (1953) that I sought help from the computer and ob-
tained a detailed analysis of complete mappings for groups of small order.
The memory capacity of SWAC at that time prevented any large-scale
analysis, but the results were of such a nature that Professor Hall and I
reconsidered the problem. We gave a complete solution to the problem
for solvable groups and stated the following conjecture in 1955 [4]:
CONJECTURE: A jinite group G whose Sylow 2-subgroup is non-cyclic  pos-

sesses  a complete mapping.
This conjecture has never been verified nor has a counterexample been

found. Computers could certainly provide more evidence, but the solution
of the problem has rather dubious applications to the original problem of
projective planes. There is, however, an interesting footnote to the conjec-
ture. I felt that I could provide a solution if the following published prob-
lem of 1954 were true:
PROBLEM. Let G be a  finite  group and Sz a Sylow  2-subgroup. In the coset

decomposition of G by Sz,  does there exist an element of odd order in each
coset ?

The problem remained unsolved until Professor John Thompson pro-
vided a counterexample in 1965. His example was the group of 2 x 2 unimod-
ular matrices over the Galois  Field GF(53).  It is easy to see that the Sylow
2-subgroup of Thompson’s example is non-cyclic, and there is reason to
suppose that this example might provide a counter-example to our original
conjecture; however, the order of this group (148,824) makes it seem unlike-
ly that even today’s computers would be capable of providing the answer.

My experience with computers and 10  x 10 orthogonal lattice squares
was not a particularly successful venture. In 1958, I wrote, “consequently,
the total time necessary to do an exhaustive search for latin squares ortho-
gonal to our example would be approximately 4.8 X 1On  machine hours”.
Perhaps the time computation was correct but we are all well aware that the
counter-example to Euler’s conjecture was provided the next year.

An example of a computer-provided counter-example to another of Euler’s
conjectures occurred last January when L. J. Lander and T. R. Parkin
published the following numerical relation [5]  :

275+-845+1105+133~  = 1445.

Let me turn now to an example from loop theory for a more favorable
experience with a “machine suggested” conjecture. First, a brief review of
the pertinent loop theory.

Two loops (G, .)  and (H, X ) are said to be isotopic if there exists a triple
of bijections  (cc,  j, y) of G to H such that

WX(YB)  = (X-Y&
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this problem are of the order of 10’ years and hence it seems appropriate to
make rather severe restrictions on the type of identities desired. I would like
to illustrate the possible use of the computer with an example from the area
of Jordan algebras.

Let us recall a few facts concerning Jordan algebras. An abstract Jordan
algebra 8 over a field @ is a non-associative algebra satisfying the identities

for all a, b E 5X.

ab = ba,
(a2b)a  = a2(ba)

The simplest examples of Jordan algebras arise from associative alge-
bras. Thus, let % be an associative algebra over a field @ of characteristic not
two. In terms of the associative multiplication of elements in 9X,  written
a* b, define a new multiplication

ab = +(a*b+b.a).

If we retain the vector space structure of 9l and replace the associative mul-
tiplication, a*b,  by the new multiplication, ab, we obtain a Jordan algebra
which we denote by a+.

If a Jordan algebra 3 is isomorphic to a subalgebra of an algebra Ql+
(5?l  associative), then 3 is called a special Jordan algebra. One of the fasci-
nating aspects of Jordan algebras is that there exist Jordan algebras which
are not special; these Jordan algebras are called exceptional.

The best known example of an exceptional Jordan algebra is constructed
as follows : Let C be an eight-dimensional generalized Cayley algebra over
the field Cp.  Denote the involution in C by x + X, where x+X  E @.  Consider
the set H(C) of 3 X 3 matrices

ra c 61
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where a, ,B, y E @ and a, b, c E C; i.e. the hermitian 3 X 3 matrices. Multipli-
cation for the elements of H(C) is the usual Jordan product

XY  = gx*  Ys-  Y-X]

and it is not difficult to see that H(C) is a Jordan algebra. Professor A. A.
Albert and I [ll] have shown that H(C) is not the homomorphic image of
any special Jordan algebra, and this implies that there are identities satisfied
by special Jordan algebras which are not valid for all Jordan algebras.
A search for these identities presents interesting possibilities for a com-
puter.

In order that I might sketch a possible attack on the problem of identities
in special Jordan algebras, we shall need a few more results about special
Jordan algebras which are due to Professor P. M. Cohn.

Let A@) be the free associative algebra on the set of generators
{Xl,  x2, * * ., xn}  and denote by J$‘)  the Jordan subalgebra of A(“)+  gener-
ated by {xi,  x2, . . . , x,}. On A(“) define a linear mapping x-+x*, the
reversal operator, by the equation

(XjlXj2  . . . XiJ*  = XikXikml  . . . Xi,Xil

for monomials consisting of products of the generators x1, x2, . . . , x,.
Since the monomials form a basis for A(“),  the reversal  operator * is uniquely
determined and

(xy)* = y*x*, x** = x

for all x, y E A(“).  An element x of A(“) is said to be reversible (symmetric) if
x* = x. The set of all reversible elements H(*) of A@) is easily seen to be a
Jordan subalgebra of A(“)+  ; furthermore,

fib)  2 J$’

for all n.  Cohn has shown that
H(2)  2 JP)  and H(3) 2 56”)

and otherwise J$‘)  is properly contained in H(“).
The exceptional Jordan algebra H(C) described earlier is generated by

three elements. Hence, it is the homomorphic image of the free Jordan
algebra Jc3)  on three generators. On the other hand, H(C) is not the homo-
morphic image of Jh3)  (the free special Jordan algebra on three generators).
Thus, we know that the natural homomorphism v from

,,  : J’3’  -t J;3’

has a non-zero kernel Kc3).  A basis for Kc31  has not been found. Professor
Glennie [12] has shown that there are no elements of degree less than 7 in
Kc31  and that there are elements of degree 8 in Kc3J.  It should be clear that
any non-zero element of Kc3) will provide an identity for special Jordan
algebras which is not valid for all Jordan algebras.

The importance of Cohn’s relationship, Hc3) 2 Ji3),  lies in the fact that we
have an explicit way to write the elements of the free special Jordan algebra
Jh3)  in terms of reversible elements. Hence, treating Ji3)  as a graded algebra
(by degree), we can compute the number of basis elements of a fixed degree.
For example, if we let the generators of Ji3)  be a, b and c, then the number
of basis elements for the vector subspace  spanned by all elements of total
degree 8 and degrees 3,3  and 2 in a, b and c respectively is 280.

A computer attack for the determination of the elements in Kc31  for the
natural mapping

y : J(3)  + J$3’

may now be described.
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If k = 280, then we could show that v was bijective on the elements of
degree 8 and of the form we are considering. This is not the case.

If k > 280, then we could select 281 of the k elements and take their im-
ages in J,,t3).  We could then express one of these elements in terms of the other
280 and this would provide an identity valid in Ji3)  and not in Jc3);  hence an
element of Kc3).  In this manner we would probably obtain K- 280 elements
of Kc31 and consequently a basis for S3).

The beginning of this program had been established when Professor
Glennie informed me of a method which appeared to be more promising.
Details will be found in the following paper in this volume.
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We may linearize the defining identity (a2b)a  = a2(ba)  of a Jordan algebra
to obtain the identities:

(w4Dz)  + (wJ>W  + (4bY)
= [w(xy>lz+  [wtiz)lx+  [w(zx)ly (3.1)

and

= [(wx)zl.Y  + [(WY)ZlX  - [(WZ>XlY  - KWY)XlZ. (3.2)

Again, for convenience, let us denote the generators of Jc3)  by a, b and c. If
we are interested in the identities of degree 8, then we might as well restrict
our attention to identities involving the generators a, b and c. Moreover,
it is known that any identity linear in one of the generators is valid for all
special Jordan algebras [13].  Hence, we may begin by considering those of
degree 3 in a, degree 3 in b and degree 2 in c.

We can now proceed to select w, x, y,  z in (3.1) and (3.2) in all possible
ways so as to yield monomials a@cY compatible with the total degree
being 8 and involving a, b and c to the total degree 3, 3 and 2 respectively.
This will give us a set of homogeneous equations in the various monomial
elements of Jc3).  Many duplications will be present and obvious reductions
may be made by using the commutative law. Let us assume that we have p
equations in m elements. The m elements may be ordered and we proceed to
reduce the equations to echelon form.

Graphically, we would reach a stage where our equations would have
the form

p  equotiom
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The diagonal elements would be non-zero and the k elements would span
the vector subspace  of elements of Jc3)  of total degree 8 and degree 3,3 and
2 in a, b and c. We know that k == 280, since the homomorphism v would
imply that a similar reduction could be made for the corresponding ele-
ments of Jh3).
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C. M. GLENNIE

THE main part of this paper is the calculation of the dimensions of certain
subspaces of Jordan algebras. From a knowledge of these dimensions we
deduce a theorem on identities in Jordan algebras. This is given in the third
and fmal  section. In the first section we set up some notation and give some
preliminary results. The results are not new but it is convenient to gather
them together here. The second section gives the statement and proof of the
main theorem. The reader should consult the preceding paper by L. J. Paige
in this volume for background material.

1. We shall work throughout over a fixed but arbitrary field of charac-
teristic zero and shall not refer to the ground field again. The restriction on
the characteristic can almost certainly be relaxed but this would require
further investigation which we have not carried out. We shall be working in
certain free Jordan and free associative algebras and shall use a, b, c, . . . to
denote the free generators. In particular places we shall writep, 4,  I,  . . .
instead of a, b, c, . . . when the result we are stating remains true if the
variables are permuted or if we wish to indicate a typical monomial. The
element pqrsfsrqp  in an associative algebra will be denoted by pqrs,  and
called a tetrad. Similarly pqmt  + tsrqp  is pqrst and so on. Tetrads such as
abed,  dcba,  acef, fzin which the letters appear in alphabetical or reversed
alphabetical order will be called ordered tetrads. As associative products
occur only under bars we shall also use juxtaposition to denote the Jordan
product ip? Products in the Jordan algebras will be left normed, i.e. xyz
means (x~)z  and so on. We use the following notation.

-W

M(n)

N(n)

SW

subspace  of the free Jordan algebra on n generators spanned by
monomials linear in each generator,
subspace  of the free special Jordan algebra on II  generators
spanned by monomials linear in each generator,
subspace  of the free associative algebra on iz generators spanned
by the &n!  elements W  arising from the n! monomials w linear in
each generator,
(n Z= 2) subspace  of L(n) spanned by monomials pw where w  is a
monomial linear in each of the generators other than p,
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(n 2 3) subspace  of L(n) spanned by monomials pqw where ~1  is a
monomial linear in each of the generators other than p and q,
(n 3 2) subspace  of s(n) spanned by monomials pw with p =I=  a,
(n a 3) subspace  of T(n) spanned by monomials pqw with p =l=  a
andq  + a,
subspace  spanned by the subset W of a vector space,
the mapping y + yx, x and y elements in the Jordan algebra
under consideration,

P(x,  Y, 3 RWKv4  + R(YVW)  + WWY),
Qtx,  Y, 4 R(Yz)RW + RWR(Y)  + Rtx~)R(z),
Sk  Y, 4 RWWR~Y)  + R~YWWW.

With the above notation the linearized form of the Jordan identity
xyy2 = xy2y is

xPcV,  z, t> = ~Q(Y,  z, t) (1)
or xR(yzt) = xP(y, z, t)-xS(y,  z, t). (2)

From (1) and (2) we have at once

XNYZO  = xQtv,  z> t>-~S(Y,  z, 2). (3)
It is clear that M(n) G N(n). We have also

LEMMA 1. For n 3  3, U(n)+ V(n) = L(n).
Proof. Let w E L(n). Then w is a sum of elements aRwhere R is a mono-

mial in operators R(x) and each x is a monomial in some of the genera-
tors b,  c,  . . . . If x contains more than two generators then by (2) R(x) can
be expanded as a sum of words R(y) where each y contains fewer generators
than X.  Repeating such expansions as often as necessary gives the result.

COROLLARY. 5’(n) +T(n)  = L(n) and S(n) + V(n) = L(n).
LEMMA 2. dim S(n) =Z n dim L(n - I),  dim T(n) G &t(n - 1) dimL(n  - 2),

dim U(n) =Z (n - 1)  dim Len  - l), dim V(n) == g(n - l)(n - 2) dim L(n - 2).

Proof. The proofs of these inequalities follow at once from the definitions
of S(n), etc.

The following relations, in which p, q, r, . . . denote distinct elements
from b, c,  d, . . . and x is a monomial in the remaining generators, are either
clear from the definitions of the operators or follow easily from (1) (2) (3)
and previous relations in the set.

xQ(p,  q,  r) E U(n) (4)
xP(P,  4,  r> E u(n) (5)
xS(P,  4,  r> E u(n) (6)

Mw-)  E u(n) (7)
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xtqrtst))  - xQ(q,  r, st)  E u(n) (8)

x(qr)(st) - xQ(q,  r, st) E U(n) (9)
xp(9W)--ptp,  9r9  st>  E 0) (10)

x(qrp)(st) + x(stp)(qr) - xQ(p, qr, st) E U(n). (11)

The following lemmas are due to Cohn. Proofs will be found in [l].
LEMMA 3. abed-(sgn n)pqrs  E M(4) where p, q, r, s is the permutation z

of a, b, c,  d.
LEMMA 4. M(n) + [W(n)] = N(n) for n = 1, . . . , 7 where W(n) = 4 (the

empty set) for n = 1, 2, 3, W(4) = {abed), W(5) = {pqrst}, W(6) =.- __- - -
= {pqrstufpqrsut,  pqrs(tu), pqrstu-pqrsut}, W(7) = {pqrstuv+pqrsutv,-.

pqrs(tu)v,  pqrstuv-pqrsutv}. In the cases n = 5, 6, 7 the set is to include all
elements obtained by replacing p, q, r, . . . by any permutation of a, b, c,  . . .
such that pqrs is an ordered tetrad.

Let U be a subspace  of the vector space V and W = {wl,  . . . , w,} be
a subset of V. If ri  (i = 1, . . . , m) denotes the relation

~ iiijWj  E U
j=l

amongst the elements of W and R = {rl, . . . , rm}  we shall call the mX n
matrix A = (;iij) the word-relation matrix for Wand R. We have

LEMMA 5. dim (U+[ W]) =Z dim U+(n-rank A).
Proof. Let r = rank A. We can find r elements from W each expressible

as a linear combination of some element in U and the remaining n-r ele-
ments of W. So U+ [ w]  is spanned by any basis of U together with n-r ele-
ments from W,  and the result follows.

2. THEOREM 1. For n = 1, . . . , 7, dim L(n) = dim M(n). The dimensions
are respectively 1, 1, 3, 11, 55, 330, 2345.

Proof. The mapping a - a, b - b, etc., can be extended to a linear
transformation of L(n) onto M(n). So dim M(n) 4 dim L(n). For each n
we now find a number d(n) such that dim L(n) G d(n) and dim M(n) 3  d(n).
It follows at once that dimL(n)  = dim M(n) = d(n). We shall use w(n)
to denote the number of elements in W(n). For simplicity we write L
for L(m) and so on when dealing with the case n = m.

n= 1. Take d = 1. L is spanned by a single monomial. So dim L =S  d. By
Lemma4,M=N.SodimM=dimN=  Iad.

n = 2. Take d = 1. L is spanned by the single monomial ab. SO
dimL<d.ByLemma4,M=N.SodimM=dimN=  lad.

n = 3. Take d = 3. L is spanned by abc, bca, cab. So dim L 4 d. By
Lemma4,M=N.SodimM=dimN=  3ad.
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n = 4. Take d = 11. L is spanned by the twelve monomials upqr, ap(qr),
a(pq)r (see proof of Lemma 1).  These are subject to the relation

aP@,  c,  4 = aQ@,  c,  4
and the word-relation matrix has rank 1. So by Lemma 5 (with U = (0))
dim L 4 11 = d. From Lemma 4 we have that Mf [W] = N where w = 1.
So dimMa dimN-dim  [FYI  * dimN-w==  12-l = 11 = d.

n = 5. Take d = 55. Since pqr(st) = stR(pqr) = stQ(p, q, r)-stS(p,  q, r)
we have that VC U and U = L. Then dim L = dim Us 5 dim L(4) =
=Sxll=55=d.  From Lemma 4, M+[W]=N  with w=5.  So
dim M 3 dim N - w = 60-  5 = 55 = d.

IZ  = 6. Take d = 330. From Lemma 2, dim US 5 dim L(5) = 275. V is
spanned by (i) 60 elements apqr(st),  (ii) 30 elements a(pq)r(st), (iii) 30 ele-
ments ap(qr)(st). From (1), (8),  (9),  (lo), (11) we have

&W) - 4mW)  - 4wXqr)  E u.
Defining T(p,  q, r, s, t) as

[Qtq, r, P) - S(q, r, pNJW + [Qh t, P) - S(s, t, P)lNqr)
we have

Also, from (5):

and from (1) :

dqr)W  - aT@,  4,  r,  s,  0 E U. (12)

apqptr, s,  t> E U (13)
4&W-,  4 t) E u. (14)

apti,  q,  r)R(st)  - aQCp, q,  r)R(st)  E U. (15)
(12) to (15’) give respectively 30, 20, 10, 10 relations. Setting up the word-
relation matrix for the 120 spanning elements of V and these 70 relations we
get a 70x  120 matrix of which the rank is 65. Then by Lemma 5,
dim (U+  V) 6 dim U+(l20-65).  So

dim L ==  dim (U+  V) =s  275f 55 = 330 = d.
From Lemma 4, M+ [W] = N with w = 45. Now let W’ be the subset

- - -
of W consisting of the 30 elements pqrstufpqrsut,  pqrs(tu), and let N’ =
= M+ [ wl].  We have 45 relations amongst elements of W- w’  obtained
from
- ~ - - - -~-
abcdef - abcdfe + bcdefa - bcdeaf f cdefab - cdefba + acdfeb- acdfbe E N ’

(16)
by permuting a, b, c,  d, e, f and using Lemma 3. We have a further 6 rela-
tions obtained from I
-----

caefab  - cdefba  f defbac- defbca f efbcad-  efbcda
----

+- fbcdae  -fbcdea  i- bcdeaf - bcdefa E N (17)
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by permuting a, b, c,  d, e, f f and using Lemma 3. (16) is the linearized
form of

abcdab-abcdba E N’
which comes from

-- __ ~
acdb2a  - cdb2aa  + cdb2a2  - bdca2b  + dca26b  - dca2b2 = 0

using Lemma 3 and
pe______-
pqrst = qrstp-rstpqfstpqr- tpqrs+pqrst. (18)

~-
(17) comes from c (cdefub- cdef(ab))  = 0 where the sum is taken over
the cyclic permutations of b, c,  d, e, f f and Lemma 3 is used where neces-
sary. The rank of the word-relation matrix for the 15 elements in W- W
and the 51 relations above is 15. So dim N = dim (N’f  [W- W’]) 4
dim N’+l5-15  = dim N’. Whence N = N’. So dim M==dim  N-30 =
360-30 = 330 = d.

n = 7. Take d = 2345. From Lemma 2, dim S == 7 dim L(6) = 7 x 330 =
2310. V is spanned by elements of types (i) upqrs(tu),  (ii) a(pq)rs(tu),

&) ap(qr)s(tu),  ( i v )  apq(rs)(tu),  ( v )  a(pq)(rs)(tu). N o w  tuR(apqrs),
tuR(a(pq)rs), tuR(apq(rs)),  and tuR(a(pq)(rs)) are in S. This follows at
once on expanding the operator R using (3) and then using (3) again where
necessary. So L = Sf V is spanned by S and the set of 180 elements
up(qr)s(tu).  Now let X be the set of the 48 elements of type (iii) in which
q = b and t = c or q = c and t = b. Consider the following table, in which
each element is to represent the set of elements obtained from it by
replacing p, q, r, s by all permutations of d, e, &  g:

aptkM4 w Wr(W
aptqrP(cs) ~pt&Mrs) dcq)bW dqrW4

4kMcs) ap(qr)sW aptWq(rs) a+MW

4cMrs) %sMrd adz4btrs) &vMrs)
Each element in the table can be expressed modulo S as a linear combina-
tion of elements in higher rows. Thus, for example:

ap(qr)b(cs)  = -up(bq)r(cs)-ap(br)q(cs)  (mod S)

since apQ(q,  r, b)R(cs)  = apP(q, r, b)R(cs)  and the elements in this last
expression are all of type (iv) and so in S. The expression for ab(cp)q(rs)
arises from

cpQ@, b,  q)R(rs)  + rsQ(a,  c,  p)R(W  + bqQ(a,  r, s)R(cp) - aQ@q,  cp, rs) E S.

So we now have that S+  [X] = L. But there are further relations modulo
S amongst the elements of X.  These are:

1 MsM4  E s (1%

c ~p(cdr@s)  E s, (20)

CPA 21
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where in each case s is fixed as one of d,  e, f, g, and the sum is taken as
p, q,  r run over all the permutations of the remaining variables, and

ap(bq)r(cs)  + ap(cq)r(bs)  - ar(bp)s(cq)  - ar(cp)s(bq)  E S, (21)
where the sum is taken as p, q run over the permutations of two of the vari-
ables and Y, s over the permutations of the remaining two. For (19) it is
sufficient to show that ap(bp)p( cs  is in S for (19) can then be obtained by)
linearization.  But 2ap(bp)p(cs)  + abpp(cs)  c S and abp2p(cs)  = abpp2(cs)  E S.
(20) is obtained similarly. (21) is the linearized form of up(bp)r(br) -
ar(bp)r(bp) E S. Now
8EMbpMbr)  - Wp)r@p)l  = 8  [q@p)r(br)  + qQr)r(bp)  + ar@rlp@pll
(by  (19) and  (20))(20)) = 2(abp2br2+  apr2pb2  + arb2rp2)

F - a[R(b2p2)R(r2)+  R(p2r2)R(b2)]
+ R(r2b2)R(p2>

= aP(b2,  p2,  r2)  = 0 (all congruences mod S).

We now have 14 relations (4 each of (19) and (20) and 6 of (21)) amongst
the 48 elements of X, and the word-relation matrix has rank 13. So

dim L.= dim (S+ U) G dim S+(48- 13) G 2310+35 = 2345 = d.
Now M+ [W]  = N from Lemma 4. If w’ consists of the 210 elements- __
pqrstuvfpqrsutv,  pqrs(tu)v  it follows from work done in the n = 6 case
that M+ [W’]  = N.  Also we have

pqrwp  fpqrssqp  + wspsq  + wsspq  E M. (22)
To establish (22) we use the following (congruences are modulo M):

~ - -
8p2q2rs2  = p2q2rs2  + q2p2rs2f  rq2p2s2  + rp2q2s2

= 8pqzrs2p  + 8qp2rs2q

pq2rs2p  = 2rs2pqqp  E 4pqrsqsp
pqzrs2p  = 2pq2rssp  =_  4rspqsqp E 4pqrssqp

and the relations obtained by interchanging p and q. If we linearize (22)
and substitute all permutations of a, b, c, d, e, f, g we obtain 315 relations
corresponding to the 3 15 words pq(rs)t(uv). But we know that dim (Sf U)
-dim S s 35. So at most 35 of these relations are linearly independent.
If we choose 35 relations corresponding to 35 words in U which are line-
arly independent mod S we can set up the word-relation matrix for these
and the 105 words of w involved in them. The rank of this matrix is 35
(see comment at end of proof of theorem). So dim M Z= dim N-(210-35)
= 2345 = d. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Comment. The proof requires at several stages the calculation of the
rank of a matrix. In all cases but the last this calculation was carried out
by hand. The work involved is not as bad as might be feared because of the
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large number of zero entries and the pattern of blocks within the matrix.
For the last matrix (which has 35 rows and 105 columns) use was made of
the KDF9 computer at Edinburgh University. The program was designed
to print out a basis for the space of vectors x such that XA  = 0 for a
given matrix A. In the present case the matrix was augmented by five rows
known to be linearly dependent on the chosen 35. The print-out showed
correctly the known linear dependences  and this was regarded as being a
check on the accuracy of the program.

3. In [2],  the cases y1 G 5 of Theorem 1 were proved although no explicit
values for the dimensions were established. An example of an identity
in three variables valid in all special Jordan algebras but not valid in all
Jordan algebras was given. This identity is of total degree 8, so in a line-
arized form shows that Theorem 1 is not valid for n > 7. The following
theorem, which is a corollary of Theorem 1, bridges the gap left in [2]
for n = 6, 7.

THEOREM 2. A multilinear identity of total degree 6 or 7 which is valid in
all special Jordan algebras is valid in all  Jordan algebras.

It should be possible using the methods of Part 2 to find dim L(8),
dim 114(S) and the degree 8 multilinear  identities holding in special Jordan
algebras but not in all Jordan algebras. These correspond to the elements
in the kernel of the canonical linear transformation of L(8) onto M(8).

I should like to record my gratitude to Mr. J. K. S. McKay for his
encouragement in general and his help with the programming and com-
puter work in particular.
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On property D neofields  and some problems
concerning orthogonal latin squares

A .  D .  K E E D W E L L

THE concept of the property D neofield arose from the attempt to find an
explanation for the non-existence of pairs of orthogonal latin squares of
order 6. The intention was to formulate a standard method of construct-
ing a pair of orthogonal squares of any sufficiently small order r distinct
from 6. The reason for failure when Y = 6 could then be observed.

The standard method devised (which is reported fully in [l]) is essentially
a modification of the Bose method for constructing a complete set of mu-
tually orthogonal latin squares from a field. This construction can be exhib-
ited as follows. One square L1 is the Cayley table of the addition group
of the field and its rows may be regarded as permutations SO  E I, S1,  SZ,  . . . ,
S,-,  of its first row. If 0, 1, X, . . . , xrH2, denote the elements of the field,
the remaining squares LT (i = 2, 3, . . . , Y- 1) are as follows

L-4  = O.&f-1s 0 1. kPISo Xr-2Mi--IS
0

O.M’-‘S 1 l.M’-?!?I : : . Xr-2Mi-lS
1

. . .

O.M'-lS,-l  - *

. . .

1 .M’-1s ,-I . . .
Xr-2&.fi-lS

r-1

where M s (O)(l x x2 _ . . x r-2) and the first columns of all the squares are
the same.

Since the squares L1 = (So,  S1,  . . . ,S,-,}  and L,*  = {MSO,  MS1,. . . ,MS,-,}
are orthogonal, it follows from a theorem due to H. B. Mann that the
permutations S,-l  MSo,  S,-lMSl, . . . , Sr?lMS,-l  are a sharply transitive
set. Conversely, when these permutations form a sharply transitive set,
the squares Ll and L,*  will be orthogonal. It is useful to observe that, again
by a result due to H. B. Mann, the squares Ll and LZ  = {MSWT~-~,
M&M-l,.  . . , MSr-lM-l}  will also be orthogonal. Moreover, the per-
mutations MSiMel,  being conjugate to the permutations Si, are easy to
compute, and the squares Ll and L2 have the same first row.

When we exhibit the permutations S,:lMSi  as in Diagram 1, we observe
that the r x r matrix obtained is the Cayley table of the addition group of the
field, and that, if the first row and column are disregarded, the quotients

315
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of the elements in corresponding places of any two adjacent secondary
diagonals are constant. Moreover, in each such diagonal, the element
of the pth row and qth column is x times the element of the (pi-  1)th
row and (q- 1)th column, so each element appears exactly once in each
secondary diagonal. Since the equation 1 +x” = 0 is soluble in the field,
one secondary diagonal consists entirely of zeros.

M = (W x . . . x-2)

S;i~MS,-1  = (Y-2)(1  fx’-2 x+X’-* .  .  . X’-2+X’-2)
s3!L!7r-, =  (x’-3)(1+ Y-3 x+x’-3 .  .  .  Y-2+x’-3)

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .I.  .  .  . .*.  .  .  .  .  .  .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

S,lMSz = (x)(1 fx x + x . . . Y-*-J-X8 >
S,lMS1 = (1X1+  1 x+1 . . . x-2+ 1)

Diagram 1

The above observations lead us to the realization that a sufficient con-
dition for the existence of a pair of orthogonal latin squares of order P  is
that an (r- 1) x (r- 1) matrix A: should exist with the following proper-
ties: (i) the integers 0 to r- 1 appear at most once in each row and column,
and the integer (r- l)- i never occurs in the ith row; (ii) the main second-
ary diagonal consists entirely of (r- 1)‘s; (iii) all other secondary diagon-
als comprise the elements 0, I,. . .) (r-2) written cyclically; and (iv)
the differences between the elements in corresponding places of each two
adjacent secondary diagonals (excluding the main secondary diagonal)
are all distinct and none is equal to 1. For the details, see [l]. We exhibit
an example of such a matrix for the case r = 10 in Diagram 2.

5 3 0 2 7 6 1 4 9

2 8 1 6 5 0 3 9 4

7 0 5 4 8 2 9 3 1

8 4 3 7 1 9 2 0 6

3 2 6 0 9 1 8 5 7

1 5 8 9 0 7 4 6 2

4 7 9 8 6 3 5 1 0

6 9 7 5 2 4 0 8 3

9 6 4 1 3 8 7 2 5

Diagram 2

i t s
A matrix Af having the above properties is completely determined by
first row and may easily be obtained by computer by successive trial.

We require a first row eo,  el, . . . , ere3  such that (i) the ei  are all different
and are the integers 0, 1,. . . , r - 3 in some order, (ii) the r - 3 differences
di  = ei-ei-i are all different (taken modulo (r- 1)) and are the integers
2, 3,. . .) r - 2 in some order, and (iii) the elements e,  - i (for i = 0, 1, . . . ,
r- 3) are all different modulo (r- 1) and are the integers 0, 1,. . . , r- 3
in some order.

It is necessary and sufficient for the existence of an array A: that a
property D neofield of order r should exist, and the recognition of this
fact allows the above computer search to be made more economic. A neo-
field N is called a property D neofield if (i) its multiplicative group is
cyclic, and (ii) there exists a generator x of N such that (I+ x’)/(l + xt-‘) =
= (1 +x”)/(l +x*-l)  implies t = u for all integers t,  u (taken modulo
r- 1). The divisibility property (ii) will be referred to as property D. It is
easy to see that the Cayley table of the addition loop of such a neofield,
with first row and column deleted, forms an array Af if we replace powers
of x by their indices and 0 by r- 1. Since 1 + 1 = 0 in a neofield of even
order and 1 +x@-~)‘~  = 0 in a neofield of odd order (see [3]), it follows
that the integer i must not occur in the ith column of an array A: when r is
even and that there is a corresponding restriction when r is odd. Thus,
for example, when r is even, we know that ei  + if 1, and this fact reduces
the time required for the search for arrays A: considerably.

A study of property D neofields leads to a number of interesting conjec-
tures.

(i) Do there exist property D neofields of all finite orders r except 6?
Certainly this is true for all r -== 21.

(ii) Can it be proved that both commutative and non-commutative
D-neofields exist for all r > 14 and that the number of isomorphically dis-
tinct D-neofields of assigned order r increases with r?

(iii) Do there exist planar property D neofields which are not fields?
None of those so far obtained by the author are planar either in the sense
of Paige [3]  or of Keedwell [l], as is proved in [2].

(iv) Is it true that, if a finite D-neofield of even order has characteristic
2 (or, equivalently, has the inverse property), then it is a field? Is the result
true when the neofields in question are restricted to being commutative?

It remains to explain the non-existence of matrix arrays A: when r = 6.
As explained in detail in [l], the necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of an array A: (or of a property D neofield of order r) may be
re-formulated as follows : “A necessary and sufficient condition that an
array A: exists for a given integer r is that the residues 2, 3, . . . , r-2,
modulo (r- I), can be arranged in a row array P,  in such a way that the
partial sums of the first one, two, . . . , (r - 3), are all distinct and non-zero
modulo (r- 1) and so that, in addition, when each element of the array is
reduced by 1, the new array Pi  has the same property.” In the case when
r = 6, P,  comprises the integers 2, 3, 4 and Pi  comprises 1, 2, 3. Since
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2f 3 = 0 (mod 5), we require that the integers 2, 3 be not adjacent in
either array, and this is clearly impossible. Thus, the non-existence of
orthogonal latin squares of order six appears to be due to a combinatorial
accident.

Our general method for the construction of a pair of mutually orthogo-
nal latin squares of assigned order I may easily be extended to give a method
for constructing triples. It is easy to see that the latin squares L1 =
(So, Sl,  * . > SI-r},  L,* =  {MSo,  MSr,  .  .  .  ,  MS,-,},  a n d  G =  {M2So,
M2S1,  .  . . ) M2S,-r),  where A4  E (I- 1) (0 1 . . . r-2) and SO  E 1, Sr,
. . .) S,_,  are permutations of the natural numbers 0, 1, . . . , Y - 1, will be
mutually orthogonal provided that the two sets of permutations SJrlMSi
andS;liWSi,i=O,l, . . . . r - 1, are both sharply transitive on the sym-
bolsO,l,  . . . . Y- 1. Since Sz:lMZS,  = (S;rA4SJ2,  it is clear from Diagram 3
that a sufficient condition for the existence of such a triple of mutually
orthogonal latin squares of order 10 is that a 9X9  matrix A = (a,), i = 1
to 9, j = 0 to 8, exist with the properties:

(i) each of the integers 0, 1, . . . , 9 occurs at most once in each row and
column, and the integer i does not occur in the (i+ l)th  column or the
(9 - i)th row ;

(ii) if ali,  = a2  j2 = . . . = agj,  = r then (a) the integers r+l, alj,+l,
a2  j2+b  . . . 2  a9  j,+l are all different (all addition being modulo 9), r = 0,
1,2, . ..) 8, and (b) the integers r+2,  arj1+2, asj2+2  . . . , a9js+2  are all dif-
ferent  ;

(iii) if arj,  = a2je=  . . . = agis  = 9 then (a) the integers 9, a, jl+I,
a2jz+l,  . . a9 a9jp+l are all different, and (b) the integers 9, a, jI+2,  a2j2+2,
. . . , a, je+2  are ail different.

To the disappointment of the author, it turns out that the arrays AZ
corresponding to the property D neofields of order 10 have properties (i),
(ii) (a), (iii) (a), and (iii) (b), but fail to satisfy property (ii) (b).

For the purpose of searching for 9X9  matrices of type A, a computer
programme was written which would insert successively the integers alo,
all,  . . . , a98  and would backtrack to the preceding place in the event that a
place could not be filled successfully. Details of the construction of this
programme so as to require as few instructions as possible, of the computer
time needed, and of the results appear in [l]  and so need not be repeated
here.

S,-lMS,,  = (9)(0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8)

SilA!fS1 = @)(a10 all al2 al3 al4 al5 a16 al7 ad

Property D neojields  and latin squares
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A projective coqfiguration

J. W. P. HIRSCHFELD

1. In ageometry over a field, four skew lines not lying in a regulus have
two transversals (which may coincide or lie only in a quadratic extension
of the field). From this come the following theorems.

The double-six theorem (Schlafli,  1858): Given five skew lines with a
single transversal such that each set of four has exactly one further trans-
versal, the five  lines thus obtained also have a transversal-the completing
line of the double-six.

Grace’s extension theorem (Grace, 1898): Given six skew lines with a
common transversal such that each set of five gives rise to a double-six,
the six completing lines also have a transversal-the Grace line.

Conjecture: Given seven skew lines with a common transversal such
that each set of six gives rise to a Grace figure, the seven Grace lines also
have a transversal.

2. The double-six is self-polar and lies on a unique cubic surface, which
contains 27 lines in all. The configuration exists for all fields except GF(q)
for q = 2, 3 and 5 [l].

The six initial lines in the Grace figure are chords of a unique twisted
cubic and are polar to the completing lines, which are also chords of the
cubic. However, the theorem as it stands is true only if the six completing
lines of the double-sixes are skew to one another. This is not necessarily
true, as the six lines may be concurrent. The configuration exists for GF(9)
but not for GE;(q)  with q < 9 [2].

The conjecture depends only on the incidences  of the lines. So, if it is
true over the complex field, it is true over any finite field large enough for
the seven Grace lines to exist.

N7ren  [3]  mentions that both he and Grace attempted the conjecture but
were not able to achieve anything. Grace proved his theorem by, in fact,
first establishing a slightly more general result. He proved a theorem for
linear complexes, which was then applied to special linear complexes,
which was in turn dualized to the theorem of the extension of the double-six.

In all, no one was very hopeful of extending Grace’s theorem, which
itself was regarded as something of a fluke. Further scepticism set in on
finding that the conditions of linear independence on the initial set of
lines were not even sufficient for Grace’s theorem.
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For the conjecture, the field GF(31)  was chosen and, using a computer,
an initial set of lines found for which the seven Grace lines existed. The
latter did not have a common transversal. Hence the conjecture is false.

3. A theoretical approach to the problem is more difficult to envisage.
In Grace’s figure, all was symmetry. There were two sets of 12 and 32
lines involved forming 32 double-sixes: each of the 32 lines met 6 of the
12 and could provide a starting point for the construction.

In the conjecture, the line b meets al,  a2,  a3, a4, as, as,  a7 which have in
fours the further transversals b,.  Then there are 21 double-sixes like

a12 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7

b bm  blz4  bm blz6  bm

and 21 lines xii. The six lines aii (j + i) have a transversal Bi, the Grace
line, giving seven lines Bi. There are also seven twisted cubits  ti,  where ti

has the 12 chords aj, ai]  (j =l=  i). The seven ti have a point P in common.
The dual result to this is that there is a unique plane z meeting b and the
7 ai  in a conic C. The cubits  ti and tj  have in common the 6 chords crij,a,
(k + i, j), which is the full complement for two twisted cubits  with a point
in common.

Apart from the 71 lines so far obtained-l b, 7 ai,  35 b,,  21 xii, 7 pi-
there are 105 further lines & like ,%&,  the line common to the reguli
(b145bdw),  (h&5&57),  (h&&6i),  (bdub176);  there is no reason to
suppose that /$  = & = ,!Ii3.  However, the five lines & (k =l=  i, j) all lie
in a regulus.

Since seven lines are under discussion (both the 7 ai  and the 7 &), Cay-
ley’s problem of seven lines lying on a quartic surface would appear
relevant. There are 34 linear conditions to determine a quartic surface
and 5 conditions for it to contain a given line. There are but 33 conditions
for b and the 7 ai  to lie on a quartic surface. Hence there is a linear family
FO+  XFr  of quartic surfaces through these lines. One member of the pencil,
Fl  say, contains P (as a node) and hence the 7 cubits  ti.  Another, Fo  say,
has b as a double line, so that any two members of the pencil touch along
b. The curve of degree 16 common to all the surfaces consists of b (twice),
al,  a2,  a3,  ad, as,  a&  a7 plus a rational irreducible septimic S, which is
quadrisecant to each ai  and unisecant to b. Both F,,  and Fl are uniquely
defined.

The pencil of planes through b meets FO  residually in a pencil of tonics,
eight of which break up into a pair of lines ai, a;  (i = 1, . . . , 8). The conic
C lies on FO  and meets one of aa,  ai, which are incidentally both trisecant
to S. In this way, FO  contains 27 = 128 tonics.  Several special cases may
occur for this set of eight pairs of lines. Seven pairs, by the nature of the
construction, must lie in the field. The eighth pair may lie in a quadratic
extension of the field. There may be a node at the intersection of a pair of
lines (which then counts twice). Also there may occur a second isolated
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node collinear with the first and a point of b forming a torsal line of FO
and making a7, a;,  say, coincide. This torsal line then contains three nodes,
four being required before it is a double line. The last case was in fact
the one to occur in the computed example.

In the calculated example, the 7 lines pi were not in fact quite general:
one pair had a point in common. The seven lines therefore lay on a quartic
surface, which was unique. This surface contained another three lines. It is
not at all clear if there is always a quartic surface through the 7 bi.

It is also possible for the 7 cubits  ti to coincide, in which case one mem-
ber of the family of surfaces through the ai  is ruled.

Attempts to connect the 7 ,& to the pencil FO+  IF1  and to obtain some
contradiction from the 176 lines mentioned above were unsuccessful.

My gratitude is to Dr. D. Barton for calculating the lines, to Mr. J. M.
Taylor for help with the further computing and to Prof. J. G. Semple and
Dr. J. A. Tyrrell for the exegesis of the pencil of quartic surfaces.
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The uses of computers in Galois theory

W. D. MAWR

ANY competent mathematician can learn FORTRAN in a few weeks and
can immediately start applying it toward solving problems which are
finite in nature. Constructing all the subgroups of a finite group, finding
the incidence numbers of a finite simplicial complex, and taking the partial
derivatives of a large symbolic expression in several variables, are examples
of such problems, which take large amounts of programming but very
little “hard” mathematical thinking. Such procedures are now widely
recognized as having great value in preliminary investigations as well as
for teaching purposes. The majority of good problems in mathematics,
however, are not finite in nature, and many mathematicians feel that the
computer is out of place in this environment. It is clear that we cannot
ask the computer to look at all cases, when the number of cases is in-finite.
Of course, in many situations, we can think of mathematical arguments
which will reduce an infinite problem to a finite problem, and this is
what is currently done in Galois theory, as detailed below. It is our hope,
however, that these mathematical arguments will eventually themselves be
generated and applied by the computer, so that the computer may be
brought directly to bear on an infinite problem.

The problem of calculating the Galois group of a polynomial over the
rationals is remarkable among mathematical algorithms for the paucity
of its input-output. A single polynomial is given as input and a single
group code, or the Cayley table of a group, is returned as output. It is
the purpose of this paper to describe the computational difficulties that
arise in computing such groups and to indicate how they may be solved.

It has been noticed several times that, although the splitting fields
whose automorphism groups are the Galois groups of polynomials over
the rationals are infinite fields, the problem of calculating these auto-
morphism groups is actually a finite problem. The best known statement
to this effect was made by van der Waerden in [l]. Van der Waerden’s
method of calculating a Galois group proceeds as follows: Let the poly-
nomialfhave degree n over the field d (in our case, d is the field of rational
numbers) and let Z be the splitting field. Consider the ring Z (ul, . . . , u,,,  z)
of polynomials, with coefficients in Z, in the (n+  1) variables ~1,  . . . , u,,,  z.
Form in this ring the expression 8 = arulf . . . +a,~,,  where the xi  are the
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roots of the polynomial (which are in 2).  For each permutation s in the
symmetric group S,,  consider it as a permutation of the variables ui and
form the transformed expression se.  (For example, if s = (1 2),  then s0  =
~luz+azul+cc3u3+er4u4+... +a,~,.)  Finally, form the product F of all
the expressions z-s0  for all s in the symmetric group S,,. Now F is a sym-
metric function of the CL~,  and hence can be expressed in terms of the ele-
mentary symmetric functions of the ai. These are precisely the coefficients
off, and in fact lie in d, so that F is actually in the smaller ring d(ur, . . . ,
u,,  z). Decompose F into irreducible factors FI, . . . , F,, in this ring, and
apply the permutations s as above to the resulting equation

F =  FI...:F,,

Now: For an arbitrary factor (say FI), those permutations which carry
this factor into itself form a group which is isomorphic to the Galois group
of the given equation.

It is clear that this is a finite method if the associated factorization  is a
finite method, and this is shown in [l], vol. 1, p. 77. On the other hand,
van der Waerden’s book first appeared in 1931, a long time before the
first computers, and he pays no attention to considerations of speed.
Some older mathematical algorithms, such as the Todd-Coxeter algorithm,
adapt very well to computers, but it is clear that this is not one of them;
even for a polynomial of degree 4, twenty-four polynomials must be
multiplied and the result decomposed into irreducible factors in five
variables.

Simpler methods are given by van der Waerden in the case in which
the polynomial has degree less than or equal to 4. These methods have been
improved on by Jacobson [2],  vol. 3, pp. 94-95. We note first that if the
given polynomial has a linear factor, we may divide by that factor to
obtain a new polynomial with the same Galois group. After all linear
factors have been removed, a polynomial of degree 4 or less is either
irreducible or is a quartic polynomial with two quadratic factors. The
Galois group in this case is the direct sum of two cyclic groups of order 2
unless both polynomials have the same discriminant or unless one discrimi-
nant divides the other and the quotient is a square. Quadratic factors of a
polynomial may easily be found by Kronecker’s method (cf. [l], vol. 1,
p. 77). Therefore we are reduced to the case in which the polynomial is
irreducible. If it is linear, the group is of order 1. If it is quadratic, the
group is of order 2. If it is cubic, the group is of order 3 if the discriminant
is a square, and is otherwise the symmetric group on three letters (of
orderi6). There finally remains the case of an irreducible quartic, and here
Jacobson’s algorithm is as follows:

(1) Calculate the resolvent cubic of the equation. This may be done
pirectly from the coefficients: if the equation is x4-aIx3$a2x2-  a3x  fad,

then the resolvent cubic is x3-  blx2+ bsx-  b3,  where bI  = a2,  b2  = a1a3-  4a4,
and 63  = ala4+ai-2aza4.

(2) Calculate the Galois group of the resolvent cubic.
(3) The Galois group of the original equation may now be derived from

the following table :

If the Galois group of the
resolvent cubic is

then the Galois group of the original
equation is

the identity
a cyclic group of order 2

the Klein four-group
a cyclic group of order 4

or
a dihedral group of order 8

the alternating group A3 the alternating group A4
(cyclic of order 3) (of order 12)

the symmetric group Sa the symmetric group S4
(of order 6) (of order 24)

where there is only one ambiguity-the case in which the Galois group
of the resolvent cubic is of order 2. In this case, the Galois group of the
original equation is the cyclic group of order 4, if and only if it is not
irreducible over the field obtained by adjoining the square root of the
discriminant of the resolvent cubic.

This method easily lends itself to calculation. The only apparent diffi-
culty is in the last step, and this is easily resolved by Kronecker’s method
applied at two levels.

It is of some interest to note that heuristic methods may be used even
in a procedure as obviously combinatorial and manipulative as the one
described above. The heuristics are, however, not of the usual kind. Most
heuristic programs try various approaches, some of which are expected to
fail. In Galois theory, however, we find ourselves faced more than once
with the following situation : A program X solves a problem exhaustively.
A program Y may be run which decreases the number of cases that X must
treat, However, the program Y may take so long to run that no timing
advantage is conferred by running it. Therefore, an estimate of the running
time of X, of the improved X after running Y,  and of Y is made, and a
decision made on this basis as to whether to run Y. The result is that, for
different input data, the program will perform the calculations in different
ways, attempting to choose the fastest way as it goes (for the given data).

An example of this occurs in irreducibility test routines. The program
X is the Kronecker’s method program. The program Y finds the factors,
if any, modulo some integer. The number of steps in Kronecker’s method
is the product nln2.  . . . ‘IQ,  where each ni is twice the number of factors
of some integral polynomial value (including itself and 1). The irreduci-
bility test modulo p, for prime p, involves checking all the possible factors
CFA 22
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mod p; for a factor of degree k, as above, this is pk. Since each of the rri
in Kronecker’s method is at least 4, the number of steps in the program Y
is always less than the number in X ifp = 2 or 3, and often ifp = 5. On the
other hand, the test modulo  p may give information of a quite varying
nature. The polynomial may be irreducible mod p, in which case it is
irreducible. Or it may have factors mod p; then each factor must corre-
spond to a factor mod p or a product of factors mod p. An equation of
order 6 cannot have an irreducible factor of order 3 if it decomposes
mod p into three irreducible factors of degree 2. It is also possible that
the factors mod p1 do not agree with the factors modp2.  A polynomial
of degree 6 which has three irreducible factors of degree 2 (mod PI) and
two irreducible factors of degree 3 (mod p2) must itself be irreducible.

Another example occurs on a more global level. It is possible to find the
Galois group of an equation mod p by an obvious exhaustive process,
since in this case we are searching for the set of all automorphisms of a finite
field. This must then be a subgroup of the Galois group over the rationals.
This calculation may reduce the amount of time taken to calculate the
Galois group over the rationals by eliminating possibilities. If the Galois
group mod p is the symmetric group, then the Galois group over the ration-
als must be the symmetric group. If the Galois group mod p contains any
odd permutation (such as, for example, a transposition) then the Galois
group over the rationals cannot be the alternating group or any subgroup
of it. We can calculate roughly how long it will take us to find the Galois
group modulo the next prime p, and compare this with the time estimate
of the calculation of the Galois group over the rationals by other methods.
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An enumeration of knots and links, and some of
their algebraic properties

.I. H. CONWAY

Introduction. In this paper, we describe a notation in terms of which it
has been found possible to list (by hand) all knots of 11 crossings or less,
and all links of 10 crossings or less, and we consider some properties
of their algebraic invariants whose discovery was a consequence of
this notation. The enumeration process is eminently suitable for machine
computation, and should then handle knots and links of 12 or 13 crossings
quite readily. Recent attempts at computer enumeration have proved un-
satisfactory mainly because of the lack of a suitable notation, and it is
a remarkable consequence that the knot tables used by modern knot
theorists derive entirely from those prepared last century by Kirkman,
Tait, and Little, which we now describe.

Tait came to the problem via Kelvin’s theory of vortex atoms, although
his interest outlived that theory, which regarded atoms as (roughly) knots
tied in the vortex lines of the ether. His aim was a description of chemistry
in terms of the properties of knots. He made little progress with the enu-
meration problem until the start of a happy collaboration with Kirkman,
who provided lists of polyhedral diagrams which Tait grouped into knot-
equivalence classes to give his tables [9], [10],  [11] of alternating knots with
at most 10 crossings. Little’s tables [4], [5], [6]  of non-alternating knots to
10 crossings and alternating knots of 10 and 11 crossings were based on
similar information supplied by Kirkman.

Tait’s and Little’s tables overlap in the 120 alternating lo-crossing
knots, and Tait was able to collate his version with Little’s before publi-
cation and so correct its only error. The tables beyond this range are check-
ed here for the first time. Little’s table [6]  of non-alternating knots is
complete, but his 1890 table [5]  of alternating 1 l-crossing knots has 1
duplication and 11 omissions. It can be shown that responsibility for these
errors must be shared between Little and Kirkman,  but of course Kirk-
man should also receive his share of the praise for this mammoth under-
taking. (Little tells us that the enumeration of the 54 knots of [6]  took him
6 years - from 1893 to 1899 - the notation we shall soon describe made
this just one afternoon’s work!)
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Our tables of links, and the list of non-alternating 1 l-crossing knots,
appear here for the fist  time, so cannot be collated with any earlier table,
and for this reason the corresponding enumerations have been performed
three times.

The enumeration here described was completed some 9 years ago, and
a survey calculation of knot-polynomials was then made before an envis-
aged computer calculation. However, this survey brought to light cer-
tain algebraic relations between these polynomials which made the com-
puter redundant. But we suspect that our table will find its main use as a
basis for more sophisticated computer calculations with the many alge-
braic knot-invariants.

1. Notation for tangles. This paper is an abbreviated form of a longer
one in which completeness is proved by means of a process for locating
any knot or link within range of the table, but for reasons of space we
only sketch this process here. For the same reasons, we describe our ideas
rather informally, feeling that most readers will find that this helps rather
than hinders their comprehension. Since most of what we say applies to
links of 2 or more components as well as knots, we use “knot” as an inclu-
sive term, reserving “proper knot” for the l-component case.

In the light of these remarks, we define a tangle as a portion of knot-
diagram from which there emerge just 4 arcs pointing in the compass
directions NW, NE, SW, SE, hoping that Fig. 1 clarifies our meaning.

FIG. 1

The NW arc we call the leading string of the tangle, and the NW-SE
axis its principal diagonal. The typical tangle t we represent diagrammatic-
ally by a circle containing an L-shaped symbol with the letter t nearby.
The 8 tangles obtained from t by rotations and reflections preserving the
“front” of t are indicated by making the corresponding operations on
the L-shaped symbol, leaving the original letter t outside. The 8 other
tangles obtained by reflecting these in the plane of the paper have the cor-
responding “broken” forms of the L-symbols, with the original letter t
appended. Figure 2 shows how we represent the tangles t, t,,,  tv, thv  = t,, - t,
t,,  being the result of rotation in a “horizontal” or E-W axis, t,,  that of
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rotation in the “vertical” or N-S axis, and -t that of reflection in the
plane of the paper.

Tangles can also be combined and modified by the operations of Fig. 3,
leading from tangles a and b to new tangles a+b, (ab), a+, and a-.
Tangles which can be obtained from the particular tangles 0 and 00  by
these operations we call algebraic. In particular, we have the integraZ
tangles n = l+l+. . . +landn=-n=i+i+...+i,bothtonterms.
If m, n, p,. . . , s,  t, are integral tangles, the tangle mnp . . . st, abbreviating

FIG. 2

FIG. 3

at a-

FIG. 4

((. . .(mn)p.. .s)t), the brackets being associated to the left, is called a
rationaZ tangle. Figure 1 shows the step-by-step formation of the particular
rational tangles 2 3 2 and 2 1 1 1 as examples. In the tables, the “comma”
notation (a, b, . . ., c) = aO+bO+  . . . + Co is preferred to the sum notation,
but is only used with 2 or more terms in the bracket. Figure 3 shows that
a0 is the result of reflecting a in a plane through its principal diagonal,
and ab = uO+  b. The abbreviation a-b denotes a6 (not a+ 6 or (a-)b),
and outermost brackets are often omitted, in addition to those whose
omission is already described above.

The tangles a and b are called equivalent (written a f b) if they are
related by a chain of elementary knot deformations (Fig. 4). The impor-
tance of the class of rational tangles is that we can show that the rational
tangles ijk . . . lm and npq. . . stare equivalent if and only if the corresponding
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Only 8 basic polyhedra are needed in the range of this table (Fig. 6),
although for convenience we have given one of them two distinct names.
The notations (2X3)* = 6*, (2X4)* = 8*, (2X5)* = lo*, (3X3)* = 9*
extend obviously to (aXb)*.

The knot obtained from the polyhedron P* by substituting tangles
a, b, . . . , k in the appropriate places we call P*a.  b. . . . . k. To save space,
we omit substituents of value 1, telescoping the dots which would have
separated them so as to show how many have been omitted. Thus 8*2:3.4:.5
abbreviates 8*2.1.3.4.1.1.5.1,  the final dots being omitted from the abbrevi-
ation. We also omit the prefixes 1*, 6*, 6** from certain knot names -
the original form is recovered by prefixing l* if the abbreviation has no
dots, 6** if it has an initial dot, and 6* otherwise. The symbol lo-***
abbreviates lO***f.i.i.i.i.

3. Some tangle equivalences. Flyping.  The reader should now be able
to interpret any knot name taken from our table, but he will not yet appre-
ciate the reasons which make our ragbag of conventions so suspiciously
efficient at naming small knots. Much of this efficiency arises from the
fact that the notation absorbs Tait’s “flyping” operation (Fig. 7),  which
replaces 1 + t by th+  1, or i + t by t,+ i. For rational tangles t we have
t &  t,,  G t, e t,, and so when a, b, . . . , c are all rational, the exact posi-
tions of the terms 1 or i in (a, b, . . . , c) are immaterial, and we can collect
them at the end. Thus (1, 3, 1, 2) f (3, 1, 1, 2) A (3, 2, 1, 1).

Now using another part of our notation, we can also replace a pair
of terms t, 1 in such an expression by the single term t + , or a pair t, 1
by t- . Supposing again that a, b, . . . , c are rational, this justifies the equi-
v a l e n c e s

and
(a, b, c, 1) s (a, b, c+)  2 (a, b+, c) e (a+, b, c)

(u,  b, C, i) G (a, b, C-)  e (a, b-, c) 5 (a-, b, c),

showing that in such expressions the postscripts + and - can be regarded
as floating, rather than being attached to particular terms. We therefore
collect these postscripts on the rightmost term, cancelling + postscripts
with - postscripts. If this process would leave in the bracket only a single
tangle c followed by p + signs and q - signs, we replace the entire express-
ion by cn, where n = p-q.

Now from the formula x- = x i 0 and the continued fraction rule, it
follows that we have the equivalences

2-~-2,  3 - G - 2 1 ,  2 1 - k - 3 ,  222-211,

as particular cases of the equivalences
m n . . . p q l -  h -mn...pr  a n d  mn...pr-  Amn...pql,

for more general rational tangles, which hold whenever r = qf 1. This

1 1 1 1continued fractions m-tl+  . . . + k+  :+  T a n d  t+’
1 1 1

.Y+.. . +q+p+n
have the same value, so that there is a natural l-l correspondence
between the equivalence classes of rational tangles and the rational

numbers (including m  = 1 /O).  The continued fractions 2 + A+ i and

1 +f+f,f  have the same value 8/5,  and so the tangles 2 3 2 and

2 1 1 1 of Fig. 1 are equivalent. Using this rule, we can reduce any rational
tangle to a standard form, either one of 0, 03, 1, - 1, or a form mnp . . . st
in which [ml  Z= 2 and m, n,  . . . , s, t have the same sign except that t might
be 0. Each rational tangle other than 0 and 03  has a definite sign, namely
the sign of the associated rational number.

2. Notation for knots. An edge-connected 4-valent planar map we shall
call a polyhedron, and a polyhedron is basic if no region has just 2 vertices.
The term region includes the infinite region, which is regarded in the same
light as the others, so that we are really considering maps on the sphere.
We can obtain knot diagrams from polyhedra by substituting tangles for
their vertices as in Fig. 5 - for instance we could always substitute tangles
1 or - 1. Now let us suppose that a knot diagram K can be obtained by
substituting algebraic tangles for the vertices of some non-basic poly-
hedron P. Then there is a polyhedron Q with fewer vertices than P obtained
by “shrinking” some 2-vertex  region of P, and plainly K can be obtained
by substituting algebraic tangles for the vertices of Q,  as in Fig. 5. Thus
any knot diagram can be obtained by substituting algebraic tangles for
the vertices of some basic polyhedron P - in fact P and the manner of
substitution are essentially unique, but we do not need this.

FIG. 5. Derivation of knots by substitution of tangles into polyhedra.
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ITa 6*a.b.c.de.f. 6ya.  b.c.d.y.

8*a.b.c.d.e.f.g.h. g*a.b.c.d.e.f.g.h.i

lO*a.b.c.d.e.fg.h.i  j lO**a.b.c.d.e.f.g.h.L,

lO*?a.b.c.d.e.fg.h.y. (l*a.bc.d.e.f.g,h.i.lk

FIG. 6. The basic polyhedra

x--J&ltt
FIG.  7.  Flyping  - the equivalence of 1 + t and th  + 1

leads to a kind of concealed flyping,  instanced by:

as illustrated in Fig. 8. Each of these expressions should be translated at
sight into (2 2,3,2  -) which is regarded as the standard form. The reader
should similarly be able to write down 2 2 3 on seeing any of the flyped
variants shown in Fig. 9.

FIG. 8. Concealed flyping

FIG. 9. Flyping  variants of 2 2 3

4. Equivalences for knots. The following equivalences refer to the whole
knot diagram rather than its component tangles. If two vertices of a tri-
angular region are substituted 1 and - 1, then in all cases within range the
first deformation of Fig. 10 produces a form with fewer vertices in the

knot reductions

basic polyhedron. If the substituents x and y of 6** x . a. b . c . d. y are
both 1, then the second deformation of Fig. 10 produces a form with
basic polyhedron l*.  This increases the crossing number by 2, but we
can use the continued fraction rule to reduce it by 2 again should any one
of a, b, c, d be a negative rational tangle. If instead x and y are - 1
and 1, other reduction processes apply to all cases within range.

In the tables, these and other equivalences have been taken into account,
so that for example no substituent in the form 6**. a. b . c. d is negative
rational (this remark explains our preference for the 6** form rather than
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the 6* form when two opposite vertices are substituted as 1). Unfortu-
nately the use of such equivalences means that the user might at first fail
to locate his knot in our table. He should in these circumstances apply some
reasonable transformation and try again - success comes easily after
a little experience.

These remarks have probably convinced the reader that our notation
has little structural signif?cance,  although it might be convenient in prac-
tice. The following remarks show that at least it has some structure. Let
us call the knot l*t a rational knot whenever t is a rational tangle. Then
the double branched covering space of the rational knot obtained from
the rational number p/q is just the lens space with parameters p and q,
and in fact the rational knots are precisely the Viergeflechte, long recog-
nized as an interesting class. More generally, if p and q are the determi-
nants of the knots 1 *t  and l*tO, we call p/q the determinant fraction of the
(arbitrary) tangle t. Then the determinant fraction of a+ b is (ps+  qr)/qs =
= (p/q)+(r/s)  and that of (ab) is (qs+pr)/ps  = (p/q)-l+ (r/s), if those
of a and b are p/q and r/s, which explains the continued fraction process.
Under more restricted circumstances similar identities hold for the frac-
tions obtained from Alexander polynomials, as we shall see later.

5. Orientation and string-labelling. An oriented knot will mean a proper
knot with a preferred orientation (arrowhead) on its string. From any such
knot we can obtain 3 others by simple geometric operations. Reflecting
in a mirror gives us the enantiomorph, or obverse, -tK  of K, reversing
string orientation the reverse, K,, of K, and doing both the inverse, lK,.,
of K. A knot equivalent to its obverse is amphicheiral, one equivalent to its
reverse is reversible, and one ‘equivalent to its inverse is involutory.
(Our notation is more mnemonic than the usual one - the inverse in
our sense is also the inverse in the cobordism group.) For links of more than
one component the situation is more complicated, and we need a con-
vention for labelling and orienting strings. The convention we adopt is
easy to remember and apply, although it leads occasionally to unexpected
labellings.

For the purposes of polynomial calculation, we replace the labels
rl, r2,  13,  . . . by r, s,  t, . . . . We also need to describe links obtained by
relabelling a given one in various ways. Let ?c be any function from the
string labels r, s,  t,.  . . to the symbols r, r-l, s,  s-l,  t,  t-l,  . . . . Then for
any labelled link K we define K, to be the link obtained from K by re-
1abeIling  all the r strings of K as s strings in K,,  if n(r) = s, and as reverse-
ly oriented s strings in &,  ifn(r) = s-l,  and so on. We define jnl as the
total number of strings whose orientation is reversed in this process, and
jK}  to be the total number of strings in K. Note that two distinct strings
can have the same label.

( I
/c-+1/c-+1 --$':--$':   -1-1

FIG. 11. A positive crossing (E  = + 1) and a negative crossing

In the table, we give only one knot from each enantiomorphic pair,
and only one from each labelling and orientation class. We indicate the
symmetries of proper knots in the column S by writing a for amphicheiral
knots, r for reversible knots, i for involutory knots, f for knots with full
symmetry (all of these properties), and n for knots for which no symmetry
has been observed. For links of 2 components we give the generators of
the (observed) symmetry group, r and s being the operations of reversing
the r and s strings respectively, t the operation of transposing these strings,
and q the operation of reflection in a mirror. The column S is left empty
for links of 3 or more components.

6. Polynomials and potentials. Each labelled and oriented knot K has a
potential function l7~  = VK(r,  s,. . .) w ic is a rational function with oneh h
variable for each string label appearing in K. We shall see in a moment that
OK is just a disguised and normalized form of the Alexander polynomial
d,,  but it is in fact completely defined by the properties given below.
We first have the symmetry properties

We orient the leading string of the tangle named a in Fig. 6 so as to
point into that tangle, and label this string rl. We now move along rl
in the direction of its orientation, labelling the other strings r2,  r3,  . . . in
the order of their first crossing with rl, either over or under, and orient
these strings so that their first crossing with rl is positive in the sense of
Fig. 11. If any strings remain, we proceed along r2  in the direction of its
orientation, labelling the unlabelled strings crossing r2  in the same way.
Repeating this process with r3,  etc., if necessary, we eventually obtain a
complete system of labels and orientations. This convention tends to
ensure that the homological linking is positive, since the linking number
of two strings is half the sum of the E’S of Fig. 11 over all crossings in
which both those strings appear.

VK(r,  s,  . . .) = PK(-r-l,  -s-l, . . .) = (-)l”l*FK(-r,-s, . . .),
Vi&,  s,  . . . ) = (-)I”‘-  V&c(r),  n(s), . . .).

B&-,  s, . . .) = (-)!Ki+l-VK(r,s,  . . .),

the first of which makes it appropriate to use the abbreviation {f(r,  s,  . . .)}
for f(r, s,. . .)+f(-r-l,  -s-l,.  . .) in our table of potentials and else-
where. If L is obtained from K by deleting a string labelled r in K, then

F&s, t, . . .) = (s”tb  . . . --S-t-b  . ..)*V’L(s. f, . ..).

where a, b,. . . are the total homological linking numbers of the deleted
r string of K with the strings labelled s,  t,. . . respectively. Finally, if
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K %  ,L is a product of K and L, obtained by tying each of them sepa- The third identity involves possibly three distinct string labels. If Kl  yields
rately in a string labelled r, then K,,  KS,  and K4 on the replacement of

VK%,L  = VK-{~}.VL.

Our tables list only knots which are prime in the sense of such products,
and the assumption of primality is implicit elsewhere in this paper.

Our potential function is related to the Alexander polynomial il,
by the identity

&(r2) = {I}-V&l
if K is a proper knot, and by

then we have

where now the labellings are immaterial.

AK(r2,  s2,  . . .) = V&r,s,  . . .)

otherwise, but it is important to realize that A, is defined to within mul-
tiplication by powers of the variables and - 1, while OK  is defined abso-
lutely.

These identities have many consequences which we cannot explore in
detail here, although we shall give a few examples. Let t be a tangle whose 4
emerging strings are oriented and labelled as in Fig. 12. Define the poly-
nomialfiaction oft as the formal fraction

The most important and valuable properties of the potential function
are for this reason not shared by the polynomial. Let K0  yield K+ and
K-  on replacement of the tangle

{r }- VK
{r}- VL

where K and L are the knots 1 * t and 1 *  to.  Then the identities which we
asserted for determinant fractions in Section 4 hold also for polynomial
fractions.ur

‘3 by X1  and ,LPr  respectively,
r r r

the labellings and orientations being significant. Then we have

OK+ = VK- + {r}-  pk,,
called the first identity, which enables us to compute any one of the three
potentials from the other two.

The second identity relates knots KOO,  K++, K--, defined as above, but

now using the tangles

or alternatively L-Ar
f &qr and dbr

F--- s s

The second identity asserts that

VK++ + VK-- = {rs}.VKw
in the first case, and

VK+++  VL- = {r-ls}~V~o,
in the second case.

lxL c

FIG. 12

If we consider generalized tangles with 2n emerging arcs instead of 4
(such as, for 2n = 6, those of the third identity), then we can determine
the potential of any knot obtained by joining the emergent arcs of two such
tangles in terms of n! potential functions associated with each tangle sepa-
rately, provided that all the emerging strings have the same label. In the
case n = 2 the 2! potentials are the numerator and denominator of the
polynomial fraction. It becomes natural to think of such tangles as being
-to within a certain equivalence relation-elements of a certain vector
space in which our identities become linear relations, and there are many
natural questions we can ask about this space. However, when the emerg-
ing arcs may have distinct labels, it is not even known whether the dimen-
sion of the tangle space is finite.

We have not found a satisfactory explanation of these identities, although
we have verified them by reference to a “normalized”  form of the ‘L-matrix
definition of the Alexander polynomial, obtained by associating the rows
and columns in a natural way. This normalization is useful in other ways
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-thus our symmetry formulae show that a 2-component link can only be
amphicheiral if its polynomial vanishes identically. It seems plain -that
much work remains to be done in this field.

7. Determinants and signature. We define the reduced polynomial DK(x)
by the equation

DK(X)  = {x}.  V&x,  x, . . .),

and the determinant S = 6,  as the number a&i).  Our determinant differs
from the usual one only by a power of i. The potential identities of the last
section yield determinant identities when we put i for each variable.

Murasugi [7]  has defined invariants called the signature, UK, and nullity,
nK, and described some of their properties. These invariants depend on the
string orientations of K, but not on its labelling. We shall describe enough
of their properties to enable their calculation to proceed in much the same
way as that of the potential function.

For any knot K we have the identity

where 6% = /&I,  and the condition

ItK =- 1 if and only if aK  = 0,

the first of which determines UK modulo 4 provided gK $ 0. But one of
Murasugi’s results is that

whenever K+ and KO are related as in the first identity. These two results
determine 0, completely in almost all cases, and make its calculation very
swift indeed. Of course it should be remembered that a, and nK  are inte-
gers, and 1 4 izK=% IKI.

We have the relations

concerning obverses and products, and if we define a$ as oK  - A,,  where &
is the total linking of K (the sum of the linking numbers of each pair of
distinct strings of K), then the reorienting identity is that &, like Sg,  is an
invariant of the unoriented knot K. In the tables, we give only these resid&
invariants, 60 being the numerator of the rational fraction which we give
for rational knots.

8. Slice knots and the cobordism group. A proper knot which can arise
as the central 3-dimensional section of a (possibly knotted) locally flat
2-sphere  in 4-space we call a slice knot. A natural application of our tables
is to the discovery of interesting slice knots, since for slice knots there are
simple conditions on the polynomial, signature, and Minkowski units. In
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particular, we might hope to find a slice knot which is not a ribbon knot
[3],  since several published proofs that all slice knots are ribbon have been
found to be fallacious.

The slice knots with 10 crossings or less were found to be

-,42,  3113,2312,(3,21,2-),212112,20:20:20,(3,3,21-),
6 4 ,  3313,2422,2211112,(41,  3,2),(21,21,  21+);22-20,
a2.2.2  0.2 0, 1 0*, (3 2, 2 1, 2-j, (2 2, 2 1 1, 2-),  (4, 3, 2 l-),
((3, 2)-(2 1, 2)),  3 : 2 : 2,
together with the composite knots 3 % 3,2  2 EX  2 2,5  % 5,3 2 % 3 2. The granny
knot 3 % 3 and the knot a2.2.2.2  0 satisfy the polynomial condition but
not the signature condition, and so are not slice knots.

Now suppose that in the slab of 4-space  bounded by two parallel 3-spaces
we have an annulus  (PXZ)  whose boundary circles lie in the two 3-spaces.
Then the two knots defined by these circles we call cobordant. Cobordism is
an equivalence relation, and the cobordism classes form a group under the
product operation, the unit class being the class of slice knots, and the in-
verse of any class is the class of inverse knots to the knots of that class.

A search was made for cobordances between knots of at most 10 crossings
and knots of at most 6 crossings, which in addition to the cobordances
between slice knots, found only
3~321223,  21, 2~222112~22,  211, 2~31,  3, 21~211,  3, 21-a
22=3,21,21~3,21,2+
5r3412r4,3,21
32~31,3,21~3,3,21+r3,21,2++

3 % 3 “= .2.2.2.2  0,

all of these being to within sign and orientation.
All slice knots given were found to be ribbon knots. However, thepres-

ence  of the particular knot lO* = (2 X 5)* leads us to examine the more
general a strand b bight Turk’s Head knot ((a - 1) x b)*. Andrew Tristram
has proved that if a and b are odd and coprime this knot obeys all known
algebraic conditions for slice knots, but despite a prolonged attack the only
cases definitely known to be slice are the trivial cases with a or b = 1, and
the cases a = 3, b = 5, and a = 5, b = 3. Since most of our methods for
proving knots slice would also prove them ribbon, the way is left open for
a conjecture that some of least of these are slice knots which are not ribbon
knots.

9. Notes on the tables. Acknowledgments. The tables (pp. 343-357) list
all proper knots of at most 11 crossings, and all links of at most 10 cross-
ings, with various invariants tabulated over parts of this range. Knots
listed separately are believed to be distinct, and the symmetries listed
under S are believed to be a complete set. (The evidence is very strong-
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each knot has been subjected to a reduction procedure which in every
known case has been shown to yield all forms with minimal crossing
number.) By the same token, all knots listed are believed to be prime.

The columns headed V, 60,  a0 give the invariants of @ 6 and 7, and for
proper knots the column headed d gives a coded form of the polynomial or
equally of the potential, [a+ b+c  abbreviating the polynomial a + b(r + r-3
+ c(r2+rm2)  or the potential (a+ b{r2}+ c{r”})/{r}.  The column “units”
gives the Minkowski units (for definition see [S],  but beware errors!)
of K and its obverse, fp meaning that C, = + 1 for both K and 1 K, +p
that C, is - 1 for K and 1 for 7 K, and so on. The units have been recom-
puted even in range of the existing tables, since these do not distinguish
between a knot and its obverse. Under “1” we give the linking numbers of
pairs of strings, in the order il,,, &,, I,,, ;I,,, I,,, &,,,  but omitting linking
numbers of non-existent strings.

The tables have been collated with the published tables of Tait (T in the
tables) , Little? (L), Alexander and Briggs (A&B) [l], and Reidemeister [8],
and with some unpublished polynomial tables computed by Anger [2]  and
Seiverson of the Princeton knot theory group. I thank Professor H. F. Trot-
ter for making these available-they have enabled me to correct a number
of (related) errors in the 10 crossing knot polynomials. Much of the mate-
rial of $0 7 and 8 of this paper arose as the result of some stimulating
conversations with Andrew Tristram, whose assistance I gratefully
acknowledge here.

Note added in proof.
An idea of Professor Trotter has led me to the discovery of an identity

for the Minkowski units like those of the text for the other invariants. In
fact we have, if K = KO , L = K+ , that

where [Xl,  = - ,
( )P

and X(p)  = (- l>xX  whenpX  11 X,  and 5 is the
0P

Legendre symbol.

t The 11 -crossing knot numbered 400 in the table is the knot which appeared twice in
Little’s table, as numbers 141 and 142, and the knots 401-411 are those omitted by
Little.
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Knots to 8 crossings

A&B T/L knot S a%nits 60  A

0 , 1 - f Of l/l D
3 , 13 r+2  +3 3/l [-lfl
41 1 22 f 0 -5 512 [3- 1
5 , 25 r+4 +5 5/l [1-lfl
5 2 1 32 rf2 T7 713 [-3+2
6, 3 42 r 0+3 914 [5-2
62 2 312 rf2 ill 11/4 [-3+3-l
63 1 2112 f 0 -13 13/5 [5-3+1
7, 77 rf6 f7 7/l r - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1
72 6 52 r+2 *11 11/5 r--5+3
7a 5 43 r-4 +13 1314 [3-3+2
7, 3 322 rf4 -17 1717 [5-4+2
7, 4 313 r-2 73-5 1514 i-7+4
7, 2 2212 r+2 +19 1917 r-7+5-1
7, 1 21112 r 0 f3f7 21/a [9-5;1
8, 18 62 r O-13 13/6 [7-3
82 15 512 r-k4 -17 17/G [3-3+3-l
88 17 44 f 0+17 1714 [9-4
84 16 413 r+2  119 19/5 [ - 5 + 5 - 2
8, 13 4112 r-2 t23 2319 r-5+5-3-!-1
8, 11 332 r+2 f23 23/10 r-7+6-2
8 11 10 3212 rf2 f3 27/10 [ - 9 + 7 - 2
f-6 12 3113 f 0+5 2517 [7-5+3-l
8 1 2 8 31112 r 0 -29 29/11 [ll-7+2
8, 6 2312 r 0+5 2519 [9-6+2
8 1 2 5 2222 f 0 -29 29/12 [13-7fl
8 1 4 2  2 2 1 1 2  r+2  +31 31/12 [-11+8-2
85 14 3,3,2  r-4 +3+7 2 1 [5-4+3-l
8 10 9 3,21,2  r-2 f3 27 [-7+6-3+1
8 15 3 21,2  1,2  rf4 T3fll 3 3 [11-8+3
8 17 1 .2.2  i O-37 37 [11-8$-4-l
8 16 4 .2.20  r+2 -5+7 35 [-9+8-4+1
8 1 8 7 8* f 0 -3+5 45 [13-10+5-l
8 t9 III 3, 3,2- r-6 t-3 3 [1+0-l-+1
8 2 0 I 3,21,2-  r 0 +3 9 [3-2fl
821 II 21,21,2-  r+2  $3+5 1 5 [-5+4-l

-

CPA 23
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2  2  string links to 8 crossings

Link A s uo units 60 A

0
22
44
2 1 22 1 2
66
3 33 3
2 2 22 2 2
4 1 24 1 2
3 1 1 23 1 1 2
2 3 22 3 2
3,2323,232
21,2,221,2,2
. 2. 2
3 , 2 , 2 -3 , 2 , 2 -
2  2  1,2,2-
88
5 35 3
4 2 24 2 2
3 2 33 2 3
3 1 2 23 1 2 2
2 4 22 4 2
2 1 2 1 22 1 2 1 2
2 1 1 1 1 2
2  2  2,2,22,2,2
211,2,2211,2,2
3,2,2+3,2,2+
2 1,2,2+
.21
.2:2.2:2
2  2 , 2 , 2 -2  2 , 2 , 2 -
2  2  11,2,2-

00   4 ,4 ,   r ,r ,   s ,s ,  t t
+  +  11 q r ,q r ,   w,w,  t t
f2f2   rs, t

0 r, s, t
+3+3   rs, t
+3 qr,qs,t
+2+2   rs, t
+ 1 rs, t
-t 1 rs, t

0 r, s, t
0 r,s

+2+2   rs
0 r,s

i2i2   rs
0 r,s

+4+4   rs, t
+4+4   rs,t
1313   rs,t
+4+4   rs,t
+3+3 rs, t
i2i2 rs, t
+l rs, t
+1 r, 3,  t
i-1  rs

0 r,s
$ 2  $ 2  rs

0 r,s
0 r,s

+2+2   rs
0 r,  s

+2+2   rs

0 + O/l 0
0 + 2/l 1

+1  +
+1  + ii: ITS)-{rl is)
i - 2  i - 2  7373 6/ l6 / l   {r2sZ}+1

0 +5 10/3 {rZ+s2}-  1
+1  T3
+2+2   zp7z p 7

W5  {rsl+{rl  {s>
1 4 / 51 4 / 5 I-{r}{s}{rs)I-{r}{s}{rs)

0  0  +3+3 18 / 71 8 / 7I1 + 1617 ~---r{ls~{r-'sl~---r{ls~{r-'sl

- 3  - 3  - I -- I - 1 61 6 {r}GlL?{r}GlL?
+1  - 5 20 {r-3s}+2{r}3{s}
+l +3 24
- 3  - 3  - t- t

{rl  {sl+{r13  (31
44 {t-3>{t-3>

+1+1   ++ 88 -{r>-{r>   Is >I s >
+3+3   ++ 8/ l8 / l   {r3s3+rs}
-1 + 16/5 {r}{s}+{rs}{rZs-f}
+2+2   +11 22192219   {2r2s2-r2-s2}+3
+1  T3 24/7  {rs}{rz+s2-1)

0 +13 26/11 {2r2+2s*+r2-s2}-3
+1  +5+5 20/920/9   {rs}+2{r}{s}
- i - 2- i - 2   +3+5+3+5   30/ 1 13 0 / 1 1   1-(r)2{s}2
1 - 21 - 2   +17+17 34 / 1 33 4 / 1 3 l+{r}2{s}2
- 1  +7 28 {4r-‘s-2rs-re3s}
-1  + 3 23 2 -{r13{sl-{r13{sl
- 3  - 3  i7i7 2 82 8
+1 + 3 23 2

~;~~;2{rl{sl~;~~;2{rl{sl   {r 2 ){ r 2 )

+1 - 5 40 {r~3{sHr~{s~
- 1  - 3 36 {@SF 4(r) {sl
-1 + 88 { r >{ r >   {s >{ s >
-1 f3 1 2 {2r-‘s-re3s}

9  9  crossing knots

A&B T/L knot

Enumeration of knots and links

s f.70 A

3 4 5

9 ,  4 19 ,  4 1
9*9 *  3 8 3 8
9 ,  4 09 ,  4 0
9 ,  3 99 ,  3 9
9 ,  3 39 ,  3 3
9 ,  3 79 ,  3 7
9 ,  3 49 ,  3 4
99 12 3 13 1
99 11 3 03 0
99 14 28
9 ,  2 69 ,  2 6
99 lo 3 23 2
99 13 2 52 5
99 13 3 93 9
99 20 21
9 2 19 2 1  1 8 1 8
99 26 1 71 7
9 ,  1 69 ,  1 6
99 15 1 51 5
99 19 1 41 4
99 23 1 21 2
99 17 22
9  89  827

9  29  231

99 36 24
99 45 1 31 3
99 22 2 32 3
9  49  4
9;;9 ; ;  3 6 3 6
99 37 19
99 16 2 72 7
92,  20
9  69  628

99 33 33
9  79  732

9  59  538

99 29 11
9  99  939

99 PI 10
9  9  13 4
99 40 3 53 5
99 42 IV

9  9  I44

99 43 v

99 45 111

99 46 VI

99 48 VII

99 49 II
99 4, V I I I

99 r 9/l
7 27 2 r 1517
6 36 3 r 1916
5 45 4 r 2115
5 2 25 2 2 r 2 7 1 52 7 1 5
5 1 35 1 3 r 2316
4 2 34 2 3 r 3119
4 2 1 24 2 1 2 r 35113
4 1 2 24 1 2 2 r 33114
4 1 1 1 2 r 37114
3 4 23 4 2 r 29113
3 3 33 3 3 r 3311033110
3 2 2 23 2 2 2 r 4111741117
3 2 1 33 2 1 3 r 37110
3 1 2 1 23 1 2 1 2 r 4111541115
3 1 1 2 23 1 1 2 2 r 4311843118
3 1 1 1 1 2 r 47118
2 4 1 2 r 31111
2 3 2 22 3 2 2 r 39116
2 3 1 1 22 3 1 1 2 r 4111641116
2 2 1 2 22 2 1 2 2 r 4511945119
2 1 3 1 22 1 3 1 2 r 3911439114
2 1 2 1 1 2 r 4911949119
2 1 1 1 1 1 2 r 55121
2  2 ,  3 ,  22  2 ,  3 ,  2 r 37
22,21,222,21,2 r 4 74 7
21113,221113,2 r 43
211,21,2211,21,2 r 5 35 3
3,3733,373 r 27
3,21,23,21,2  1 1 r 4 54 5
3,3,2-c3,3,2-c r 3 93 9
3,23,2   1,2+ r 4 54 5
2  2  1, 2 1,2+ r 5 15 1
.21.2 n 6 16 1
.21.20 n 5 95 9
.2.2.2.2.2.2 r 57
.2.20.2.2.20.2 r 5 1
2:2:202:2:20 r 5 55 5
20:20:2020:20:20 r 4 94 9
8 ' 2 08 ' 2 0 r 6 96 9
9 *9 * r 75
2  2 ,  3 , 2 -2  2 ,  3 , 2 - r 77
2  2  2,22,2   1,2- r 1 71 7
2 1  1,3,2- r 1 31 3
211,21,2- r 23
3 ,  3 ,  2  3 ,  3 ,  2  l- r 99
21,21,21- r 27
-2O:-20:-20-2O:-20:-20   r 2 52 5
8 * - 2 08 * - 2 0 r 27

[l-1+1-1+1
I-7+4I-7+4
r-3+3-3+2r-3+3-3+2
[5-5+3[5-5+3
r-5+5-4+2r-5+5-4+2
[-11+6[-11+6
[-7+6-4+2[-7+6-4+2
[-13+9-2[-13+9-2
[7-7+5-l[7-7+5-l
[15-9+2[15-9+2
[9-7+3[9-7+3
[9-8+4[9-8+4
[13-10+4[13-10+4
[ll-9+4[ll-9+4
[11-9+5-l
[--17+11-2
[-13ill-5+1
[- 11+8-2
I-15+10-2
[17- 10+2
[15-11+4
r-9+9-5+1
[15-11+5-l
r--17+13-5+1
[9-8+5-l
f-17+12-3
L-11+10-5+1
[17-12+5-l
[- 13+7
[19-llf2
i-9+8-5+2
[13-10+5-l
[-15+12-5+1
119-14+6-l
i- 17+14-6+1
r19-  14+5
i - 1 5 + 1 2 - 5 + 1
r-21+14-3
[19-  12+3
[ 2 3 - 1 6 + 6 - l
I-23+18-7+1
[-1+2-l
[7-4+1
[1-2+3-l
[-9+6-l
[5-2
[-11+7-l
[7-6+3
L-5+6-4+1
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9 crossing 2 string alternating links, with basic polyhedron l*

link a V

6 1 2 +2
5 1 1 2 f2
4 3 2 fl
4 1 4 0
4 1 1 3 0
3 3 1 2 +2
3 2 1 1 2 +2
3 1 3 2 +1
3 1 1 1 3 0
2 5 2 0
2 2 2 1 2 +1
2 2 1 1 1 2 fl
5,292 0
41,2,2 +2
3 2,2,2 0
3 1 1, 2,2 -!-2
2 3,2,2 f2
2 2 1, 2,2 0
4, 332 f3
4,21,2 fl
3 1, 3,2 fl
3 1, 2 1, 2 +3
3,3,  2 1 f2
2 1,2  1,2  1 +3
2 2,2,2  + 0
21 1,2,2+ f2
3,2, 2+ + 0
2 1,2,2+ + f2
(3,2) (2,2) f2
(2 1,  WC  2) f2

{r-Q}-  {r} {s}  {r2s2}
{rs}- {r} {s} {r-ls}t
1 - 2 if->  {4 04
-{r>  is>  ({r2+sZ)+  1)

Cd  {4 {r-‘d”
Ml -PI  14  {r-Is))
{rs} f  {r}  {s}(l  - {r’  + s2})
1-2(r)  {s}  {r-Q}
y;y+s7-  1)

1 - 6 6 CG4 + O-1  14)
1+ 09 {Nrl {d - PSI)
b-1 (4 WI  + 1)
{r-%)+2(r)  {s} {r’}
G-1  {4 (W3  - 1)
{2r-%  - r-4}+  4(r)  {s}
{2r%  - r%}+  3(r) {s}
2+9 @I W21  - 1)
{s2} - 1 + {r} {s)  {r-?s}  {s2}
I+  {r”s-3  + 2(r)  {.s)  {r-ls}
Cs”)  - 1 + NW W @“I
{r2.G+1+{~}2({r2+~2}-l)
{r-?s}(l - {r} {s}  {r-Q})
1 i {r2s2} + {rs}  {r } {s} + {r}2{s}2
14 (4 (4 - {r2N
{2r-?s-r-3s}+{r}{s}((r2}-3)
C4  {4 Mr21  - 1)
{r-“d  + ir>  WC3 - {r’))
{F%+2{r}  (s} (9)
{r-%}  f {r>”  ({r%}  - {r)  {s})

Enumeration of knots and links

9 crossing 2 string links, otherwise

341

link a V

.4 0

.3  1 0
.22 0
.3.2 +1
.3.20 +1
.3:2 0
.3  :20 0
.21:20 +2
.2.2.20 +1
2:2:2 f3
2:20:20 0
8*2 +1
5 , 2 , 2 - f2
4 1,2,2- 0
3 2, 2,2- t-2
3 1 1,2,2- 0
2 3,2,2- 0
2 2 1 , 2 , 2 - +2
4, 3,2- +3
4, 2 1,2- +1
3 1, 3,2- +3
3 1,2 1,2- +1
3, 3,3- +4
3 , 2 1 , 2 1 - - 1
(322)  (2,2-) 0
(2  1,2) C&2-) 0
(3,2-)  (232) +2
(2 1,2-)P,  2) +2
(392)  - (232) t-2
(2  1,2)-G 2) +2
2:-20:-20 +4

{r} {s}  ({r” - r2} + 1)
(3 WW2)  - 3)
09  H3  - 4r2N
1 - {r)  {W)  @‘I - 1)
1+ {rl  {s&>  ({f? - 1)
209  14 WI - 1)
.- (4 {s  1 +-“W’>  - 1)

{rd + W3M
({s2)- 1X1  + {r>  (4 W)
1 +{r2s4}  - 3(r)  {s} {rs)
b-1  MC3  + {f-l  {r~21)

1 -{f-l  {sP{rsl
{r-5.s}
- G9  14 {r’l
{2r+s - r-Q}
-20-l (4
- G-1  is)
{rs}+2{r-3s-r-1s)
1 + {rm2s4}
l+{s}(r%}
1+{~4}+{r}{r~-2}
{~2Fl-{r~{4{r~~
{rm3s3+ rs}
“y;;  y&l-  1

r s r
(4 (4 + WC4
64 - Iv31 bl
fj$- {r13W

{r} {r?}  + {r?}
{A+ rse3}



3 4 8 J. H. Conway

3 and 4 string links to 9 crossings

Link

Z&2
.1
2 , 2 , 2 -
2 , 2 , 2 +
4,222
31,2,2
2,2,2+  +
c&2>  (2,  2)
.3
.2:20
4 , 2 , 2 -
3  1 , 2 , 2 -
@,a  c&2-)
c&2)  - c&2)
29%  2,  2
2,2,2,2-
2 , 2 , 2 , 2 - -
2 1 2,2,  2
2 1  11,2,2
3,2,2,2
21,2,2,2
4,2,2+
3 1,2,2+
2,2,2+++
(2,2+)(2,2)
(292)  1 C&2)
.211
.21:2
. c&2)

2 1 2 , 2 , 2 -
2 1  11,2,2-
3,2,2,  2 -
2 1,2,2,2-
3,2,2,2-  -
(2,2+j  (2,2-j
(2,21-I-(2,  2)
.a 2-I
. - c&2)
2,2,  2,  2+

+1+1+1
0 0 0

W>  - id M{4
(4 is) 01

+1+1-1 - {r-?sf}
+1+1-1
+2+1-t-1

{r> Id it)- {r-14

i2+1+1
VWr4  - PI {sl it>) - (4

+1+1+1
kW4  - G-1  1.4  01)  - 01

+2+2  0
WF2{rl{sl  ItI

Tl  0 0
W W V’t>  + 6-1 @I (4
W if->  49 PI

Ofl-1
+2+1-1

- it> - G-> Is> (4 {r4
-{r-W?}

+2+1-1
f2 0 0

{f}-  {rs} {r-‘sf}

- w (4 14
+2+2 0 W (4 (4 + 13 {rd W
+l+l 0 0+1+-l  {rsfu-rs-lt-lu}-{r}{s}{t}{u}
+ 1-F 1 0 Of 1 - 1 (rt-‘}  {su-~}-  {rs-‘}  {rzf}
+1+1  0 0+1+1 {mu-rs-‘t-‘u}

o-i-1-1
0+1-1

09 WWlO+  b->  14 ON  - (4

+1+1-1
- {r> {4(W’O  + {r> Is> it>) - (0

+1+1+1
(1 - {r*}){r-‘sf)+  {r}  {s} {t} {r*}

+2+1-1
W4 - (4 W - HW  01

i-2+1-1
(r}  {s} {f} {r%}- {r-W>

flfl-1
W({rl{s>  {tl - {r-W)  + (4

0+2  0
2(r) {s} {t}-  {r-lst}

0 0 0
- (4 1s) 14 - W2{4  {rW
14 61 W + WW  {G

t-1  0 0 w~~~*~4
-I-2+1-1 -{r}z{s}z{t)-{r~zs~t}

0 0 0 - WY4  if>
0+1+1 09 Is> W?+ W
0+1+1 (f)  - {r} {s} {rsf -‘}

+1+1+1 {r*~(W  - b-1 (4 +I)  - btj
+1+1-1 {r} {Psf}-  {rsf} - {r} {s} {f}
+1+1-1 - {r} (s-‘f}-  {r-%f}

0 0 0 W {d  (4
0+2  0 - b-1  (4 {r*4

f2 0 0
0 0 0

0 {r}z{f}  (r-5)

+ 1 + 1 0 0+ 1 - 1 (rf-‘}  {.su-~}  --{Kv-~}  {fu}+

WW  PI h>

Enumeration of knots and links

10 crossing alternating knots. Basic polyhedron l*

T knot s 60 A

3 4 9

1 2 0  8 2 r 17/8 [ 9 - 4

1 1 9  7 1 2 r 2318 [-3+3-3+3-l

1 0 2  6 4 r 2516 [13-6

1 2 2  6 1 3 r 2717 [ - 7 + 7 - 3

1 1 7  6 1  1 2 r 33/13 [5-5+5-3+1
8 1  5 3 2 r 37/16 [7-7+6-2
7 8  5 2 1 2 r 43/16 [-15+11-3

1 2 1  5 1 4 r 2916 [5-5+5-2

101 5 113 r 39/11 [-7+7-5+3-l
1 0 8  5 1 1 1 2 r 45117 [17-11+3

8 0  4 3 3 r 43/13 [-13+11-4
2 4  4 3 1 2 r 47/17 [-ll+lO-6+2
7 4  4 2 2 2 r 53/22 [23-13+2
6 8  4 2 1 1 2 r 57/22 [13-12+8-2

1 0 6  4 1 3 2 r 43119 r-9+9-6+2
7 9  4 1 2 3 r 47114 I-15+12-4
3 7  4 1 1 4 f 4119 [9-7+5-3+1
6 7  4 1 1 2 2 r 55/23 r-19+14-4

1 0 7  4 1 1 1 3 r 51/14 [-ll+ll-7+2
7 7  3 5 2 r 35/16 [-11+9-3
6 6  3 4 1 2 r 45/16 [9-9+7-2
7 6  3 3 1 3 r 49/13 [13-10+6-2
2 0  3 3 1 1 2 r 59/23 [-15+13-7+2
6 5  3 2 3 2 r 55124 [-19+14-4
6 1  3 2 2 1 2 r 65/24 [17-14+8-2
7 1  3 2 1 1 3 r 61/17 [17-13+7-2
1 6  3 2 1 1 1 2 r 71/27 [-19+16-8+2

105 3 13 12 r 53/19 [19-13+4
6 2  3 1 2 2 2 r 63/26 [-17+15-7+1
6 0  3 1 2 1 1 2 r 67126 r-25+17-4
2 1  3 1 1 3 2 r 57/25 [21-14+4
5 8  3 1 1 1 2 2 r 69/29 [19-15+8-2
2 2  3 1 1 1 1 3 f 65/18 [25-16+4

1 0 4  2 5 1 2 r 37/13 [13-9+3
5 2  2 4 2 2 r 49/20 [21-12+2
5 1  2 4 1 1 2 r 51/20 r-19+13-3
1 5  2 3 3 2 f 53/23 [19-13+4
4 9  2 3 1 2 2 r 59/25 [-21+15-4
4 8  2 2 3 1 2 r 61/22 [15-13+8-2
1 1  2 2 2 1 1 2 r 75/29 r-21+17-8+2
4 1  2 2 1 2 1 2 r 71/26 r-21+17-7+1

3 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 r 81/31 [ 2 7 - 1 9 + 7 - l
14 2 1 2 2 1 2 f 73127 [ 2 3 - 1 7 + 7 - l
43 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 r 79/30 r-25+19-7+1

1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 f 89/34 [ 3 1 - 2 1 + 7 - l



J. H. Conway Enumeration of knots and links 351

10 crossing alternating knots. Basic polyhedron l*

T knot s 60 A

123 5, 3,2 r  3 1  [-5+5-4+3-i
r 4 1  [7-7+6-3$-l1 1 6 5,21,2

3 6 41,3,2
7 0 41,21,2
7 5 3 2, 3,2
1 8 32,21,2

109 3 1 1,3,2
5 7 3 11,21,2

103 23,3,2
5 0 23,21,2
6 4 221,3,2

5 221,21,2
4 7 22,22,2
4 2 22,21,1,2
3 9 211,211,2

118 4,3,3
1 1 5 4,3,21

6 9 4,21,21
1 0 0 31,3,3
2 3 3 1 , 3 2 1
5 6 31,21,21
6 3 22,3,2  1

1 1 4 2 1 1,3,3
2 211,21,21

5 3 22,3,2+
7 22,21,2+

5 5 21 1,3,2+
4 211,21,2+

7 2 3,3,21+
4 0 21,21,21+
7 3 3,3,2++
1 9 3,21,2++
4 5 21,21,2++
3 5 (3,2)  (332)
5 9 (3,2)(21,2)

9 (21,2)(21,2)

10  crossing knots
Alternating, basic polyhedron not l*
-

T knot s 60 A -

r 49 [ll-9+6-3+1
r 59 I-13+12-8+3
r 53 [13-11+7-2
r 67 r-19+15-7+2
r 59 L-15+13-7+2

Y 73 [25-18+6
r 47 [-ll+lO-6+2
r 61 [21-15+5
r 65 [17-14+8-2
r 79 [-23+18-8+2
r 65 [27-16+3
r 75 I-23+18-7+1
r 85 [ 2 9 - 2 0 + 7 - l
r 33 [7-6+5-2
r 45 [9-8+6-3+1
r 57 r19-14+5
r 51 [-11+10-6+3-l
r 63 L-17+14-7+2
r 75 r--19+16-9+3
n 63 L-23+16-4
r 57 [21-14+4
r 87 r-29+21-7+1
r 67 r-19+16-7+1
r 77 [25-18+7-l
r 73 [19-16+9-2
r 83 [-27+20-7+1
r 63 l-23+16-4
r 81 [ 2 7 - 1 9 + 7 - l
r 57 [15-12+7-2
r 63 r-17+14-7+2
r 69 [ 2 1 - 1 6 + 7 - l
i 61 [15-12+7-3+1
n 7 1 r-17+15-9+3
i 75 [ 2 7 - 2 0 + 8 - l

9 9 .4.2
5 4 .31.2
6 .22.2

113 .4.20
1 7 .3  1.20
4 6  .22.20
1 3 .21.21
1 2 .21.210
9 5 .3.3.2
3 3 .3.2.20
44  .21.2.20

1 1 1  .3.20.2
9 7 .3  0.2.2

8 .210.2.2
8 4  .2.21.2
8 6  .2.210.2
92  .2.2.2.20
31 .2.2.20.20

1 1 2  3:2:2
9 0  21:2:2
9 8  3:2:20
3 4  30:2:2
3 2  3:20:20
8 3  21:20:20
9 6  30:2:20
10  210:2:20

1 1 0  30:20:20
27  2 .2 .2 .2
89  2 .2 .2 .20
91  2 .2 .20 .2
9 4  8*3
30 8*2  1
9 3  8*3  0
2 9  8*20.20
8 8  8*2:  2
2 5  8*2:  2 0
2 6  8*2:  .2
8 5  8*2:  .20
8 2  8*20::20
2 8  9*2  0
8 7  9*.20
3 8  lO*

n 63 [-13+12-8+4-l
n 85 [25-19+9-2
n 87 [-25+20-9+2
n 57 [II-10+8-4+1
n 83 r--23+19-9+2
n 81 [23-18+9-2
i 101 [ 3 5 - 2 4 + 8 - l
r 99 r-33+24-8+1
n 77 [23-17+8-2
n 73 [17-14+9-4+1
n 89 [25-20+10-2
n 67 r-17+15-8+2
n 71 r--15+14-9+4-1
n 91 [-27+21-9+2
r 93 [33-22+7-l
r 87 [-33+22-5
n 81 [23-18+9-2
f 81 [19-16+10-4+1
r 65 [13-12+9-4+1
r 85 [29-21+7
n 73 [21-16+8-2
r 75 r-21+17-8+2
r 77 [19-15+9-4+1
r 91 [-29+22-8+1
n 75 r-17+15-9+4-1
n 93 [31-22+8-l
r 63 [-15+14-8+2
i 85 [21-17+10-4+1
n 83 r-25+20-8+1
r 37 [21-17+9-2
r 87 [-19+17-11+5-l
Y 1 1 1
r 93
i 109
r 9 5
n 103
i 97
n 1 0 1
r 105
r 115
r 105
f 1 2 1

r-33+26-11+2
[27-21+10-2
[ 3 7 - 2 6 + 9 - l
[-21+19-12+5-l
r-31+24-10+2
[23-19+12-5+1
[31-23+10-2
[37-26+8
[-35+27-11+2
[31-24+11-2
[29-24+15-6+1
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Non-alternating

J. H. Conway
Enumeration of knots and links 353

L knot Is  60 A 10 crossing 2 string links

6 1 5 ,  3 ,2- r 1 [--l+l+O-l+l
11 5 ,2  1,2- r 1 1 r-1+2-2+1
3 1 4  1 , 3 , 2 - r 19 I-5+4-2+1
4 1 4 1,2 1,2- r 29 [7-6+4-l
61V 3 2 , 3 , 2 - r 11 [l+l-3+2
111 3 2,2  1, 2- r 25 [9-6+2
31V 3 1  1,3,2- r 17 [5-4+2
4 1 1 311,21,2- r 3 1 [-11+8-2
3 v 2 3, 3, 2- r 5 [l-1+1
4111 2 3,2  1,2- r 1 9 [-7+5-l
6V 2 2 1 , 3 , 2 - r 23 r-3+4-4+2
1IV 2 2 1 , 2 1 , 2 - r 37 [13-9+3
2 v 2 2,2  2, 2- r 1 5 [-5+4-l
21V 2 2 , 2 1  1 , 2 - r 25 [11-6fl
2VI 2 1  1,211,2- r 35 r-7+8-5+1
6111 4 , 3 , 3 - r 3 [-3+2+0-1+1
3 1 1 4, 3,2 l- r 9 [3-2+1
2 1 4,2  1, 2 l- r 2 1 [5-4+3-l
6 1 1 3 1. 3, 3- r 1 5 [-1+2-3+2
3111 3 1, 3,2  l- r 2 7 i-7+6-3+1
2111 31,21,21- r 39 r-13+10-3
5 1 2 2 , 3 , 3 - r 3 r-3+1+1
1111 2 2 , 2 1 , 2 1 - r 33 [13-8+2
2 1 1 2 1  1,3,21- n 27 [-9+7-2
3vII (3,2) (3,2-j n 3 1 r-9+7-3+1
4VIII (392)  (2 1,2--j n 4 1 [11-9+5-l
4VI (2 I,21  (3,2-j n 29 [7-6+4-l
31X (2 1,2) (2 1,2-l n 43 [--13+10-4+1
6VIII (3,2)-  (3,2) r 1 1 [-5+4-l-1+1
1VI (3,2)-(2  1,2) n 1 [3-l--1+1
6VII (2 1,21-e  1,2) r 1 71 7 [7-4fO+l[7-4fO+l
2vII -3:2:2 r 25 [7-5+3-l
3 x -3:2:20 r 35 r-9+8-4+1
4VII -3:20:20 r 49 [ 1 3 - 1 1 + 6 - l
2VIII -30:2:2 r 45 [15-10+4-l
3VIII -30:2:20 r 49 r-11+9-4+1
4 v -30:20:20 r 2 1 [3-4+4-l
5 1 1 3 :  - 2 0 :  - 2 0 r 5 [3-2+0+1
6VI 2 1 :  - 2 0 :  - 2 0 r 5 [3-2+0+1[3-2+0+1
2 1 x2 1 x - 3 0 :  - 2 0 :  - 2 0 r 35 r-11+9-3
3VI 8 * - 3  0 r 5 1 r-15+12-5+1
1v 8 ’ 2 :  - 2 0 r 45 [17-llf3
41V 8*2:  . - 2 0 r 39 r-15+10-2

10 3, 3, 2, 2
7 3 3, 2 1, 2, 2
6 2 2 2 1, 2 1, 2, 2
5 5 3, 2, 3, 2
5 2 3 3, 2, 2 1, 2
5 1 2 2 2 1, 2, 2 1, 2
4 4 2 5, 2, 2f
4 2 4 4 1, 2, 21
4 2 1 3 3 2, 2, 2-v
4 1 2 1 2 3 1 1, 2, 2+
4 1 1 1 1 24 1 1 1 1 2 2 3, 2, 2+
3 4 3 2 2 1, 2, 2+
3 3 2 2 4, 3, 2-t
3 2 2 3 4, 2 1, 2+
3 2 1 2 2 3 1, 3, 2+
3 1 4 2 3 1, 2 1, 2+
3 1 2 1 3 3, 3, 3+
3 1 1 2 1 2 3, 2 1, 2 1+
3 1 1 1 1 1 23 1 1 1 1 1 2 22,2,2+-b
2 6 2 2 1 1, 2, 2f
2 3 2 1 2 3, 2, 2+ + +
2 3 1 1 1 22 3 1 1 1 2 21,2,2+++21,2,2+++
2 2 2 2 2 (2 2, 2) (2, 2)
2 2 1 1 2 2 (2 1 1, 2) (2, 2)
2 1 4 1 2 (3, 2 1) (2, 2)
2 1 3 1 1 2 (3, 2+) (2,  2)
2 1 1 2 1 1 22 1 1 2 1 1 2 (21,2+)(2,2)(21,2+)(2,2)
4 2, 2, 2 (3, 2) (2, 2+)
4 1  1,2,2 (2 1, 2) (2, 2+)
3 1  2 ,  2 ,  21  2 ,  2 ,  2 (3, 2) 1 (2, 2)
3 1  11,2,2 (2 1, 2) 1 (2, 2)
2 4, 2, 2 .4  1
231,2,2 .3  1 1
2 1 3, 2, 2 .2 3
2 1 2 1, 2, 2 .2  1  2
2 1 1 2, 2, 2 .2111
21111,2,221111,2,2 .2  1 1.2
4, 2 2, 2 .2  1 1 . 2 0
4,21  1,2 .3.2  1
31,22,2 .3.2  1 0
3 1, 2 1 1, 2 .4:2
2 1 2, 3, 2 .31:2
2 1 2, 2 1, 2 .211:2
2 1  11,3,2 .22:20
2 111,2  1,2 .21  1:20
2 2, 3, 3 .3:21
22,21,21 .3:210
2 1 1, 3, 2 1 .21:21

.2  1 . 2 . 2
.2  1.2 0.2
.2.3.2
.2.3  0 . 2
.2.2  1 .2  0
.2.2.2.2
.2.2  0 .2 .2  0
.(3,  2)
.(2  1,  2)
.(2,  21.2
.(2,  2j.20
21:2:20
210:2:2
210:20:20
2.2 .2  0 .2  0
2 .2  0 .2 .2  0
2 0.2.2.2 0
8*2  1 0
8*2.2  0
8*2  0 : 2 0
8*2  0 : .2  0
8*2  : : 2 0
9*2
9*.2
10**
4 2, 2, 2-
4 1 1, 2, 2-
3 1 2, 2, 2-
3 111,2,2-
2 4, 2, 2-
2 3 1, 2, 2-
2 1 3, 2, 2-
2 12 1,2,2-
2 1  1 2 , 2 , 2 -
2 1111,2,2-
4, 2 2, 2-
4, 2 1 1, 2-
3 1, 2 2, 2-
3 1,2  1 1,2-
2 1 2, 3, 2-
2  12,2  1 , 2 -
2  1 1  1 , 3 , 2 -
2  1 1  1,2  1 , 2 -
2 2, 3, 21-
2 1 1, 3, 3-
2 1 1 , 2 1 , 2 1 -2 1 1 , 2 1 , 2 1 -

3, 3, 2, 2-
3, 2 1, 2, 2-
2 1, 2 1, 2, 2-
3, 2, 3, 2-
3, 2, 2 1, 2-
2 1, 2, 2 1, 2-
3, 3, 2, 2- -
3, 2 1, 2, 2- -
3, 2, 3, 2- -
3, 2, 2 1, 2- -
(2 2, 2)  (2,  2-j
(2 1 1, 2) (2, 2-j
(2 2, 2-j (2,  2)
(2 1 1, 2-j (2, 2)
(3, 2 1) (2, 2-j
(3, 3-j (2, 2)
(2 1, 2 1-j (2, 2)
(3, 2f)  (2, 2-l
(2 1, 2+)  (2, 2-j
(2, 2+)(3,  2-j
(2, 2+) (2 1,  2-j
(2 2, 2) - (2, 2)
(2 1 1, 2)--G 2)
(3, 2 1) - (2, 2)
(3, 2+)-G,  2)
(21, 2+)-(2,  2)
(2, 2-t)-(3,  2)
(2, 2+)--Q  1,  2)
.(2,2-I.2
.(2,  2-).2  0
. -(2, 2j.2
.-(2, 2).2 0
-210:2:2
-210:20:20
-2lO:-20:-20
2. -2.-2 0.2 0
2.  -2  0 .  -2 .2  0
8*2.-20
8*20: - 2 0
8*-20:  - 2 0
8*20: . - 2 0
9 * . - 2
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10 crossing links with 3 or more strings

69%  2
51,2,2
3 3,2,2
321,2,2
2 2 2, 2,2
2 2 1  1,2,2
4,432
4,31,2
31,31,2
2 2,2,2,  2
2 1 1,2,2,2
2 1 2,2,  2+
2111,2,2+
3,2,2,2-l-
2 1,2,2,2-t
4,2,2+  +
3 1,2,2++
2,2,2+-t++
(4,2)  (2,2)
(3 192)  (2,2)
(333)  (2,2)
(2 1,2  1)  (2,2)
(2,2f  +I (2,2)
(2,2+) (2,2-t)
(2,2+)  1 (2,2)
(2,2),  2, (2,2)
..5
.32
.221
.3.3
.3.3  0
.3:3
.3:30
21:210

:4:20
.31:20
.22:2
.2.3.20
.(2,2)  :2
.(2,2+)
20 .2 .20 .20
8*2.2
8*2  : : 2

3 strings

6 , 2 , 2 -
5  1 , 2 , 2 -
3  3 , 2 , 2 -
3 2 1, 2,2-
2 2 2,2,2-
2 2 1  1 , 2 , 2 -
4,4,2-
4,3  1,2-
3 1,3  1,2-
2 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 -
2 1  1 , 2 , 2 , 2 -
2 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 - -
(4,2)  (2,2-)
(3 192)  (2,2--)
(333)  (2,2-)
(21,21)(2,2-)
(332 1-j  (2,2)
(2,2f+)(2,2-)
(492)  - (2,2)
(3 1,2)-C%  2)
(393)  - (2,2)
(2 192  1)--U, 2)
t2,2+  +)-CT  2)
c&2),  2,  CT2 - )
(2,2),  - 2 ,  (2,2)
(2,2),  2, - (2, 2)
(2,2-h 2,  c&2-)
.(2,2-)  : 2
.-(2,2):2
20.-2.-20.20

4 strings 5 strings

4,2,2,2 29%  2,  2,2
3 1,2,2,2 2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 -
2,2,2,2+  + 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 - -
(2,Z 2)  c&2)
(232)  2 (2,2)
(292)  1 1 (2,2)
.v, 2)  1
.(2,2):20
10***
4,2,  2 , 2 -
3  1 , 2 , 2 , 2 -
4,2,2,  2-  -
(2,2,2)  (2,2  -)
(2,2,2-)  (2,2)
(2,2,2-)  (2,2-)
(2,2,2-  -)(2,  2)
(2,292)  - (2,  2)
.(2,2-)  1
.(2,2-):20
.-(2,2):20
lo- ***
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Alternating 11 crossing knots. Basic polyhedron 1*

L knot L knot L knot L knot

1 1 1 2 7 8 3 2 123 109 24,21,2  84 3,3,21,2
5 9 2 3 2 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 2 6 8 2 3 1,3,2  357 3,2  1,3,2

1 3 8 3 3 2 0 3 2 1 1 2 2 3 0 7 2 3  1,21,2  2 2 5 3,21,21,2
6 0 7 4 341 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 21 3,3,2  220 2 1, 3, 2 1, 2
2 3 7 2 2 3 7 3 1 4 1 2 1 3 1 213,21,2  2 4 0 21,21,21,2

3 7 1 3 119 3 1 3 2 2 2 9 0 2121,3,2  3 0 5, 3, 2-i-
187 6  5 135 3 1 3 1 1 2 3 2 9 2121,21,2  9 3 5,21,2-F

2 7 6 2 3 311 3 1 2 3 2 113 2112,3,2  2 4 9 4 1,3,2+
8 0 6 2 1 2 138 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 3 0 2 1  12,21,2  1 2 2 41,21,2+
2 2 6 1 2 2 2 9 8 3 1 2 1 1 3 1 3 0 21111,3,2  3 0 0 32,3,2+
2 0 6 1 1 1 2 2 8 4 3 1  1 4 2 3 4 5 2 1 1 1 1,2  1,2  321 3 2,2  1,2+

2 5 0 5 4 2 3 1 4 3 1 1 3 1 2 1 7 5,2  2,2  124 3 1 1,3,2+
8 1 5 3 3 3 3 8 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 4 5,2  11,2  334 311,21,2+
2 4 5 2 4 1 3 4 3 1 1 1 3 2 2 4 6 4 1,2  2,2  120 2 3,3,2+

105 5 2 2 2 4 0 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 6 9 41,21  1,2  3 3 3 2 3,2  1,2+
2 3 2 52 13 128 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 8 2 3 2,2  2,2  319 221,3,2+

4 5 1 5 3 4 7 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 9 4 3 2,2  1 1,2  350 221,21,2+
7 9 5 1 2 3 3 2 2 6 1 2 1 1 6 3 1  1,22,2  3 1 7 2 2,2  2,2+
3 4 5 1 2 1 2 118 2 5 2 2 133 311,21  1,2  3 4 8 22,211,2+
9 0 5 1 1 2 2 1 1 7 2 5 1 1 2 1 2 6 2 3,2  2,2  342 211 ,211 ,2 - t

1 0 4 5 1 1 1 1 2 2 9 3 24 3 2 1 3 2 23,21  1,2  19 4,3,3+
251 4 4 3 1 3 6 2 4 1 2 2 3 1 8 221,22,2  9 1 4,3,21+
2 4 8 44 12 313 2 3 3 1 2 3 2 8 221,211,2  2 7 0 4,21,21+
2 7 3 43 22 3 3 5 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 5, 3, 3 235 3 1, 3, 3f
2 7 2 43 11 2 1 2 7 2 3 1 3 2 7 8 5,2  1,2  1 299 3 1,3,21+
103 423 2 4 0 0 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 0 41,3,21  129 31,21,21+
2 7 5 4 2 2 3 3 4 6 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 8 5 3 2, 3, 3 108 2 2,3,3+
2 3 3 4 2 1 4 3 1 0 2 2 3 2 2 281 32,21,21  3 2 5 22,21,21+
2 8 3 42 12 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 0 7 3 1 1,3,2  1 337 2 1 1,3,2  If

9 4 4 2 1 1 3 3 4 3 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 2 3,3,2  1 340 2 2,3,2+  +
2 9 4 1 4 2 3 4 9 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 8 3 221,3,3  353 22,21,2++
3 3 4 1 3 1 2 351 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 301 221,21,21  3 3 9 2 1 1,3,2+  +
3 5 4 1 2 1 3 3 2 7 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 6 2 12,3,  3 356 211,21,2++

123 4 1 2 1 1 2 3 5 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 212,3,21  7 7 3,3,3++
271 4 1  1 3 2 3 8 2 1 5 1 2 2 8 7 2 1 2,2  I,2  1 312 3,21,211-+
2 9 7 4 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 9 2 1 4 1 1 2 8 2 2 1  11,3,3  4 0 2 3,3,2+++

2 1 4 1 1 1 4 3 3 6 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 0 6 2 1 1 1, 3,2  1 322 3,21,2+++
2 7 4 4 1 1 1 1 3 143 2 1 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 2 21 11,21,21  140 21,21,2+++
137 4 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 5 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 8 4,22,3  245 (2 2, 2) (3,2)
1 0 6 3 6 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 8 9 4,22,2  1 289 (2 2, 2) (2 1,  2)
2 5 2 3 5 3 3 5 5 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 6 4,21  1,3  280 (21 1,2)(3,2)
2 9 6 3 422 231 42,3,2 1 0 2 4,21  1,21  3 0 4 (211,2)(21,2)

9 2 3 4 1 3 2 4 7 42,21,2 2 5 3 3 1,22,3  234 (3, 2 1)  (3, 2)
2 7 9 3 3 23 1 5 4 1  1,3,2 2 9 2 3 1,2  2,2  1 266 (3, 2 1)  (2 1,  2)
3 1 6 3 3 2 1 2 101 4 1  1,21,2 2 7 7 31,21  1,3  2 5 4 (3, 2+)  (3, 2)
2 9 5 3 3 1 2 2 3 6 3 12,3,2 3 0 9 31,211,21  2 9 1 (3,2+)(21,2)
3 1 5 3 5 1 1 1 2 115 312,21,2 9 9 22,22,3  112 (2 1,2+)  (3,2)
1 2 1 3 2 4 2 2 7 6 3 1 1 1,3,2 3 2 6 22,21  1,21  3 3 1 (21,2+)(21,2)
3 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 8 3111,21,2 1 1 1 21 1,21  1,3  25 (3, 2) 1 (332)
125 3 2 2 1 3 2 8 2 4, 3,2 1 2 3,3,3,2  96 (3, 2) 1 (2 1,2)

2 3 8 (21,2)1(21,2)
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Alternating 11  crossing knots. Basic polyhedron not 1*

L knot L knot L knot L knot

7 5 .41.2 7 .3.20.2.20  5 3  2 0 . 3 . 2 . 2 155 9*2.2
2 2 9 .41.20 4 3 .21.20.2.20  176  2 .3 .20 .20 4 4 9*2.20
2 6 4 .3  11 .2 5 0 .(3, 2).2  196 2.2 1.2 00.2 149 9*2  0.2

9 8 .3  1 1 . 2 0 2 0 0 .(2 1, 2).2  8 2 0.3.2 0.2 3 9 9*2:  2
2 6 3 .2 3.2 5 1 .2.(3,  2) 64 20.2 1.20.2 1 6 1 9*2:20

9 7 .23.  2 0 1 9 5 .2.(2 1 ,  2 )  167  2 .2 .2 .2 .2  0 168 9*2  0: .2  0
2 8 8 .2 12 .2 178 .(3, 2).2  0  1 5 7  2 . 2 . 2 . 2  0 . 2  0 145 9*.2:  .2
1 1 0 .2 1 2.2 0 2 0 4 .(2 1 ,  2).2  0  169  2 .2  0 .2 .2 .20 153 9*.2:  .20
3 0 5 .2 1 1 1.2 177 .2 0.(3,  2) 212 8*2  2 147 9 ’ : 2 0.2 0
3 0 3 .2 1 1 1 . 20 197 .20.(2  1,2)  191 8*2  1 1 163 9*20:  : 20

7 4 .4.2  1 7 3 22:2:2  61 8*4  0 148 10*2  0
7 6 .4.2  1 0 6 5 211:2:2  2 1 4  8*3  1  0 150 10**2

2 6 5 .3  1.2 1 5 9 4:2:20  188 8*2  1 1 0 4 1 0 10**2  0
2 6 7 .3  1.2 10 2 2 6 3  1:2:20  4 8  8*3.20 1 5 1 10**  :2
2 8 5 .2 2.2 1 2 6 2 2 1 1  : 2 : 2 0 190 8*2  1 .2  0 144 100**:20
2 8 6 .22.  2 1 0 1 7 0 40:2:2  173 8*3  0.2 0 411 11*

5 8 .4.2.2 7 1 310:2:2  198 8*2  1 : 2
2 1 9 .3  1.2.2 2 0 9 2110:2:2  1 7 2  8*3:  2  0
2 5 6 .2 1 1.2.2 2 0 6 22:20:20  192 8’2 1 0 : 2
2 4 4 .2 2.2.2 0 2 0 5 2 1  1:20:20  4 7  8*30:20
261 .2l  1 .2 .20 2 4 2 220:2:20  199 8*2  1 0 :  2 0

1 1 .4.2  0.  2 2 5 7 2 1 1 0 : 2 : 2 0 193 8*2  1 : .2
2 2 8 .3  1.2 0.2 9 40:20:20  4 9  8”3:  .20

95 .211.20.2 2 2 7 310:20:20  2 0 1  8*210:.2
2 4 3 .2 2 0.2.2 6 3 2 1 1 0 : 2 0 : 20 174 8*3  0: .2 0
2 6 0 .2 1 10.2.2 6 9 3:21:2  189 8*2  1’0: .2  0
1 8 6 .2.4.2 2 1 7 3: 2 1 : 2 0 171 8*3  :  :  2  0

5 4 .2.3  1.2 2 3 7 2 1: 2 1 : 2 0 146 8*2  1 : : 2 0
2 1 3 .2.2  2.2 8 6 3:210:2  46 8*3  0 : : 2 0

1 0 .2.4  0.2 2 5 9 21:210:2  4 0 3  8*2.2  0 . 2
1 8 4 .2.3  10 .2 2 2 3 30:21:2  1 5 4  8*2.2  0 . 2  0

7 2 .2.2  2 0.2 221 3:210:20  1 6 6  8*2.20:2
6 6 .3.2  1.2 8 7 30:21:20  4 0  8*2.20:20

2 2 4 .3.2  1.2 0 2 1 6 30:21  0:2  4 0 4  8*2  0 . 2  :  2
2 5 5 .2  1.2 1.20 6 7 30:21  0:20  4 0 5  8*20.2:20

7 0 .3.2  10 .2 2 1 4 2 1 0: 2 1 0 : 20 156 8*2  0.2 0 : 2 0
2 1 5 .3  0.2 1.2 1 9 4 2 1.2.2.2 164 8*2  0.2 : .2
2 5 8 .2 1 0.2 1.2 5 6 3.2.2.2 0 41 8* 20.2 : .2  0
2 1 8 .3.2.2  1 1 8 1 3.2.2 0.2 158 8*2  0.2 0: .2
2 3 6 .2  1.2.2 1 5 5 3.2 0.2.2 165 8’2 : 2 : 2 0
2 2 2 .3.2.2  1 0 2 0 2 2 10.2.2.2 162 8*2  : 2 0 : 2 0

6 8 .3.2  0.2 1 1 8 0 3 0.2.2.2 0 62 8*2  0 : 2 0 : 2 0
2 3 9 .2  1.2 0.2 1 2 0 7 2 1 0 . 2 . 2 . 2 0  4 2  8*2:  .20:  .2

8 8 .3  0.2.2 1 6 3  0 .2 .2  0 .2  152  8*2:  .2:  .20
1 7 5 .3.2.2.2 4 5 2  10 .2 .2  0 .2  57  9*3
159 .2 1.2.2.2 179 3 0.2 0.2.2 406 9*2  1
211 .2  1 .2 .2 .20 1 6 0 2  10 .20 .2 .2  185  9*30
182 .3.2.2  0.2 2 0 3 2 . 2  1 . 2 . 2  4 0 7  9*.3

5 2 .3  0.2.2.2 183 2.3.2.2 0 408 9*.2  1
210 .2  1 .2 .20 .20 2 0 8 2 .2  1 .20 .2  409  9*.3  0
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4 2, 3,2-
4 2 , 2 1 2 -
4 1  1 , 3 , 2 -
4 1  1 , 2 1 , 2 -
3 1 2, 3,2-
3 1 2 , 2 1 , 2 -
3 1 1 1 , 3 , 2 -
3 1 1 1 , 2 1 , 2 -
2 4 , 3 , 2 -
2 4 , 2 1 , 2 -
2 3 1, 3,2-
2 3  1 , 2 1 , 2 -
2 1 3, 3, 2-
2 1  3 , 2 1 , 2 -
2 1 2 1 , 3 , 2 -
2 1 2 1 , 2 1 , 2 -
2 1  1 2 , 3 , 2 -
2 1 1 2 , 2 1 , 2 -
2 1  1 1  1 , 3 , 2 -
2 1 1 1 1 , 2 1 , 2 -
5,22,2-
5,2  1 1,2-
4 1,2  2,2-
4 1 , 2 1  1 , 2 -
3 2 , 2 2 , 2 -
3 2 , 2 1 1 , 2 -
3  1 1 , 2 2 , 2 -
3 1 1 , 2 1 1 , 2 -
2 3, 2 2,2-
2 3 , 2 1 1 , 2 -
221,22,2-
221,211,2-
5, 3, 2 l-
4 1, 3, 3-
4 1 , 2 1 , 2 1 -
3 2, 3, 2 l-
3 1 1, 3, 3-
3 1 1 , 2 1 , 2 1 -
2 3, 3, 3-
2  3 , 2 1 , 2 1 -
2 2 1 , 3 , 2 1 -
2 12, 3, 3-
2 1 2 , 3 , 2 1 -
2 1 2 , 2 1 , 2 1 -
2 1 1 1 , 3 , 3 -
2 1  1 1 , 3 , 2 1 -
2 1  1 1 , 2 1 , 2 1 -

4 , 2 2 , 3 -
4,2  2,2  l-
4,2l  1 , 3 -
4 ,21  1,21-
3 1, 2 2, 3-
3 1,22,21-
3 1 , 2 1 1 , 3 -
3 1 , 2 1  1 , 2 1 -
2 2 , 2 2 , 2 1 -
22,21  1,3-
211,211,21-
3, 3, 3, 2-
3,3,2  1 , 2 -
3,2 1, 3,2-
3 ,2  1,2  1 , 2 -
2 1,3,2 1,2-
2 1,2 1,2  1,2-
3, 3, 3, 2-  -
3, 3,2  1, 2-  -
3,2  1,3,2-  -
(2 2,  2)  (3,2-l
(2 2,  2)  (2 1,2-l
(2 1 1, 2) (3,2-)
(2 1 1,2)  (2 1,2-l
(3, 2 1)  (3,2-)
(3,2  1)  (2 1,2-)
(3,2+)  (3,2-)
(3,2+)  (2 1,2-)
(2 1,2+j  (3,2-)
(2 1,2+)  (2  1,2-l
(2  2,2-l  (3,2)
(22,2-)(21,2)
(21  1,2-)(3,2)
(21 1,2-)(21,2)
(3, 3-)  (392)
(3, 3-)  (2 192)
(2 1,2  l-) (392)
(21,21-)(21,2)
(2  2,  a- (332)
(22,2)-(21,2)
(21  l,2)-(332)
(2 1 1,2)-(2  l,2)
(3,2  l)-(332)
(3, 2 w-(2  122)
(3,2+)-(3,2)
(3,2+)-(2  192)
(2 I, 2+)-(3,2)
(2 1,2+)-(2  1,2)

.(3,2-).2 2 . - 2 1 . 2 . 2

.(2  1,2-).2 2.21.-2.2
.2.(3,2-) 2 . - 3 . 2 . 2 0
.2.(2 1,2-) 2.3.-2.20
.(3,2-).20 20.3.-2.2
.(2  1,2-).2  0 2.-3.-20.20
.2  0.(3,2-) 2.-21.-20.20
.2  0.(2  1,2-) 20 .  -3 .  -20 .2
. -(3,2).2 20.-21.-20.2
. -(2 1,2).2 2.2.-2.2.20
.2. -(3,2) 2 .2 .  -2 .20 .20
.2. -(2 1,2) 2.20.-2.2.20
.(3,2).2  0 8*-40
.20.-(3,2) 8 * - 3 1 0
-22:2:2 8*-21  10
-220:2:20 8*-3  0 .20
-22:20:20 8*3  :  - 2 0
- 2 2 :  - 2 0 :  - 2 0 8*-210:2
2 2 :  - 2 0 :  - 2 0 8*-30:20
-211:2:2 8*30:  - 2 0
-2110:2:20 8*-210:20
-211:20:20 8 * - 2 1 0 :  .20
-211:-20:-20  8*-30:.20
-40~2~2 8 * - 2 1 0 :  .20
-4~2~20 8*30::  - 2 0
-40:20:20 8*3:  :  - 2 0
- 4 0 :  - 2 0 :  - 2 0 8*2  1  : :  -20
-310:2:2 8*2. - 2 0 . 2
-310:20:20 8*2.-20.20
- 3  1  o : - 2 0 :  - 2 0 8*2.20.-20
-2110:2:2 8*2:2:  - 2 0
-211:2:20 8*2:20:-20
-2110:20:20 8*2  : - 2 0 : 20
-21  10:  - 2 0 :  -208*20:  -20:20
-30:21:2 8*20:20:  - 2 0
-30:21:  - 2 0 8*2  : . - 2 0 :  .2
-30:210:2 8*2:  .2:  . - 2 0
-210:30:2 9 * . - 3
- 2 1 0 :  - 3 0 :  - 2 0  9 * . - 2 1
-210:21:2 9*2. - 2
-210:-2lO:-209*20.-2

9*.2:  . - 2
9*.-2:  .-2
9*.20:  . - 2
10*-2  0
10**-2  0
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Computations in knot theory

H. F. T R O T T E R

1. Computer representation of knots. The commonest way of presenting
a specific knot to the human eye is by a diagram of the type shown in Fig. 1,
which is to be interpreted as the projection of a curve in 3-dimensional
space.

(0)
FI G.  1

(b)

There are obviously many ways of coding the information in such a dia-

I gram for a computer. Conway’s notation [2]  (which I learned of for the first
time at the conference) seems to me much the best both for handwork and
(perhaps with some modification) for computer representation. In some
work done at Kiel [3, 4, 111  under the direction of Prof. G. Weise, one
notation used is based on noting the cyclic order of vertices around the
knot, and another is related to Artin’s notation for braids. The simple nota-
tion described below is what I have actually used for computer input. It
has proved reasonably satisfactory for experimental purposes.

To each vertex of the diagram there correspond two points on the knot,
which we refer to as the upper and lower nodes. Each node has a successor
arrived at by moving along the knot in the direction indicated by the arrows.
Each vertex has one of two possible orientations, as indicated in Fig. 2.

I If the vertices are then numbered in an arbitrary order, a complete descrip-

I
CFA 24

(+I t-1
FIG. 2

3 5 9
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tion of the diagram is obtained by listing, for each vertex, its orientation
and the successors of its upper and lower nodes. The descriptions of the
diagrams in Fig. 1 are then

( a )  lSL2  U2
2+L3  U3

(b)  1 -L4  L2
2-U4  U3

3+Ll  Ul 3-Ul  u2
4 - L l  L 3 I

where L, U stand for “lower” and “upper”.
This description is highly redundant, but the redundancy is at least in

part a virtue, since it increases the likelihood that a coded description is
correct if it is self-consistent. In practice, the notation is fairly easy to use,
although errors in recording the orientations of vertices do crop up.

The coding just described is intended to be convenient to write down,
and does not correspond directly to a useful internal representation for a
knot. Some sort of list organization appears to be most appropriate, and
the list-processing language L6 [7]  was chosen because it was available and t
seemed to be well-suited to the problem. In addition to efficient mechanisms
for storage allocation and subroutine organization, L6 has several distinc-
tive features. It deals with blocks of computer words as single objects, and
provides for declaration of fields (denoted by single letters) within blocks.
A field may contain either a pointer to another block, or numerical or coded
data. Indirect referencing (up to five levels deep) is denoted simply by con-
catenation. For example, XAT  refers to field T of the block pointed to by
field A of the block pointed to by pseudo-register X.

A program has been written which reads a knot description, making
some elementary checks for consistency, and produces a linked list of
blocks in which there is one block for each node. Each block contains fields
which point to the preceding and following nodes and to the other node at
the same vertex. Other fields contain the vertex number and indicators for
the orientation of the vertex and the type of the node (upper or lower). The
program will also handle links (i.e. knots with more than one component)
and another field contains the number of the component to which the node
belongs. In addition, each block contains two fields used to link it tempor-
arily into various lists for housekeeping purposes during computation. In
this representation it turned out to be quite easy to write a program to per-
form trivial simplifications of diagrams by application of the Reidemeister
moves 9.1,0.2  ([12],  p. 7) (see Fig. 3).

2. Computation of algebraic invariants of knots. The most straightfor-
ward application of computers to knot theory is in the computation of
known algebraic invariants. The first work of this kind that I know of
was done in 1959 at Princeton [l] on an IBM 650 computer, and consisted
of the calculation of Alexander polynomials for the alternating lo-crossing
knots in Tait’s tables [15].  Similar calculations were later made for the non- i

alternating lo-crossing knots and for the alternating 1 l-crossing knots in
the tables of Tait and Little [8,9,10,15].  (Conway independently did these
calculations by hand for his own knot tables [2].)  Programs for computing
the Alexander polynomial and several other invariants are described in [3].

The most generally useful algebraic invariants of knots are connected with
the homology of cyclic coverings of the complement of the knot. Seifert
[14] showed that these invariants can be computed from an integer matrix
constructed as follows. The first step is to find a non-self-intersecting orien-
table surface with the knot as boundary. (It is not altogether obvious that
such a surface always exists, but Seifert actually indicates a method of con-
structing one for any knot diagram.) Unless the knot is trivial, the surface
has a genus h greater than 0, and its first homology group is free abelian  on
2h generators. A system of 2h closed curves which represent an integral
basis for this homology group can be found on the surface. A Seifert matrix
for the knot is then obtained by taking as ijth  entry the linking number
(in 3-space)  of the ith basis curve with a curve obtained by lifting the jth
basis curve slightly above the surface. (The side of the surface which is
“above” is of course determined by the orientation of the surface.) Any
knot has infinitely many different Seifert matrices belonging to it (and any
Seifert matrix belongs to infinitely many distinct knots).

Programming an algorithm to find a Seifert matrix from a knot descrip-
tion is an interesting problem. An especially noteworthy program in [3]
actually finds a Seifert surface and transforms it into the canonical form of a
disk with attached bands, from which a Seifert matrix is then easily obtained.
I have written an L6 program which finds a set of basis curves and com-
putes the matrix without first altering the surface.

Let us say that two Seifert matrices are s-equivalent if they are the first
and last members of some finite sequence of matrices such that for each
consecutive pair in the sequence there is some knot to which both matrices
of the pair belong.

No purely algebraic characterization  of s-equivalence is known, but it is
closely related to the property of congruence of matrices. We say that
matrices A and B are congruent over a ring R if A = PBP’ where P’ is the
transpose of P, and both P and its inverse have elements in R. It is quite
obvious that two Seifert matrices which are congruent over the integers
are s-equivalent, since any such change in the matrix can be obtained
simply by choosing a different basis for the first homology group of the
Seifert surface. The converse is known to be false, but a modified converse is
true [16].

Before stating this converse we must remark that any Seifert matrix is
s-equivalent to a non-singular one (unless it is s-equivalent to one belonging
to the trivial knot), and that if V and W are s-equivalent non-singular ma-
tricesthendet(V)=det(W).(Infactdet(V-  tV’)=det(W-  tW’)=A(t),
the Alexander polynomial of the knot.) The statement then is that two
24.
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So far as I know, no other attempts at tables of lo- or 11-crossing knots
have been made.

While it seems feasible, although perhaps not easy, to get a program to
create all possible knot diagrams of a given complexity, a real difficulty
(which becomes more and more serious as the complexity of the diagrams
increases) is that a given knot may appear in a number of different forms.
Within the limits of the tables that have been made so far, it is humanly
possible to recognize the equivalence of these forms, but it is not clear
how to make a computer program to do this with any reasonable degree
of efficiency.

s-equivalent non-singular Seifert matrices are congruent over the subring
of the rationals generated by the reciprocal of their common determinant,
and are a fortiori congruent over the rationals. Note that for the special
case of the determinant equal to + 1, integral congruence and s-equivalence
coincide.

Even the question of whether two Seifert matrices are congruent over the
rationals presents some difficulty. Seifert matrices are not symmetric
(indeed I’--  V’is always non-singular, with determinant I),  so that ordinary
quadratic form theory does not apply. This problem has been studied (see
[17] and its bibliography) and it appears to reduce to questions about quad-
ratic forms in algebraic number fields for which algorithmic solutions are
(at least in principle) known.

Questions of congruence over the integers or some other subring of the
rationals are of course much more comp!icated.  One becomes involved
with determining whether matrices are similar over the ring as an initial
step. This problem is connected with that of determining whether two
ideals in an algebraic number field are in the same class, and is in general
even more difficult.

The prospect for completely general algorithms for determining the
congruence classes of Seifert matrices does not therefore seem very hopeful.
Something less than complete generality, however, can still be useful. A sys-
tem of Fortran  programs for manipulating integer matrices has been writ-
ten, and has been used so far for computing Alexander polynomials from
the Seifert matrices. Some calculations on individual knots have also been
carried out, and in particular the knots labelled 9-28 and 9-29 in
Reidemeister’s table [7]  have been shown to have integrally congruent
Seifert matrices. This experience indicates that programs which will
automatically decide the s-equivalence of Seifert matrices in a great many
cases may be quite feasible. Such programs must combine calculation of
nivariants which potentially may distinguish the matrices with a search
(guided by the theory) for a demonstration of equivalence if the invariants
turn out not to distinguish the matrices.

3. Manipulation of knot diagrams. The major project in knot theory in
which it appears most reasonable to use a computer is to check and extend
the tables of knots and their various computable invariants. Tables which
are generally believed to be complete and accurate (except for a few errata
noted by Seifert [14])  are given in Reidemeister’s book [12] for all prime
knots of less than ten crossings. These tables include, besides diagrams of
the knots themselves, the Alexander polynomials, the torsion numbers of
degrees 2 and 3, and the Minkowski invariants of the quadratic forms of
these knots. Tables of knot diagrams for knots of up to 10 crossings, and of
alternating knots of 11 crossings, published by Tait, Kirkman,  and Little
[5,6,8,9,10,15]  during the 1880’s,  have already been referred to. Conway
has made more extensive tables, and found a few errors in the earlier ones.

a.1 52.2 51.3

FIG. 3.

If two diagrams are suspected of representing the same knot, then one
may attempt to transform one into the other by a sequence of Reide-
meister moves, which are indicated schematically in Fig. 3. It is known
that if the knots are in fact equivalent, then some sequence of moves which
will convert one into the other does exist. It is not hard to make a program
to carry out individual moves, but it appears difficult to program anything
more efficient than an exhaustive search of all possibilities. Some interest-
ing programs have been written at Kiel [4,  111  which seem to work quite
well and have been used successfully to tabulate all knots of up to 8 cross-
ings. The empirical evidence furnished by the handwork of Tait, Little,
and Conway, however, shows that the number of distinct diagrams of a
given knot rises rapidly as the number of crossings increases, and it is
not clear that these programs would be usable for classifying knots of
more than 9 crossings.

Another possible technique is that of trying to reduce given projections
of knots to a form with a minimum number of bridges or overpasses.
(A bridge is a maximal sequence of consecutive upper nodes. In Fig. l(a)
there are 3 bridges. Figure l(b), in spite of having more vertices, has only
2 bridges.) Practically all the knots of less than 12 crossings can be put in
a form with not more than 4 bridges, and the great majority can be reduced
to 2 or 3.

The advantage of diagrams with only a few bridges is that even though they
may contain many vertices, they can be characterized by a comparatively
small number of integers. A knot with only 2 bridges, for example, can be
characterized by a pair of integers (a, b), with a odd and b relatively prime
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to a. Schubert [13] showed that knots (a, b) and (c, d)  are equivalent if
and only if a = c and either b 3 d (mod a) or bd E 1 (mod a). The situa-
tion with 3 and 4 bridges is certainly a good deal more complicated. It
appears to be easy enough to reduce diagrams to forms that have a good
chance of having a minimal number of bridges. The crucial (as yet un-
answered) question is whether there are criteria for the equivalence of the
corresponding knots which are powerful enough to be helpful and simple
enough to be usable. (Simple necessary and sufficient conditions are pro-
bably too much to hope for.)

Note added in proof. As his senior undergraduate thesis at Princeton in
1968, D. Lombardero wrote a Fortran  program which accepts as input
the description of a knot or link in Conway’s notation and calculates a
Seifert matrix for it. In part, the program uses an algorithm due to
A. Tristram which was communicated to me by Conway at the conference.
The computation of matrices and Alexander polynomials for all the knots
listed by Conway required less than five minutes on an IBM 7094.
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Computer experiments on sequences which form
integral bases

SHEN LrN

LET s 3 ($1,  Ss,  . . .,  4, .  . .}  be a sequence of positive integers and
consider the set P(S) consisting of all numbers which are representable as
a sum of a finite number of distinct terms from S. We say S is complete
if all sufficiently large integers belong to P(S). For a complete sequence,
we call the largest integer not in P(S) the threshold of completeness and
denote it by e(S).  Necessary and sufficient conditions for various sequences
to be complete have been studied by many authors [l,  2,3,4].  In particular,
R. L. Graham [4]  showed by elementary methods that any sequence
generated by an integral valued polynomial f(x) is complete if f(x) satisfies
the following (obviously necessary) conditions :

(1) The polynomial f(x) has positive leading coefficient, and
(2) For any prime p, there exists an integer m such that p does not divide

f(m).
The method he used in the proof is constructive in nature, and with it he
also determined the threshold of completeness for the sequence of squares
S E (1, 4,9, . . .}  as 128 and for the sequence of cubes S = (1, 8, 27,. . .}
as 12758. A closer look at his method reveals that it is easily adaptable for
machine implementation. Indeed, it is possible to prove that some se-
quences are complete and find their thresholds of completeness by a compu-
ter in spite of the fact that the solution to this problem appears to require
the verification of an infinite number of cases, namely, that all numbers
larger than the threshold are indeed representable as a sum of distinct
terms from S. To be able to do this, we require that the sequence S satisfy
the following property which we shall call condition A.

Condition A. There exists an integer j, such that for all k zs j,  we have
2s,‘  * sk+l.

All sequences which we shall consider satisfy this condition trivially.
In addition, we may without loss of generality assume that the sequence
s = {sl, 82,  . . .,  4, . . .} is arranged in a nondecreasing manner, i.e.
si =s  sj  if i -= j.

In the following, we shall show how one may use the computer to prove
some sequences complete and find their thresholds of completeness. The

36.5
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the numbers in P,(S) get to be larger than the limit of space available, a
truncated version for Pk(S)  can be used effectively as long as the threshold
is less than half the number of bits available. In the second method, Pk(S)
is stored as a sequence of intervals [ai,  bi]  and Pk+l(S) is obtained from
P,(S) by constructing the new sequence of intervals [ai+sk+l,  bi+sk+l]
and then merging the two sequences to produce the sequence of intervals
for Pk+l(S).  This method has the advantage that the number of intervals
becomes relatively constant after a while although it grows almost like a
power of two in the beginning. For large problems, the limit for storage is
exceeded very rapidly and auxiliary storages have to be used. Using the
interval method we have computed the threshold of completeness for the
sequence of fourth powers S = (1, 16, 81, 256, . . .}  to be 5,134,240.
Note that if the characteristic function method were used, we would have
to carry along a bit string of about 10 million bits. Various programming
devices and techniques are employed in the program to reduce the running
time but they will not be discussed here. Also, if Z;, = si+sa+  . . . +q is
the largest number in Pk(S),  the intervals are symmetric about +z,; i.e.
if [ai, bi]  is an interval in Pk(S),  then [zk-  bi,  -&-  ai]  is also an interval.
Observations like this help reduce the storage requirement for Pk(S)  by a
substantial amount although they do make the logic for producing Pk+l(S)
from Pk(S)  much harder. As is well known to computer programmers, it is
always a difficult problem to find the proper balance between storage
space, running time, and simplicity of programming logic, and this pro-
gram is no exception.

Having what we consider an efficient program to compute thresholds of
completeness for sequences satisfying condition A, we turn next to a related
problem. We say that a sequence S is essentially complete if all truncated
sequences S,  = {s,,  s,+~,  . . .} are complete. It is not difficult to see that
all complete sequences generated by polynomials are essentially complete.
A result of Roth and Szekeres [3]  also guarantees that the sequence of
primes, the sequence of squares of primes, etc., are essentially complete.
Examples of complete sequences which are not essentially complete are the
sequence of powers of 2, the Fibonacci sequence, and most Lucas sequences.

* d A study of when Lucas sequences are essentially complete is being made
by Stephen Burr, whose results will be published elsewhere. For essentially
complete sequences, e(S,)  exists for every n.  Using the program, we were
able to compute the thresholds of completeness for sequences such as
the sequence of primes, the sequence of squares, the sequence of pseudo-
primes (positive integers == 2 having at most 4 positive divisors), etc., for
n up to a fairly large number. Some of the results obtained are briefly
summarized in Tables 1 through 8 in Appendix A.

From the thresholds of completeness obtained, we observe that the
ratios u,  E 1’3(&+J/s,,  seem to settle down to a narrow region as n increases
and that for the sequence of primes, this region is very close to 3. For the

method was suggested to me by Dr. R. L. Graham of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories to whom I give my sincerest thanks here.

Given a sequence S = {sl,  s2,  . . . , Sk, . . .}  satisfying condition A.
Assume that the integer js is known such that for all k *js,  we have
2sk  2 sk+l.  Let P,(s)  denote the set of all numbers which are represent-

able as a sum of distinct terms taken from the first k terms {si,  ss,  . . .,  Sk}
of S,  including zero. p,(S)  may be computed recursively as follows :

P,(S) = (0,  Sl},

&+1(s) = h(s)  u{pk(s)+  {sk+l}}:

where, as usual, A+B = {X  1 x = a+b, a c A, be  B}.
Suppose all integers from a through b (a  a) belong to Pk(S) while a- 1

and bf  1 do not. Then we call [a, b] an interval in P,(S) and define its
length as bf  1 -a. For each k 3 j,, as soon as Pk(S) is computed, we
determine the interval [Q, yk] in P,(S) having the longest length 1, (if
there are two or more intervals with the same length, we pick the one with
the smallest &) and compare it with sk+l.  If lk -= sk.+1,  we set k to k+ 1,
and go on, repeating the above procedures. If lk * sk+l,  we have proven
that S is complete and the determination of the threshold of completeness
is now a relatively simple matter. We continue to calculate P,(S) succes-
sively until sk+l 3 xk (xk may decrease as k increases), and when this
happens, the threshold of completeness e(S)  is then xk-  1.

The justification for the above procedure is easily seen. When we find
an interval [xk,  &] in P,(S) such that sk+l  e Ik = &-xk+  1 with k a j,,
we are guaranteed that all integers > x,  belong to P(S). For &+1(S)  will
contain all integers in the interval [xk+sk+r,  j&+sk+1]  and hence all
integers in the interval [&,  &+ ++1],  since xk + sk+l  < yk + 1 andlthe  inter-
vals [xk,  yk] and [xk+sk+l, yk+Sk+l] merge into one. By condition A, this
merging will continue for ever since Ik+l  = ykfl-Xk+i+l  > yk+Sk+i-
xk+ 1 * 2sk+l*  sk+Z.  When s,&+l * xk, no further sk+i’s  may be used
to represent xk-  1, and since all integers == xk belong to P(S), xk-  1 is
therefore the threshold of completeness for the sequence S.

In writing a computer program to find the thresholds of completeness
for sequences using the above procedure, the most efficient way to generate
and store the Pk(s)‘s  is of major concern. Two representations for numbers
in P,(S) are used. First, in the characteristic function method, the set
P,(S) is represented as a string of binary bits, the (i+ 1)th bit being a one
if and only if the integer i belongs to Pk(S)  and zero otherwise. Zero is
considered to be in P,(s)  and hence the first bit of the string is always a 1.
Pk+l(S) is computed from P,(S) by shifting the entire bit string for P,(S)
an amount equal to sk+l and logically or-ing it to the original bit string
for P,(S). When the threshold of completeness is less than half a million,
this method is very fast since all computations can be done in core. When
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sequence of squares, the a,‘s  settle down to around 5. Since we know that
all sufficiently large odd numbers can be expressed as a sum of three
or fewer primes and all sufficiently large numbers can be expressed
as a sum of five or fewer distinct squares, we are led to the following conjec-
ture and theorem :

CONJECTURE. Lim sup a,, exists for all complete polynomial sequences
and the sequence of primes, sequence of squares of primes, etc. In particular,
[lim sup a,] = 3 for the sequence of primes and [lim sup a,] = 5 for the
sequence generated by x2.

Note that if this conjecture is true, then the status of the Goldbach
conjecture can be settled by finite enumeration as can be seen from the
following theorem :

THEOREM: Let S E (~1,  s2,  . . . , Sk, . . .> be an essentially complete
sequence. Suppose there exists an N and an a such that for all n - N,

Wn,,)a ,  E ___
%

-C  a. Then all sufficiently large integers can be expressed

as a sum of at most [a] distinct terms from S, where [x] stands for the
largest integer G x. As a consequence thereof, S forms an integral basis
for large numbers of order at most [a]. At any rate, the conclusion is true
for all numbers y, O(S,)  -C  y -z q(S,,+,), for which a, -K  a.

Proof. Let y =- 6(&J; then we may find an n Z= N such that 6(S,J  -C  y <
e(S,+,).  Since y is greater than 0(&J,  y is representable as a sum of distinct
terms from S,,,  say y = Si,+Si,  + . . . +Si,  where each s4 3 s,.  Hence
y * ts,. On the other hand, y 4 0(S,,+,)  < asn.  Hence t -K  a. Since t is
an integer, t < [a].

While computer work cannot yet establish the validity of the assumption
needed in the above theorem, we believe that it can give us a fairly good
indication of what a may be, if it exists. It is hoped that experimental
work of this kind can help us formulate meaningful conjectures that some
one can prove at a later date.

APPENDIX A

Thresholds of completeness have been computed for many sequences,
and the behavior of the respective a,‘s  studied. In the following tables we
give a summary of the computed results obtained for some selected se-
quences. The generating function for each sequence (si  = f(i)) is given on
top of each table and max (an)  means the largest a,, in the range between the
two values of n heading the column in which the value of max(aJ  is found.

Sequences which form integral bases 3 6 9

TABLE 1 f(x) = x2+1

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 100 200 300 400

&a  2 5 10 17 26 37 10,001 40,001 90,001 160,001

WI)  51 131 255 282 360 465 54,916 196,116 415,347 726,436

q&la.-1  = - 65.5 51.0 28.2 21.2 17.7 5.602 4.952 4.645 4.562
h-1

max@,) 5.673 5.328 4.880

TABLE 2 f(x) = x2

n 1 2 34 5 6 50 100 150 200 250 350

$98  1 4 9 16 25 36 2500 10,000 22,500 40,000 62,500 122,500

x9(&)  128 192 223 384 492 636 17,072 60,928 129,184 222,208 339,968 659,456

n 1

&I 2

&S,>  6

~(S,>
asel  = -I_

G-1

max@,)

max(4

7.110 6.216 5.818 5.611 5.483 5.414

7.110 6.346 5.893

TABLE 3 P,,  FE  the sequence of primes

2 3 4 5 100 500

3 5 7 11 5 4 1 3 5 7 1

9 27 45 45 1 6 8 3 10,779

3.217 3.028

5.729 5.621

1 0 0 0 2000

7919 17,389

23,859 52,247

3.017 3.004

3.217 3.044 3.032

TABLE 4 Q,,  E sequence of pseudo-primes

2 3 4 5 500 1 0 0 0 2000 3000

3 4 5 6 1 0 8 2 2307 4 8 9 1 7619

2 8 8 12 2172 4625 9 8 3 5 15,257

2.009 2.005 2.011 2.003

2.049 2.037 2.025
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TABLE 5 P,”  c sequence of primes squared

n 1 2 3 4 5 10 15 20

4l 4 9 25 49 121 841 2209 5 0 4 1

ew 17,163 35,355 124,395 149,403 160,155 269,715 405,003 573,715
ecu

a,-1  = -
4-l 509.858 219.038 132.259

TABLE 6 f(x) = (x2+x)/2,  sequence of triangular numbers

n 1 2 3 4 5 100 200 300 400 500 600

S” 1 3 6 10 15 5050 20,100 45,150 80,200 125,250 180,300

e(m 33 50 113 118 173 24,018 90,713 196,133 341,273 532,775 753,774

4.852 4.558 4.373 4.276 4.270 4.194

5.008 4.599 4.529 4.433 4.413

TABLE 7 f(x) = x3

1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30

1 8 27 64 125 1000 8000 27,000

12,758 19,309 23,774 26,861 34,843 80,384 261,517 636,134

110.266 38.127 26.082

TABLE 8 f ( x )  =  f ( x )  =  x3+x3+   1

1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30

2 9 28 65 126 1001 8001 27,001

8 2 9 3 10,387 14,125 17,886 22,331 58,332 222,258 554,195

79.906 32.377 22.722
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Application of computer to algebraic topology
on some bicomplex manifolds’

HARVEY COHN

1. Introductory remarks. The present calculation is part of a series
concerned with representing the (fundamental) domain of definition of
certain algebraic function fields [l],  [2]  by computerized geometric visual-
ization. The ultimate goal is to obtain topological information which
perhaps can be of some value in understanding the algebraic function
fields and some of the number theoretic identities involved.

We are dealing with Hilbert modular functions of two complex variables
over certain real quadratic fields. The theory of algebraic functions of two
complex variables is involved here and the suitability of a representation
such as the Riemann surface is highly questionable in general. We restrict
ourselves to a few carefully chosen cases where IS. B. Gundlach has recently
shown [4],  [5]  the domain of definition to be representable as a compact
manifold.

In order to visualize a bicomplex space, we must treat four (real) dimen-
sions to within the limits of three-dimensional intuition. We attempt as
an analogy the visualization of certain (ordinary) modular functions and
their fundamental domains and we show to what limited extent the analogy
can be pursued.

2. Modular group in one variable. Here we consider the upper half plane U

Imz=-0 (2.1)

subject to identifications under the (Klein) modular group G, namely

zo  = S(z) = (azf b)/(cz+d), ad-bc = 1 (2.2)

where a, b, c, d are integers. Alternatively, the transformations are repre-
sented by matrices f S where

s = (2.3)

7 Research supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation Grant G-6423 and
computer support contributed by the Applied Mathematics Division of the Argonne
National Laboratory of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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We also consider GZ the subgroup (of matrices or transformations) for which

where E is the unit matrix.
S = .E (mod 2) (2.4)

The fundamental domain F for G is classically given by the region t;
shown in Fig. 1. Thus F is determined by the inequalities

!Rez(ci

I
(2.5)

1+-l
with boundary identified by making 00  A coincide with 00  C according to
zo = z+  1 while AB coincides with CB according to z. = - l/z. (We have
compactified,  of course, by adjoining -.)  (See 131, pp. 84, 127.)

A @ C

FIG. 1. Fundamental domain for G and G,.  We see F with floor ABC projected
onto segment AC on the left. We see F, assembled from six replicas of Fl  on the

right so as to form a 2-sphere.

In a one-dimensional world, we would see the floor of the region P or
arc ABC projected as segment ABC (see interval in Fig. 1). Also, the walls
of the region Fare trivial by comparison. They are merely the boundaries
of the fundamental region for G” (the subgroup of G which Ieaves  -
unchanged). Here Gm  is simply

z. = zfn (n integral). (2.6)
To visualize the fundamental domain F2  for Gz  we would note that Gz

is a subgroup of G of index 6 with cosets  determined by

s1= (:,  y), s, = (A i),  s, = (; --A),

s4 = (y I;),  s, = (; -3, s, = (f 0).

I
(2.7)
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Each right coset  G&,, in G relocates F in a well-defined manner (to
within equivalences under Gz). Thus Fz  consists of six replicas shown
at the left of Fig. 1. (Naturally FS  has no floor since it touches the real
axis at 0 and 1.) It is easy to see, from the diagram on the right of Fig. 1,
how the fundamental domain Fz  becomes a sphere under “trivial boundary
identifications”. The trivial boundary identifications are possible only
because the floor of F, namely IzI = 1, is mapped into itself under
zo= -l/z, the transformation mapping F into the region (OABC)
immediately below it.

A deceptively simple intermediate stage is provided by the Picard modu-
lar group (like Klein’s except that in (2.2),  a, b, c, dare Gaussian integers).
Here the three-dimensional representation makes for a simple analogy
to Fig. 1 and indeed the analog of G and the analog of Gz are 3-spheres
(see [61).

We know that going to four dimensions, the domain of definition of
an algebraic function field in two complex variables cannot be a 4-sphere.
Therefore, we know some degree of dif%culty must be encountered in ex-
tending the construction of FZ  to two complex variables!

3. Hilbert modular group. We summarize the construction of the funda-
mental domain, here, only in sufficient detail to define necessary terms
and symbols. The justification appears in earlier work {[l],  [2]).

The theory is restricted to the quadratic field Q (2Z).  We deal with
three closely related groups,

r*  = (ordinary) Hilbert modular group,
r = symmetrized Hilbert modular group,

rZ = subgroup of r z E (mod 2’) (principal congruence subgroup).
Here we have the Cartesian product UX U of two upper half planes

written as “formal” conjugates z, z’
Im z z 0, Im 2’ z 0. (3.1)

We define I’* as the group of linear transformations (sometimes called
“hyperabelian”),

zo = Z(z)  = (az+/q/(yz+Q, z; = Z’(z’) = (a’z’+,Y)/(y’z’+ 6’) (3.2)

where a, b,. . . , a’, ,5’,  . . . are conjugate algebraic integers in Q 2;( ) and

ad--fly = ef, a’#-16’7’

where e. = 1+2+ is the fundamental unit
an integer. The corresponding matrices are

and likewise for the conjugate.

= (&$“’ (3.3)

( ES =
0

3+2.2; 1 , and t is

(3.4)
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We actually have an additional one at S=  1, namely
(S = 1): Rf2R’  E -(R+2R’)  (R+R’ = constant).  (3.13b)

More explicitly this is the involution
R z 3R+4R’ (3.14)
R ’  E -2R-3R’

derivable from (R-R’.  2’) G (R+R’.2’)  (3+2.2’).  (This is the result
of identifying S = - 1 with S=  + 1, under zo = a?,~.)

These involutions are shown in the upper and lower face of the cube
in Fig. 2 for I’-. If we are interested in r;  we take another cube alongside
(z. = z+  1); with the same involution on the two faces. The intermediate
faces are tori. Now region 0”’ (or @;) can be seen to be topologically equi-
valent to the 3-sphere, as would be necessary to compactify r at 00.

Harvey Cohn

As a convenience we omit the mention of the conjugate when dealing
with statements where the meaning is clear. Thus when we refer to z as
a point, we mean (z, z’), etc.

The group J’  is the supergroup over I’,  formed by adjoining the gen-
erator 20  = z’, or in fuI1,

zo = z’, z; = z. (3.5)
The group rs  is the symmetrized subgroup of J’, formed by restricting

r, to substitutions for which the matrix .Z  satisfies

.Z G E (modj2+) (3.6)
and adjoining the generator (3.5). Clearly I’s  is a subgroup of r of index
6 with the same equivalence classes (2.7) (if we ignore symmetry opera-

tions, which we can do since every a G a’ mod 2’ ) ,
The variables of UX U are reparametrized as follows :
We start with

z  =  x+iy, z’ = x’f iy’ (3.7)
and we introduce four new variables, namely R, R’, S, s’ as follows

x = R+2’R’, x’  = R-25

s = (Y’-  y)&Y’  + y), s’ = yy’.
We next consider P,  r;  the subgroups of (3.2) and (3.6) which keep

the point at OJ  fixed. Thus

P:  H(z) = cffz+a+b*2f (3.10a)
Cp : R, R’ defined modulo 1 ,

O=ZSsl,  o<s’;

and for the subgroups and superdomains,

r-: H(z) = ,$z+2a+b.2

@-  : R (mod 2), R’(mod  1)
O=GS<l,  o<s’.

(3.10b)

(3.1 la)

(3.11b)

Actually the above formulas (3.1Ob),  (3.1 lb) must be further modified
by a symmetry law. It is clear that the interchange (3.5) leads to the iden-
tification

(R, R’, S, S’) 3 (R, - R’, - S, S)

Hence if S = 0, we have the identification (modulo 1 always)

(S = 0): R’ G -R’ (R’ = constant).

(3.12)

(3.13a)

FIG. 2. Fundamental domain for @-. Here we see a unit cube with torus cross-
sections (S  = const.)  but symmetries on S = 0 and S = 1 as explained in 0 3. The

spindle-shaped region of norm 2 is shown in two halves which adjoin (see 0 5).

4. Assembling the floor. The floor of I’ is the analogue of arc AC in
Fig. 1. It is computed as a function [l]

S = f(R, R’,  S) over Qi-. (4.1)
Thus the fundamental domain @ consists of the values

S S= f(R, R’, S) over @-, (4.2)

subject to identifications on the floor (4.1). Every such point, in terms
of z, z’,  is transformed into another such point by a transformation

’ zo = 27(z), 2;  = zyz’) (4.3)
or else, if symmetry is invoked,

zo = Z(z’), z; = E(z). (4.4)
CFA 25
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In the case of Fig. 1, the only transformation was z’ = - 1 /z. Here,
however, there can be very many, but we set them up into a minimal num-
ber. The computer program discovers the transformation

Z’(z)  = (az+fwW+  4
which maps z into its transform z. (or ZJ by listing the eight rational parts
of

a  =  a+a’*2’,  /I =  b+b’.2’,  y =  c+c’*2’,  6 =  d+d’*2’  ( 4 . 5 )
as well as listing zo,  the transformed point (with z:) for each given point
on the floor. (To keep the machine program free from symmetrization,
sometimes z. was listed and sometimes zI, depending on whether (4.3) or
(4.4) happened to be theoretically correct.) The machine stored the trans-
formations as

a+64 a’+ . . . +646d/647d
so that repeating transformations can be assigned the same identification
numbers on each occurrence.

For each point of the floor subject to transformation L’(z),  we have
11  yz+6  11  = 1 yz+s  12  1 y’z’+6’  I2 =  1 (4.6)

the analogue of 1~12 = 1 in Fig. 1. There can be several such surfaces meet-
ing at lower dimensional submanifolds of the floor but the pairing of
points is more important than the transformation which does the pairing.
(Thus, such banalities as round-off errors can change a transformation by
slightly shifting a point, but this is not important by itself.)

In the calculation pursued here, 34 different transformations Z occurred
and the machine assigned numbers from 1 to 34 in the order of occurrence.
We group them for later purposes in accordance with congruence classes
(mod 2) as in (2.7). They are as follows:

Congruent to Si:

z32 =
Congruent to S3:

Algebraic topology on bicomplex manifolds

z+;-::). z3=(y  4;):

Congruent to S4:

~
34

Congruent to S,:

&s = ( -lr2’ m;+2;), 227 = (:  -:I;):

377
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It is significant that the norm /N(y)1  = 1 except for those transfor-
mations congruent to Sr  (the identity), where /N(y)1  = 2.

If we refer to Fig. 3, we see a cross-section S = 1, on which many re-
gions seem to be represented. We cannot be too sure of those represented
by only one point, such as “region” 1, 10, 35, 11, 3, 5. Actually “region”
35 is a complete accident of round-off error while “region” 1 joins only
at the corner point until S becomes smaller (about 0.43). To test whether
points occur as accidents we have only to test cross-sections for values
of S close to the one in question.

Algebraic topology on bicomplex manifolds 3 7 9

Thus region 23 and 2 are the same, &a = F;~  Z2 but Zz2 and Z:zs  must be
different since they have different denominators.

It can be verified that for IN(y)  1 = 1, two transformations with the same
denominator are identifiable under (4.7). It is similarly easy to attend to
the transformations where j N(y)  ] = 2. Thus in Fig. 3, the black lines set
apart regions in which (4.7) is not valid. A dotted line is used if the trans-

formation H satisfies H(z)  E z+  1 (mod 29,  thus region 2 and region 6
are separated by a dotted line (2s = ZS+ 1).

It is conjectured, in more general cases of f&c”),  that a single piece
can be put together for each value of 6 (mod yj, and this seems true from
the computation here. We call IN(y)]  the norm of the piece in question.
Thus we have a “piece of norm 1” and a “piece of norm 2”.

The piece of norm 2 is a spindle drawn in two halves in Fig. 2. It shrinks
to a point at S = 0 and S = 1. We locate it for definiteness at an axis through
R = 0, R’ = -+  so that transformation 31 prevails. Thus the piece is
mapped into itself (under equivalence classes in P)  by

z. = H (z/(2+z+  1)) (4.8)
(or z. is the value symmetric to it, we shall not always repeat this). These
H(z)  all belong to I-;,-.

FIG. 3. Pieces of floor of @  lying in cross-section of S = 1. Note the consistency
with the symmetry on S = 1 in Fig. 2. (The R’ axis has inadvertently become

directed downward because of the direction of the paper in the printer!)

We can, however, cut and paste and rearrange the sections so that
the cross-section for S= 1 is still a torus, but that there are the least num-
ber of d@erent regions showing. Clearly, region 21 is connected to region
23 by letting z become z+  1, etc. Moreover, two regions represent the
same transformation as far as @- is concerned, if for some H in I‘- we have

H(Z) = &. (4.7)

j . . _
/..::‘, . . . . . .

.<;:*y
.a.$iJ!-’ s = 1.00

H

‘,4r;,,,“’
i ,,q+q

.$!:”  i
D

,/l#~pp  I
s = 0.45

‘111  ,‘)I,’! :. . . * .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ,‘I  1” . . . ..A

FIG. 4. Sections of the piece of the floor of @  having norm 1. The shaded portion
is explained in $4. Note the cross-sections of the spindle of norm 2 in four equiv-

alent positions.

The piece of norm 1 is harder to draw. We show it in several cross-
sections in Fig. 4. For S=O it is the square and for S= 1 it is the rectangle
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always dictated by the symmetries of the faces in Fig. 2. As S goes from
0 to 1 the cross-section becomes more and more oblique, attaching itself
and detaching itself from images of the spindle (of norm 2) at critical
values S=O.31  (approx.) and S=O.82  (approx.). For the piece of norm 1,
we can show every transformation joins ,&,  ie. for H in P

Algebraic topology on bicomplex manifolds 381

5. Approximate topological configuration. By using the previous infor-
mation we can give an approximate description of the topological con-
figuration.

First consider @. Here @ has a manifold point at 00  from which the three-
dimensional base in Fig. 2 appears like a 3-sphere.  It is divided into two
pieces of norms 1 and 2 which are 3-cells, each folded into itself by transfor-
mations (4.8) and (4.9). (Recall that in the simple case, Fig. 1, the floor was
one piece folded onto itself by z. = - 1 /z.)

Next consider %.  If we refer again to Fig. 1, we see that there are three
replicas of the floor AC, DC, EC which transform into one another like the
representatives of G/G2  in (2.7). The fact that the reassembled piece of norm
1 is transformed into itself under z. = - l/z, etc., enables us to reproduce
three replicas of that piece in an analogue of Fig. 1. If we momentarily
restrict ourselves to this piece (ignoring that of norm 2),  we have a simple
situation where the (spherical) boundaries of each of the three replicas meet
in a 2-sphere analogous to the O-sphere A, C of Fig. 1. The analogy, how-
ever, is not kept because the piece of norm 2 does not map into itself under
zo = - l/z, etc., hence it is not representable as three replicas lying in the
replicas of the floor. The boundary of this piece of norm 2 is nestled, how-
ever, in between the various boundaries of the pieces of norm 1, and the
three-dimensional piece of norm 2 bulges out of the spherical boundary into
parts of the three-dimensional floor. The situation is therefore somewhat
more complicated than that of lower dimensional space (as it must be since
the final configuration cannot be a 4+phere!).

We are confronted with the need to study the self-mapping of the floor
more carefully in order to make deductions concerning the topology of the
fundamental domains @and @e.  There are very few cases which are analog-
ous [5],  possibly the other two involve Q(31j2), where the problem can be
considered as an analogous pasting of 3 (or 4) 3-spheres. In any case, the
numerical data are capable of further analysis for geometric or topological
features than attempted here.

zo = H(-l/z). (4.9)
We use shading in Fig. 4 to show the portion which belong to r;.

Thus in terms of H in r;,  we have the following:

“shaded portion” z. = H(- l/z),

“blank portion” z. = H(- l/z+ 1).
The shading is not of topological interest as much as it shows that part of
the piece of norm 1 must match equivalent points in the neighboring rep-
lica of @-  (formed by zf 1 = zo),  if we were to match this piece in the
unit square by (4.9). Actually, it is more meaningful to match it with
itself.

The piece of norm 1, as reassembled for Fig. 4, is matched with itself under
zo = - l/z (or zi = - 1 /z) without use of the equivalence operations of (4.9).
To see this consider the two-dimensional boundaries of the reassembled
piece of norm 1. They consist of the simultaneous equations

IIZII  = 1, II  Yz+a  II  = 1 (4.10)
if ‘yz+  6 is the denominator of a neighboring region. Under z. = - 1 /z,
the boundary is mapped into another boundary given by

I IZ II = 19 11  6z-y  11 = 1. (4.11)
The assertion now follows from the fact that the relation z. = - l/z con-
verts the piece into another piece of the same floor of norm 1, while the
boundary was determined in an invariant fashion.

Any boundary segment (4.10) determines the height of the floor uni-
quely. These correspond to the points A and C in Fig. 1 which are deter-
mined by fixed points rather than by any analysis of the arc ABC. Note
that the pair of points A, C constitutes a O-sphere just as the boundary
of the piece of norm 1 is a 2-sphere.

The critical values of S are quite interesting by themselves, namely

S1  = 0.3101 . . . = 4-6:  /5c 1
and

S2  = 0.8165 . . . = 6’,3
Actually the points of attachment and detachment are points at which S’
takes the values believed to be the minimum for the whole floor, namely [l]

S’  = +(-3+2.6’)  = 0.4747 . . . .
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A real root calculus

HANS ZASSENHAUS

HOW  can we construct a really closed algebraic extension over an algebraic-
ally ordered field F?

We assume that F is constructively algebraically ordered (see [I]).
A real root calculus over F consists in solving the following two tasks :

(I) To assign to each polynomial P of F[X]  a non-negative integer
NR(P). This number will turn out to be the maximal number of
distinct roots of P in any algebraically ordered extension of F.

(II) To assign to each polynomial U of F[X]  and to each index I satisfy-
ing the condition 0~1~  NR(P) uniquely a number SIGN( U, 1, P)
which is one of the three numbers 1, 0, - 1. It should turn out to be
the sign of the value of U for the Ith root of P in any algebraically
ordered extension of F containing NR(P) distinct roots.

This task was first solved by Vandiver  [4]  in case the algebraic ordering of
F was archimedean. Use had to be made of factorizations of polynomials of
F[X]  into irreducible factors. The task was solved again by A. Hollkott [2]
in his. 19.41  thesis without taking recourse to Vandiver’s additional two
assumptions. Tarski  [3]  solved the task independently.

The real root calculus which is expounded here is based on A. Hollkott’s
thesis. For the benefit of English readers streamlined proofs of the neces-
sary theorems are given.

1. Here are the theorems to be proven later:
THEOREM 1. (Between value theorem.) If P c F[X],  A -= B, P(A)P(B) .c 0,

then there can be constructed an algebraically ordered extension of F contain-
ing a root  R or P satisfying the inequalities

A < R < B.t (1)
t As it stands, A, B denote elements of the algebraically ordered field F. We agree,

however, that A, B also are permitted to be one of the symbols 43, - 03  which are subject
to the rules: --oo  <Bfor  any B of F, A-z 00  for any A of F, --co  c 05; furthermore
(-co)A  = =(-A)  = -00, =A  = --(-A) = 03  for any positive element A of F; also
,+~,=co=(--co)  (-oz):  CO--)=(--)-=  -03,  finallyP(oo)=Aooif  t h e
leading coefficient of P is A and P( - CO) = P-(a)  (P-(x) = P( - X)). We set sign 00  = 1,
sign (-CO) = - 1. It follows that sign (AB) = sign A . sign B whenever A, B, AB are
elements of FtJ  {CD,  -a},  that sign A = 1 if and only if A > 0 and that there are elements
A, B of Fsuch that sign P( - CO) = sign P(Y), if - w=sY=sA,  and sign P(m) = sign
P(Y), if B=SYGCO  for Yin any algebraically ordered extension of F.

383
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where either the indices J, K are so determined that A <R(J), R(K)-=  B,
R( J- 1)  =S A if J>l,  B==R(K+  1) if K<NR(P’),  or if that determina-
tion is impossible, then the terms P(R(J)), . . , P(R(K)) are to be dropped
altogether. A change of sign is scored for any change of the sign function
from one value to the next on the right excepting the case when zero is
on the right.

THEOREM 4. The maximal number NR(P, A, B) of “real  roots” of
P in the interval

[ A , B ) =  {YlYcF  8z A<Y<  B } (9)
depends only on the non-zero polynomial P of F[x] and on the elements A, B
of of the algebraically ordered field F subject to the condition A < B, but
not on the algebraically orderedfield F itself. In particular, it will not change
if  F is replaced by an ordered extension.

THEOREM 5. Let o be an order-preserving isomorphism of F on the alge-
braically ordered JieIdoF.  Let E = F(R) be aJinite ordered extension by a
root R of the polynomial P of F[X]  and let E = OF(R)  be a finite ordered
extension by R. Then there is an order-preserving isomorphism of E on E
mapping R on > and restricting to o on E if and only if @P(R)  = 0 and
NR(P, -co, R) = NR(crP,  -co,  i).t

THEOREM 6. (Theorem of Rolle.2) If the polynomial P of F[Xl  vanishes
for for two distinct arguments A, B of F then an ordered extension of of F can be
constructively generated by a root of P between A, B.

THEOREM 7 (Mean value theorem.) For any polynomial P of of F[X]  and
any two distinct elements A, B of F an ordered extension of of F can be con-
structively generated by an element Y of F satisfying

(P(B)-P(A))/(B-A)  = P’(Y). (10)

2. We are going to construct recursively on each of the degree levels
D=l,2,... ordered extensions of F of complexity 1,2,. . . by the adjunc-
tion of root symbols R(I,  P) for polynomials P of degree not greater than
D with coefficients in ordered extensions E of complexity 0, 1,2,  . . . over F.
For the root symbols it will be demanded that

POW, P>> = 0, (11)
NR(P, - m,  R(I,  P)) = I- 1, (12)

hence the index I must be a natural number not greater than NR(P).

‘By UP, of course, we denote the polynomial of cE[X] the coefficients of which are
obtained by applying CT  to the corresponding coefficients of P.

$ It will be noted that Sturm’s theorem is not needed for our construction, though of
course it provides a very valuable tool in real algebra (see e.g. 121,151). Theorems 6 and 7,
though interesting in themselves, are placed at the end because they do not enter
the construction, but are used only for the purpose of proving the other five theorems.

The number of distinct roots of the non-zero polynomial P of F[X] in
any extension of Fis bounded by the degree of P. Hence there is a maximum
NR(P) to the number of distinct roots of P in any ordered extensiont of F.
Similarly, for any two elements A, B of F U {a, - -} satisfying the inequal-
ity A -= B there is a maximum NR(P, A, B) to the number of distinct roots
of P in the interval [A, B) = {YI  Y E F &  A G Y< B} in any algebraically
ordered extension of F. We have

NR(P) = NR(P, - m,  -),

NR(P, A, B) = NR(P, A, C)+NR(P, C, B)

GW

(2b)
if A -=  C -=  B,

NR(P, - 03, R(Z,  P)) = I- 1, QC)
provided that R(1,  P), . . . , R(NR(P), P) are NR(P) distinct roots of P in F
ordered by their order of magnitude. We denote by P’ the derivative

P’(X) = NA(O)Xn--I+@‘-  1)A(l)XIY-2+  . . . + A(N-  1) ( 3 )
of the polynomial

P(X) = A(0)Xh’+/4(1)X~-l+  . . . $-A(N) ( 4 )
of degree

N = [P] (5)
of F[X].  Thus P’(X) = 0 if [P] = 0 01  if P = 0.

We denote by GCD (P, Q) the greatest common divisor with leading
coefficient 1 of the two polynomials P, Q of F[X],  not both of which vanish.

There is a well-known routine for finding GCD (P, Q).
The non-zero polynomial P of F[X]  is said to be separable if it is not divis-

ible by any non-constant polynomial square. A necessary and sufficient
condition is given by GCD (P, P’) = 1. In any event, the polynomial P and
the polynomial quotient P/GCD  (P, P’) have the same roots.

THEOREM 2. For the non-zero polynomial P of of F[Xl  and for elements A, B
of F satisfying A < B, there can be constructed an ordered extension of of F
that is generated by NR(P, A, B) distinct roots of of P belonging to [A, B).

THEOREM 3. Let A, BE  F u {- , -->,  let P be a separable polynomial ofof
F[X]  and let F contain NR(P’) distinct roots of P’, say

R(1) -=  R(2) -== . . . -=  R(NR(P’)) (6)
P’(R(I))  = 0 (1 < Z == NR(P’)). (7)

Then the non-negative integer NR(P, A, B) is equal to the number ofof
changes of sign in in the chain of values

P(A),  fWJ>)t  . . . > J’(R(Kh  P(B) (J 6 K> 03)

t By this we mean of course an extension of F with an algebraic ordering which re-
stricts to the given algebraic ordering on F.
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For this purpose we must assign to each polynomial U of E[Xj a sign
function SIGN (U, Z, P) assuming one of the 3 values 1, 0, - 1 such that
the operational rules

mu m + ww,  PI)  = ww,  P>> (13)

wu  P))VK  9)  = WqI,  PI> (14)
if tJ(xj+  V(X)  = W(X), U(X)V(X)  = T(X),

define an ordered extension E(R(Z,  P)) consisting of all symbols U(R(Z,  P)),
according to the positivity rule

Utw,  m > 0 (15)
if and only if SIGN (U(R(Z,  P)))= 1, and the equality definition

Utw,  PI>  = ww,  p>> (16)

if and only if SIGN ((U- V) (R(Z,  P))) = 0 when (U- V)(X) = U(X) - V(X);
also the conditions (ll),  (12) must be fulfilled.

As usual the expression Z(R(Z, P)) is identified with R(Z, P) when Z(X) =
X.

By definition the complexity of the ordered extension E(R(Z,  P)) is 1 more
than the complexity of E.

On the degree level 1 the construction with the desired properties is
simple enough.

The algebraically ordered extensions of Pto be considered are Ffor each
complexity.t If P is a constant polynomial over F, then NR(P) = 0.
If P is the linear polynomial AXfB  of F[X],  and U is any polynomial of
E[fl,  then we have the defining equation

SIGN (U, 1, P) = sign (U(-B/A)), (17)
and the symbol U(R( 1,  P)) is canonically identified with U( - B/A)).
Theorems 1-6 will be verified readily in case the degree of P is not
greater than 1. We assume now that D=-1,  that all constructions on
the degree level D- 1 of any prescribed complexity can be performed as
specified above, and that Theorems l-6 are demonstrated for polynomials
P of degree smaller than D and for any field (in place of F) that can be con-
structed on the ievel D - 1.

We begin with a proof of Rolle’s theorem for polynomials of degree D.
The assumption of Theorem 6, viz.

P(A) = 0 = P(B),
leads to a factorization

P(X) = (X- A)L(X-  B)MQ(X)

t As A. Hollkott stresses correctly, in reality we do get new ordered fields even here in
as much as the collection of symbols to be considered expands with increasing complexity.
But in our case a canonical order-preserving isomorphism with Fis set up at each stage.
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with positive exponents L, M such that

Q(A) + 0,  Q(B) $I 0,

and certainly the degree of Q is less than D - 1. By the induction assump-
tion there is an ordered extension of F generated by a root Z? of P satis-
fying A-=B-= B such that NR (Q, A, Z?) = 1. It su5ces  then to prove Rolle’s
theorem under the additional assumption that there is no root of Q be-
tween A and B. By the between value theorem Q(A)Q(B)=-0. Upon differ-
entiation we have

P’(S) = (X-A)L-l(X-  B)“+(X),

&(X) = (L(X-B)+M(X--4))Q(X)+(X-A)(X-B)&’(X),

$(A)  = W -B>QW,
&@I = WB-  A)&(B),
&(A)&(B)  = --LMtA  - Bj”QtA)Q@),
&4$(B)  -c 0.

By the between value theorem applied to Q(X) there is an ordered exten-
sion of F generated by a root of Q(X) between A and B. This root also is a
root of P’(X) between A, B.

The mean value theorem follows in the customary way by application
of Rolle’s theorem to the polynomial

P(X)-P(B)(P(X)--P(A))I(B--A)-P(A)tP(X)--P(B))I(A  -B>.

We proceed to the proof of the between value theorem for a polynomial
P of degree D. For convenience sake let A-= B.

If at any stage of the ensuing construction we should meet an element R
in an ordered extension E of F that was obtained on the D- 1 level such
that A-= R-= B, P(R)= 0, then the elements U(R) (U cF[Xj)  with the opera-
tional rules as defined in E provide the required collection of symbols
forming an ordered extension of F with a root of P between A and B.
It will be assumed in the ensuing construction that this will not happen.
For example, if it should happen that there is a non-trivial factorization
P(X) = M(X)L(X)  in E[X] such that both M and L are non-constant, then
either M(A)M(B)  -C  0 or L(A)L(B) < 0 so that either M or L will have a
root in an ordered extension of E on the D- 1 level.

Henceforth we assume that we will not meet non-trivial factorizations
of P in E[X&  This implies that P is separable, because P/GCD  (P, P’) cannot
be a proper divisor of P.

Now let E be an ordered extension of F generated by NR(P’,  A, B)
distinct roots R(J), . . . ,R(K) of P’ belonging to [A, B], according to Theo-
rems 2, 3. Let

A = A(0) cf  A(1) -== . . . -=c  A(S) = B

the set formed by the NR (P’, A, B) roots of P’ belonging to [A, B) and
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the elements A, B in order of magnitude. There is a first index J such that
P(A(J))P(A(J+  1)) -Z  0.

By definition (and by Theorem 4) there is no root of P’ between A(J)
and A(J+ 1) either in E or in any ordered extension.

It follows from the between value theorem that the sign of P’ between
A(J) and A(J+ 1) is constant + 0.

It follows from the mean value theorem that P is strictly monotone in
E as well as in any ordered extension of E. Hence for any chain

A(J) = B(0) -==  B(1) < . . . -==  B(K) = A( J+ 1) (18)

there is precisely one index H such that

04  HIK,  P(B(H))P(B(H+l))<O.

For example for a given polynomial U of F[X]  of degree less than [P]
according to Theorem 2 an ordered extension 2 can be constructed contain-
ing NR (U, A(J), A(J+ 1)) roots of U in the interval [A(J), A(J+ 1)).

The set formed by these roots of U together with A(J) and A(J+ 1) may
be ordered according to (18). It follows that U will have no roots between
B(H) and B(H+ l), neither in B nor in any ordered extension of 8. Hence,
according to the between value theorem, the sign of U is constant + 0
between B(H) and B(H+ 1) in J?  - even in any ordered extension.

Suppose we form a set consisting of B(O), B(l), . . . , B(K) and finitely
many other elements of $ say

A(J) = C(0)  -=z  C(1) -==  . . . -==  C(L) = A(J+ l),

then there is precisely one index G such that 0 -K  G -= L, P(C(G)) P(C(Gf  1))
-= 0. It follows, moreover, that B(H) < C(G) -Z  C(G+ 1) =Z B(H+ 1) and
therefore the sign of U between C(G) and C(G+ 1) is constant and equal
to the sign of U between B(H) and B(H+  1). We will use this sign invariance
of U at the appropriate time.

Let R be a root symbol. For each U we form the symbol U(R).
If U(B(H))  + 0 then set

SIGN (U(R)) = sign (U(B(H))).

If U(B(H))  = 0, then there holds a factorization  U(X)’ = (X- B(H))“V(X)
in J?[x]  for which V(B(H))  + 0. We define SIGN (U(R)) = sign V(B(H))
and we remark that SIGN (U(R)) is equal to the sign of U between B(H)
and B(H+ 1).

We set SIGN (O(R)) = 0.
Note that

SIGN C(R) = sign C

if C is a constant polynomial of F[X].
In order to establish the between value theorem it will suffice to show

that the collection of the symbols U(R) (UC F[w;  U = 0 or [U] c:  IP])

A real root calculus

with the operational rules
U(R)+  V(R)  = W(R)

if U+  V = W in F(X],

U(R)+ V(R) = Q(R)P(R)+T(R)

if U+V=  QW+Tin  F[X’j

and T = 0 or [Z’j  -=z  [PI,

U(R) = Y(R) u U = V,

389

(19)

(20)

sign (U(R)) = SIGN (U(R)) (21)

forms an ordered extension of F if we identify C(R) with C for any constant
polynomial.

Moreover, identifying l(R) with R, we shall find that
P(R) = 0,

A<R-=B.
We note right away that

SIGN (- U(R)) = - SIGN (U(R)),

SIGN ((I -A)(R)) = 1,

(22)

(23)

hence it suffices to show (22) and to show that the assumptions
SIGN (U(R)) = 1

SIGN (V(R)) = 1

(24)

imply that
SIGN (W(R)) = 1 (25)

and
SIGN (T(R)) = 1. (26)

To show (25) under the assumptions (24),  let C(O), . . . , C(L) be the set
formed by A(J), A(J+l) and the IV(U,  A(J), A(J+ 1)) roots of U, the
NW,  A(J), A(J+  1)) roots of I’, and the N(  W,  A(J), A(J+ 1)) roots of W
in a suitable ordered extension of E ordered by magnitude. It follows that
U,  Vare positive between C(G), C(G+ 1) and that the sign of Wis equal to
SIGN (W(R)) between C(G), C(G+l).

The equation W(c)  = u(c)+  V(C)

which holds for C = i(C(G)+  C(G+ 1)) implies (25).
To show (26) under the assumption (25) let us firstly assume that

GCD (U, 7-j  = GCD (V, 2’) = 1. (27)

Now let C(O), . . . , C(L) be the set formed by A(J), A(J+ 1) and by the
NU, A(J), A(J+ 1)) roots of U,  the IV(V,  A(J), A(J+l)) roots of K
the NQ, A(J), A(J+l)) roots of Q, and the N(T, A(J), A(J+l))  roots
of Tin a suitable ordered extension of E ordered by magnitude. It follows
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that U, V are positive between C(G), C(G+ 1) and that the sign of W is
equal to SIGN (W(R)) between C(G), C(G+ 1). Furthermore Q is of
constant sign =b 0 between C(G), C(G+ 1). Moreover neither U and Tnor
V and T have a root in common.

The equation
T(C)  = WC9  V(C)  - Q(WYC)>

which holds for C = C(G) as well as for C = C(G+ l), implies that T(C) is
positive unless Q(C) P (C) > 0. Hence (26) holds unless

Q!C(W'(C(GN  =- 0,
Q(C(G+ l))P(C(G+  1)) =- 0.

But by our assumption

P(C(G))  P(C(G+  I))  < 0, Q(C(G))  Q(C(G+  1))  =-  0,

so that (28) cannot hold.
In the general case we have in F[XJ:

(28)

where SIGN (U) = 1 and 7? = + GCD (V, T). Furthermore

A

where SIGN (I’)  = 1 and ‘F = + GCD( ?, T). Hence

6?=  ;P+f’,  GCD (6, f’) = 1 = GCD (?,  +)a

As was shown above, we have SIGN (?) = 1. Furthermore trivially

SIGN(e)  = SIGN (6) = I,

SIGN (7’) = SIGN (a$?)  = SIGN (5)  SIGN (?) SIGN (?) = 1.
In order to show (22) let us assume P in the form

P(X) = M(0)XrPI+M(l)XIPI-l+  . . . +M([P])

with coefficients in F. Now the equation (20) for
U(X)  = M(O)X~~J-1+M(l)X~~-2+  . . . +M([P]-l),
V(X) = X, Q(X) = 1, T(X) = -M([P])

shows that
U(R)V(R) = T(R)

which is tantamount to (22) for the special choice of U, V, T made above.
We have to remark, of course, that for any polynomial U of P[X’J  of
degree less than [P] the symbol U(R) is equal to that symbol which is
obtained by substitution of Z(R) in U.

Using the same notations as before, assume that P is separable.

Denote by A4 the number of sign changes in the chain (8).
As a consequence of the between value theorem there will be constructed

an ordered extension of F of complexity M in which P has M distinct
roots in [A, B). Hence NR(P, A, B) 3 M. On the other hand, let E be an
ordered extension of F with NR(P, A, B) distinct roots in [A, B), say the
roots

M(1) < M(2) < . . . -= M(NR(P, A, B))

by order of magnitude when
A =s M(l), M(NR(P, A, B)) -=  B.

There is an ordered extension Z?  of E with NR(P’,  A, B) roots of P’ in [A, B).
These roots of P’ together with A, B form the chain (8). Since P is separable,
no root of P is a root of P’ and vice versa. Hence each root M(Z)  > A lies
between two consecutive members of (8) with a sign change of P between
them, as follows from the mean value theorem. If M(1) = A then by
Rolle’s theorem M(1) < R(J) < M(2) and a sign change of P from A to
R(J) is scored. Therefore there are at least NR(P, A, B) sign changes in
(8). Hence M * NR(P,  A, B). Thus Theorem 3 is established.

We remark that for each non-constant polynomial P the polynomial
P/GCD(P,  P’) is separable and shares its roots with P. Applying Theorem 3
to this polynomial we obtain Theorem 2.

Theorem 4 is also implied,
In order to prove Theorem 5 let P/GCD  (P, P’), and let E be an ordered

extension of F on the level D- 1 of complexity NR(Z’) which is generated
by the adjunction of the NR(2’) roots R(l, 2’) 4 R(2, 2’)  -= . . . -C
R(NR(Z’),  2’)  of 2’ ordered by magnitude. Let R(0,  2’) = - 00,
R(NR(Z’)+  1, 2’) = 00, 1 < Z =z  NR(P). There is precisely one index J
such that the number of sign changes of P on the subchain R(0,  2’) . . .
R(J,  Z’) is equal to I- 1 and that P changes sign from

A  =  R(J,  2’)  t o B = R(J+l,  Z’).

Using these particular values of A, B we repeat the construction performed
above in order to prove the between value theorem. We use the root symbol
R (I, P) in place of R. We set

SIGN (U, I, P) = SIGN (U(R(I,  P))).

In this way we construct indeed an ordered extension F(R(I,  P)) of F
which is generated by the adjunction of one root R(I, P) of P subject to the
condition (12) as envisaged in the introduction.

Another application of the induction hypothesis now will yield the proof
of Theorem 5. This is because the definition of the function SIGN (U(R))
in the proof of the between value theorem was forced upon us by the aim
of the construction.

This completes the proof of the string of Theorems l-7 by induction
over the degree of P.

CFA 26
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It is clear from the construction applied that the set of all polynomials
with coefficients in F of all root symbols obtained by the construction on
all degree levels and of all complexities with the previous operational rules
will yield a constructive definition of an algebraic really closed overfield
of F.

To do the same thing in a more direct manner we observe that algebraic
over algebraic is algebraic so that we establish constructively for any two
root symbols R(I,  P),  R(J, Q) with PE  F[XJ,  QC F[x], two further root
symbols R(K, W), R(L, T) (WE F[X],  TE  F[X])  such that

W, P>+ NJ,  Q>  = WC W, (2%
W P>  WJ, Q) = W, T). (30)

In this way it is shown that the root symbols for polynomials of F[X]
with operational rules (29),  (30) and positivity and equality as defined
previously form an algebraic ordered extension P of F. But in P every
polynomial of odd degree has a root constructively as follows at once
from the between value theorem. Similarly, every positive element of P
is a square element. In other words P is really closed.

Again we must emphasize the remark made in A. Hollkott’s thesis that
F is embedded into P only up to isomorphism.

In particular the question whether the root symbol R(Z,  P) is equal to
an element of F in standard form R(l, X-A) (A E F) may be effectively
undecidable for ill behaved groundfields (see [l]).  However, for F = Q
it is clear that there is an effective procedure for finding all solutions of
P(A) = 0 in Q, the rational number field.

An ALGOL program for the real root calculus over Q has been written
which implements a reduction discovered by H. Kempfert as well as the
Sturm theorem of real algebra (see [5]).  It will be discussed in a forthcom-
ing joint paper by H. Kempfert and the author.
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Some computational problems and methods related
to invariant factors and control theory’

R. E. KALMAN

1. Introduction. The purpose of this modest talk is to point out some
computational problems related to invariant factors in linear algebra. Our
comments are intended as an interim progress report; full details will be
published elsewhere, later.

As is well known, the determination of many invariants in linear algebra
(for instance: minimal polynomials of a vector or a matrix, invariant
subspaces, the rational canonical form of a matrix, the number of eigen-
values of a matrix in a half-plane or a circle) requires computation in the
polynomial rings R[z]  or C[z]. These computations are rather awkward:
first, because they involve checks of divisibility which must be exact;
second, because polynomial arithmetic (especially matrix-valued poly-
nomial arithmetic) is very awkward to program. Since the numbers desired
are often integers (for instance: the degree of the minimal polynomial of a
matrix), these problems tend to have some of the flavor of finite algebra,
even though strictly speaking they belong to linear algebra.

The question arises: Is it possible to bypass the machinery of polynomial
algebra and relate everything to standard matrix computations, such as the
determination of rank ? This question is of some interest from the viewpoint
of pure mathematics, since it concerns the representation of polynomial
algebra (in the sense analogous to group representations) via matrices.
Even more interesting perhaps are the implications on numerical analysis
and computing art in general, since very little is known today about the
relative numerical advantages and disadvantages of alternate computing
procedures which are abstractly equivalent.

A very interesting and early

“functor” : polynomials + matrice& (1)

is that found in Hermite’s famous paper [l] of 1856 (which introduced

t This work wassupported in part by NASA Grant NgR  05-020-073.
2  We use the term “functor” in a nontechnical sense to mean vaguely: replace some

mathematical object by a (linear) algebraic object.
26. 393
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“hermitian forms”). Hermite’s functor has the special form

{polynomial n of degree n} - (nun symmetric matrix P*}

satisfying the property that
(2)

{number of roots of 7~  inside the unit circle} = rank of P,. (3)
Our main object then is to try to exhibit other functors of this general type.

The motivation for this investigation is especially rich; in addition to
pure and applied mathematics, it stems also from the modern mathematical
theory of control and dynamical systems. For instance, a discussion of
Hermite’s functor in the style of Lyapunov stability theory and control
theory was given in [2].

2. Common factors of polynomials. It is well known that the common
factor of two polynomials can be determined by the Euclidean algorithm.
If we wish to avoid (for numerical reasons) dividing polynomials, then we
can make use of a well-known “functor” of type (1) known as the Euler-
Sylvester determinant ([3],  ch. 5, p. 104) which is defined as

{polynomials f, g of degree m, n} -+

{determinant R/,  g of an mnXmn  matrix}. (4)
Thenf,  g are relatively prime (have no common factor of degree =- 0) if and
only if Rf.g  9  0.

The “functor” (4) is rather inefficient from the computational point of
view since RLg  is a very large determinant. Moreover, if Rf.* vanishes, so
that f, g have a nontrivial greatest common divisor, it is not a simple
matter to compute this common divisor.

We shall now exhibit a “functor” which is much more efficient for the
above purposes.

Notations: let z = indeterminate, K = arbitrary field, deg f = degree of
polynomial $ We assume that n = deg f > deg g (the special case
deg f = deg g causes very little extra difficulty), and define the “codes”

r 1 0

f=z”+fiz”-l+  . ..fn-F=
I

* (5)

g = glz”-l+  . . . +g,,  -+ G = (6)

Finally, we write, as usual, cf,  g) for the manic  polynomial which is the
greatest common factor off and g.

Invariant factors and control theory 3 9 5

THEOREM. (i)[G, FG, . . . . F+‘G]  = g(f). Hence &(g(F)) = g(vi), where
yi  are the roots off.

(ii>  de  cf, d = n-rank [G, FG, . . . , F”-‘G].
(iii) V; g) = g/h, hw e r e h is the minimal polynomial of the vector G

relative to the matrix F, i.e.,

F”-‘GfhlF”-‘-1Gf  . . . +h,-,G  = 0

with deg h = r, r = minimum.

Outline of proof. Fact (i) (and therefore the fact that (f,  g) = 0 if and
only if rank [G, FG, . . . , F”-lG]  = n) was first proved in [4],  Lemma 7.
Note that in view of(i) (see [3],  ch. 5, p. 107) the “functor”

cf,  g) -+ det [G, FG, . . ., F+lG] (7)

is identical with the Euler-Sylvester “functor” Rf.g which is now exhibited
more efficiently using an n X n (rather than mn X mn) matrix. (The number
Rfg  is the classical resolvent off, g.)

The matrix
[G,  FG, . . ., F”-lG],

which is to be thought of as made up of the (column) vectors G, FG, . . .,
plays an important (and well-known) role in modern control theory under
the names “controllability” and “observability”.

The proof of (ii) and (iii) is a straightforward elaboration of (i), see [5].
The form and proof of this theorem suggests rephrasing the algebraic

situation in module-theoretic terms. Recall (this is now classical) that any
square matrix F (over the field K) induces a K[z]-module over K,,  = X
regarded as an abelian  group. To do this, we define

scalar product: K[z]X  K,, -+ K,,

: (f,  x) - f(F)x.

Given a fixed F (and fixed n), the condition

rank [G, FG, . . ., Fn-lG]  = n, (8)

which is equivalent to
(.A  d = 0, (9)

means in module language that
G generates the module X. (10)

This observation is closely related to the theory of realizations which
(especially for our present purposes) may be regarded as a generalization
of the classical theory of elementary divisors.

3. Theory of realizations. Consider the infinite sequence

Y = {Yk:  k = 0, 1, . . .) Yk = pXm  matrix over K}.
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minimal realization of Y. In particular, rank S; = n(Y) for all r =- n(Y) or
even r * deg ~1.

Referring to the module language mentioned at the end of 0 2, we can
rephrase the preceding statements also as follows: The module induced by
any F belonging to a minimal realization of Y is of dimension n(Y); this
module is the direct sum of precisely q cyclic pieces, each with annihilating
polynomial pi. In short, the (numerical) sequence Y may be used to deter-
mine module invariants (n, q, the YJ with exactly the same ease (or diffi-
culty) as it can be used to determine similarity invariants for F.

It is clear that q, deg ~1, and even the vi could be determined by a combi-
natorial procedure examining the linear dependences of subsets of the
matrix 5;.  The detailed prescriptions are easily inferred from [4-81. It is,
however, not yet clear if a “functorial”  procedure can be obtained for
this purpose. The clarification of this problem, in view of the situation
sketched above, is clearly one of the outstanding present research problems
in linear algebra.

This problem is closely related also to other unsolved elementary prob-
lems of a linear-algebraic type. Let us mention the following interesting

CONJECTURE. (“Parametrization  of minimal realizations.“) Let (F, G, ZZ)
be a minimal realization of its own sequence {Yk  = HFkG, k = 0, 1, . . .}.
Let X be the corresponding K[z]-module,  with q cyclic pieces. Let ~1,  . . . , ye
be the invariant factors of X, with vi+1  ] yi and deg vi = n!. (Thus y1 = mi-
nimal polynomial of X and nl + . . . + n, = dim X.) Finally, let m = p = q
and rank G = q.

Then: For fixed q and fixed (nl, . . . , n4)  the set of all such triples plus

a set of measure zero (corresponding to triples which are not minimal)
is a linear space over K whose dimension is precisely equal to

5 min {ni, ?Zi,1 -ni}+ 2 (2j-1)nj  (no  = -).
i=l j=l

The first term in the above expression represents the minimal number
of parameters necessary to specify all the invariant factors (given their
degrees).

The second term is the dimension of the linear space of transformations
leaving the rational canonical form of F invariant. (This number was
first determined by Frobenius.) It can be shown that the dimension of
the linear transformations leaving F invariant is precisely the same as the
number of parameters in G which can be fixed over the whole class: For
instance, if q = 1 or if nl = . . . = nq  all elements of G can be fixed.
This is closely related to canonical forms of completely controllable pairs
(F, G). See [7].

We say that Y has a finite-dimensional realization if and only if there exist
matrices F, G, H over K such that

Yk=HFkG,  k=O,l,.... (11)
The matrix F is required to be nX n (then H is pXn and G is nXm).  We
say that the realization is minimal if and only if n is the smallest integer for
which (11) can be satisfied. The following theorem is fundamental:

Zf Fy and & belong to minimal realizations or the same Y, then they are
similar.

A proof may be found in [5]  or [6].
It is now clear that the theory of realizations generalizes the theory of

elementary divisors: if A is some given matrix, then the set of all minimal
realizations of the sequence {Yk}  = {Ak} is identical with the similarity
class of A, since all triples of the form (F, T, T-l), with T-IFT  = A, are
minimal realizations. So the following is a well-defined problem: Given
{Yk} possessing a finite-dimensional realization, determine the similarity
invariants of F belonging to some minimal realization. A rather detailed
examination of this problem built around the classical machinery of invari-
ant factors and elementary divisors is given in [7],  to which the reader is
referred also for additional motivation and background material.

In complete generality, that is, in terms of exhibiting efficient “functors”
to linear algebra, the solution of the problem is definitely not known at
present.? Let us review briefly what is known.

The simplest invariant of F (minimal) is given by the following result,
which is new, turns out to be quite simple, and seems to be fundamental:

Let S;denote  the blockwise NXNgeneralized  Hankel matrix

[Y#J Yl . . . YN-1  -
Yl Yz . . . YN

sy=. .

[&-1 Y, . . . y,-11

induced by the matrix sequence Y. Then dim F = rank ST for N suflciently
large. In other words, a finite-dimensional realization exists if and only if
the rank of S; is eventually constant, and then

n(Y)  = rank SG = fl deg  yi (vi+1  1 yip i = 1, . . .,  q-l),

where yi are the invariant factors of the square matrix F belonging to any

t The computational experience of numerically determining minimal realizations has
been summarized in [8],  pp. 373-405.  Four methods have been compared there: (i) clas-
sical elementary divisor theory (see [71);  (ii) partial fraction expansions and rank com-
putations ([4],  Section 8); (iii) direct application of elementary linear algebra ([41 Sec-
tions 7 and 8); (iv) Ho’s algorithm via Hankel matrices 161.
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